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PREFACE 
 
The following study is the fruit of a deep interest in nineteenth-century Russian social 
and political thought. I have developed this interest abroad as a student. My first 
systematic acquaintance with Russian thinkers was through a course I took at the 
Humboldt Universität, Norbert Franz’ Einführung in die russische Geistesgeschichte. 
Later that year, at the Freie Universität, Martin Schulze Wessel supervised my paper 
on Pëtr Chaadaev and sparked my inspiration for academic research. Reading a copy 
of the manuscript of the doctoral thesis of the great historian Sergej Solov’ëv – the 
father of Vladimir – I first felt the kick of reading a text few people had access to. 
Undoubtedly, the German environment contributed to my perception of it all being 
very wissenschaftlich. At the Université de Fribourg, a course on Sergej Bulgakov by 
Barbara Hallensleben and Guido Vergauwen introduced me to Russian religious 
philosophy and its problematic relation to the Russian Orthodox Church.  
Back home, during the course of my study of Russian language and literature 
at Leiden University, I got involved with the larger social and cultural issues literature 
deals with and realized that, in order to grasp the size and content of the social and 
political problems that were discussed in the great works, I needed a better knowledge 
of the historical circumstances in which these problems occurred as well as training in 
philosophy to understand the terminology that was being used. Working as a PhD 
student at the section of political and social philosophy at Radboud University 
Nijmegen’s Faculty of Philosophy has fueled my interest in how intellectuals perceive 
society and how they want to structure it. What had initially fascinated me in the case 
of Russian intellectuals were their debates about whether Russia should follow the 
West or hold on to its own traditions, how to bring society into accordance with their 
respective social ideals, whether by means of popular democratic involvement or by 
terror, and how to answer the question of authority, namely who should rule the 
country whether God, the tsar or the people. 
All these aspects and interests merge in the object of this study: the 
publitsistika or writings on current affairs of the religious philosopher Vladimir 
Sergeevich Solov’ëv (1853-1900). Solov’ëv wanted to transform Russian society and 
bring about a spiritual renaissance. He developed a political theology of free 
theocracy in which the organs of state, church and society were divided by their 
separate tasks, but united by their calling to prepare society for the Kingdom of God 
 xii
on earth. In his writings, he tried to empower educated society by making its members 
intellectually, spiritually and morally aware of the deviations of their own time. 
 
Russians have asked me whether my reason for studying Solov’ëv was that I 
sympathized with his Christian ideas. First, I rather defensively answered that the 
object of my research had nothing to do with my personal political convictions, an 
answer which some of them found hard to understand and above all unsatisfying. But 
I wanted to avoid the pitfalls of hagiography and wanted to keep a professional 
scholarly distance to the object of my study. At the same time, however, over the last 
couple of years, my sympathy for persons like Solov’ëv has grown, particularly when 
viewed against the background of the polarization of Dutch contemporary debate 
about the role of religion in politics and society. His way of rationally distinguishing, 
while not separating; his attempt to broaden people’s horizon by taking away 
prejudices; and his unselfish fight for the public cause are, I now feel, much needed 
goods. I hope that my investigation of this Russian philosopher’s publitsistika will not 
only interest people of Russian area studies, but will also engage people beyond this 
specialization who, like me, take an interest in politics and public debate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 xiii
NOTE ON TECHNICAL MATTERS 
 
I have used the American-English spelling and have largely followed the practice of 
transliteration used in American Slavic scholarship with two modifications. The ‘’ is 
written as ‘j’, instead of ‘i’ and the ‘’ is not transcribed as ‘e’, but remains ‘ë’. Some 
names have been changed from their Russian spelling to traditional English spelling: 
for example, intelligentsia for intelligentsiia and Tsar Alexander for Tsar Aleksandr.  
For the spelling of Russian émigré authors, I follow the transliterations adopted in 
their publications: for example, Strémooukhoff. This explains the double 
transliteration of Florovskij and Florovsky. Referring to the Brussels edition of 
Solov’ëv’s work as well as to the original newspaper and journal articles, I have 
adjusted the old spelling to the new spelling. In the source references, ‘M’ or ‘SPb.’ 
for place of publication designated Moscow or St. Petersburg, respectively. The dates 
are according to the Julian calendar, which was 12 days behind the Western 
(Gregorian) calendar.  
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LIST OF JOURNALS & NEWSPAPERS 
 
Abbreviation  Full Name    Translation 
BV    Bogoslovskij Vestnik   Theological Messenger 
–   Cosmopolis    – 
–   Golos     Voice 
GM   Golos minuvshego   Voice of the Past 
–   Grazhdanin     Citizen 
ISPbSbO  Izvestiia Sankt-Peterburgskogo Reports of the St.  
   Slavianskogo blagotvoritel’nogo Petersburg Slavonic 
   Obshchestva    Benevolent Society 
–   Kavkaz    Caucasus 
KhCh   Khristianskoe Chtenie  Christian Reading 
KN    Knizhki Nedeli   Books of the Week 
ME   Moskovskij Ezhenedel’nik  Moscow Weekly 
MI   Mir Iskusstva    World of Art 
MVed.   Moskovskie Vedomosti  Moscow Gazette 
–   Mysl’      Thought 
NV   Novoe Vremia    New Time 
–   Nedelia    Week 
–   Niva     Field 
Novosti  Novosti i birzhevaia gazeta  News and Stock Gazette 
–   Pchela     Bee 
PO   Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie  Orthodox Review 
RB   Russkoe Bogatstvo   Russian Wealth 
RM   Russkaia Mysl’   Russian Thought 
RO   Russkoe Obozrenie   Russian Review 
RS   Russkoe Slovo    Russian Word 
–   Rus’     Russia1 
RV   Russkij Vestnik   Russian Messenger 
RVed.   Russkie Vedomosti   Russian Gazette 
SPbVed.  Sankt-Peterburgskie Vedomosti St-Petersburg Gazette 
                                                 
1
 Name of the first state of the East-Slavs which covered parts of present Russia, Belorussia and 
Ukraine. 
 xv 
SV   Severnj Vestnik   Northern Messenger 
–   Strannik    Wanderer   
TsV   Tserkovnyj Vestnik   Church Messenger 
VR   Vera i Razum    Belief and Reason 
VE   Vestnik Evropy   Messenger of Europe 
VEVed.  Volynskie Eparkhial’nye   Volyn Diocesan 
   Vedomosti    Gazette 
VFP   Voprosy Filosofii i Psikhologii Problems of Philosophy 
        and Psychology 
ZhMNP  Zhurnal Ministerstva   Journal of the Ministry 
   Narodnogo Prosveshcheniia  of Public Education
 
 1 
‘The biblical prophets were the publicists of Antiquity.’ 
         Ernest Renan1 
 
‘A true prophet is an activist in society, absolutely independent, and neither fears, nor 
submits to, anything external.’ 
        Vladimir Solov’ëv2 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Vladimir Solov’ëv (1853-1900) is widely claimed to be the first professional and 
systematic philosopher of Russia. Ever since the philosopher and ex-president of 
Czechoslovakia, Tomas Masaryk, included Solov’ëv in his two-volume Zur 
russischen Geschichts- und Religionsphilosophie (1913), his name looms large in the 
history of Russian philosophy. More recently, entries on Solov’ëv were included in 
the Macmillan Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2006), Routledge Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy (1998) and in the Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy (1995), bearing 
testimony to a general acknowledgement of his greatness and originality. Since the 
1990s, the oeuvre of the Russian philosopher has been widely studied by scholars all 
over the world. There are two reasons for this increase. With the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, Solov’ëv’s philosophy has become accessible to a wider public; several 
new editions have appeared and the Russian Academy of Sciences has started work 
on a complete critical edition of works and letters in twenty volumes. Secondly, 
contemporary Russian intellectuals, searching for a new national identity and 
struggling with the type of social and political questions their regained freedom 
confronts them with, have received a new stimulus from Solov’ëv’s ideas. 
 
 
Aims 
In this study I am concerned with this philosopher’s contribution to the national 
public debate of his time. Between 1881 and 1898, Solov’ëv published approximately 
100 articles on a variety of current affairs of national interest in some 15 journals and 
                                                 
1
 As quoted in the Brokgauz encyclopedia entry on ‘publitsistika’ T. XXVa (SPb, 1898) p.746. 
2
 […istinnyj prorok est’ obshchestvennyj deiatel’, bezuslovno nezavisimyj, nichego vneshnego ne 
boiashchijsia i nichemu vneshnemu ne podchiniaiushchijsia.] ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia 
chelovechestva v ego tselom” (1896, VFP) SS VIII p.509. Translation after Duddington. 
 2 
newspapers of different social and political plumage in Russia. (see appendix D) The 
sheer number of critical reactions from contemporaries (not to mention their, not 
always aggressive, though never mild tone) makes it clear that his writings often 
provoked debate. Very early in his life, at the age of twenty, Solov’ëv realized that 
society was not what it ought to be, that it was largely based on meaningless 
coincidence, blind force, egoism and coercive subjugation, rather than on reason and 
law. In acknowledgement of this reality, he laid out a vision of his purpose in life: 
‘Recognizing that this transformation [PS: of society] is necessary, I hereby commit 
to devoting all of my life and all of my energies to ensuring that this transformation is 
actually realized.’3 As to how to bring about this transformation of society, he wrote: 
‘I know that any transformation must be done from the inside out – from a man’s 
heart and mind. People are guided by their convictions, it is therefore necessary to act 
on them, to convince people of the truth [PS: of Christianity].’4 Solov’ëv realized that 
by having such convictions and intentions, he must have appeared quite mad (I’ll have 
to be arrested’): this did not bother him, however, for “divine madness is more 
intelligent than human wisdom”.5 The first goal of this study is to examine the 
rejection, indignation and misunderstanding that Solov’ëv’s ideas and self-
understanding as a prophet-publitsist (see the second motto cited at the beginning) 
provoked. 
 Solov’ëv believed that society would succeed in transforming itself once 
people started living Christianity, once it became a true conviction, once people 
started practicing the Christian teaching of unconditional love and self-renunciation. 
This idea, which Solov’ëv termed Christian politics [khristianskaia politika], and 
which I conceive as a religious ‘basic attitude’ [Grundhaltung] based on love is here 
examined as the Leitmotiv of Solov’ëv’s critique of society [Gesellschaftskritik]. My 
initial observation is that Solov’ëv’s most outstanding contributions to the national 
public debate of his time, his ecumenical writings and his critique of nationalism, 
                                                 
3
 [Soznavaia neobkhodimost’ preobrazovaniia, ia tem samym obiazyvaius’ posviatit’ vsiu svoiu zhizn’ 
i vse svoi sily na to, chtoby eto preobrazovanie bylo dejstvitel’no soversheno.] Letter to Solov’ëv’s 
cousin and first love Ekaterina Vladimirovna Selevina, born Romanova, dated from 1873. Pis’ma III 
p.88. 
4
 [Ia znaiu, chto vsiakoe preobrazovanie dolzhno delat’sia iznutri - iz uma i serdtsa chelovecheskogo. 
Liudi upravliaiutsia svoimi ubezhdeniami, sledovatel’no, nuzhno dejstvovat’ na ubezhdeniia, ubedit’ 
liudej v istine.] Op.cit. p.88. [Italics according to the Brussels edition] 
5
 [Ty ponimaesh’, chto s takimi ubezhdeniiami i namereniiami ia dolzhen kazat’sia sovsem 
sumasshedshim, i mne ponevole prikhoditsia byt’ sderzhannym. No menia eto ne smushchaet: 
‘bezumnoe Bozhie umnee mudrosti chelovesheskoj’.] Ibid. p.89-90. 
 3 
have much more in common and display much more coherence, comparatively, than 
is usually believed. The scope of his writings on the question of Church union extends 
far beyond church politics and theological disputes between East and West: they also 
foreground topics of a social and political nature, such as authority, exclusivism, 
progress, freedom of speech, and independent scholarship. The writings on 
nationalism and the national question expand on and continue to advance these topics. 
The study’s second aim is thus to clarify Solov’ëv’s conception of Christian 
politics [khristianskaia politika]. 
 With Christian politics, Solov’ëv was offering people a moral guideline on 
how to promote the cause of God on earth in relation to other people, starting with the 
idea that belief could only be justified by deeds and should hence be accepted as a 
‘norm of reality’. The idea of Christian politics was most directly picked up by Sergej 
Bulgakov, who tried to found a political party on the basis of Christian politics in 
1906. The social teaching of Pope Leo XIII, who was familiar with Solov’ëv’s ideas 
concerning a Church union, also bears some resemblance.6 More recently, the social-
political writings of Catholic philosophers such as Jacques Maritain and Charles 
Taylor, and of the German protestant theologian and publicist Dorothee Sölle as well 
as of the Jewish sociologist Amitai Etzioni echo certain arguments found in 
Solov’ëv’s Christian politics regarding the unity of mankind, the freedom of religion 
and conscience, the political translation of a transcendental vision in human life, the 
relationship between church and state, the balance between individual rights and 
social responsibilities, between the person and the collective, and the relationship 
between law and morality. 
 The third aim of this study is to link Solov’ëv’s engagement in public debate 
with the rise of a public sphere in late imperial Russian society. Since the great 
reforms of Tsar Alexander II in the 1860s, the number of journals and newspapers had 
grown enormously. Solov’ëv did not limit himself to publishing in one particular 
journal or newspaper and disseminated his ideas through the wide-ranging channels of 
the press. Although he never participated in politics as a minister or government 
                                                 
6
 The Pope remarked about Solov’ëv’s publication L’idée russe: “Bella idea, ma fuor d’un miracolo 
ecosa impossibile”. Pis’ma IV p.119. 
 4 
official, he did participate in politics at large, addressing ‘the political’ and advocating 
the idea of Christian politics.7 
 
The central question of this study is twofold. First of all, how does Solov’ëv’s idea of 
Christian politics explain his critique of society and his participation in publitsistika 
[current affairs writing]? And secondly, what does this tell us about the nature and 
development of a public sphere in Russia? In recent years, students of European 
history have paid increasing attention to the conception of ‘public sphere’ as defined 
by Jürgen Habermas.8 In order to make this concept more tangible, aspects of the 
public sphere are frequently contextualized and tied to circumstances and situations 
present in particular European societies during specific periods. In so doing, all sorts 
of public places are examined, such as coffee houses, salons and circles, while focus 
is also directed to reading culture, the foundation of societies and the evolution of 
urban culture. The sheer fact that, in Russia, a public debate was possible in which hot 
topics like the church’s lack of authority and the state’s russification policy were 
openly discussed (as Solov’ëv himself did), indicates the rise of just such a public 
sphere. This development, in combination with Solov’ëv’s advocacy of free and 
independent development in the (secular) spheres of politics, education, science, arts 
and technology, links the object of this enquiry to a larger discussion regarding the 
modernization of Russian in the second half of the nineteenth century.  
 
 
Biographical Note 
Solov’ëv was a philosopher with a strong personal Christian engagement comparable 
in force, albeit differing in content, to that of such contemporaries as Fëdor 
Dostoevskij and Lev Tolstoj. He developed a philosophy of all-unity that was aimed 
at uniting what he distinguished as the three spheres of human activity – knowledge, 
                                                 
7
 See: Evert van der Zweerde ‘Zlo i politika: ob antipoliticheskoj politicheskoj filosofii Vl. Solov’ëva’ 
in: Aza Takho-Godi, Elena Takho-Godi (red.) Vladimir Solov’ëv i kul’tura Serebrianogo veka 
(Moskva: Nauka, 2005) pp.47-60. 
8
 See: Craig Calhoun (ed.) Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992); 
Harold Mah ‘Phantasies of the Public Sphere: Rethinking the Habermas of Historians’ The Journal of 
Modern History 72 (March 2000), pp.153-182; Hannah Barker and Simon Burrows Press, Politics and 
the Public Sphere in Europe and North America 1760-1820 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002). 
 5 
social practice and creativity – into the ultimate synthesis of integral life.9 He was 
committed to preparing for the establishment of the kingdom of God and ardently 
pleaded for social and political reforms based on the principle of love. He specifically 
addressed the intelligentsia and educated society to bring about this transformation. 
Though Solov’ëv had a deep respect for traditional institutions and authority and 
attributed pivotal roles to both the monarchy and the papacy in his theocratic model, 
this did not prevent him from criticizing both the Russian government and the Russian 
Orthodox Church. On the contrary, he summoned them to make true the principles 
that they stood for. He applied the principles of distinctiveness, perfectibility and 
harmony to the domains of church, state, and society, and considered it his duty to 
address issues in public, thereby fostering religious, political and social awareness. 
His three-pronged “free” status, as bachelor, independent scholar, and lay theologian 
undoubtedly helped him to realize this aspiration. 
Solov’ëv had an intellectual upbringing in which religion played a significant 
role. He was the son of the eminent historian Sergej Solov’ëv (1820-1879), professor 
of history at Moscow University and author of a 28-volume History of Russia, and the 
grandson of Father Mikhail, the archpriest and religious teacher to whom Solov’ëv 
dedicated his major work in practical philosophy, Opravdanie dobra [The 
Justification of the Good]. In 1869, at the age of 16, Solov’ëv entered the Department 
of Physics and Mathematics at Moscow University to study science, later transferring 
to the Department of History and Philology to study philosophy. After graduation, he 
spent one year at the Moscow Theological Academy at Sergeev Posad. He was 
tempted to enter the monastery, but remained a layman. He never married and died at 
the age of 47 at the home of his dear friend Sergej Trubetskoj. Only a few people 
attended his funeral, though later he was widely lamented. 
After a short, but very promising career in academia, Solov’ëv moved into 
journalism, earning a living as a publicist or ‘literary day-laborer’ [literaturnyj 
podenshchik], as he once called himself.10 He proved to be very prolific, contributing 
                                                 
9
 See: George Kline ‘Hegel and Solovyov’ in: J.J. O’Malley, K.W. Algozin, F.G. Weiss (eds.) Hegel 
and the History of Philosophy [Proceedings of the 1972 Hegel Society of America Conference] (The 
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1974) pp.164-169 and Van der Zweerde ‘Vladimir Solovjov - een levend 
denkwerk’ Tijdschrift voor Filosofie 65 (2003) 4, pp.716-717, 724. 
10
 Pis’ma III p.122. 
 6 
as many as 300 titles11 (excluding poems, but including commentaries on current 
affairs, book reviews, philosophical essays, obituaries, letters to the editor, literary 
critiques and theological essays) to journals and newspapers (appendix C), 
approximately a third of which belongs to publitsistika.12 Although it makes up a 
substantial portion of his overall publicistic contribution, Solov’ëv’s publitsistika, 
unlike his philosophy, theology and poetry, was for a long time not taken seriously 
and derogatorily pushed aside.13 As a result, Solov’ëv hardly figures in studies and 
anthologies of Russian social and political thought. 
Apart from his reputation as a mystic and enigmatic figure (see the cover of 
this book), I believe that three factors have contributed to what is merely a superficial 
appreciation of his publitsistika: the ambiguity of the notion of publitsistika, a too 
rigid periodization of his life, and a strong scholarly focus on his theoretical work. In 
this study, I clarify the first (through a focus on, precisely, those of his texts that fall 
within the category of publitsistika), I question the second, and supplement the third.  
 
 
Publitsistika 
What is publitsistika? Is it an (academic) discipline like philosophy, journalism, 
history or law? Is it a specific literary genre, like satire or poetry? Or is it a style: 
aggressive, explanatory, dense, reflective, polemical? Neither the concept of 
publitsistika, nor its underlying criteria, are obvious. I claim that Solov’ëv’s 
publitsistika in its specificity forms an integral, but distinct, part of his oeuvre. 
According to Nikolaj Kotrelëv and Evgenij Rashkovskij, who provided the 
first critical edition of Solov’ëv’s ‘philosophical publitsistika’ along with their 
commentary, Solov’ëv dedicated his publitsistika to ‘burning topics of Russian and 
European soci(et)al, cultural and ecclesiastical life of the second half of the nineteenth 
                                                 
11
 Counting each separate publication, including those that form part of a larger work. For example, 
Solov’ëv’s master’s thesis was published in five different issues of PO and is therefore counted five 
times. 
12
 These numbers are estimations based on the available collections of Solov’ëv’s work and my own 
research. The PSS, which has thus far published only its first three volumes, will most definitely 
uncover some publications of which scholars had been previously unaware, as well as revise and 
correct some of the publications data cited in the SS.  
13
 Walter Moss, in his dissertation ‘Vladimir Solovyov and the Russophiles’ (1968), and Gregory Gaut 
in his dissertation ‘A Christian Westernizer: Vladimir Solovyov and Russian Conservative 
Nationalism’, make extensive use of articles that apparently belong to publitsistika, but are not 
concerned with the category as such. 
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century.’14 On the one hand, this statement potentially diminishes the importance of 
Solov’ëv’s publitsistika. Does it mean, for example, that Solov’ëv failed to introduce 
anything new to the agenda, and merely responded to already acknowledged 
problems? Or could it mean that his publitsistika was transitory, that its significance 
did not extend beyond his lifetime? Was it of relevance to his Russian and European 
contemporaries only? On the other hand, Kotrelëv’s and Rashkovskij’s claim might 
include almost everything, for who is to decide about what is ‘burning’ and what is 
not? And does not all writing relate, in one way or another, to soci(et)al, cultural and 
ecclesiastical life? If so, essentially any text would fit this category. 
Fortunately, the first Russian encyclopedia (usually referred to as the 
Brokgauz-Efron) provides a more exact definition. Publitsistika is there conceived as 
‘discussion, in print, on the pressing problems of social-political life.’15 According to 
the author of this entry, publitsistika influenced public opinion, and, as the main 
manifestation of private social-political initiative, it played a special political role in 
Russia, which lacked alternative outlets for the expression of social thinking. In fact, 
it is argued that Russian literary critique was vested with popular authority precisely 
because it focused on publitsistika.16 Significantly, the entry for pechat’ [press] in the 
same encyclopedia only provides information on other countries, including France, 
England, Germany and the United States. For information about the press in Russia 
reference is made to the entries for tsenzura [censorship] and svoboda pechati 
[freedom of the press]. Fifteen pages are dedicated to censorship in Russia, whereas 
the entry on freedom of the press was never written – most likely due to censorship 
restrictions.17 (There is no doubt as to the liberally – inspired Brokgauz-Efron’s stance 
on free press and censorship.) 
In view of the above, I here conceive of publitsistika as a written form of 
critical public discourse appearing in (non-specialized) journals and newspapers 
regarding current affairs of national interest. It is a critical public discourse that is 
accessible to the average member of educated society, has no preconceived biases 
                                                 
14
 [zlobodnevnym problemam russkoj i evropejskoj obshchestvennoj, kulturnoj i tserkovnoj zhizni 
vtoroj poloviny proshlogo veka.] S I p.641. The authors consider publitsistichnost’, an active 
engagement in social life, ‘the uniting and transparent characteristic of Solov’ëv’s oeuvre and 
philosophical position.’ S I p.640. 
15
 [obsuzhdenie v pechati nasushchnykh voprosov obshchestvenno-politicheskoj zhizni.] Entry 
‘Publitsistika’ by Ar. G. in: Arsen’ev, K. (ed.) Entsiklopedicheskii slovar’ T. XXVa (SPB, 1898) p.746. 
16
 Op.cit. p.746. 
17
 Entry ‘Pechat’’ by V.Vodovozov in: Arsen’ev, K. (ed.) Entsiklopedicheskij slovar’ T. XXIIIa (SPB, 
1898) pp.530-533. 
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restricting it to particular disciplines or world views, and is intended to create national 
awareness, to shape public opinion and, preferably, to exert an influence on politics. 
In the English version of the Bol’shaia Sovetskaia Entsiklopediia [The Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia] publitsistika is translated as ‘publicist writings’, most likely because 
the noun ‘publicism’ is rarely used in the English language. A ‘publicist’, understood 
as a journalist, especially one concerned with current affairs, is listed second in the 
2003 edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, behind its first, more current 
definition: ‘a person responsible for publicising a product, person or company.’ I have 
chosen not to translate the noun publitsistika, and to use the Russian original instead. 
However, I do employ the English noun ‘publicist’ [publitsist] (in the second 
journalistic sense), as well as the adjective ‘publicistic’. 
 A second reason why Solov’ëv’s publitsistika has only been marginally 
studied is to be found in the generally accepted, but, in my view, too rigid tripartite 
periodization of his life.18 A division of Solov’ëv’s life into a preparatory or 
theosophical (1873-1882), a utopian or theocratic (1882-1894), and a positive or 
theurgical period (1894-1900), suggests that he only dealt with social and political 
affairs of national interest between 1882 and 1894, and not in the first or the final 
years of his life; however, his letter to Katia Romanova (1873), his lecture on the 
death penalty (1881) and his Sunday Letters (1897-98) prove otherwise. Furthermore, 
according to this periodization, the second period is that in which Solov’ëv dedicated 
himself to his utopian dream of establishing a free theocracy on Earth, part of which 
was a reunion between the Orthodox and Catholic Churches. This second period, 
however, is also the one in which he articulated sharp criticism on Russian 
nationalism and began publishing in the liberal journal Vestnik Evropy [Messenger of 
Europe]. The aforementioned periodization proves inadequate in this respect, for it 
fails to account for this shift in theme and affiliation. Finally, to assume an intellectual 
development from knowledge via social practice to creativity not only means to deny 
the synthesis of these three fields that Solov’ëv himself envisaged, but also excludes 
                                                 
18
 Evgenij Trubetskoj was the first to divide Solov’ëv’s life into three phases: a preparatory period 
(1873-1882), a utopian period (1882-1894) and a positive period (1894-1900). Mirosozertsanie Vl.S. 
Solov’ëva (Moskva, 1913) T.1 p.87. This tripartite periodization was roughly taken over by Konstantin 
Mochul’skii and Dmitrij Strémooukhoff -according to the latter these periods corresponded to 
Solov’ëv’s interest in the fields of theosophy, theocracy and theurgy- as well as Georgij Florovskij, and 
Nikolaj Zernov. See, respectively, Vladimir Solov’ev: zhizn’ i uchenie (Parizh: YMCA Press, 
(1936)1951); Vladimir Soloviev et son oeuvre messianique (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1935); Puti 
russkogo bogosloviia, 2 vols. (Paris: YMCA Press, 1937); Three Prophets: Khomiakov, Dostoevsky, 
Soloviev (London: SCM Press, 1944). 
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the possibility of developing a social critique on the basis of something other than his 
philosophical system, thus limiting an independent development of this critique. 
 A third reason for the relative neglect of Solov’ëv’s publitsistika lies in the 
strong focus on his major theoretical works: Krizis zapadnoj filosofii (protiv 
pozitivistov) [The Crisis of Western Philosophy: Against the Positivists], Filosofskie 
nachala tsel’nogo znaniia [The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge], 
Kritika otvlechënnykh nachal [A Critique of Abstract Principles], Chteniia o 
Bogochelovechestve [Lectures on Godmanhood], Dukhovnye osnovy zhizni [The 
Spiritual Foundations of Life], Istoriia i budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and 
Future of Theocracy], La Russie et l'Église Universelle [Russia and the Universal 
Church],  Smysl liubvi [The Meaning of Love], Opravdanie dobra [The Justification 
of the Good], Osnovy teoreticheskoj filosofii [Foundations of Theoretical Philosophy]. 
In terms of reception history, a parallel can be drawn with the renowned philosopher 
Immanuel Kant, whose “three Kritiken” have received the most attention. Likewise, 
the emphasis in research on Solov’ëv is directed to his main religious-philosophical 
oeuvre, often leaving the publicistic writings overlooked. It is my opinion that, just as 
Kant’s Kleinschriften (‘Was ist Aufklärung?’, ‘Zum ewigen Frieden’ etc.) have 
proven to be a rich source of information to philosophers, historians and Germanists, 
Solov’ëv’s publitsistika can provide students of Russian history, philosophy and 
literature with enormously valuable information. 
 What, however, is the precise nature and direction of Solov’ëv’s publitsistika? 
What gives it its unity? In the following section, I shall deal with certain 
characteristics of Solov’ëv’s publitsistika, specifically regarding line of argument, 
approach and style, thereby referring to specific articles. 
 
 
Solov’ëv’s Publitsistika 
Line of Argument 
The point of departure for Solov’ëv’s engagement in publitsistika is the conviction 
that the Bible contains fundamental norms for the organization of society and 
provides a spiritual guideline for politics. In addition to historical arguments and 
arguments based on authority, Solov’ëv employs, according to my analysis, six 
arguments that support his plea for Christian politics. The first argument is that the 
coming of Christ has set man free and marked the beginning of man’s emancipation 
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as a person and member of society. The second argument is that the meaning of 
religion consists in its application to real life, and not in its isolation from it. 
Therefore the church has the task to organize society and engage in politics. It can 
never be separated from the state, even though the two have to remain distinct. The 
third argument that Solov’ëv employs is that true religion implies action. Peoples who 
do not call themselves Christians and do not go to Church, but who contribute to a 
dignified existence, are better Christians than ‘nominal’ or ‘pseudo-Christians’. The 
fourth argument is that Christianity is not a set of static, dogmatic rules with an 
authoritative status, but a belief that can be rationally justified and critically 
questioned. Each particular situation demands a new interpretation of the revealed 
Truth. Fifth, political measures are only effective and lasting once they evolve from 
inner conviction; there is no use in imposing decisions on people by means of 
coercion. Sixth, the service of God is not limited to the Christian community, but 
contributes to the common good [obshchee blago] of all. 
In his arguments, Solov’ëv drew a clear distinction between the wishes of the 
Russian people as a Christian people on one hand, and actual politics as conducted by 
the state and the church on the other, in this way, making people aware of the 
circumstances and calling into doubt the legitimacy of both powers. In the 
unpublished article ‘Kogda byl ostavlen russkij put’ i kak na nego vernut’sia’ [When 
the Russian Path was Abandoned and How to Return to It] (1881), Solov’ëv wrote 
with respect to clerical authority: 
‘And if Russia (as a whole) believes in the Christian ideal, if the purpose of 
life for the Russian people is the creation of a Christian society, then it is 
apparent that the Russian spiritual authority can have meaning only as far as it 
consciously and strongly holds to a genuinely Christian (not Roman or 
Byzantine) origin and actively leads the people and society to its realization.’19 
 
                                                 
19
 [I esli Rossiia (v svoej tselosti) verit v ideal khristianskij, esli tsel’ zhizni dlia russkogo naroda est’ 
osushchestvlenie obshchestva khristianskogo, to ochevidno dukhovnaia vlast’ v Rossii mozhet imet’ 
smysl, lish’ poskol’ku ona soznatel’no i tverdo derzhitsia istinno-khristianskogo (a ne rimskogo i ne 
vizantijskogo) nachala i deiatel’no vedet narod i obshchestvo k ego osushchestvleniiu.] ‘Kogda byl 
ostavlen russkij put’ i kak na nego vernut’sia (Po povodu ‘Zametki o vnutrennem sostoianii Rossii’ 
K.S. Aksakova) in: Pasin, V. Vladimir Solov’ev v krasnom roge. Literaturno-kraevedcheskij ocherk 
(Briansk: Grani, 1994) pp.37.  
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A similar reasoning is pursued regarding state authority in Solov’ëv’s best-known 
political statement from March 1, 1881, in which he appealed to Tsar Alexander III to 
pardon the assassins of his father, Tsar Alexander II: 
‘But if the tsar is truly the individual expression of all the people’s essence, 
and moreover, of course, a spiritual being, then he must become firm about the 
ideal beginnings of the people’s life (…) if he truly senses his connection with 
the people (…) if he acknowledges God’s truth for the truth that there’s no 
other, then God’s truth says “Do not kill”.’20 
 
In reaction to Lev Tikhomirov, according to whom people were not capable of 
achieving the truth themselves and should therefore subject to the authority of the 
clergy who carry the ecclesiastical truth in them, instead of reading the works of 
individual laymen like Dostoevskij and himself, Solov’ëv replied that Tikhomirov 
should have demonstrated on which grounds, if not logical, psychological or moral, a 
person who does not believe in God can seriously and sincerely believe in the devout 
character of the clergy. Referring to the clergy’s changing stance in the controversy 
with the Old Believers, who heavily relied on the Holy Scripture, Solov’ëv made clear 
that it was not as simple “to know faith” as Tikhomirov made his readers believe, and 
that the clergy could certainly never claim to have this knowledge or ultimate belief.21 
Solov’ëv uttered severe critique of a lazy kind of religion that consumes religion as 
something ready-made and external to which one submits in order to prevent 
intellectual and spiritual instability. He argued in favor of ‘spiritual independence’ 
[dukhovnaia samodeiatel’nost’]: a person’s own intellectual and moral labor will 
allow him or her to distinguish truth from delusion.22 
 
Approach & Style 
Solov’ëv cultivates a national, political and moral awareness and tries to empower his 
readers in their quality as Russians, citizens, or believers by offering them moral 
                                                 
20
 [No esli tsar’ dejstvitel’no est’ lichnoe vyrazhenie vsego narodnogo sushchestva, i prezhde vsego, 
konechno, sushchestva dukhovnogo, to on dolzhen stat’ tverdo na ideal’nykh nachalakh narodnoj 
zhizni (…) esli on [PS: tsar’] dejstvitel’no chuvstvuet svoiu sviaz’ s narodom (…) esli on priznaët 
pravdu Bozhiiu za pravdu, to drugoj dlia nego net, a pravda Bozhiia govorit: “Ne ubij”] ‘Sobytie 1-go 
marta i V.S. Solov’ev’ (Byloe, 1906) Pis’ma pp.245-246. S I pp.41-42. 
21
 ‘Vopros o “samochinnom umstvovanii”’ (L. Tikhomirov, Dukhovenstvo i obshchestvo v 
sovremennom religioznom dvizhenii Moskva 1892) (1892, VE) pp.863-868. SS V pp.477-482. 
22
 ‘Iz voprosov kul’tury: I. Iu T. Samarin v pis’me k baronesse E.T. Raden’ (VE, 1893) SS VI 402-409. 
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guidelines. In a number of lengthy articles23, he carefully and extensively draws on 
Russian national history, i.e. cultural history, church history, history of the state, as 
well as on the history of Christianity before and after the schism of 1054. He thereby 
attempts to increase national and religious awareness among his readers. He prompts 
them (sometimes in a rather edifying way) to reconcile with Western civilization, in 
general, and with the Roman Catholic Church, in particular, and to fulfill their 
mission by renouncing all tendencies towards narrow-minded nationalism. 
The question arises as to whether or not this still belongs to publitsistika. For 
should not publitsistika be brief, to the point and easily accessible, rather than 
longwinded, historiographical and complex? It is, however, precisely this long-term 
perspective that Solov’ëv draws from his universal Christian worldview, combined 
with his sense of urgency in preparing for the coming of the kingdom of God (hence 
his engagement with discussions of national current affairs) that constitute the 
specificity of Solov’ëv’s publitsistika and propel its import beyond the issues of the 
day. 
With regard to the polemical tone in which many of his articles were written, 
Solov’ëv remarked: 
‘A polemic is, without a doubt, the most objectionable way of clarifying truth 
(…) But when the concern is not theoretical ideas, but real-life matters, whose 
resolution, in one way or another, has direct practical consequences for the 
majority of living people, when the victory or defeat of a certain outlook is 
connected to the prosperity or the ruin of our loved ones, then philosophical 
impassivity and imperturbability would be completely out of place. Here 
moral indignation and religious envy begin to assert themselves. Here, one 
account of truth is already insufficient, and a ruthless conviction of falsehood 
is necessary. It stands to reason that this denunciation of falsehood is not its 
abolishment, but the latter is out of our reach and is therefore not our 
                                                 
23
 See, for example, the 70-page long article ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie Tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o 
soedinenii tserkvej’ [The Dogmatic Development of the Church with regard to the Question of Church 
Union] (PO, 1885), the seven articles that make up ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika’ [The Great 
Controversy and Christian Politics] (1883-84), the four articles that make up ‘Ocherki istorii russkogo 
soznaniia’ [Sketches on the History of Russian Consciousness] (VE, 1889) and the lengthy articles of 
‘Vizantizm i Rossiia’ [Byzantinism and Russia] (VE, 1896). 
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obligation. It is our duty not to be indifferent and apathetic to the struggle for 
truth with falsehood wherever we can participate in such a struggle.’24 
 
This testimony not only bears witness to the zeal and radicalism with which Solov’ëv 
engaged in publitsistika to combat dogma, it also shows that he perceived of 
philosophy as being incapable of relating to the practical problems of everyday life 
and that he was aware that real problems of human interest demanded the moral 
judgments and actions arrived at by real people, rather than the application of 
abstractions. He could never stand aside, “watching lies go by”, and always felt the 
urge to intervene, even if it meant reminding high officials, such as Mikhail Katkov, 
Konstantin Pobedonostsev or Tsar Aleksander III, of their Christian duties. It also 
explains the large number of letters (ca. 30) he wrote to editors of journals and 
newspapers to challenge things that had been written about or ascribed to him.  
 Some contemporaries were surprised by his readiness to initiate discussions on 
topics as complex and serious as the question of church reunion in the daily or weekly 
press. According to Ivantsov-Platonov, Solov’ëv’s deliberations on theocracy were 
correct, but to apply them and put them into practice required the utmost care and 
could even be dangerous, if it was done incorrectly.25 Not only did he believe that 
polemic was far from the best means by which to unravel the truth: in order to discuss 
such questions properly, whole entire volumes would have to be written.26 While 
Solov’ëv, in the case of church reunion, clearly intended to focus people’s attention 
on practical solutions, he also wrote many articles exploring the meaning of 
Christianity. He opened the floor for such a debate in 1878, in his first lecture on 
Godmanhood, by siding with religion’s opponents for ‘those who reject religion are 
                                                 
24
 [Polemika est’, bez somneniia, samyj nepriatnyj sposob vyiasneiia istiny. (…) No kogda delo idët ne 
o teoreticheskikh ideiakh a o voprosakh zhiznennykh, reshenie kotorykh v tom ili drugom smysle imeet 
priamye prakticheskie posledstviia dlia mnozhestva zhivykh liudej, kogda torzhestvo ili porazhenie 
izvestnogo vzgliada sviazano s blagopoluchiem ili bedstviem nashikh blizhnikh, togda filosofskoe 
besstrastie i nevozmutimost’ byli by sovershenno neumestny. Tyt uzhe vstupaiut v svoi prava i 
moral’noe negodovanie, i religioznaia revnost’; tut uzhe nedostatochno odnogo izlozheniia istiny, a 
neobkhodimo i besposhchadnoe oblichenie nepravdy. Razumeetsia, takoe oblichenie nepravdy ne est’ 
eshchë eë uprazdnenie, no eto poslednee, ne buduchi v nashikh silakh, ne lezhit i na nashej 
obiazannosti: my obiazany tol’ko ne byt’ ravnodushnymi i bezuchastnymi k bor’be pravdy s krivdoiu v 
dostupnoj nam oblasti dejstviia.] Polemic is, no doubt, the most unpleasant method by which to 
elucidate the truth. Foreword to the third edition of National’nyj vopros v Rossii (1891) SS V p.159. 
25
 ‘Primechaniia k VI stat’e V.S. Solov’ëva’ Rus’ 1883 No.18 p.33. 
26
 [Polemika, mne kazhetsia, voobshche est’ daleko ne luchshee sredstvo k raz”iasneniiu istiny. Tem 
menee mozhet dostigat’ ser’ëznoj tseli gazetnaia polemika (…) kogda ona zakhvatyvaet v svoiu oblast’ 
takie predmety, dlia obsuzhdeniia kotorykh nuzhno pisat’ tselye bolshie knigi.] ‘Otvet na “Neskol’ko 
ob”iasnitel’nykh slov” V.S. Solov’ëva’ Rus’ 1883 No.19 pp.42-43. 
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right because the contemporary state of religion calls for rejection, because our 
religion is not what it ought to be.’27 Solov’ëv pursued this Christian self-criticism 
and made several assessments of the development of Christianity in the Eastern and 
Western world. Some of these articles are more theoretical than others, and some 
seem to lack a clear connection with a specific current event.28 On the other hand, 
judging from the debate they inspired, these contributions clearly demonstrate that 
Solov’ëv had hit on something of great importance to many members of Russian 
intellectual society, something that was definitely of national interest. 
 
Although the categorization of Solov’ëv’s work into publitsistika and non-
publitsistika has, like any division, its limits, this approach is justified for several 
reasons. First of all, it does justice to Solov’ëv’s active participation in public debate 
(to which the enormous output of shorter and less theoretical writings bears witness). 
Secondly, it calls into doubt the generally held idea that Solov’ëv’s social critique 
derives from his philosophical system, or is directly linked with his pro-Catholicism, 
thereby limiting it to the “Slavophile” question of church reunion. And third, by 
taking his publitsistika as a starting point, a less familiar and more socially and 
practically engaged Solov’ëv comes to the fore. 
 
 
Focus and Strategy 
In this study, I am specifically concerned with those among Solov’ëv’s texts that 
combine publitsistika with Christian politics. By writing about actual issues of 
national interest, i.e. about problems that were of concern to everyone, Solov’ëv tried 
to raise public awareness about such pivotal ideas as moral obligation, the common 
good [obshchee blago] and a worthy existence. He summoned society to take 
responsibility by stirring up people’s feelings of solidarity with their fellow citizens, 
fellow patriots or fellow Christians. In doing so, he made the idea of Christian politics 
relevant to the pressing problems of his time. 
 
                                                 
27
 ‘Chtenie o bogochelovechestve: chtenie pervoe’ (PO, 1878). Translation after Jakim p.1. 
28
 Specifically, I am thinking of two articles published in 1891 in the newly founded Voprosy Filosofii i 
Psikhologii, the first philosophical journal in Russia: ‘O poddelkakh’ and ‘Iz filosofii istorii’. A third 
article, ‘Ob upadke srednevekovogo mirosozertsaniia’, was supposed to have appeared in the journal, 
but was banned from publication. 
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Source Material: Content, Period and Press Organ 
Generally speaking, the texts that are being examined here all address, in one way or 
another, ‘the national question’ [natsional’nyj vopros]. In Russian cultural history, 
this is the twofold question of how, on the one hand, the Russian nation should be 
defined, and, on the other hand, how relations between Russia and the various 
nationalities within the empire should be construed.29 More than other Russian 
writers, Solov’ëv addressed specifically religious and theological issues and 
subdivided the national question into the Jewish question, the Polish or Catholic 
question and the Eastern or Slavic question.30 Besides making his readers aware of 
their moral obligation to face these questions that history had imposed on Russia, he 
also prompted them to take action. 
 In addition to the three aforementioned questions, the texts thematically deal 
with a wide range of social and political problems: church-state relations, nationalism 
and patriotism, the famine of 1891, freedom of speech, ecumenism, populism, the rise 
of the Far East and Russia’s relationship with the West. Many more addressed 
problems specifically related to religion and the social-political position of the 
Orthodox Church in Russia: the schism within the Russian Orthodox Church, the Old 
Believers, heresy, sectarianism, spiritual and ecclesiastical authority and the church 
schism of 1054. The articles are always sprinkled with evangelical terms such as 
kingdom of God, theocracy and Godmanhood [bogochelovechestvo], and reference is 
made to biblical sources. The approach that Solov’ëv advocates for tackling problems 
is discussed in terms of assuming the “proper” attitude. Calling for action, Solov’ëv 
preached respect, repentance, patriotism, love, solidarity, critical thinking, 
renunciation, action, duty and tolerance, while condemning nationalism, isolation, 
coercion, conceit, sin, idolatry, indifference, spiritual and intellectual laziness, and 
chauvinism. The texts usually have an adhortative, sometimes edifying character, 
                                                 
29
 Paul Valliere Modern Russian Theology: Bukharev, Soloviev, Bulgakov. Orthodox Theology in a 
New Key (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2000) p.240. Natsional’nyj vopros is sometimes too narrowly 
translated as the ‘nationalities’ question’, thus primarily emphasizing the relationship between Russia 
and its other nationalities. See, for example, Andrzej Walicki Legal Philosophies of Russian Liberalism 
(Notre Dame/London: University of Notre Dame Press, 1992) p.172. 
30
 ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika; I.Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj vopros’ [The Great 
Controversy and Christian Politics: Introduction: Poland and the Eastern Question] (Rus’, 1883) which 
was later published under the title ‘Nravstvennost’ i politika; istoricheskie objazannosti Rossii’ 
[Morality and Politics: Russia’s Historical Obligations] as the first chapter of Natsional’nyj vopros v 
Rossii Vyp.II SS V p.17, S I p.69.  
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alerting society to prejudices, half-truths and outright lies while simultaneously 
pointing out the direction to take. 
In terms of chronology, the articles that combine publitsistika with Christian 
politics cover practically Solov’ëv’s entire life span. (appendix A) The first article 
that meets the criteria dates from 1881. In ‘O dukhovnoj vlasti v Rossii’ [On Clerical 
Power in Russia] (Rus’, 1881), Solov’ëv uttered sharp criticism against the Russian 
Orthodox Church for its lack of moral authority and spiritual guidance, for not playing 
any role in society, i.e. outside the walls of the church, for silently consenting to 
subordinate the church to secular powers, for the alienation between clergy and lay 
people, and for its indifference to the hostility displayed by members of educated 
society towards Christianity.31 By way of a solution, Solov’ëv suggested a national 
council be called.32 This council of the Russian Church was to refrain from 
ecclesiastical censorship [dukhovnaia tsenzura] and foster an open theological debate 
that would allow raskolniki, sectarians and adherents of different faiths [inovertsy] to 
participate in public discussion. By refraining from exerting ‘external police power’ 
and reverting to the commandment of love and mercy, the Church would 
automatically regain an internal moral authority that would find expression in a 
worthy relationship with the state, for Christianity is the primary source of authority 
among people.33 
In some texts prior to 1881 one can detect tentative first attempts at 
publitsistika. For example, at the end of his lecture ‘Tri sily’ [Three forces] (1877) 
Solov’ëv wrote that Russian society was scarcely aware of its calling and directly 
called on the Russian intelligentsia, of which he considered himself a member, to free 
itself from ‘that lowly rubbish’ and ‘that pseudo-scientific school rubbish’, and ‘try to 
foster a Russian national character.’34 Also in his lecture ‘Smysl sovremënnykh 
sobytij’ [The Meaning of Current Events], Solov’ëv, after having given a rather 
reflective comment on his time in general, in the end touches upon more concrete, 
                                                 
31
 (Rus’, 1881) SS III p.236. 
32
 Such a council would not be set up until 1917. See: P. Valliere ‘The Idea of a Council in Russian 
Orthodoxy’ in: R. Nichols, T. Stavrou (eds.), Russian Orthodoxy under the Old Regime (Minneapolis, 
MI: University of Minnesota, 1978), pp.183-201. 
33
 (Rus’, 1881) SS III pp.239-240. 
34
 [osvobozhdeniia ot toj zhitejskoj driani, …i ot toj mnimo nauchnoj shkol’noj driani…dolzhny 
postarat’sia vosstanovit’ v sebe russkij narodnyj kharakter] (PO, 1877) SS I p.239. 
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current problems like that of terrorism in France and the problem of violence in 
Russia.35 
 Near the end of his life, on 1897, Solov’ëv began publishing the so-called 
‘Voskresnye pis’ma’ [Sunday Letters] (Rus’, 1897-98), in which he examined the 
question of what Russia, as a Christian family of nations, should be and towards what 
it should strive. Solov’ëv returned to the schism within the Russian Orthodox Church 
as the source of discord, arguing in favor of a supreme authority that would once and 
for all settle this problem, for it was in the Church that the Russian people held their 
faith and only from this faith could Russia’s supranational significance be distilled. 
Opposing the russification policy of the day, Solov’ëv returned to a misunderstanding 
he initially had with the Slavophile thinker Ivan Aksakov (1823-1886) about his call 
for self-negation, which contemporaries often confused with the sacrifice of one’s 
individuality and originality. 
 The first and last article that form a combination of publitsistika with Christian 
politics and hence are included in this study, both appeared in the newspaper Rus’, in 
1881 and 1898 respectively. However it was not the same newspaper. The first was 
the mouthpiece of the Slavophiles and the personal organ of Aksakov. It supported 
freedom of conscience, stood positively towards church reforms, and was 
considerably close to official political course. The latter was run by Vasilij 
Gajdeburov (1866-1940). Gajdeburov also published and edited the weekly Nedelia 
[Week], which belonged to the liberal-popular press. Rus’ shared the social-political 
stance of Nedelia, which was close to the narodniki [populists], and was intended to 
provide the readers of Nedelia with daily news.36 However, to many of its readers it 
was unclear and ambiguous to which movement Rus’ belonged.37 For Solov’ëv, it was 
one of the few outlets where he could express his religious ideas. 
Solov’ëv also published in Vestnik Evropy [The Messenger of Europe] a 
liberal journal of academics that is usually associated with the Westernizers’ camp. 
Like Aksakov’s Rus’, the journal supported freedom of conscience, but its social and 
political program was much more elaborate. It advocated individual liberties, 
constitutional reform, autonomous institutions and rule of law. It concerned itself with 
                                                 
35
 Smysl sovremennykh sobytij: Soderzhanie rechi, proiznesënnoj na Vysshikh zhenskikh kursakh 
professorom V.S. Solov’ëvym 13-ogo marta 1881 goda (SPb: Lit.Pazovskogo, 1881) SS III pp.417-421. 
36
 See advertisement in Rus’ 1898 No.152. 
37
 K.A. Kumpan ‘Gajdeburov’ in: Nikolaev, P. (gl. red.) Russkie pisateli 1800-1917: biograficheskij 
slovar’ (Moskva: Izd. Sovetskaia entsiklopediia, 1989) T. I: A-G, p.512. 
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the subjects of education and science, was strongly committed to the ideas of progress 
and enlightenment and opposed nationalism. Another organ that belonged to the 
liberal press and wherein Solov’ëv published was Novosti [News] which had 
successfully fused with Birzhevaia Gazeta [Stock Gazette] in 1880 as a result of 
which its circulation had gone up to 22.000. It supported freedom of conscience and 
constitutional reform and served the interests of industrials.38 
One of the few theological [dukhovnyj] journals – as opposed to the secular 
press – in which Solov’ëv published was Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie [Orthodox 
Review]. Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie was a high quality theological journal of the Saint-
Petersburg Theological Academy, the editors of which were in favor of church 
reform; they did not want to limit religious truth to dogma, but transmit it to life, and 
introduce it to the people in a way that they could relate to. The mission of the journal 
was to bring together ecclesiastical and secular thought, to distribute theological and 
church-historical knowledge in society and to elucidate the normal relationship of the 
church to contemporary society.39 This orientation fitted very well to Solov’ëv’s 
program of Christian politics. 
Another journal Solov’ëv was close to in the mid 1870s, besides Pravoslavnoe 
Obozrenie, was Mikhail Katkov’s (1818/7-1887) Russkij Vestnik [Russian 
Messenger], an influential and widely distributed organ of aristocratic and reactionary 
conservatism with Slavophile sympathies. In 1890, Solov’ëv started publishing in the 
newly founded Russkoe Obozrenie [Russian Review], a reactionary and anti-semitic 
conservative journal. The journal was founded by the industrial Morozov with the 
help of merchant subsidies. Practically all epigones of orthodox-monarchist 
conservatism published in it, among them, Lev Tikhomirov (1852-1923), Konstantin 
Pobedonostsev (1827-1907), Aleksandr Kireev (1833-1910), Vladimir Gringmut 
(1851-1907), Nikolaj Strakhov (1828-1896), Vasilij Rozanov (1856-1919). Despite 
the initial support of Pobedonostsev, who was the chief-procurator of the Holy Synod, 
and the sympathies of the imperial family, Russkoe Obozrenie barely reached a 
                                                 
38
 Boris Esin Istoriia russkoj zhurnalistiki XIX  veka (Moskva: Izd. Aspekt Press, 2003) [2-e ispr. i 
dopo izd.] pp.245-246. I.E. Gitovich ‘Notovich’ in: Nikolaev, P. (gl. red.) Russkie pisateli 1800-1917: 
biograficheskij slovar (Moskva: Izd. Bol’shaia Rossijskaia entsiklopediia, 1999) T. IV: M-P, pp.364-
366. 
39
 Luk’ianov I p.204. 
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circulation of two thousand. Due to lack of subscribers and malversation the journal 
was deprived of state subsidy and closed down in 1898.40 
Similar in stance, though much better managed, were Moskovskie Vedomosti 
[Moscow Gazette] and Novoe Vremia [New Time]. Novoe Vremia was an easily 
accessible and widely spread newspaper for the masses. It was profit-based, which 
was rare in those days, and it was privately owned and run by Aleksej Suvorin (1834-
1912). Between 1877 and 1905 its circulation went up from 22.000 to 60.000. It was a 
very influential, semi-official organ and a stronghold of the reactionary nationalistic 
politics of Alexander III. Because of the good relations between Suvorin and the royal 
family, the newspaper was free from censorship just like Katkov’s Moskovskie 
Vedomosti.41  
 In conclusion, we can say that although Solov’ëv was engaged in publitsistika 
and Christian politics throughout his entire life, the organs of the press in which he 
published his social critique differed strongly in social and political stance and in the 
choice of issues that they discussed or chose to highlight. Because newspapers and 
journals were associated with certain groups and movements like liberals, 
Westernizers, Slavophiles, narodniki, democrats, monarchists, and were ranked 
according to their conservative or liberal interpretation (e.g. right-wing, moderate or 
liberal narodnichestvo), Solov’ëv’s more or less active collaboration with certain 
newspapers and journals met with indignation and caused misunderstanding. 
 
Approach 
In addition to Solov’ëv’s original publications, supplemented with immediately 
published responses from his opponents, the primary sources that underlie my 
research are testimonies (memoirs, reviews, biographies, obituaries) about Solov’ëv 
written by contemporaries either during his lifetime or shortly after his death, articles 
written in reaction to Solov’ëv or writings that he responded to, as well as 
correspondence with family, friends and other contacts. Secondary sources encompass 
the literature on Solov’ëv, specifically his philosophy and publitsistika, studies of 
Russian cultural, intellectual and social history, as well as more general literature on 
theology, church history and social theory. 
                                                 
40
 Alfred Rieber Merchants and Entrepreneurs in Imperial Russia (Chapel Hill, NC: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1982) pp.184-186. 
41
 Liudmila Zhukovskaia (red.-sost.) 300 let rossijskoj pechati (Moskva: Izd. Izvestiia, 2003) pp.196-
199. 
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 In contrast to previous studies, I focus on the articles, including editorial 
comments and postscripts, as they first appeared in the press and I also take into 
account censorship restrictions, the course of the debate, actual events and Solov’ëv’s 
participation in a specific journal or circle. In this way, I want to do justice to the 
original context in which these articles were published: what did his writings evoke, 
what were they responding to, who responded to them and where? This approach 
allows me to follow the development of his publitsistika over the years more closely, 
bringing to the fore less well-known articles written by him, as well as by his 
contemporaries. It gives me insight into the nature of mutual misunderstandings 
between Solov’ëv and his contemporaries. I make use of Solov’ëv’s main books and 
monographs to the extent to which they aid in the conceptualization of his social 
critique. 
 
 
Focus, Scope, and Outline  
From what has been said, it should be clear that the focus here is on Solov’ëv’s 
critique of society, which has its source in the idea of Christian politics, finds its 
outlet in publitsistika and is connected with the rise of a public sphere. The more 
detailed questions that form the backbone of this enquiry are the following: 
(a) What is the scope of Solov’ëv’s publitsistika? 
(b) What is the coherence between his early writings and his later writings? 
(c) What did his critique of society consist of? 
(d) How were his ideas received? 
(e) In which newspapers and journals did he publish? 
(f) What was his strategy as a publitsist? 
(g) What was the effect of his writings? 
(h) To which groups did he belong, socially and intellectually? 
(i) How are we to understand his position in society? 
(j) How had Russian society changed by the end of the nineteenth century? 
(k) To which extent was one free to express one’s opinion and participate in 
public debate on questions of a social and political nature? 
(l) What was the religious state of affairs, and how did this relate to the state? 
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These questions are explored in five chapters, all of which have appeared as separate 
publications. Except for research questions ‘i’ to ‘l’ which are most explicitly dealt 
with in the first chapter, the other research questions ‘a’ to ‘h’ are to a greater or lesser 
extent dealt with in the chapters II through V. 
 In the first chapter, two modernization theories are discussed that offer an 
explanation for the transition from a traditional society to a modern society in post-
reform Russia: Jürgen Habermas’ theory of bürgerliche Gesellschaft and Niklas 
Luhmann’s theory of social differentiation. The first part of this chapter approaches 
the emancipation of Russian society in the second half of the nineteenth century from 
a systems-theoretical perspective. By drawing on Luhmann’s distinction between 
‘stratificatory’ and ‘functional’ differentiation, I raise the hypothesis that Russian late 
imperial society combines both and that many of its “problems” are explicable in 
terms of tension between these two models. The second part explores Habermas’ 
notion of the public sphere and the way in which historians have applied it to 
nineteenth century Russia. The chapter demonstrates that the application of both 
Luhmann’s and Habermas’ modernization theories, though they are rival models, and 
despite some specific problems that arise in their application, is of benefit in an 
analysis of Russian society.  
 The second chapter addresses Solov’ëv’s position as an intellectual in Russian 
society. By taking literally the pseudonym of ‘heliotrope’, represented through the 
image of a sunflower facing the sun, a key is offered to Solov’ëv’s understanding of 
himself. This, in combination with an analysis of the three roles that Solov’ëv played 
in society, that of scholar, lecturer and publitsist, a discussion of the relevant and 
representative activities Solov’ëv performed in each role, and an account of the way 
in which he was perceived in them by the members of Russian educated society, 
allows for an assessment of Solov’ëv’s all-round position as an intellectual in Russian 
society. 
 The third chapter deals with Solov’ëv’s conception of Christian politics as the 
key to understanding his engagement in public debate. Christian politics is conceived 
as a religious ‘basic attitude’ [Grundhaltung] based on love, which is characterized by 
openness and solidarity, and expressed in free, conscious and autonomous 
commitment and service. Once read as a multiform statement of Christian politics, a 
clear link emerges between Solov’ëv’s early publitsistika of that of the 1890s. 
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 The fourth chapter provides a historical reconstruction of the debate on the 
reunion of the Catholic and Orthodox churches with General Aleksandr Kireev (1833-
1910). Solov’ëv’s novel, that is ecumenical, approach to this age-old problem met 
with incomprehension and indignation by most members of the Russian Orthodox 
community. Although he raised many arguments in favor of a Church (re)union and 
refuted quite a few prejudices against the (Catholic) West, the outcome of the debate 
was negative. In a thorough analysis, in which a distinction is made between three 
different levels of misunderstanding, it is shown how fundamentally the two 
antagonists differ in their religious outlook. 
 The fifth chapter calls into doubt Solov’ëv’s opposition to the Slavophiles. An 
elucidation of Solov’ëv’s conceptual understanding of nationalism, patriotism and 
Slavophilism is followed by an analysis of Solov’ëv’s critique of Slavophilism. In his 
polemic against the Slavophiles, Solov’ëv developed his own historiography of 
Russia, but a close comparison shows a considerable similarity with Slavophile 
historiography. This raises the question of Solov’ëv’s position towards Slavophile 
teaching: was he an heir or a critic of Slavophilism? 
 In the conclusion, I revisit the twelve research questions (as stated above) on 
the basis of the findings in chapters I to V and appendices A to F, and make an 
assessment regarding Solov’ëv’s position in the rising public sphere in late imperial 
Russia. The arguments and evidence advanced here may provide some kind of 
historical context and give further insight into the nature and development of public 
debate in Russia at that time, as well as update some of the well-worn assumptions 
about the ‘enigma’ Vladimir Solov’ëv and foreground his original contribution to 
Russian social and political thought by way of his publitsistika.
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CHAPTER ONE 
Modernization in Late Imperial Russia: Some Critical Reflections on and 
Suggestions for the Study of Russian Society 
 
 
Introduction 
The fact that a civil society is not easily taking root in the socio-political conditions of 
today’s Russia1 prompts questions about the origin of civil society and underlying 
questions about the relation between state and society in Russian history. I perceive a 
growing consensus among Western scholars with regard to the fact that a civil society 
was taking shape in Russia on the threshold of the twentieth century. They point to the 
existence of a critical potential to oppose the tsarist regime and to claim an 
autonomous public sphere, be it formed by discontent intellectuals, merchants, Old 
Ritualists, liberals, the reading public, professionals, clergy- and laymen, or peasants.2 
                                                 
This chapter was published in: Gerrit Steunebrink and Evert van der Zweerde (eds.) Civil Society, 
Religion, and the Nation. Modernization in Intercultural Context: Russia, Japan, Turkey 
(Amsterdam/New York, NY: Rodopi, 2004) pp.3-28.  
1
 The literature on ‘the problem’ of civil society in present-day Russia is vast. For a philosophical 
discussion see Evert van der Zweerde ‘Civil Society among Post-Soviet Russian Philosophers: A Major 
Sideshow’ in: D. Durst, M. Dimitrova, A. Gungov, and B. Vassileva (eds.) Resurrecting the Phoenix 
(Sofija: EOS Publishing House, 1997), pp.291-308 and by the same author, ‘Die “bürgerliche 
Gesellschaft” in den Diskussionen russischer Philosophen heute’ in: M. Deppermann (ed.) Russisches 
Denken im Europäischen Dialog (Innsbruck / Wien: StudienVerlag, 1998), pp.278-310.1998. A very 
rich account of the problem is provided by Mikhail Gorshkov et al. (eds.) Stanovlenie institutov 
grazhdanskogo obshchestva: Rossiia i mezhdunarodnyj opyt. Materialy mezhdunarodnogo simpoziuma 
31 marta-1 aprelia 1995 g. (Moskva: RNISiNP, 1995). For a political-scientific discussion, see 
Aleksandr Sungurov ‘Mediating Organizations in the Structure of Civil Society – Certain Problems of 
Russia’s Political Modernization’ Russian Politics and Law: A Journal of Translations 38 (2000), 4, 
pp.45-63. 
2
 Among the many studies of Russian society which (in)directly deal with the question of the 
emergence of a civil society, see: Joseph Bradley ‘Voluntary Associations, Civic Culture, and 
Obshchestvennost’’in Moscow’ in: Edith Clowes, Samuel Kassow, and James West (eds.) Between 
Tsar and People: Educated Society and the Quest for Public Identity in Late Imperial Russia 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1991) pp.131-148 and by the same author: ‘Subjects into Citizens: 
Societies, Civil Society, and Autocracy in Tsarist Russia’, The American Historical Review 107 (Oct. 
2002), 4, pp.1094-1123; Daniel Brower The Russian City between Tradition and Modernity, 1850-1900 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1990); Clowes et al. Between Tsar and People; Laura 
Engelstein ‘The Dream of Civil Society in Tsarist Russia: Law, State, and Religion’ in: N. Bermeo and 
P. Nord (eds.), Civil Society before Democracy: Lessons from Nineteenth-Century Europe (Lanham 
&c: Rowman & Littlefield, 2000), pp.23-41; Manfred Hagen Die Entfaltung politischer Öffentlichkeit 
in Rußland, 1906-1914 (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1982); Patricia Herlihy The Alcoholic 
Empire: Vodka and Politics in Late Imperial Russia (New York: Oxford UP, 2002); Jovan Howe 
‘Traditional Culture and the Old Ritualists’, Het Christelijke Oosten 50 (1998), 3-4, pp.211-229; Adele 
Lindenmeyr Poverty Is Not a Vice: Charity, Society, and the State in Imperial Russia (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton UP, 1996); Louise McReynolds The News Under Russia’s Old Regime: the Development of a 
Mass-Circulation Press (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1991); Robert Philippot Société civile et état 
bureaucratique dans la Russie tsariste: les zemstvos (Paris: Institut d’Études Slaves, 1991); Andreas 
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However, opinions differ as to how strong or weak this civil society actually was. 
Some argue positively, highlighting the public activity and free associations that 
Russian society had generated since the Great Reforms of Tsar Alexander II in the 
early 1860s, while others, noting the lack of public autonomy and political influence, 
contend that a civil society only existed ‘in embryo’.3  
 Some secondary literature dealing with the problem of modernization in 
Russian late imperial society refers both directly and indirectly to Habermas’ concept 
of bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit [bourgeois public sphere] as a space, distinct from the 
private sphere and the state, of free expression and argument that is in principle 
accessible to any social group. Other literature alludes to the idea of civil society, 
often without providing any clear definitions. However, I hesitate to use such ready-
made categories, especially when it means imposing present-day Western concepts 
and expectations on a foreign past, which is all the more true for the concept of civil 
society, which plays a pivotal role in contemporary discussions about the rebuilding 
of East European countries after the collapse of the Soviet Union. In addition to this, 
the German concepts of bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit and bürgerliche Gesellschaft [civil 
society] are so strongly interwoven with the German philosophical tradition and 
German socio-political development that their application to other cultural and 
linguistic contexts requires the utmost prudence and sensitivity.4 From a conceptual-
historical perspective, it is worth noting that the Russian notion obshchestvennost’ 
entered the socio-political language at the end of the eighteenth century, but became 
                                                                                                                                            
Renner ‘Rußland und die Civil Society: Neue Wege zur Erforschung des Liberalismus im Zarenreich? 
Jahrbuch zur Liberalismus-Forschung 8 (1996), pp.230-236 and Russischer Nationalismus und 
Öffentlichkeit im Zarenreich 1855-1875 (Köln &c: Böhlau Verlag, 2000); Christine Ruane Gender, 
Class, and the Professionalization of Russian City Teachers, 1860-1914 (Pittsburgh, PA: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1994); Scott Seregny ‘Russian Teachers and Peasant Revolution, 1895-1917’ in: E. 
Judge, J. Simms Jr. (eds.), Modernization and Revolution: Dilemmas of Progress in Late Imperial 
Russia (New York, NJ: Columbia UP, 1992); Jacob Walkin The Rise of Democracy in Pre-
Revolutionary Russia: Political and Social Institutions under the Last Three Czars (New York: 
Praeger, 1962); David Wartenweiler Civil Society and Academic Debate in Russia 1905-1914 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1999). 
3
 Engelstein ‘The Dream of Civil Society in Tsarist Russia’ p.31. According to Gregory Freeze, civil 
society in post-reform Russia was still too ‘inchoate’, see Freeze ‘“Going to the Intelligentsia”: The 
Church and its Urban Mission in Post-Reform Russia’ in: Clowes et al. Between Tsar and People 
p.216. Daniel Brower calls it a ‘protocivil society’ (Brower The Russian City between Tradition and 
Modernity p.107) and Joseph Bradley extends Gramsci’s argument that “not only was civil society 
unwilling or unable to defend the state, but it was also unable to defend itself.” (Bradley ‘Voluntary 
Associations, Civic Culture, and Obshchestvennost’’ p.148) cf. Bradley ‘Subjects into Citizens’. 
4
 Haltern, Utz, Bürgerliche Gesellschaft: sozialtheoretische und sozialhistorische Aspekte (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1985) p.vii. 
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relevant only towards the middle of the nineteenth century.5 The concept had multiple 
meanings, among which are the following: civil society, public opinion, society 
[obshchestvo] and sociability [sotsial’nost’].  
All this brings us to larger, more fundamental questions concerning whether 
Western concepts and modernization theories apply to Russia at all, to what extent 
they might apply to Russian late imperial society, and whether they do justice to the 
specific complexity and dynamism of the Russian case. In an attempt to answer these 
questions, I will discuss two modernization theories that offer an explanation for the 
transition from traditional society to modern society: Jürgen Habermas’ theory of 
bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit and Niklas Luhmann’s theory of social differentiation. 
As recent scholarship indicates, Russian society was emancipating itself from 
the state since the time of the Reforms of Tsar Alexander II: certain groups in society 
could – and did – act more voluntarily, autonomously and publicly than has often 
been supposed. In this article, I will show how certain characteristics of this 
emancipation process, such as social mobility, the rise of voluntary associations, 
politicization, professionalization, the explosive growth of the press and the 
constitution of public opinion can be fruitfully explained with the help of Habermas’ 
theory of public sphere and Luhmann’s theory of social differentiation. As Luhmann’s 
theory is still rather unknown in Russian studies, a considerable part of the chapter is 
dedicated to the introduction and application of this theory. The purpose of the first 
part is to demonstrate that Luhmann’s distinction between ‘stratificatory’ and 
‘functional’ differentiation helps us provide an adequate analysis of the modernization 
of Russian late imperial society.6 It shows the autonomy of and interdependence 
between different domains – or subsystems – of Russian society. As it is beyond the 
scope of this chapter to examine Russian society as a whole, I have selected three 
areas – religion, higher education, and the press – which are relevant for the 
discussion of Luhmann and Habermas. In the second part, I will consider Habermas’ 
idea of a public sphere and explore the ways in which it has thus far been 
instrumentalized by historians in their study of Russian nineteenth century society. 
The concept of a bourgeois public sphere allows Habermas to give meaning to 
multiple developments, such as professionalization, the politicization of society, the 
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 Renner Russischer Nationalismus und Öffentlichkeit p.149. Abbott Gleason ‘The Terms of Russian 
Social History’ in: Clowes et al. Between Tsar and People p.21. 
6
 Luhmann detects four forms of differentiation: segmentary, center/periphery, stratificatory and 
functional. The last two mark the transition from traditional society to modern society. 
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rise of an urban Russia, the democratization of the press, the growth of educational 
opportunities, and the rise of institutions of self-administration (e.g. zemstvo). In the 
third part of this chapter, I will examine how plausible the claims of the 
aforementioned modernization theories are to the Russian situation and I will hazard 
some critical remarks and suggestions regarding the study of late imperial Russia. 
Far from being a specialist of Habermas or Luhmann, or an adherent of their 
theories, it is not my intention to decide which modernization theory suits Russia best, 
or to establish some kind of definitive interpretation of social developments in late 
imperial Russia. The modest purpose of this chapter is to problematize, from an 
interdisciplinary perspective, the application of the theories just mentioned to the 
Russian situation, as well as to point out possible approaches to the reader and raise 
new questions that may usefully impart a better understanding of this particular 
period.  
 
 
Modernization 
Modernization is a process of social change and economic development. The criteria 
of modernization can be divided into economic factors on the one hand, and non-
economic factors, such as professionalization, education, public opinion, mass media, 
literacy, social mobility, population growth, and urbanization, on the other. The term 
modernization has a comparative connotation, referring to the changes that enable a 
country to compete effectively with more developed societies. This comparative 
element goes back to the time of imperialism when images and pictures of colonial 
societies were transmitted to less developed societies, which, in their turn, tried to 
transform their ‘traditional’ societies after the received role model.7 
Although the Russian empire has never been colonized – with the arguable 
exception of the Mongol Yoke (1240-1480) – the question of competition looms large 
in Russian historiography, and is closely linked to the feeling that Russia is lagging 
behind the rest of Europe, a feeling which permeated Russian society especially 
acutely after its painful defeat in the Crimean War (1853-1856). This war evoked a 
strong feeling of patriotism and created an awareness of the necessity of societal 
                                                 
7
 See Daniel Lerner ‘Modernization’ in: D. Sills (ed.), The International Encyclopedia of Social 
Sciences Vol. 10 (London/New York, NY: The Macmillan Company & The Free Press, 1968), pp.386-
395. 
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reforms.8 The ‘Crimean syndrome’, as one scholar put it, largely triggered the Great 
Reforms of 1861-64, which were initiated by ‘Tsar-liberator’ Alexander II, and which 
echoed until the late nineteenth century.9 Serfdom was abolished, peasants were 
emancipated, a form of local self-government [zemstvo] was realized, the judicial 
system was liberalized, and the universities were reorganized. These reforms enabled 
Russian society to differentiate and emancipate itself from the autocratic state, which 
resulted in the emergence of considerably autonomous domains or, to use Luhmann’s 
terminology, ‘subsystems of society’. The central reforms ‘from above’, i.e. imposed 
by the tsar on society, conditioned and instigated a process of social emancipation 
‘from below’, of which voluntarism, the rise of public opinion, social mobility, and 
professionalism bear testimony. All of these developments have been well 
documented of late by modern-day social historians whose investigations underlie my 
Luhmannian interpretation of Russian late imperial society.  
 
 
Luhmann 
The German sociologist Niklas Luhmann (1927-1998) conceives of society as a social 
system that includes all other social systems.10 Besides society, Luhmann 
distinguishes two other types of social systems: interactions that emerge among those 
who are present to one another and organizations that reproduce themselves by way of 
membership and decision-making techniques.11 Luhmann’s theory of modern society 
is based on a combination of the theory of ‘autopoietic’ or self-referential social 
systems and the concept of functional differentiation. According to this theory, 
relatively autonomous ‘function systems’ develop in modern society as a result of 
functional differentiation. Function systems structure their communication through 
binary codes that divide the world into two values. For example, profit / loss for the 
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9
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Enlightened Bureaucrats 1825-1861 (De Kalb, IL: Northern Illinois UP, 1982). 
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 Niklas Luhmann Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft Bd.1-2 (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1997) p.78. 
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function system economy, power / lack of power for politics, truth / falsehood for 
science, immanence / transcendence for religion, and news / not news for the press. 
These function systems develop their own irreplaceable specific functions and, in this 
way, demarcate themselves from their environment.12 
 The transition from a traditional and stratified society to one that is 
functionally differentiated marks the development towards modern society, the main 
difference being the absence of a central point – like the state or church – from which 
society as a whole, that is, the total network of subsystems, can be contained in an all-
embracing vision. Put differently, modern society has no top and no center. 
Characteristic for the process of functional differentiation is that every societal 
subsystem has its own unique perspective and hence ‘observes’13 or describes its 
environment differently, depending on the distinction it applies. As a result, a 
‘polycontextural’ worldview arises in which the definition of society has become 
contingent. The ontological statements of state and church authorities – so-called 
‘observations of the first order’ – are no longer taken for granted and are even 
criticized by ‘observations of the second order’, which can observe the distinction 
applied by the observation of the first order, such as good or bad, Christian or pagan 
etc.14 Luhmann’s theory of the observation of the second order presents modern 
society as a horizontally differentiated unity, as a polycontextural world in which no 
meta-code predominates, but in which different perspectives based on different 
distinctions coexist.15 
In anticipation of a more thorough investigation of the application of 
Luhmann’s theory of social differentiation to Russian society, I hypothesize that 
Russian late imperial society represents a combination of a stratified society and a 
functionally differentiated society: it was horizontally constructed with self-referential 
societal subsystems such as law, medicine, the press and education, while at the same 
time it was vertically divided into unequal social estates which were interconnected 
by a national perspective permeating the entire society. The struggle of the last tsars, 
Alexander III (r.1881-1894) and Nicholas II (r.1894-1917), with the rapidly growing 
complexity of society and the formation of cohesive new strata (professionals, 
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industrialists, artists, workers) which no longer fit the traditional estate categories of 
nobility, clergy, merchantry, and peasantry, indicates the end of the stratified society 
and the emergence of a new society.16 In the next section, I will explore the domains 
of religion, higher education and the press successively, and sketch their development 
from serving as integral parts of the state to being relatively autonomous self-
referential function systems of society. As we will see, the role of the Great Reforms 
proved pivotal in the functional differentiation of society as they encouraged 
individuals, groups and organizations to reflect upon themselves and their relationship 
to the environment, resulting in a more pluriform understanding of society.  
 
 
Three Areas of Russian Society: Religion, Higher Education, the Press 
Religion 
The autonomization of religion in Russia was effected by two developments: first, the 
foundation of the Holy Synod, as a result of which the spiritual domain became 
clearly marked off from the secular domain; and second, the Great Reforms of 
Alexander II and the impact they had on the social consciousness of the clergy. 
In 1721, under Peter the Great, the Moscow patriarchate was abolished and 
replaced by a body that later became the Holy Synod. From this time onward, the 
authority of the Church was strictly confined to the spiritual [dukhovnyj] domain. The 
Church was charged with four functions: educational, pastoral, sacramental and 
theological. Its activity embraced the liturgy, the preservation of the doctrine of 
Orthodox Christianity, the combating of heresy and schism, the supervision of 
preaching and of ecclesiastical schools and the selection of worthy hierarchs (bishops, 
archbishops, and metropolitans).17 The ‘spiritualization’ of the Church, as the church 
historian Gregory Freeze has called it, is displayed in the work of great missionaries 
and elders [startsy] who fulfilled a pivotal role in monastic life as well as in the 
increase of monasteries and the foundation of a distinct Orthodox theology.18 
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Arguing against the traditional view of a secularized and subordinated Church 
in Russia, Freeze has convincingly demonstrated that the Church enjoyed relatively 
substantial institutional (and hence operational) autonomy and independence from the 
state despite the earlier confiscation of church lands under Catherine the Great. The 
Holy Synod functioned independently from the state, having similar organs at its 
disposal such as censorship committee, schools and courts. The Church held a 
monopoly position in religious affairs ranking from dogma, liturgy and clergy to 
writings and education.19 The fact that many religious journals were founded in the 
wake of the Great Reforms also bears testimony to a spiritual revival.20 
The state’s attempts to integrate the Church and also its intervention in 
ecclesiastical affairs dissociated the clergy from the state authorities. Clergymen grew 
more aware of their spiritual competence, of their loyalty to the Church, and became 
strong representatives of ecclesiastical interests and needs. In reaction to the reforms, 
a group of bishops advocated the idea of conciliarism [sobornost’], referring to the 
medieval system of Episcopal councils [by which the Church’s power would be re-
allocated from the Synod to the regional level of the diocese. In line with this was the 
idea, put forth in 1905, to form a national council [sobor] of the Russian Orthodox 
Church to discuss church-state relations. Criticism from the parish clergy, evolving 
from their disillusionment with the reforms, which they had expected would improve 
their living conditions and professional status, also obtained a more radical political 
weight and gave rise to the movement of ‘clerical liberalism’. The isolated position of 
the clergy as a whole is likely to have intensified their political and religious 
consciousness and strengthened their sense of collective social identity.21 
In the spirit of the Great Reforms, heterodox and orthodox believers were 
equal before the law. Herewith came an end to the privileged position of the Russian 
Orthodox Church, as becomes clear from the church’s struggle against non-Orthodox 
people. Whereas before, church authorities had found themselves assured of state 
support in the battle over religion, in the 1860s and 1870s the government’s religious 
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policy had changed and civil authorities were no longer involved in settling the 
religious question. An ‘independent’ judiciary and press opposed the establishment of 
a religiously homogenous Russia, propagated by chief procurator [Ober-Prokuror] 
Konstantin Pobedonostsev (1827-1907), the head of the Holy Synod.22 
 
Higher Education 
In the second half of the nineteenth century, Russia’s educational system was 
consolidated: science was further institutionalized and the school system, to a large 
extent, standardized. The educational system laid the necessary foundation for further 
professionalization and social differentiation. It gradually put an end to the relation 
between professional competence and descent; instead, students were recruited on the 
basis of their individual skills and talents without their social status playing a role.23  
In Russia, a Ministry of Education was set up only in 1802. Until then, 
education had been part of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The main universities, 
except for one, the University of Moscow, were founded in the course of the 
nineteenth century. Entirely in the libertarian spirit of the reforms, the university 
statute of 1863 provided universities with academic autonomy and administrative 
power. For example, it allowed universities to found academic societies as well as 
scholarly [uchënnye] societies with permission of the Ministry of Education.24 On a 
broader scale, professionals (physicians, teachers, psychiatrists, jurists, scholars, etc.) 
who partly received their training at the universities, started to organize themselves, 
forming local and national associations and holding congresses.25 
Diametrically opposed to the liberal spirit of 1863, the university statute of 
1884 virtually abolished academic autonomy and restored the state’s controlling 
power over the universities.26 Although this was initially a major setback to Russian 
academic life, the long-term effect showed the opposite; by the 1890s, university 
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autonomy was at stake in the open battle against the state in favor of university 
emancipation, which was headed by professors and student organizations.27 Academic 
autonomy was commonly perceived as a basic condition for the modernization of the 
university, which finally put an end to the understanding of education as a ‘legitimate 
sphere of state influence’.28 
In her study on Plato-scholarship in Russia, Frances Nethercott challenges the 
more traditional perception of Russian intellectuals as amateurs – rather than experts – 
outside the university, by concentrating on professional scholars within an 
institutional framework and demonstrating how they coped with state interference, 
while advocating such values as academic liberty and the autonomy of science.29 
Recently, more studies have documented the professionalization of late imperial 
society for which the educational system had laid the necessary foundations. Adele 
Lindenmeyr points out how the expertise and activity of professionals in law or other 
fields led to the rationalization, systematization, and organization of charity.30 The 
contribution of doctors and priests to the awareness and investigation of the problem 
of alcoholism is yet another example of how the increase in knowledge and expertise 
among members of Russian society helped to develop a more professional approach 
to social problems.31 In this respect, the professional involvement in society, 
particularly of physicians, at the time of the famine (1891) should be mentioned.32 
The struggle for the emancipation of Russian universities also included a 
competitive element. Unlike the St. Petersburg Academy of Science, which merely 
aspired to bring science to Russia, Russian scientists, in the spirit of Mikhail 
Lomonosov, wanted to emancipate Russian scholarship from Western tutelage. 
Furthermore, they wanted to make science a part of Russian culture by recruiting 
Russian scientists.33 
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The Press 
The emergence of a literary culture was an important constitutive factor in the process 
of political and social change in Russia in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
Many historians attribute a central role to the periodical press, the so-called ‘thick’ 
journals [tolstye zhurnaly], as well as the newspapers, in the formation of a ‘public 
opinion’ that was independent and critical of the government.34  
The proliferation of newspapers and journals in the 1860s made a relaxation of 
censorship regulations for practical reasons almost inevitable. The ‘Temporary 
Regulations’ of 1865, which remained in force for forty years although they were 
repeatedly adjusted, almost entirely abolished pre-publication censorship.35 The 
relaxation of censorship was conditional to the rise of public opinion. Scholars have 
demonstrated how Mikhail Katkov’s editorials in Moskovskie Vedomosti [The 
Moscow News] and reports on the crises in the Balkans got readers involved in 
national political discourse and influenced national politics.36 Louise McReynolds 
points out that because of this new interaction between journalism and politics, the 
relation between government officials and journalists changed.37  
Thanks to technological advances and improvements in distribution, the 
circulation of newspapers and journals gradually increased and periodicals began to 
reach a broader audience. The circulation of the weekly Niva [Field], for example, 
went from 9,000 copies in 1870, to 55,000 in 1880, to 115,000 in 1890 and to 250,000 
by the early twentieth century.38 The readership also expanded and diversified. The 
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rise of the commercially-based popular press appealed to a broad, rather than an elite, 
readership. Several scholars have argued in favor of the middle-rank or common 
reader, who differed from the intelligentsia.39 These newly arising middle groups put 
an end to the dominance of the aristocracy and the government over print 
communication. Beth Holmgren shows how intellectuals, critics, and writers as well 
as readers, publishers, and bookstore-owners, because of the commercialization of the 
press, set out to redefine the traditional categories of serious and popular literature and 
reevaluated literary standards. 
 The emancipation of the press was further strengthened by the functional 
differentiation of certain domains of society, such as science. To quote the leading 
Russian encyclopedia of that time: 
Publitsistika is the discussion in the press of urgent questions of socio-
political life. These questions can also be the object of scientific 
research, but a common object does not necessarily lead to a confusion 
of the fields of publitsistika and science. (...) For publitsistika 
investigation and theory are always merely means leading to a certain 
objective: a practical conclusion. (…) It takes from science 
generalizations and turns them into an instruction. The publitsist does 
not popularize scientific consequences or report results of his own 
investigation for educational, but for edifying purposes, that is, not to 
report knowledge, but to exert influence over that political power 
which is called public opinion.40 
 
 
Luhmann Applied to the Russian Case 
In his systems-theoretical study Identität statt Differenz [Identity Instead of 
Difference] Dirk Kretzschmar defends the thesis that Russia, in the eighteenth and 
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nineteenth centuries, was still a traditional, stratified society and that it had not yet 
transformed into a functionally differentiated society like West-European societies. 
Kretzschmar founds his thesis on three arguments. First, the author contends that no 
process of secularization had taken place, as a consequence of which there was no 
social environment outside of the church, which meant that everything automatically 
belonged to the religious domain and that there was no freedom of religion. Secondly, 
the author points to the continuation of autocracy: the tsar was still perceived as the 
leading power, who created and maintained order. Hence, there was no separation 
between state and society as there was in the West. Thirdly, religion and politics in 
Russia hindered the differentiation of society into subsystems that concentrated on 
one specific and primary function. The author illustrates this by presenting the 
example of science, which was still regarded as totally subservient to politics. 
According to the 1820 edict from the Ministry of Education, scientists were forced to 
acknowledge the perfection and harmony of the divine creation of the world, as well 
as the unknowability of divine omniscience. Further, the author adds that due to the 
stability of the educational criteria, access to science was denied to other social groups 
and the development of a heterarchy, instead of a hierarchy, was thus blocked.41 
In all, Kretzschmar concludes that because the aforementioned domains of 
religion, politics and science did not differentiate and develop into autonomous, self-
referential and closed function systems, the emancipation and differentiation of art 
was also hampered. Herewith, Kretzschmar offers a different explanation for the 
multifunctionality of art in Russia as opposed to the functional limitation of art as an 
autonomous sphere in Western Europe. It is generally believed that art, in Russia, 
compensated a political, religious and scientific functional vacuum; Kretzschmar, 
however, points out that because a strict delineation of art, as well as politics, religion 
and science, was lacking, art did not compensate – for that presupposes the functional 
limitation of politics, religion, science and art on the basis of one single binary code –, 
but rather, overestimated itself and so fulfilled too many functions.42  
Kretzschmar’s traditional view of Russia – though based on new arguments – 
might be true for pre-reform Russia, however I cannot subscribe to the author’s 
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interpretation of Russian society as far as post-reform Russia is concerned.43 
According to Luhmann, functional subsystems of society do not simply employ 
certain codes, but evolve from the use of certain codes. Therefore, they should not – 
or at least not exclusively – be understood as institutions or organizations, but rather, 
as ‘communications’.44 Thus, the example given by Kretzschmar of a ministerial edict 
stipulating a scientist’s attitude towards the divine, and of censorship regulations 
determining for all domains what is publishable and what is not, do not fully cover or 
exhaust the communication science, and, what is more, do not attest to the absence of 
a binary code of science as such.45 
Several developments point to the differentiation of the educational system. 
As we have seen earlier, the opposition of the Russian academic community to state 
interference was of considerable caliber, finally culminating in the resignation of 
several professors. For example, many of the founders of the liberal journal Vestnik 
Evropy [Messenger of Europe] were former professors who had resigned from St. 
Petersburg University in resistance to the state’s harsh treatment of student activists.46 
The sheer fact of opposition proves that, contrary to Kretzschmar’s statements, 
scientists were very much aware of the ‘function’ of science and of the ‘efforts’ 
evolving from its ‘code’.47 The problems Russian science was facing, such as state 
interference, lack of know-how, shortage of academics, restricted freedom of speech 
and the press, all affected the operationality of the function system, but not 
necessarily the binary code by which it differentiated itself.48 Once the ‘programs’, 
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that is, the conditions under which systems operate, are determined by other function 
systems, the autopoiesis of a particular function system can be seriously hindered. In 
the Soviet Union, for example, the programs of science, its theories, methods and 
parameters, were determined by Marxist-Leninism, and yet even under those 
circumstances scholars managed to circumvent the barriers – in the most extreme case 
by going abroad – and in this way remained faithful to the binary code of truth / 
falsehood in their publications, which allowed them to communicate with other 
scientists.49 Thus, while on the one hand, systems prove handicapped by their unique 
binary codes, which preclude them from operating outside of their operational 
spheres, on the other hand, it is precisely these binary codes that isolate and thus 
protect them – one could almost say ‘make them immune’ – from decisions motivated 
by other Leitunterscheidungen [distinctions directrices]. The aforementioned conflicts 
between the professorial body and the state indicate that each acted in accordance 
with its own binary code, from which their respective interests in this case derived. 
 Also, the emergence of the raznochintsy50, the foundation of learned societies 
and scientific periodicals, as well as the isolation of the scientific community in 
Russia all fostered the differentiation of science into an autonomous, self-referential 
and closed function system. 
 
 
Habermas 
In his study The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere [Strukturwandel der 
Öffentlichkeit], the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1929-) explains the 
transformation of a society organized in estates into a ‘civil society’ [bürgerliche 
Gesellschaft] in Western Europe throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries with the concept of ‘bourgeois public sphere’ [bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit].51 
The bourgeois public sphere is conceived as ‘the sphere of private people, come 
together as a public; they claim the public sphere regulated from above against the 
public authorities themselves, to engage them in a debate over the general rules 
governing relations in the basically privatized but publicly relevant sphere of 
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commodity exchange and social labor.’52 Habermas explains the emergence of a 
public sphere by showing how, in the mercantilist phase of capitalism economic 
activity, such as commodity exchange, expanded the boundaries of the self-contained 
household economy upon which the estate system was based, and became a subject of 
public interest. As broad strata of the population, especially in the towns, were 
affected by the regulations of mercantilist policy in their daily existence as 
consumers, these regulations became the object of public critical attention as the 
domain of ‘common concern’. 
 Further, Habermas points out how, in the course of the commercialization of 
cultural production, a diffuse public formed in and around theaters, museums, 
concerts and other cultural sites. As a result of the democratizing effect of capitalism 
on culture, philosophical and literary works and works of art became generally 
accessible (although clearly not everybody could own them) so that the interpretation 
of these works in principle included everybody and was no longer reserved for state 
and church authorities coming from the aristocracy and higher clergy. Salons, 
coffeehouses, table societies, and literary societies in France, Great Britain, and 
Germany provided the proper context for organizing ongoing discussions focused on 
literary and political themes that were in principle open to everybody regardless of 
social status. These centers of critical reflection became the institutions of the public 
sphere where a public of private individuals was created whose spearhead was the 
bourgeoisie (merchants, bankers, entrepreneurs, manufacturers).  
The bourgeois public sphere appears as a field that mediates between state and 
society and as a subject identical to the educated people that carry public opinion.53 It 
performs several functions; it can serve to legitimize political power, to rationally 
criticize something, to exercise civic authority, to create transparency, and to act 
communicatively. As we will see, the model of bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit is not 
neutral, but carries a normative freight, emerging from the author’s reflections on the 
values of Western enlightened and secularized society. 
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Habermas Applied to the Russian Case 
A considerable number of social histories on late imperial Russia seem to effectively 
comply with the claims of Habermas’ theory without making explicit reference to it. 
For example, the focus of recent studies on the development of a mass-circulation 
press in Russia, of a reading culture extending beyond the intellectual elite, as well as 
on the emergence of voluntary associations, the evolution of urban culture, and the 
foundation of zemstvos all fit very well into Habermas’ core idea of the structural 
transformation of the public sphere, which conditions the emergence of a bürgerliche 
Gesellschaft.54 From such a ‘conditional’ perspective, Miranda Beaven Remnek 
demonstrates the emergence of a public sphere in Russia in the first quarter of the 
nineteenth century by studying salons, cafés, circles, clubs, coffeehouses, theatres, 
lodges, and learned societies as public ‘zones of intersection between social groups 
and the press.’ Setting ‘polite conversation’ and ‘reading of the press’ as two main 
criteria constituting ‘the new consciousness of the individual,’55 Remnek argues that 
these public sites prepared the ground for the formation of public opinion, which, as 
the author writes at the outset of her article, often precedes ‘the emergence of 
politicized civil society.’56 
A somewhat different approach is taken by Daniel Brower, who draws on 
Habermas’ theoretical model, taking the semantic and etymological resemblance 
between the Russian obshchestvennost’ and the German bürgerliche Gesellschaft as 
his point of departure. Brower uses Habermas’ concept of bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit 
to outline the development of a municipal public sphere separate from the state and 
also the extent to which it played a meaningful role in public life in Russia by the end 
of the nineteenth century.57  
In his study Russischer Nationalismus und Öffentlichkeit im Zarenreich 1855-
1875, Andreas Renner ascribes the development of Russian national consciousness in 
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the nineteenth century to the constitution of a national discourse community. He 
points to the correlation between nation-building and civil society, as both 
developments contributed to the ideal of a (politically) informed opinion.58 According 
to Renner, the basic structure of a public sphere was in place in Russia by 1850, even 
though the public sphere was neither political nor civil [bürgerlich], and lacked 
institutional and juridical status.59 
Renner sees his research on nation-building as supplementary to the present 
study of civil society in nineteenth century Russia. First of all, he makes a clear 
distinction between the liberal ideal of an economically independent bürgerliche 
Gesellschaft and the somewhat diffuse concept of civil society as a sphere between 
economy and state politics, which is based on a many-voiced process of 
Selbstverständigung [communication and understanding] fostered by the press. In his 
perception, civil society can be understood from the perspective of developing 
autonomous organizations and voluntary associations based on the free economic 
participation of individual citizens, or it can be understood as a measure for 
determining the degree to which society has emancipated from the state 
(Zivilgesellschaft). According to Renner, the second understanding of civil society 
best fits Russian society, although it remains unclear what separates this from the 
liberal-democratic ideal of bürgerliche Gesellschaft.60 A second research contribution 
is apparent in Renner’s investigation into the integrative role of newspapers and 
journals. Thirdly, a wide variety of discourses and operational correlations 
[Handlungszusammenhänge] are studied, including notions such as nation, people, 
and society. Renner demonstrates how the Öffentlichkeit of nationalism went beyond 
political Räsonnement [rational-critical debate] about concrete issues, and rather, 
selected the issues and gave them political meaning, thereby urging the state to act.61  
These thematically differing studies show us three examples of Russian 
contexts in which Habermas’ ideas have been fruitfully applied: public social life, 
municipalities, and nationalism. A striking difference between these studies is their 
assessment as to how far a public sphere had actually been realized in Russia. Renner 
argues that the public sphere could not be designated as bourgeois or middle class 
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[bürgerlich] due to both its social composition and the existence of a variety of 
discourses other than rational. The latter resulted, Renner writes, in a coexistence of 
fragmented – in Habermas’ sense, non-discursive – public spheres rather than a self-
conscious political discourse community based on Räsonnement as Habermas would 
have it.62 Secondly, the public sphere in pre-reform Russia was not political, because 
open critical reasoning could only be conducted in the fields of literature and art. So, 
arguing with Renner, the public sphere that Remnek describes is actually a literary 
public sphere, which, according to Habermas, precedes the political public sphere.63 
My critique of studies such as Remnek’s, which only make eclectic use of the 
concept of bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit, is that they do not do justice to Habermas’ 
theory. By failing to take the element of Räsonnement into account, any ‘polite 
conversation’ among the reading public bears witness to the constitution of a public 
sphere; whereas, according to Habermas, it is exactly the public use of reason that 
turns polite conversation into criticism and bons mots into arguments.64 Also, 
downplaying the role of the middle class upon whose economic autonomy Habermas’ 
theory is based means not acknowledging the importance of its appeal to a general 
and common interest, which is of utmost significance in the appropriation of the state-
governed public sphere and the establishment of a public sphere that is critical of 
public authority. In their study Between Tsar and People, editors Edith Clowes, 
Samuel Kassow and James West try to overcome the problem of the missing middle 
class in Russia by examining disparate groups that are negatively defined as not 
belonging to the existing traditional legal, social or cultural categories.65 But although 
these groups articulate common concerns and their loyalties transcend the traditional 
estates, their formation is not based on the psychological and political-economic 
emancipation characteristic of Habermas’ category of the bourgeoisie. From 
Habermas’ point of view, then, it remains unclear why these groups of non-owners 
would spearhead the formation of a public sphere, as they lacked control of private 
property and therefore would have had no obvious interest in maintaining society as a 
private sphere.66 In addition to this, Habermas’ public sphere is based on the 
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psychological emancipation of the bourgeoisie, whose autonomy as property owners 
was reflected in their enlightened self-perception as independent human beings.67 In 
all, the double process of polarization, first between state and society and then within 
society itself,68 which is fundamental to Habermas’ understanding of the bourgeois 
public sphere, proves problematic in the context of Russian nineteenth century 
society, where private autonomy – economic, social, religious, as well as political –, 
was a rarity as opposed to the norm. 
 
 
Toward New Perspectives in the Study of Russian nineteenth Century Society 
Scholarly interest in the late imperial period was initially aroused by questions about 
the roots of the Russian revolution. With historical hindsight, the determining factors 
of the revolution were explained and potential alternatives, such as liberalism, 
detected (not uncommonly with an envious look to the West). The question has been 
posed more than once as to why the autocratic regime did not pull back in order to 
give rise to a democratic representative government. Recently, some scholars have 
pointed out that such an approach is no longer sufficient, and that, instead, social 
developments in the period prior to the revolution are worthy of separate attention and 
call for independent explanation.69 
In this chapter, I have brought together two rival authors, Luhmann and 
Habermas, whose theories help us to gain better insight into the dynamism of late 
nineteenth century Russian society. Coming from different academic backgrounds, 
they developed different theories about the modernization of society, theories which 
do not necessarily complement each other and, at some points, even oppose each 
other.70 The reason I have brought them together is to highlight their specific value for 
the study of Russian nineteenth century society and to draw new perspectives from 
them.  
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As we have seen, in Habermas’ theory the concept of bürgerliche 
Öffentlichkeit serves as the organizing principle in the development of a new social 
and political order. Once applied to Russia, however, some of the theory’s claims 
prove to be problematic. Besides the problem (addressed earlier) of a missing middle 
class, there is the assumption of a rationalized public sphere. Habermas’ idea of 
öffentliches Räsonnement, that is, people’s public use of their reason, presupposes 
three developments: the fall of representative publicness [repräsentative 
Öffentlichkeit], the privatization of religion and the emergence of a liberal and 
humanist bourgeois culture.71 In Russia however, where the principles of personal 
rule remained very much in force up until the last tsar,72 where Russian Orthodoxy 
was commonly accepted as the national (i.e. state) religion, where a liberal culture 
only marginally existed and the people were first of all loyal to God, religion was not 
a private matter and could therefore not be excluded from public debate. As far as the 
authority of reason is concerned, it should be noted that there was a strong current in 
religious philosophy in Russia, as well as in social and political thought, that did not 
accept the rule of rationalism. On top of this, there was the widely accepted view that 
religion was innate to the Russian mind and that rationalism was foreign and 
(therefore) repugnant.73 The ambivalent attitude of Russian society to (the authority 
of) reason is reflected in its understanding of public opinion. While some understood 
public opinion as ‘collective thought about matters of public interest guided by 
reason’, others saw it as something ‘suspicious’ and ‘unreliable’, ‘harmful’ and 
‘irrational’, while yet others perceived public opinion as ‘the voice of God’.74 Such an 
understanding does not only run counter to Habermas’ idea of public opinion as a 
critical instrument of reason, it also challenges Habermas’ ideal of the moral authority 
of reason. 
Does this mean that Habermas’s theory of the bourgeois public sphere is of no 
use in the study of late imperial Russian society and that we should therefore 
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subscribe to Luhmann’s theory? The answer is no: despite the incompatibility of some 
of the theory’s claims with the Russian situation, I acknowledge the importance of the 
category ‘public sphere’ as a paradigm for analyzing the relationship between state 
and society at a specific moment in social development, hereby focusing on the active 
role of people in social change. Further examination of this category in the Russian 
context, both in the sense of a sphere mediating between state and society and in the 
sense of a subject (the public, the nation), as Renner has convincingly done, is likely 
to bear fruit.75 However, as we have seen in the first section of this chapter, 
Luhmann’s theory of modern society provides a theoretical framework within which 
many of the developments characteristic of Russian post-reform society become 
accessible and comprehensible.  
To approach Russian society as a society that was undergoing the process of 
functional differentiation and hence a transformation from a stratified society into a 
modern society imparts a different understanding of those emancipating developments 
described in the first part of this chapter. Conceiving of social processes and practices 
as communications (rather than persons or organizations) leads to a refined, subtle 
understanding of this period. It allows us to demonstrate that certain sectors of society 
began to describe themselves as independent function systems of society and, at the 
same time, described society as a whole on the basis of their binary code. As a result, 
the rise of a more complex polycentric society becomes visible – one which can no 
longer be grasped from a mono-centric worldview like that of the state or church, but 
which is characterized by many different viewpoints. Another consequence of shifting 
the focus from subject (Habermas) to communication is that while it is still possible, 
in a stratified society, to divide people according to the social strata to which they 
belong (aristocracy, clergy, people), it is obvious that people in a functionally-
differentiated society no longer belong to one single subsystem, but take part in 
several (pedagogy, politics, economy, religion) by way of communication.76 In the 
case of Russia, the coexistence of two forms of social differentiation gives insight into 
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the search for new social identities, which is typical of Russian post-reform society.77 
On the one hand, people’s social ranking, which determined their position and 
function within society, depended on the estate into which they were born; on the 
other hand, their new identities were based on their professional careers.78 And yet, 
although this idea of Russian society as both functionally and stratificationally 
differentiated certainly does justice to its paradoxical dynamism, further study needs 
to be done to determine how these different forms of differentiation developed and 
exactly how they coexisted. 
Another valuable aspect of Luhmann’s theory of functional differentiation that 
I would like to highlight is that it is free of any normative-teleological element. 
Therefore, once it is applied to the Russian context, it results in a more ‘fair’, that is, 
more objective, assessment of Russian society.79 Unlike Habermas, who sets liberal 
democracy as the end goal, Luhmann does not conceive of evolution as a “goal-
directed progress toward ever-increasing understanding”; rather, he understands “the 
process of socio-cultural evolution as the reshaping and widening of the chances for 
foreseeable communication, as the consolidations of expectations out of which society 
can form its social systems.”80 Although Luhmann chronologically – and 
geographically – grounds this evolution in archaic tribal societies in Europe, which 
change in the Middle Ages and pre-modern age into stratified societies, which, in 
their turn, change (by the end of the 16th century and, at the latest, by the mid-
nineteenth century) into functionally differentiated societies, he is opposed to any 
progressive-linear idea of social evolution.81 
In this respect it seems worthy to note that Luhmann has more than once stated 
that his theory offers descriptions and no solutions or explanations. He is concerned 
with how society becomes aware of problems and instances of communication that 
arise in response to these realizations, but not with how these problems should be 
managed. His theory applies to an extraordinarily wide variety of topics ranging from 
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politics, science, education and the press to religion and aims to provide a general 
approach to the empirical and historical study of modern society. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Professional Intellectual and Zealous Heliotrope: A Study of the Role and 
Perception of Vladimir Solov’ëv in Russian Society 
 
 
Introduction 
Many Russian intellectuals of the nineteenth and early twentieth century have been 
qualified by their contemporaries as Einzelgänger: Aleksandr Herzen, Pëtr Chaadaev, 
Ivan Kireevskij, Nikolaj Strakhov, Konstantin Leont’ev, Vladimir Solov’ëv, Boris 
Chicherin and the Vekhi-authors, to mention just a few key figures in Russian thought. 
The frequent use of this characterization, which has come to be a persistent image of 
the Russian intellectual,1 prompts the question: how can an intellectual be isolated, 
misunderstood and seen to lack soulmates, and yet, at the same time, be an activist in 
society [obshchestvennyj deiatel’], belong to a group [partiia], adhere to the editorial 
board of a newspaper or journal, and be a member of a society or circle? In other 
words, how might we characterize, or understand perceptions of, an individual who 
seemingly forms part of an intellectual network, but is nevertheless stigmatized –
during his lifetime or later – as a loner? What did this isolated position signify 
exactly, and how was it created? Were these intellectuals misunderstood, ignored and 
not taken seriously? Was their work or were they themselves particularly 
inaccessible? Did they wish to be understood by their contemporaries and included in 
society to begin with? Did the stigma of Einzelgänger signify a ‘tragic reality’ or did 
it constitute one element of a self-chosen style or image? 
 The paradox of the Russian intellectual as a person who is, on the one hand, 
alienated from society, while, on the other, claims to embody the critical conscience 
of the Russian nation, has been elaborately examined in studies on the Russian 
intelligentsia. In this chapter, I shall focus on Vladimir Solov’ëv (1853-1900), a 
Russian intellectual who is known as a philosopher, poet, and publitsist, and, above 
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all, a zealous Christian activist. The Symbolists, for whom Solov’ëv served as a 
source of inspiration, heavily romanticized and mystified him after his death, 
identifying him with Wagner’s Wanderer (Solov’ëv did not have a permanent 
address) and calling him a ‘knight-monk’, a religious pilgrim and a prophet.2 Other 
memoirs and obituaries also bear testimony to Solov’ëv’s image as a loner, a free and 
independent mind whose religious ideas met with ignorance, as intellectually and 
morally isolated, as not belonging to any partiia and as one who was both worshipped 
and hated at the same time.3 
 Deviating from the usual picture of Solov’ëv as someone alienated and 
isolated from society, I contend that he was actually rather integrated and very much a 
part of Russian society. His triple function as scholar, lecturer and publitsist, which I 
discuss below, serve to demonstrate this fact. At the same time, however, Solov’ëv 
succeeds in rising above these functions. As ‘heliotrope’, i.e. as a moral teacher who, 
like a sunflower, points himself in the direction of the divine light, Solov’ëv mediates 
between the divine and the human world by strongly advocating his idea of Christian 
politics. The trope of heliotrope, an image which the Symbolists heavily drew upon, 
should, I believe, be taken seriously as a key to Solov’ëv’s understanding of himself. 
Although he was generally perceived as Einzelgänger, Solov’ëv was certainly 
not a total outcast. He addressed topics of public interest, and although he did so in 
controversial ways, the relevance of his statements cannot be denied. This applies in 
particular to his call to the state, the Church and society in Russia to live up to the 
Christian principles they claimed to embody. He also responded to the religious-moral 
demand coming from society. At that time, the prevailing atmosphere discouraged 
people from freely and independently thinking about religion and discussion was 
limited to certain circles.4 Nikolaj Nikiforov, who studied at St. Petersburg University 
in the early 1880s, writes that certain religious themes, such as the coming of Jesus 
Christ, love, universal unity and the meaning of life, had never before been addressed 
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by anyone at the university.5 According to Anatolij Koni, if people had questions of a 
religious nature, they had to search for the answers in ‘the little-understood dogmatic 
arguments of special theological journals’. It was under the influence of Solov’ëv, 
Koni writes, that ‘religious and philosophical questions moved from the pages of little 
known and not always accessible special editions to the pages of collections [sbornik] 
and journals, dedicated to general questions.’6 Solov’ëv first addressed religious 
questions in the journals Rus’ and Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie and, to my knowledge, 
none of his articles dealing with religious matters ever appeared in the periodicals 
issued by the theological academies [dukhovnaia akademiia], with the exception of 
one letter to the editor of Tserkovnij Vestnik. 
In this chapter, I will seek to demonstrate that the overall contemporary 
perception of Solov’ëv as Einzelgänger was not based on social consensus, but rather, 
that different layers of perception can be distinguished. Unlike his contemporaries, 
early successors and present-day students of Solov’ëv, who have primarily sought 
explanations for this isolated position in his personality, I argue that his professional 
functions as scholar, lecturer, and publitsist on the one hand and heliotropism on the 
other evoked different conflicting, and sometimes even inconsistent, expectations 
among both individuals who were close to him and social groups who “claimed” 
Solov’ëv and considered him theirs. 
Solov’ëv owed his public authority first of all to his outstanding scholarship. 
This, however, leaves open the question as to whether the readers grasped his 
message at all and, if so, in which parts of Russian society it resonated. This prompts 
the following questions: (i) how, by means of which qualities and through which 
channels, did Solov’ëv interact with society? (ii) how did he respond to the demands 
of society? and (iii) how was his message received by society? How were his ideas, to 
use the words of Isaiah Berlin, ‘lived through’ as solutions and which problems were 
they meant to resolve? To answer these questions, we may usefully consider the 
various roles that Solov’ëv played in society. As we shall see, Solov’ëv’s self-
perception as heliotrope appears in each of the three functions he fulfilled as 
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professional in Russian society, namely, the functions of (1) scholar (2) lecturer and 
(3) publitsist.7 
 
 
Scholarly Career 
Solov’ëv’s scholarly occupations come to the fore in: a) his religious-philosophical 
work; b) his occupation as a collaborator on the periodical Voprosy filosofii i 
psikhologii (1890-1899); c) his role as author and co-editor of the Encyclopedia 
Brokgauz-Efron (1891-1900). 
Solov’ëv embarked upon his academic career in 1874 at the age of 21 at the 
University of Moscow. Soon after successfully defending his Master’s thesis ‘Krizis 
zapadnoj filosofii’ [The Crisis of Western Philosophy] at St. Petersburg University, he 
was appointed to the position of shtatnyj dotsent at Moscow University.8 Six years 
later he brilliantly defended his doctoral thesis ‘Kritika otvlechënnykh nachal’ 
[Critique of Abstract Principles] (1877-1880).9 Both theses were published in 
Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie and Russkij Vestnik, respectively, journals that were widely 
distributed among the reading public. He was also instantly recognized because he 
was the son of the famous historian and Rector of Moscow University, Sergej 
Solov’ëv, and was thus immediately considered a rising star within the Russian 
academic world. Many people attempted to further the career of this most promising 
student, among them his life-long friend, the historian Vladimir Ger’e [Guerrier] 
(1837-1919), as well as the historian and Director of the St. Petersburg Courses of 
Higher Education for Women, Konstantin Bestuzhev-Riumin (1829-1897). Ger’e and 
Bestuzhev-Riumin, who had been Solov’ëv’s most ardent supporters during his 
university years, regarded him as a notable addition to the academic environment.10 
Despite this encouraging start and the prospect of an academic career, Solov’ëv 
resigned from the university in 1877,11 thereby putting an end to his academic career 
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Ideal of Prophecy’ Slavonic and East European Review [SEER] 78 (Oct. 2000), 4, pp.643-670. 
8
 A. Panchenko (red.) Russkaia filosofiia: filosofiia kak spetsial’nost’ v Rossii (Moskva: INION RAN, 
1992) Vyp.I p.135; II p.337.  
9
 The defense was announced in the press (Novoe Vremia, Sankt-Peterburgskie Vedomosti and Golos). 
PS III p.436.  
10
 Returning from the defense of Solov’ëv’s Master’s-thesis, Bestuzhev-Riumin was of the opinion that 
‘Russia could congratulate itself on the appearance of a new genius.’ As quoted in: Koni, ‘Vladimir 
Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ in: Ocherki p.191. 
11
 Panchenko (red.) Russkaia filosofiia p.141. 
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before even having obtained the title of Doctor of Philosophy. Many years later 
Solov’ëv would claim that the reason for his departure was that he wanted to avoid 
becoming embroiled in a political conflict between professors.12 Hereafter, he was 
appointed member of the Academic Committee of the Ministry of Public Education, 
which enabled him to dedicate his spare time to writing his doctoral thesis.13 
 Regardless of this premature end to his academic career, however, Solov’ëv 
was fully acknowledged as a scholar and a specialist in the humanities. In 1891, he 
was appointed, together with six “other” professors14, among whom were major 
academic notables such as Semën Vengerov (literature) and Dmitrij Mendeleev 
(chemistry), to cover seven major fields of learning [nauka] in the Brokgauz-Efron 
Encyclopedia.15 In 1894, together with Nikolaj Strakhov and Lev Tolstoj, he was 
elected to the Moscow Psychological Society (under the presidency of Nikolaj Grot), 
of which he soon became an honorary member.16 In 1899 he was nominated an 
honorary member of the Academy of Sciences. He was also posthumously praised for 
his Plato scholarship.17 
Returning to Solov’ëv’s position in society, we can say that his theoretical 
ideas generally aroused strong reactions, that his philosophical idealism met with 
opposition and that his religious-philosophical interpretations were unusual and 
deviated from “mainstream” philosophical and theological thought. This, however, 
never excluded him from the academic debate; it simply bears witness to his 
originality and excellence.18 
                                                 
12
 [Ostaviv kafedru v moskovskom universitete vsledstvie svoego nezhelaniia uchastvovat’ v bor’be 
partii mezhdu professorami] Letter to Faivel’ Gets dating from May 1887 in which Solov’ëv writes 
down part of his autobiography. Pis’ma II p.185. For further details, see ‘Liubimovskaia istoriia’ in: 
Sergej Luk’ianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve v ego molodye gody: materialy k biografii (Moskva: Kniga, (1916-
21)1990 Kn.III Vyp.II pp.55-81.   
13
 According to Ger’e, Solov’ëv obtained this position with the help of the editorial board of 
Moskovskie Vedomosti. Luk’ianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve i ego molodye gody Kn.III Vyp.II p.55. 
14
 Solov’ëv insisted on the title of professor. In a letter to Konstantin Arsen’ev, the editor in chief of the 
Encyclopedia, Solov’ëv insistently demanded  to be listed as professor. Pis’ma II p.68. 
15
 In an official capacity, Solov’ëv was only responsible for the field of philosophy, but he also wrote 
and edited articles on religion. See the bituary ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ in: Arsen’ev (red.) 
Entsiklopedicheskij slovar’ Leipzig-SPb: Brokgauz-Efron, 1890-1940) T. LIX pp.1-2. See also: DG 
Bd.VI p.568. 
16
 See: ‘Protokola zakrytogo zasedaniia Psikhologicheskogo Obshchestva 28-go fevralia 1891’ VFP 
No. 4 (mart) Kn.7 1891 p.164. Already in 1879/80, as a member of the Academic Committee of the 
Ministry of Public Education, Solov’ëv argued strongly in favor of the foundation of a philosophical 
society. SS XII pp.242-244. 
17
 See Count Sergej Trubetskoj’s foreword to the second volume of Tvoreniia Platona which was 
published after Solov’ëv’s death. SS XII pp.496-499. 
18
 After the defense of his Master’s thesis, Solov’ëv writes: ‘The war against me continues, and the end 
is not visible, but I have already quit reading. In May, I am going abroad to refresh from  foul Russian 
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During his lifetime and shortly after his death, Solov’ëv was first and foremost 
portrayed as a philosopher, rather than a poet or publitsist, although the diversity of 
his occupations was not overlooked. Contemporary critics referred to him as ‘our 
philosopher’, ‘doctor in philosophy’, ‘our young scholar’ [uchënyj] or ‘philosopher-
theologian’.19 Writers of obituary articles referred to Solov’ëv’s death as a great loss 
for educated Russian society [obshchestvo].20 Several early studies on Solov’ëv focus 
on his religious philosophy,21 while others concentrate on different aspects, which 
form part of his oeuvre, among which his poetry received attention.22 Judging from 
these testimonies, written primarily by Solov’ëv’s personal friends and colleagues,23 it 
appears that the emphasis on his scholarly achievements as philosopher provided him 
                                                                                                                                            
airand see something.’ [Vojna protiv menia vsë prodolzhaetsia, i kontsa ne vidno, no ia uzhe perestal 
chitat’. V mae edu za granitsu osvezhit’sia ot russkogo chada i koj-chto posmotret’.] Pis’ma IV p.146. 
Koni writes that ‘Solov’ëv was, in his kind, an exception in his time in secular society as he was well 
equipped with his theological knowledge, astonishing with his erudition and actual familiarity with 
pluriform and difficult accessible sources.’ [Vo vseoruzhii svoikh bogoslovskikh znanii, porazhaia 
svoeiu nachitannost’iu i dejstvitel’nym znakomstvom s mnogoobraznymi i trudno-dostupnymi 
istochnikami, Solov’ëv predstavlial, v svoëm rode, iskliuchitel’noe iavlenie v svetskom obshchestve.] 
Koni ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ in: Ocherki p.205. According to one of his students, Elizaveta 
Polivanova, some people were strongly opposed to Solov’ëv’s philosophical idealism. ‘Iz vospominanij 
o Vl. S. Solov’ëve’ in: Luk’ianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve v ego molodye gody Kn.III Vyp.I p.48. Nikoforov, 
another student, also mentions the fact that Solov’ëv’s lectures far from coincided with social and 
political doctrine of the time. ‘Peterburgskoe studenchestvo i Vlad. Serg. Solov’ëv’ in: Bashkirova 
(red.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve p.173. 
19
’’Bibliograficheskij otdel’ RM No. 5 1892 p.237-8; Mirianin I. Palimpsestov ‘Golos Mirianina’ in: 
Knizhki Chtenij v Obshchestve liubitelei dukhovnogo prosveshcheniia (Moskva: tip. L.O. Snegireva, 
1882) p.3; editorial by Ivan Aksakov in Rus’ No.56 1881 p.1 and Aksakov in Rus’ 1884 No.6 p.4. 
20
 Ernest Radlov described Solov’ëv’s death as a great loss to Russian science and civilization 
[prosveshchenie], affecting all of educated society [obshchestvo] in Russia. ‘Vladimir Sergeevich 
Solov’ëv’ ZMNP No.9 sent. 1900 p.33. The ‘thick’ journal Vestnik Evropy portrays Solov’ëv as a 
‘writer’ whose activities in intellectual and social life were familiar to all members of educated Russian 
society. Anonymous ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ 1900 No.9 p.401; Vasilij Rozanov describes 
Solov’ëv as ‘the brightest light in the past quarter century of Russian philosophical and philosophical-
religious thought.’ [samyj iarkij za istekshuiu chetvert’ veka svetoch nashej filosofskoj i filosofsko-
religioznoj mysli] Rozanov ‘Pamiati Vl. Solov’ëva’ (MI 1900 No.15-16)in: Bashkirova (red.) Kniga o 
Vladimire Solov’ëve p.335; The Encyclopedia Brokgauz-Efron describes Solov’ëv’s death in more 
general terms as a loss for Russian educated society [obshchestvo], literature and science. ‘Vladimir 
Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ T. LIX 1900 p.1; Count Sergei Trubetskoj, soul mate and close friend of 
Solov’ëv, describes him as ‘a great Russian man, a genius person and thinker’. ‘Smert’ V.S. Solov’ëva’ 
VE 1900 No.9 p.415; Theology professor Vasilij Rozhdestvenskij writes about him as ‘the beauty and 
pride of Russian philosophy’ ‘O znachenii filosofsko-literaturnoj deiatel’nosti V.S. Solov’ëva dlia 
khristianskogo bogosloviia’ KhCh 1901 Fevr. p.236. 
21
 Viacheslav Ivanov ‘O znachenii Vl. Solov’ëva’ (1911), Sergej Bulgakov ‘Chto daët sovremennomu 
soznaniiu filosofiia Vladimira Solov’ëva?’ (1903), Evgenij Trubetskoj ‘Vladimir Solov’ëv i ego delo’ 
(VFP, 1910) and Ernest Radlov ‘Kharakter tvorchestva i poezii Vl. Solov’ëva’  (1913) in: Bashkirova, 
V. (red.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve pp.344-354, pp.389-447, pp.456-471, pp.374-388.  
22
 For an overview of works about Solov’ëv, see: Kristi Groberg ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ev: A 
Bibliography’ The Modern Greek Studies Yearbook, 14-15 (2000) pp.325-429. 
23
 It should be noted that many of Solov’ëv’s serious opponents from the conservative camp had 
already passed away by 1900, among them: Ivan Aksakov †1886, Nikolaj Liubimov †1897, Konstantin 
Leont’ev †1891, Pëtr Astaf’ev †1893, Iurij Nikolaev (pseudonym Govorukha-Otrok) †1896, Nikolaj 
Danilevskij †1885, Nikolaj Strakhov † 1896. Their absence might have affected the image that was 
created of Solov’ëv after his death. 
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the necessary esteem and authority that were crucial to forming the basis for his career 
as an intellectual and enabled him to become an important public figure. 
 
 
Lecturer 
The function of lecturer can be subdivided into: a) shtatnyj dotsent (1875-77), b) 
privat-dotsent (1880-81) and c) public lecturer with no affiliation. The discussion that 
follows will be limited to Solov’ëv’s role as a public lecturer, as this is the role that he 
assumed throughout his life (albeit with interruptions) and which had the most effect. 
Much the same can be said about Solov’ëv’s lecturing performances as was 
mentioned above with regard to his scholarly achievements: Solov’ëv was able to fill 
the lecture hall with his fluency and eloquence. According to Vasilij Rozanov, 
Solov’ëv was ‘a natural born teacher’ and ‘constantly needed an audience’.24 It is 
clear from the numerous memoirs of contemporaries that Solov’ëv’s lectures never 
failed to impress his listeners, and not only thanks to his physical appearance and 
personal presence – Solov’ëv definitely had charisma.25 Yet his lecture hall would not 
have been crowded had it not been for the often unusual and sometimes provocative 
themes covered in his lectures. The most notorious example was his 1881 lecture 
‘Kritika sovremennogo prosveshcheniia i krizis mirovogo protsessa’ [Criticism of 
Contemporary Enlightenment and the Crisis of the World Process], which appealed to 
Tsar Alexander III to pardon the assassins of his father, Tsar Alexander II. In the 
lecture’s concluding section, Solov’ëv skillfully played to his audience of 
approximately 800 people. Starting with the generally accepted idea that the tsar 
represents the personal expression of national spirit, he developed the argument that 
the Tsar Alexander III could not possibly kill his father’s assassins for this would 
                                                 
24
 [V sushchnosti, emu postoianno nuzhna byla auditoriia, slushateli; on byl urozhdënnyj, vrozhdënnyj 
uchitel’] Rozanov ‘Pamiati Vl. Solov’ëva’ MI p.335. Liudvig Slonimskj writes that lecturing was 
Solov’ëv’s calling. ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ VE No.9 sept. 1900 p.424. Solov’ëv’s introductory 
lecture at St. Petersburg University attracted so many students –approximately 400 people attended- 
that the lecture was moved to a bigger auditorium in which Mendeleev normally lectured. Nikiforov 
‘Peterburgskoe studenchestvo i Vlad. Serg. Solov’ëv’ in: Bashkirova (red.) p.171. 
25
 A considerable number of testimonies highlight Solov’ëv’s charismatic impact on his audience; these 
include descriptions of the changing color of his eyes, his luxuriant hair, his ascetic features, and the 
timid voice in which he spoke. Aleksej Sobolevskij ‘O Vl. Solov’ëve kak lektore Moskovskogo 
universiteta’ in: Luk’ianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve v ego molodye gody Kn.III Vyp.I p.38; Liudvig 
Slonimskij ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ VE p.424; Polivanova ‘Iz vospominanij o Vl. S. Solov’ëve’ 
pp.90-92; Nikiforov ‘Peterburgskoe studenchestvo i Vlad. Serg. Solov’ëv’ in: Bashkirova (red.) 
pp.171-172; Vladimir Kuz’min-Karavaev ‘Iz vospominanj o Vladimire Sergeeviche Solov’ëve’ (VE, 
1900) in: Bashkirova (red.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve (Moskva: Sovetskij Pisatel’, 1991) pp.253-
254. 
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violate the moral principles of the Russian people which the Tsar is obliged to uphold. 
By framing his argument in this way, Solov’ëv made it appear, in terms of public 
opinion, that the community was against the death penalty.26  
 Another well-known example of a lecture in which Solov’ëv confronted a 
matter of general principle was ‘Ob upadke srednevekogo mirosozertsaniia’ [On the 
Collapse of the Mediaeval Worldview], which was held in 1891 at a public meeting of 
the Moscow Psychological Society. Nearly 400 people (professors, men of letters, 
members of educated society) attended the lecture, which was followed by a closed 
discussion for which people had to pay a 10-rouble entrance fee. The general theme of 
the lecture was ‘true Christianity’ – as opposed to ‘false paganism’ – its evolution 
throughout history and the task that this ‘divine human [bogochelovecheskaia] 
religion’ imposed upon mankind, i.e. the realization of God’s Kingdom on earth. 
Solov’ëv’s provocative view on Christianity, which (as he himself wrote) was rather 
‘unusual’, evoked a strong reaction from the conservative camp, who considered 
Solov’ëv’s lecture blasphemous and anti-Orthodox. Discussion continued on the topic 
of Solov’ëv’s lecture for approximately one year, the journal Moskovskie Vedomosti 
serving as the main platform.27 
 More specifically, Solov’ëv’s lecture dealt with the ‘compromise’ between 
Christianity and paganism in the medieval world, which had given rise to a 
‘perverted’ teaching in which ‘exclusive dogmatism’, ‘one-sided individualism’ and 
‘false spiritualism’ prevailed. He sharply condemned those ‘nominal’ or ‘pseudo-
Christians’ (in the Middle Ages and beyond) who acknowledged Christian truth 
merely in name, that is, as an external, formal matter, without ever internalizing it and 
fully living up to its norms. By contrast, Solov’ëv provocatively stated that those 
‘non-believers’ who promoted the idea of progress were, in fact, acting in the interest 
of true Christianity. He ended his lecture by directly calling upon these nominal 
Christians ‘to do better themselves’ and ‘to create a living, social and universal 
Christianity.’28 
This polemical public complaint against the Orthodox-Christian community in 
Russia made Solov’ëv’s struggle with society complete. As opposed to his friend 
Evgenij Trubetskoj who ‘called for all Christians of different convictions to unite 
                                                 
26
 Pis’ma IV pp.243-246. 
27
 SS VI pp.381-393. Evgenij Barabanov ‘Zabytyj spor’ Vestnik russkogo khristianskogo dvizheniia 
No.118 (1976), 2, p.123. 
28
 SS VI p.392-3. English translation after Frank pp.60-71. 
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themselves in a common battle against non-belief’, Solov’ëv, on the contrary, chose 
‘to unite with contemporary non-believers in a fight against contemporary 
Christians.’29 As a result, those who had initially welcomed and supported his ideas, 
like the Slavophiles Aksakov and Kireev as well as the editors of Pravoslavnoe 
Obozrenie, grew further alienated from him and openly turned against him in some 
cases (for instance, the members of the Moskovskie Vedomosti circle). On the other 
hand, intellectuals who were not Orthodox-oriented or who considered religion a 
private matter – the liberals, for example – did not share the Christian core of 
Solov’ëv’s social and political thought.30 According to Vladimir Spasovich, who like 
Solov’ëv was a member of the editorial board of Vestnik Evropy, Solov’ëv, as a 
philosopher, though numbering among the liberals, stood entirely apart from them in 
terms of worldview.31 
In the next section, which will delve into the function of publitsist, we will 
consider whether the fact that Solov’ëv stood alone in his moral-social conviction 
might account for his isolation. But first we will consider Solov’ëv’s position as 
heliotrope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
29
 [Ty prizyval khristian vsekh veroispovedanij soedinit’sia v obshchej bor’be protiv neveriia; a ia 
zhelal by, naoborot, soedinit’sia s sovremennymi neveruiushchimi v bor’be protiv sovremennykh 
khristian.] As quoted in: Aleksej Losev Vladimir Solov’ëv i ego vremia (Moskva: Progress, 1990) 
pp.589-590. Originally from Evgenij Trubetskoj Mirosozertsanie Vl. S. Solov’ëva (Moskva: T-vo Tip. 
A.I. Mamontova, 1913) T. II p.319. 
30
 According to Liudvig Slonimskij, Solov’ëv’s fundamentally philosophico-mystical and somewhat 
theological worldview remained closed to his coworkers at Vestnik Evropy, for he did not discuss 
common topics with those who did not share his views. [Osnovnoe filosofsko-misticheskoe, otchasti 
bogoslovskoe mirosozertsanie Vl. Solov’ëva bylo dlia nas zakryto: on izbegal govorit’ ob izvestnykh 
predmetakh s liud’mi, ne razdeliavshimi ego verovanij.] Slonimskij ‘Vladimir Sergeevich 
Solov’ëv’p.424. 
31
 V. Spasovich ‘Vl. S. Solov’ëv kak publitsist’ VE 1901 No.1 p.212. Manon de Courten has done five 
case studies of the tsaricide, the Old Believers, the Jewish question, the Polish question and the famine, 
in which Solov’ëv’s standpoint is examined with regard to other groups who participated in public 
debate. Her overall conclusion is that Solov’ëv ‘was often perceived as a troublemaker by the 
authorities (tsaricide, Jewish question, famine), a false patriot talking rubbish by conservatives 
(tsaricide, Old Believers, Jewish question) and a utopian by the progressive camp (tsaricide, Old 
believers, Jewish question, famine’. History, Sophia and the Russian Nation: A Reassessment of 
Vladimir Solov’ëv’s Views on History and his Social Commitment (Bern: Peter Lang, 2004) p.483. 
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Heliotrope 
In 1886 Solov’ëv published a few jocose poems in Novoe Vremia under the 
pseudonym of Prince Esper Heliotrope [kniaz’ Esper Geliotropov].32 At that time, he 
was hardly able to publish anything at all due to censorship.33 Rather than regarding 
this pseudonym as an accidental choice, I believe it warrants being taken seriously, as 
it reveals a great deal about Solov’ëv’s perception of himself. It can be regarded as a 
secret allusion to the task that Solov’ëv believed was conferred upon him, that of 
acting as an intermediary between this world and that of the divine. In this respect, the 
choice of ‘heliotrope’ as pseudonym has a double meaning. First, it sheds light on 
Solov’ëv’s privileged position between the human and divine worlds from which he 
was able to observe Russian society independently from an absolutely Christian 
cosmic perspective. Secondly, it points to Solov’ëv’s function as signpost in Russian 
society – one who sets a shining example of moral strength. From a religious 
perspective, the image of heliotrope, or sunflower, signifies man’s manner of turning 
to God as the ultimate source of light and seeing God’s will in everyday life.34 From a 
philosophical perspective, the figure of heliotrope is reminiscent of the philosopher in 
Plato’s metaphor of the cave.35 Similar to Plato’s philosopher, who had obtained 
knowledge of the ideal world, Solov’ëv had an epistemological advantage as 
compared to the rest of society by virtue of his mystical visions.36 Like Plato’s 
philosopher, Solov’ëv too “returned” to society in order to “enlighten” his fellow 
men, who often critically questioned and ridiculed him.37 In the foreword to the 
                                                 
32
 Letter to his mother dated 1886. Pis’ma II p.40. About Solov’ëv’s pseudonyms, see: Ivan Masanov 
Slovar’ psevdonimov russkikh pisatelej, uchënykh i obshchestvennykh deiatelej (Moskva: Izd. 
Vsesoiuznoj knizhnoj palaty, 1957). T. IV p.447.  
33
 In 1886, Solov’ëv was prohibited by the ecclesiastical press from publishing. Pis’ma III p.189. In an 
1887 letter to Kireev, Solov’ëv wrote that everything submitted for publication within the past half-
year had been blocked by the censorhip committee. He had heard through a friend that Pobedonostsev 
considered all of his activities to be harmful to Russia and Orthodoxy, and therefore he could not be 
allowed to publish. Pis’ma II p.142. See also Aleksandr Polunov’s characterization of Pobedonostsev 
as a ‘watchdog’ who, as the chief procurator of the Holy Synod, belonged to the Supreme Press 
Commission and, in this role, had put 12 newspapers and journals out of business by 1887. ‘Konstantin 
Petrovich Pobedonostsev – Man and Politician’ Russian Studies in History 39 (Spring 2001) 4, p.22. 
34
 The German Jesuit Jeremias Drexel (1581-1638), a preacher and teacher of rhetoric, wrote a very 
popular book entitled Heliotropium in 1627. The book serves as a guideline to unite man’s will to the 
will of God. Given Solov’ëv’s profound knowledge of Western theological writings, it is not unlikely 
that he was familiar with it.  
35
 Plato The Republic (Cambridge, MA/ London: Harvard University Press, (1935)1994) Book VII, i 
and ii (514a-517b). 
36
 Solov’ëv had three mystical visions: the first at the age of nine during a church ceremony, the second 
in the British library during his stay in London in 1877 and the third in the desert in Egypt. 
37
 Solov’ëv was frequently subjected to slander and often complained about this in his correspondence 
with friends. See also Solov’ëv’s poem ‘Skromnoe prorochestvo’ (1890) which makes clear that he was 
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second part of Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National Question in Russia] 
(1891), he writes: ‘those worthy patriots attacked me precisely for showing Russia the 
Christian path.’38 Unlike Plato’s philosopher, however, who was rather unwilling to 
return to the cave, Solov’ëv considered it his Christian duty to point the people in the 
right direction and to set an example.39 Thus, Solov’ëv’s role as heliotrope consists in 
the fact that, on the one hand, he embodies man’s natural tendency to turn to God and 
be spiritually guided by the light of good, while, on the other hand, he acts as a 
lighthouse in society, transmitting messages intended to set people on the proper path. 
Solov’ëv’s contemporaries took note of this heliotropism or, as they called it, 
prophetism. They often associated him with light, as the Symbolists would later do.40 
Special attention was also paid to his physical appearance.41 During his doctoral 
defense, people took notice of Solov’ëv’s icon-like face, as well as to his monk-like 
character, which, in combination with his extraordinary talent, made him ‘a man not 
of this world.’42 According to Liubov’ Gurevich, editor of Severnyj Vestnik, Solov’ëv 
was an ‘unusual figure whose traits oddly mixed with those characteristic of members 
                                                                                                                                            
well aware of the way in which he was ridiculed. Judging from an early letter to Ekaterina Romanova 
(1873), Solov’ëv had expected such a thing to happen: ‘At the very best I will be taken for a madman.’ 
[Eto eshchë samoe luchshee, chto menia sochtut za sumasshedshogo.] Pis’ma III p.94.  
38
 [eti pochtennye patrioty napali na menia imenno za ukazaniia khristianskogo puti dlia Rossii.] SS V 
p.158. 
39
 [Soznatel’noe ubezhdenie v tom, chto nastoiaschchee sostoianie chelovechestva ne takovo, kakim 
byt’ dolzhno, znachit dlia menia, chto ono dolzhno byt’ izmeneno, preobrazovano. (...) Soznavaia 
neobkhodimost’ preobrazovaniia, ia tem samym obiazyvaius’ posviatit’ vsiu svoiu zhizn’ i vse svoi sily 
na to, chtoby eto preobrazovanie bylo dejstvitl’no soversheno. (...) Sama istina, t.e. khristiantsvo...istina 
sama po sebe iasna v moem soznanii, no vopros v tom, kak vvesti ee vo vseobshchee soznanie, dlia 
kotorogo ona v nastoiashchee vremia est’ kakoj-to monstrum – nechto sovershenno chuzhdoe i 
neponiatnoe.] Letter to Ekaterina Romanova in: Pis’ma III p.88. [Italics according to the Brussels 
edition.] 
40
 According to Aleksandr Petrovskij, Solov’ëv ‘carried within himself a divine flame’ [nosivshogo v 
sebe bozhestvennyj ogon’]. ‘Pamiati Vladimira Sergeevicha Solov’ëva’ VFP 1901 ianv.-fevr. Kn.56 
p.39. According to the biographer Vasilij Velichko, the shining face of Vladimir Solov’ëv shines with 
unfading beams, like an unfaded lamp, in front of the altar of the Highest.’ [svetlyj oblik Vladimira 
Solov’ëva siiaet luchami neugasimymi, kak neugasimaia lampada, zateplennaia pred altarem 
Vsevyshnego.] Vladimir Solov’ëv. Zizn’ i tvorenie (2 izd. Sankt-Peterburg: T-vo R. Golike i A 
Vil’borg, 1903/4) p.5. Nikoforov describes him as an ‘ardent prophet’ [plamennyj prorok]. 
‘Peterburgskoe studentchestvo i Vlad. Serg. Solov’ëv’ p.172. Sergej Bulgakov writes: ‘With the 
clairvoyance of a prophet, Solov’ëv saw his true source, the unfading light. During his entire life he 
encountered this light and called for it.’ [S iasnovideniem proroka Solov’ëv prozreval istinnyj ego 
istochnik, svet nemerknushchij, nevechernij. On sam vsiu zhizn’ shël navstrechu etomu svetu i zval k 
nemu.]. ‘Chto daët sovremennomu soznaniiu filosofiia Vladimira Solov’ëva?’ in: Bashkirova p.447. 
According to Aleksandr Blok, Solov’ëv ‘radiates immaterial gold light’ [izluchaet neveshchestvennyj 
zolotoj svet]. ‘Rytsar’-monakh’ p.334. 
41
 See note 25. See also; Aleksej Losev ‘Naruzhnost’ i povedenie Vl. Solov’ëva’ in: Vladimir Solov’ëv i 
ego vremia pp.635-645. 
42
 Pëtr Morozov as quoted in: Lukianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve v ego molodye gody Kn.III Vyp.II p.29, 30. 
Polivanova ‘Iz vospominanii o Vl. S. Solov’ëve’ p.92. 
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of literary bohemia.’43 Count Sergej Volkonskij wrote that ‘for us [PS: liberal 
aristocrats] Solov’ëv was the highest truth, he was a mirror that, besides reflecting 
events, interpreted their meanings.44 A Danish critic, probably Brandes, remarked that 
Solov’ëv, being both not of this world and yet higher than this world, presented 
himself as half-prophet, half-child.45 In fact, Aleksandr Petrovskij, who met Solov’ëv 
only once in 1869 at the age of sixteen, is an exception when he states that Solov’ëv 
was a man of this world.46 Bulgakov writes that although many people called 
Solov’ëv a prophet because of his appearance as well as his teaching, his prophetism 
was generally ridiculed and poorly understood.47 According to Koni, people even 
reproached Solov’ëv for having assumed this prophetic mission.48 Archbishop 
Antonij, for example, was very critical of Solov’ëv’s so-called prophetism as 
evidenced in his article carrying the revealing title ‘False Prophet’ [Lozhnyj prorok].49 
Spasovich writes that although Solov’ëv had never claimed to be a prophet, he was 
deeply convinced that Solov’ëv nonetheless considered himself to be one and that he 
had his reasons for it. He believed that Solov’ëv received inspiration about the Good 
through his spiritual contact with Godman Jesus Christ.50 The daughter of Aleksandr 
Pypin, Vera Pypina-Liatskaia, also noted Solov’ëv’s prophetic self-image, writing that 
every now and then he liked ‘to cast off the responsibility of “chosen one” of which 
he was always conscious.’51  
 
 
                                                 
43
 […v kotoroj cherty velichavogo inoka tak stranno peremeshalis’ s chertami, kharakternymi dlia 
predstavitel’ia literaturnoj bogemy’] ‘Istoriia Severnogo Vestnika’ in: S.A. Vengerov (ed.) Russkaia 
literatura XX veka 1890-1910 (Moskva: Izd. T-va Mir, 1914) p.243. 
44
 [Dlia nas Solov’ëv - eto byla vyshaia istina, eto bylo zerkalo, v kotorom vmeste s otrazheniem 
sobytij prelomlialsia i smysl ikh.] B. Mezhuev ‘Vl. S. Solov’ëv i peterburgskoe obshchestvo 1890-x 
godov’ in: Borisova, I.V., Kozyrev, A.P. (red.) Solov’ëvskij sbornik (Moskva: FENOMENOLOGIIA-
GERMENETEVTIKA, 2001) p.414 quoted from: S.M. Volkonskij Moi vospominaniia (Moskva: 
Rodina, 1992) T. II p.80. 
45
 [Buduchi ne ot mira sego i vyshe mira sego, on predstavlial iz sebia polu-proroka, poly-rebënka.] As 
quoted in Koni ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ in: Ocherki p.194. 
46
 Petrovskij ‘Pamiati Vladimira Sergeevicha Solov’ëva’ VFP p.37.  
47
 Bulgakov ‘Chto daët sovremennomu soznaniiu filosofiia Vladimira Solov’ëva?’ in: Bashkirova 
p.446. 
48
 [on prisvoivaet sebe prorocheskuiu missiu] Koni ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ p.208. Pamela 
Davidson has argued that Solov’ëv constructed a prophetic ideal and tradition. Davidson ‘Vladimir 
Solov’ëv and the Ideal of Prophecy’. 
49
 ‘Lozhnyj prorok’ (VEVed., 1908) in: Pro et Contra T.II pp.54-58. 
50
 Spasovich ‘Vl. S. Solov’ëv kak publitsist’ VE p.218, 225. 
51
 […sbrosit’ s sebia otvetstvennost’ “izbrannika”, kakim ne mog sebia ne soznavat’.] Pypina-Liatskaia 
‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ (GM, 1914) in: Bashkirova (red.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve p.209. 
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Publitsist 
Solov’ëv not only proved capable of crowding a lecture hall with his passionate 
addresses, he also provided text copy for newspapers and journals.52 Professionally, 
he earned his money as a publicist writing poetry, reviews, commentaries on current 
affairs, obituaries, literary criticism and philosophical and theological essays.53 As 
early as his university period, Solov’ëv was in close contact with several journals 
(Russkij Vestnik and Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie) and acquainted with many people of 
the Moskovskie Vedomosti circle headed by Mikhail Katkov.54 According to 
Luk’ianov, his large and ‘pluriform network went beyond family and academic circles 
and extended into the best layers of Russian educated society.’55  
Although Solov’ëv was an able writer –his writing skills were unanimously 
praised – and produced work that sold in a manner characterized by an enthusiasm 
and rapid pace not unlike the excitement his lectures generated,56 his publitsistika, that 
is, his social critique or social activism, later received relatively little attention as 
compared to his philosophical and theological writing.57 Some contemporaries 
regretted the fact that Solov’ëv dedicated so much time to publitsistika instead of 
devoting himself to philosophy.58 Publitsistika, they believed, was a thing of the 
                                                 
52
 He was a valuable contributor to Vestnik Evropy, a journal which depended on subscriptions for 
survival. On Vestnik Evropy and its editor Stasiulevich, see Pogorelskin, ‘N.I. Kostomarov and Origins 
of the Vestnik Evropy Circle’ Oxford Slavonic Papers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978) Vol. XI p.97.  
53
 V. Kuz’min-Karavaev writes that once he and his brothers had sold the publication rights to his 
father’s oeuvre, literary revenues were Solov’ëv’s sole source of income and that this was another 
reason why he worked so intensively. [No byla i drugaia prichina takoj napriazhënnoj raboty. So 
vremeni prodazhi, sovmestno s brat’iami, prava izdaniia sochinenij ottsa, literaturnyj zarabotok 
sostavlial dlia nego edinstvennyj istochnik sredstv sushchestvovaniia.] ‘Iz vospominanij o Vladimire 
Sergeevich Solov’ëve’ in: Bashkirova (red.) p.260. In a letter to his brother Mikhail (dated 21 July 
1891), Solov’ëv complained about his financial problems –he was always out of money- and about the 
fact that ideals did not sell, but bad poetry did. Pis’ma VI p.123.  
54
 Luk’ianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve v ego molodye gody Kn.I p.369, Kn.III Vyp.II p.12-13; Ivan Ianzhul ‘Iz 
vospominanj o Vl. S. Solov’ëve’ Pro et Contra T.I p.97-98. According to Radlov, his biographer, 
Solov’ëv worked at Russkij Vestnik from 1875-1877. Pis’ma IV p.137. 
55
 Luk’ianov O Vl. S. Solov’ëve v ego molodye gody Kn.III Vyp.II p.30. 
56
 Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii  marks Solov’ëv’s biggest success in publitsistika. 
57
 According to Koni, Solov’ëv was much more of a publitsist than it seemed, even when he was, 
apparently, a representative of abstract thinking. He was a fighter, or better, a “horn that calls to battle”. 
[Brackets according to Koni] [Boets – ili, vernee, “truba, zovushchaia na boj”  – on byl gorazdo bolee 
publitsistom, chem eto kazhetsia, dazhe i togda, kogda iavlialsia, povidimomu, predstavitelem 
otvlechennogo umozreniia.] Koni ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ p.194. 
58
 Among them was Solov’ëv’s close friend Lev Lopatin ‘Pamiati Vl. S. Solov’ëva’ (VFP, 1910) in: 
Bashkirova (red.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve pp.453-4. In addition, Solov’ëv’s nephew-biographer, 
Sergej Solov’ëv, reflects a commonly-held opinion when he writes that ‘it will surprise many that 
Solov’ëv wasted so much time and energy on petty polemics with the nationalists and “fired on 
swallows with a canon”.’ Sergey Solovyov, Vladimir Solovyov: His Life and Creative Evolution 
[transl. from the Russian by A.Gibson] (Fairfax, Virginia: Eastern Christian Publications, 2000 (1922-
23)) Part II p.369. 
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moment, transitory and short-lived and, therefore, far below the standard of the great 
philosopher. Although Solov’ëv might have nurtured such ideas himself by writing in 
the preface to the first volume of the Plato translations that ‘he began to doubt the 
usefulness and realization of those external schemes to which he had given his so-
called “best years”’ and that he was longing to return to ‘philosophical studies’, any 
attempt to assign a hierarchy to Solov’ëv’s occupations must be rejected on two 
grounds. First, Solov’ëv himself provided a counterstatement. In the spring of 1900, 
shortly after having given his lecture on the end of history, Solov’ëv was tortured by 
the discrepancy that existed between his literary-philosophical work and his secret 
with to go before the people with a (big) Egyptian candle. He told his brother that his 
mission did not consist in writing philosophical books, as all that he wrote was simply 
a prologue to his further activities.59 Secondly, Solov’ëv himself refused to order his 
writings according to any type of hierarchy. In his study of Solov’ëv’s first 
philosophical system, George Kline has pointed out that the writer places the human 
functions of making (mysticism, fine art, technical art), knowing (theology, 
philosophy, science) and doing (church, state, society) on ‘the same ontological and 
axiological level as essential components of integral life.’ As far as Solov’ëv’s own 
career is concerned, this means that his philosophy cannot be considered either 
superior or inferior to his poetry or his social activism.60  
In Solov’ëv’s own time, his engagement in current affairs (such as the famine 
of 1891) met with skepticism.61 In reaction to Solov’ëv’s critique of Vasilij 
Vorontsov’s article on the foundations of narodnichestvo, wherein Solov’ëv accused 
Vorontsov of having simply repeated what he himself and others had already said one 
                                                 
59
 […Nastupila vesna 1900 goda. Solov’ëv kak-to osobenno byl izmuchen nesootvetstviem mezhdu 
vsej svoej literaturno-fiosofskoj deiatel’nost’iu i svoim sokrovennym zhelaniem khodit’ pered liud’mi s 
bol’shoj egipetskoj svechoj. On govoril bratu, chto missiia ego zakliuchaetsia ne v tom, chtoby pisat’ 
filosofskie knigi; chto vsë, im napisannoe, – tol’ko prolog k ego dal’nejshej deiatel’nosti.] Solov’ëv’s 
desire to intellectually and spiritually enlighten the people clearly alludes to his heliotropism. The 
Egyptian candle most likely refers to the vision of Sophia Solov’ëv received in the dessert in Egypt in 
1875. Belyj ‘Vladimir Solov’ëv’ in: Bashkirova (red.) p.281. 
60
 George Kline ‘Hegel and Solovyov’ in: J.J. O’Malley, K.W. Algozin, F.G. Weiss (eds.) Hegel and 
the History of Philosophy [Proceedings of the 1972 Hegel Society of America Conference] (The 
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1974) p.164-166. Vladimir Solov’ëv Filosofskie nachala tsel’nogo znaniia 
(1877) in: SS I pp.250-406. Although Solov’ëv writes that the primacy lies with the sphere of creativity 
and, within this, with mysticism as it is closest to the absolute principle of divine life, I disagree with 
Pamela Davidson, who subordinates knowledge and practical activity to creativity for reasons that are 
unclear to me. Davidson ‘Vladimir Solov’ëv and the Ideal of Prophecy’ SEER p.648.  
61
 Sergey Solovyov writes that Solov’ëv’s transition to practical questions met with misunderstanding 
and irony, and that many people were bothered by Solov’ëv’s didactic tone in matters that he had never 
addressed before. Solovyov Vladimir Solovyov: His Life and Creative Evolution Part II p.370-371. 
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year previous, Vorontsov replied that he did not consider Solov’ëv to have been a 
‘fully established’ publitsist and that some of the ideas which were being aired in 
Natsional’nij vopros v Rossii and which were akin to narodnichestvo ‘remained 
undeveloped’.62 Concerning Solov’ëv’s engagement in the famine, the liberal journal 
Russkaia Mysl’ wrote: ‘Regarding the role of Mr. Solov’ëv, as a fighter for the well-
being of the working mass, as a messenger (public crier) of the people’s needs, as 
somebody who explains questions regarding which he now considers (it) necessary to 
speak out in a few words, literature and society did not hear of this role of his ten 
years ago, nor have they since.’63  
These reactions prompt questions about the reasons behind Solov’ëv’s 
engagement in public discussion of socio-political questions. It is obvious that his 
interest in Russian society and politics was motivated by something other than mere 
fascination with current events or a penchant for polemics. Indeed, it was intimately 
connected with his two most vital concerns: the future of Russia and the creation of a 
truly Christian society. Already in 1873 at the age of twenty, Solov’ëv realized that 
people are moved by their inner convictions and that in order to change society one 
had to exert influence upon them.64 Against this background, it is important to note 
that Solov’ëv defines ‘public speech’ [publichnoe slovo] as an ‘act’ or ‘system of 
actions’65 and that, in his eyes, ‘to act usually means to remove things,’66 i.e. obstacles 
and hindrances that prevent people from thinking freely, independently and without 
prejudice.67 Thus, every public statement – whether oral or written, philosophical, 
poetical or social-critical – is, in fact, an act and hence contributes to transforming 
                                                 
62
 [Vprochem, my ne schitaem g. Solov’ëva, kak publitsista, vpolne ustanovivshimsia…] and [eti mysli 
ostalis’ avtorom nerazvitymi] V.V. [Vorontsov], ‘Popytki obosnovaniia narodnichestva’ (stat’ia tret’ia) 
RB No. 6 1892 p.119.  
63
 [O roli g. Vl. Solov’ëva, kak bortsa za blagosostoianie trudiashchikhsia mass, kak glashataia 
narodnykh nuzhd, kak uiasnitelia voprosov, po povodu kotorykh on schël nuzhnym teper’ vkrattse 
vyskazat’sia, o takoj ego roli literatura i obshchestvo ne slykhali ni desiat’ let nazad, ni pozdnee.] 
‘Bibliograficheskij otdel: periodicheskiia izdaniia’ RM No.5 1892 p.238. According to Manon de 
Courten Solov’ëv as publitsist ‘was mostly ignored by his contemporaries’ at least as far as the five 
cases are concerned that she has analyzed. History, Sophia and the Russian Nation p.483. 
64
 [Liudi upravliaiutsia svoimi ubezhdeniiami, sledovatel’no, nuzhno dejstvovat’ na ubezhdeniia, 
ubedit’ liudei v istine.] Letter to Ekaterina Romanova in: Pis’ma III p.88. 
65
  [Publichnoe zhe slovo est’ nesomnenno dejstvie i dazhe ves’ma slozhnoe, eto, mozhno skazat’, 
tselaia sistema dejstvij.] Ocherki iz istorii russkogo soznaniia’ (VE, 1889) SS V p.206. 
66
 In the historical work of peoples, as well as in our personal work, to do usually means to remove 
obstacles. [V istoricheskoj rabote narodov, takzhe kak i v nashej lichnoj rabote, delat’ obyknovenno 
znachit ustraniat’ prepiatstviia.] ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie Tserkvi’ (PO, 1885) SS XI p.5. [Bold 
according to SS] 
67
 In reaction to Lev Tikhomirov’s article ‘Dukhovenstvo i obshchestvo v sovremennom religioznom 
dvizhenii’ (RO, 1892) Solov’ëv held a strong plea in favor of ‘unauthorized thinking’ [samochinnoe 
umstvovanie]. ‘Vopros o “samochinnom umstvovanii”’ (VE, 1892) SS V pp.476-482. 
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contemporary society into an integral society as it fights ignorance (philosophy), 
stimulates creativity (art, poetry) and purifies [ochistit’] public opinion (publitsistika). 
Solov’ëv stressed the “public service” character of his publitsistika: ‘I have 
lately taken the voluntary penance on me to dispose of that printed rubbish and debris 
with which our pseudo-Orthodox pseudo-patriots try to stifle the great and urgent 
question of religious freedom in the public mind.’68 It was his Christian duty to speak 
out and, as he wrote in the preface to the second edition of Natsional’nyj vopros v 
Rossii: ‘(…) as long as the exposed untruth continues to actually control the public 
mind’, ‘I do not believe I have the right to end this debate’.69 According to 
Trubetskoj, ‘he compared his polemical activity to the obedience of a monk sweeping 
the trash and dirt out from under the monastery fence’.70  
 
In his time, Solov’ëv was sharply criticized directly for not wholeheartedly adhering 
to a specific group or circle and indirectly because people in different camps tended to 
use his arguments for their own purposes, as a result of which it remained unclear 
what Solov’ëv actually wanted and expected.71 This vnepartijnost’72 can be 
interpreted in several different ways. The fact that Solov’ëv’s intentions remained 
unclear to his contemporaries is surprising as he never tired of writing letters to the 
various editorial boards to rectify incorrect quotations, false interpretations and 
unfounded accusations. Indeed, he sometimes amended his articles in order to 
circumvent censure, but he never reduced his writing to any Aesopian language, for 
                                                 
68
 [Ia za poslednee vremia vzial na svoiu doliu dobrovol’noe “poslushanie”: vymetat’ tot pechatnyj sor 
i musor, kotorym nashi lzhepravoslavnye lzhepatrioty staraiutia zavalit’ v obshchestvennom soznanii 
velikij i nasushchnyj vopros religioznoj svobody.] ‘Spor o spravedlivosti’ (VE, 1894) SS VI p.442. See 
also ‘O raskole v russkom narode i obshchestve’ (PO 1884) in which Solov’ëv writes that servants of 
God have to purify [ochistit’] human society from all filth. SS III p.264. 
69
 [A teper’ ne schitaiu sebia v prave prekratit’ etot spor, poka izoblichennaia nepravda eshchë vladeet 
fakticheski soznaiem nashchego obshchestva.] SS V p.160. Koni writes that in the heat of a polemic, 
Solov’ëv acknowledged himself chiefly as publitsist, explaining that recent developments in society 
had made him stand up for fundamental principles. [On sam, v razgare odnoj polemiki, priznal sebia 
publitsistom po preimushchestvu, ob”iasniaia, chto stal im kak raz v to vremia, kogda v nashej 
obshchestvennoj zhizni iavilis’ osobye povody vstupat’sia za elementarnye printsipy.] Koni ‘Vladimir 
Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ in: Ocherki p.194-195. 
70
 [on sravnivaet svoiu polemicheskuiu deiatel’nost’ s “poslushaniem” monakha, vymetaiushchego sor i 
nechistoty iz monastyrskoj orgrady] Trubetskoj ‘Smert’ V.S. Solov’ëva’ VE p.296. Solov’ëv had 
considered becoming a monk more than once. 
71
 [Emu stavili na schët, kak nedostatok, chto on ne prichasten ni k kakoj partii, chto ego argumentami 
pol’zovalis’, prisvoivaia ikh sebe, liudi raznykh napravlenij, chto ostavalos’, budto by, neizvestnym, 
chego on khochet i chego on zhdët;] V. Spasovich, ‘Vl. S. Solov’ëv kak publitsist’ VE p.212. 
72
 Trubetskoj ‘Smert’ V.S. Solov’ëva’ VE p.296. See also: Rotsinskij, S. B. ‘Kritiki ucheniia Vl. 
Solov’ëva i kritika v uchenii Vl. Solov’ëva’ in: P. Kalitin (red.) Russkaia filosofiia: mnogoobrazie v 
edinstve [Materialy VII Rossijskogo simpoziuma istorikov russkoj filosofii (Moskva, 14-17 noiabria 
2001 g.] (Moskva: EkoPress 2001) p.179. 
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he then would have preferred not to publish at all.73 Could it be that his ideas 
remained ambiguous because they were not what people expected and did not 
correspond to the socio-political categories of that time? In contemporary secondary 
literature on Solov’ëv, it is often stated that he broke with the Slavophiles and went 
over to the liberal camp, but I wonder whether this common interpretation does not 
too easily echo the representation already presented to us by his contemporaries – 
those who themselves formed part of this stigmatizing culture and whose testimonies 
evolved from their places within it.  
Solov’ëv deliberately avoided becoming affiliated with one editorial circle or 
partiia in particular; to have claimed membership in one group would have 
necessitated exclusion from another. Instead, Solov’ëv considered the ‘raison d’être 
of his activities’ to be the unification of those aspects of his thought with which some 
writers partly sympathized, but in a total combination to which no group fully 
subscribed.74 As a result, he was free to (and indeed did) collaborate with journals and 
newspapers of different social and political persuasions: he published in 
approximately 15 different journals and newspapers and collaborated with 6 (Rus’, 
Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie, Russkij Vestnik, Vestnik Evropy, Voprosy Filosofii i 
Psikhologii, Russkoe Obozrenie). As he was able to find numerous outlets for his 
ideas, the question of “where to publish”, though not unimportant, was always of 
secondary concern and was above all pragmatically considered. (Appendix E gives an 
overview of the journals and newspapers in which Solov’ëv published his 
publitsistika in relation to his other publications in journals and newspaper.) 
Contrary to what is generally accepted in scholarship on Solov’ëv, I hold that 
Solov’ëv’s articles should be read neither as part of the collected oeuvre of a 
particular journal or newspaper, nor as the common result of an editorial circle, as 
they only partly bear the specific trademark of the journal, newspaper or editorial 
circle in question.75 Thus, his articles in Rus’, Vestnik Evropy, and Russkoe Obozrenie 
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 About his articles on the famine see his correspondence with Liubov’ Gurevich, editor of Severnyj 
Vestnik. Pis’ma III pp.131, 137. 
74
 ‘Zamechaniia na lektsiiu P.N. Miliukova’ (VFP,1893) SS VI note 1 p.424. 
75
 For example, Solov’ëv did not subscribe to the liberals’ standpoint in favor of a constitution that 
would limit the Tsar’s power, nor did they subscribe to his view regarding the question of war. 
Therefore, Mezhuev concludes that Solov’ëvs colleagues at Vestnik Evropy were ‘tactical allies in the 
fight with xenophobia and obscurantism, and certainly not close political soulmates.’ [...mogli 
iavliat’sia lish’ takticheskimi soiuznikami v bor’be s ksenofobiej i obskurantizmom, no vsë zhe ne 
blizhajshimi politicheskimi edinomyshlennikami.] Mezhuev ‘Vl. S. Solov’ev i peterburgskoe 
obshchestvo 1890-kh godov’ in: Borisova i Kozyrev (red.) Solov’ëvskij sbornik pp.409-411. Also, in 
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are not automatically representative of these social movements or partii, and should 
therefore not be taken as testimonies of Solov’ëv’s adherence to the Slavophiles, 
liberals, or monarchical-conservatives, respectively.76 At the same time, his ideas do 
of course represent something larger than his own thinking. Paul Valliere situates 
Solov’ëv in a stream of Orthodox Christian thought called the ‘Russian school’77, 
while Gregory Gaut places Solov’ëv’s ‘social gospel theology’ in broader perspective 
by linking it to social movements within Protestantism and Catholicism beginning in 
the 1870s in Western Europe and the US.78  
In conclusion, we can say that although several groups laid claim to 
Solov’ëv79 (and he himself was well aware of this fact)80 it is clear that he belonged 
nowhere in particular and could not be pigeonholed on the basis of social-political 
classifications in existence at that time. Solov’ëv’s views transgressed the borders of 
the conventional social-political paradigm made up of Slavophiles, populists, 
revolutionaries, conservatives, Westernizers and liberals.81 Furthermore, his writings 
                                                                                                                                            
his article ‘A Practical Unity’ Gaut carefully examines Solov’ëv’s personal ties to the Vestnik Evropy 
circle and also compares the content of his writings with the liberal character of the journal, finally 
drawing the conclusion that his collaboration with the members of Vestnik Evropy signified a practical 
unity contributing to the practical process of building the Kingdom of God on earth. Gaut, ‘A Practical 
Unity: Vladimir Solov’ev and Russian Liberalism’ Canadian Slavonic Papers/Revue canadienne des 
slavistes 42 (Sept. 2000), 3, pp.302-313.  
76
 Solov’ëv’s publications in Rus’ and Vestnik Evropy are often uncritically taken as proof of his 
transition from the Slavophile camp to the iberals. However with respect to the period between 1878-
1881, David remarks that ‘Solov’ëv did not accept the liberals, Catholicism, Orthodoxy on their terms, 
but viewed them as potential instruments for the application of his ideology to real life. It was a loose 
association, not a firm adherence. Since his fundamental outlook included a belief in religious 
eschatology as well as in secular progress, it could equally well provide an ideological basis for the 
alliance with the churches or with agnostic liberalism.” ‘The Formation of the Religious and Social 
System of Vladimir S. Solovev’ pp.291-292. In addition, Solov’ëv himself stated more than once that 
he was not committed to any one newspaper [Ni s kakoiu drugoiu gazetoiu ia ne nakhozhus v 
snosheniiakh.] Pis’ma II p.150, nor to any one camp. Pis’ma IV p.247. 
77
 Paul Valliere Modern Russian Theology: Bukharev, Soloviev, Bulgakov. Orthodox Theology in a 
New Key  (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2000) p.1. 
78
 Gaut ‘Christian Politics: Vladimir Solovyov’s Social Gospel Theology’ http://www.valley.net/-
transnat/gautfp.html’ [Febr. 12 1999] pp.10-11.  
79
 The liberal Mikhail Stasiulevich called Solov’ëv ‘a colleague for life’ [sotrudnik zhizni]. Koni ‘Iz 
stat’i Vestnik Evropy’ (ME, 1908) in: Bashkirova (red.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve p.193, whereas 
the Slavophile Aleksandr Kireev called Solov’ëv ‘an accidental coworker’ of the liberals. 
Slavianofil’stvo i natsionalizm. Otvet V.S. Solov’ëvu (Petrograd: Izd. Russko-Slavianskogo knizhnogo 
sklada, Geruts i Doshen), 1890) in: A.A. Kireev: Sochineniia (Sankt-Peterburg: Izd. Suvorin, 1912) Ch. 
I p.100. 
80
 That Solov’ëv was well aware of this circus that was going on around him is clear from a letter to his 
brother Mikhail: ‘Here people court me; on the one hand Novoe Vremia, and on the other hand the 
liberals, not to mention the Jews. I conduct a shrewd politics (if I were a woman, I would say I was 
“flirting”) with these and with those, and still with others.’ [Za mnoiu zdes’ ukhazhivaiut, s odnoj 
storony, Novoe Vremia, a s drugoj – liberaly, ne govoria uzhe o evreiakh. Ia vedu tonkuiu politiku (esli 
by imel tiurniur, to skazal by koketnichaiu) i s temi, i s drugimi, i s tret’imi.] Pis’ma IV p.97. 
81
 His landlord, Kuz’min-Karavaev, writes that ‘separate party allegiances’ [partijnaia obosoblennost’] 
were also unfamiliar to him. In literature, as in life, Solov’ëv stood beyond our group divisions. All 
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as publitsist were sprinkled with evangelical terms such as love, renunciation, and 
Godmanhood, which did not at all suit the political discourse of the time.82 
 
 
Concluding Remarks 
Returning to our initial question regarding the underlying reasons for Solov’ëv’s 
perceived position as a loner, we can first of all state that this perception cannot only 
be ascribed to Romanticism or Symbolism, but that it was widely shared by different 
groups in Russian society. Secondly, we have seen that the perception of Solov’ëv as 
Einzelgänger was not unanimous: different groups expected him to adhere to them, 
which he albeit partly did. Also they expected different things from the bright young 
philosopher: some regretted the fact that his academic career came to a premature end, 
while others favored him as free and independent scholar; some praised his activities 
as publitsist, while others ignored them; some claimed he was the successor to 
Slavophilism, while, according to others, his proper place was in the liberal 
movement. From this perspective, Solov’ëv could be seen as a “victim” of 
inconsistent expectations with respect to the assignation of roles in society. 
As far as the establishment of this image is concerned, we now see that it was 
partly self-chosen and partly the result of misunderstanding and ignorance. First of all, 
Solov’ëv’s Christian worldview was geared towards reconciliation and reunification 
and, in line with his philosophy of all-unity he fused several disparate socio-political 
standpoints, i.e. the abolition of the death penalty, freedom of speech and religion, the 
tsar as the ‘autocrat of conscience’ and the critical current state of affairs of 
Christianity – ideas which, at that time, were not supposed (or, at least, not expected) 
to be combined. Secondly, his position as heliotrope met with ignorance, a result of 
                                                                                                                                            
these divisions are based on distinctions between political views, but to him [Solov’ëv] the difference 
between these opinions was secondary. In his eyes, religious questions were of primary importance.’ 
[Partijnaia obosoblënnost’ takzhe byla emu neizvestna. Kak v literature, tak i v zhizni, Solov’ëv stoial 
vne nashikh delenii na gruppy. V osnove vsekh ikh lezhit razlichie politicheskikh vozrenij, a dlia nego 
raznitsa etikh vozzrenij otstupala na vtoroj plan. Pervoe mesto v ego glazakh zanimali voprosy 
religioznye.] ‘Iz vospominanij o Vladimire Sergeeviche Solov’ëve’ p.259. Trubetskoj also writes that 
Solov’ëv ‘stood outside the parties’ [partii], because ‘his social ideal was the religious ideal of the 
Kingdom of God’ Smert’ V.S. Solov’ëva’ p.296. Bulgakov writes that Solov’ëv faithfully and highly 
carried his own flag’ [verno i vysoko nës svoe znamia], fighting on two fronts with the pseudo-
Christians and the true non-Christians. ‘Chto daët sovremennomu soznaniiu filosofiia Vladimira 
Solov’ëva?’ in: Bashkirova p.428. 
82
 When working on Istoriia i budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and Future of Theocracy] he wrote 
in a letter to his brother Mikhail that he was using a new writing method: ‘the Bible under one elbow 
and white ruled paper under the other’. Pis’ma IV p.94. 
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which he was generally ridiculed, ignored and attacked. Thirdly, although the fact that 
he collaborated with several journals demonstrates that he shared an ideological 
affinity with them, he never managed to belong unequivocally to any one in 
particular, a fact of which he himself was well aware.  
One of the difficulties that emerges in analyzing Solov’ëv’s role and 
perceptions thereof in Russian society lies in the fact that he operated on two distinct 
levels: on one, Solov’ëv speaks as a professional intellectual in the function of 
scholar, lecturer and publitsist and, on another, he behaves as a zealous heliotrope, 
detached but still linked to this world, viewing events at a distance and perceiving 
them as small, progressive steps in the development of Christianity. The lines 
separating these two positions are, of course, not sufficiently distinct and although we 
know that Solov’ëv was himself conscious of the divergence that existed between 
them, it remains unclear to what extent he was aware of their conflicting – and in 
some respects even mutually exclusive – character (which indeed generated rather 
paradoxical aftereffects following each of his public performances). For how are we 
to understand his advocacy, as publitsist, of freedom of speech and public opinion 
while he simultaneously holds strong to his idea of the Christian tsar as an ‘autocrat of 
conscience,’ ‘a representative only of that which in essence cannot be bad – the will 
of God’ who hence ‘should not depend on “public opinion” for public opinion can be 
false.’83 And how are we to reconcile his function of obshchestvenyj deiatel’ and 
scholar with his role of heliotrope, i.e. somebody who simply knows what is truth and 
what is good.  
To draw a meaningful general conclusion from the individual case presented 
here, we should ask whether the specificity of Solov’ëv’s situation might be 
considered typical for intellectuals by the turn of the century, rather than exceptional. 
Explaining Solov’ëv’s isolated position in structural terms, rather than in terms of 
personality, has drawn our attention to his environment, i.e. to the society to which he 
was exposed. At the turn of the century, this society was undergoing a change from a 
traditional stratified society into a modern society. It is against this background that 
Christiane Ruane situates the emergence of a new social class: the ‘professional 
intelligentsia’ – a group of intellectuals who combine the professional values of the 
modern era with the service ideals of traditional society. According to Ruane, 
                                                 
83
 ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ (VE, 1895) SS XII p.326. English translation after p.62. 
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members of the professional intelligentsia (having its origin in the traditional service 
elite) selflessly serve the public cause [obshchee blago], while, at the same time, self-
consciously acting according to their own professional principles and education, thus 
strongly advocating freedom and autonomy. I believe we encounter a similar split-
position with Solov’ëv who, in accordance with his different professional functions, 
attempts to foster the intellectual and spiritual well-being of his fellow countrymen.84
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 Ruane Gender, Class, and the Professionalization of Russian City Teachers, 1860-1914 (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1994) pp.9-11. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Call for ‘Christian Politics’ in the Publitsistika of Vladimir Solov’ëv: the 
Examples of the Question of Church Union and the National Question 
 
 
Introduction 
In 1884 Russian philosopher and publitsist Vladimir Solov’ëv (1853-1900) wrote an 
article entitled ‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossi’ [On Nationality and National 
Affairs in Russia] in the journal Izvestiia Sankt-Peterburgskogo Slavianskogo 
Blagotvoritel’nogo Obshchestva [Reports of the St. Petersburg Slavonic Benevolent 
Society] which evoked a strong reaction among the latter’s Slavophile readers. In 
particular, his qualification of both the calling of the Varangians and the reforms of 
Tsar Peter the Great as ‘great deeds of true patriotism’ and acts of ‘renunciation from 
national exclusivism and isolation’ met with profound critique and disapproval.1 In 
reaction to Solov’ëv’s sharp critique of nationalism and his call for a third act of 
national renunciation (for the spiritual regeneration of Russia), the editor of the 
Slavophile journal Rus’, Ivan Aksakov, wondered how Russia could, on the one hand, 
fulfil its religious mission – in common with the Slavophiles, Solov’ëv believed that 
Russia had such a mission – while, on the other hand, renouncing itself as it was 
supposed to do.2 Aksakov considered that there was an irreconcilable contradiction 
between Solov’ëv’s call for renunciation and his sharp criticism of Russian 
nationalism on the one hand and his faith in Russia as a chosen nation on the other, 
while Solov’ëv, as we shall see, regarded these as aspects of the same idea. In this 
chapter I argue that the reasoning behind Solov’ëv’s publitsistika, the most significant 
specimens of which deal with nationalism and the question of church union, lies in the 
idea of ‘Christian politics’ [khristianskaia politika], which he developed at the 
beginning of the 1880s and to which he remained faithful until the end of his life. I am 
of the opinion that the key to understanding Solov’ëv’s discourse on Christian politics 
is to conceive of it as a call for a religious ‘basic attitude’ [Grundhaltung] based on 
                                                 
This chapter was first published in Religion, State and Society 3 (Sept. 2005), 33, pp.223-238. 
1
 According to Solov’ëv, the first ‘renunciation’ created the Russian State and the second created the 
foundations of its civilization. ‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS V pp.31-
38. 
2
 Editorial by Aksakov Rus’ 1884 No. 6 (15-go marta) pp.2-4 and No.7 (1-go aprelia) pp.11-16. 
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love which is characterized by openness and solidarity and expressed in free, 
conscious and autonomous commitment and service.  
 According to this definition, Christian politics is first and foremost a specific 
attitude, rather than a political program, a social utopia, or a theoretical position as 
other students of Solov’ëv have argued. Furthermore, this working definition, which I 
shall employ in this chapter, encompasses the various definitions and statements made 
about Christian politics by Solov’ëv, which, as I will argue, all presuppose or hint at a 
religious fundamental attitude. In the course of this chapter it will become clear that 
despite the fact that Solov’ëv shared with the Slavophiles both the ideal of a society 
based on Christian principles and a deeply rooted belief in Russia’s mission in 
universal history, while, at the same time, his critical engagement with nationalism 
and his sympathy toward some aspects of liberal thought brought him closer to the 
Vestnik Evropy liberals, his idea of Christian politics is neither borrowed from the 
Slavophiles, nor the liberals, but clearly stands out on its own. 
 
 
The Realism of Christian Politics 
Solov’ëv defined Christian politics as ‘applying the principles of true religion to all 
social and international relations and resolving all existing problems of social and 
political life in a Christian way.’3 It is Solov’ëv’s answer to the question Chto delat’ 
[What is to be done?] – earlier posed by Nikolaj Chernyshevskij in his novel (1863) 
of the same name. For this reason it deserves to be included in studies and anthologies 
of Russian intellectual history; however, with the exception of Leon Blair’s Essays on 
Russian Intellectual History and Andrzej Walicki’s The Slavophile Controversy: 
History of a Conservative Utopia in Nineteenth-Century Russian Thought such 
                                                 
3
 Foreword to Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National Question in Russia] II (1891) SS V p.157 
[Italics according to the SS]. In the article ‘O poddelkakh’ [On Counterfeits], he defined Christian 
politics similarly as ‘the realization of Christian principles in the collective life of mankind and 
transformation of all social institutions in the spirit of a higher truth.’ (VFP, 1891) SS VI p.337. 
Solov’ëv had earlier, in 1883, defined Christian politics in religious terms as the preparation ‘for the 
coming of the kingdom of God for all humankind as a whole’ and as ‘the intermediate transition from 
ugly reality’ (…) ‘to the kingdom of God.’ (SS V p.7, 8) Most likely, Solov’ëv on purpose  omitted the 
concept ‘kingdom of God’ for censorship reasons and also in order to avoid a conflict with the editors 
of Voprosy Filosofii i Psikhologii and Mikhail Stasiulevich, typogapher of the second volume of 
Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii. For similar reasons, the word ‘Church’, which was frequently used in 
the foreword to the first edition of Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii I, the typography of which was in the 
hands of the conservative Mikhail Katkov, was more than once omitted and replaced by mankind 
[chelovechestvo] in the foreword to the second edition of Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii I, the 
typography of which was done by the liberal Stasiulevich. 
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studies largely overlook it.4 Solov’ëv is of course included in the numerous histories 
of Russian (religious) thought, but there his publitsistika usually receives minor 
attention.5 The reason for this is that he was, and is, usually pictured as a great mystic 
and utopian thinker, and not as a contributor to the public debate. In secondary 
literature on Solov’ëv, Christian politics is usually discussed in connection with the 
period during which Solov’ëv advocated a church union between Rome and the East. 
This period which began in the early 1880s and lasted until the beginning of the 1890s 
is usually referred to as the ‘theocratic’ or ‘utopian’ period.6 However, to believe that 
Christian politics can be confined to religious or church questions, or restricted to a 
certain period of Solov’ëv’s life is to be misguided in approach since, as both Hans 
                                                 
4
 I am thinking in particular of collections such as: Ivanov-Razumnik Istoriia russkoj obshchestvennoj 
mysli (SPb: Tip. M.M. Stasiulevicha, 1906); Marc Raeff Russian Intellectual History: an Anthology 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966), Aileen Kelly Toward Another Shore: Russian Thinkers 
Between Necessity and Chance (New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1998), Leonard Schapiro 
Rationalism and Nationalism in Russian Nineteenth-Century Political Thought (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1967), Isaiah Berlin Russian Thinkers (London: Hogarth press, 1978). 
Studies on the Liberation Movement and the development of Christian socialism in Russia pay scant 
attention to the notion of Christian politics or simply do not mention Solov’ëv at all, see: N. 
Gordinenko & P. Kurochkin ‘Liberal’no-obnovlencheskoe dvizhenie v russkom pravoslavii nachala 
XX v.’ Voprosy nauchnogo ateizma Vyp.7 (Moskva: Izd.Mysl’, 1969) pp.’s 313-340; V. Sidorov 
Khristianskij sotsializm v Rossii v kontse XIX – nachale XX veka.  Filosofsko-religiovedcheskij ocherk 
(Cherepovets: Izd. Cherepovetskogo gos. ped. inst. im. A. V. Lunacharskogo, 1995). One exception is 
R.A. Gal’tseva (redaktor-sostavitel’) Sotsial’nye idei khristianstva v XX veke (Moskva: INION AN 
SSSR, 1989). 
5
 This is the case with (though certainly not limited to) the following sources: Frederick Copleston 
Philosophy in Russia: from Herzen to Lenin and Berdyaev (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre 
Dame Press, 1986) and Russian Religious Philosophy: Selected Aspects (Notre Dame, Indiana: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1988), Wilhelm Goerdt Russische Philosophie: Zugänge und 
Durchblicke (Freiburg/München: Verlag Karl Alber, 1984), Andrzej Walicki A History of Russian 
Thought: From the Enlightenment to Marxism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), Judith Deutsch-
Kornblatt and Richard Gustafson (eds.) Russian Religious Thought (Madison, WI: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1996), Valery Kuvakin (ed.) A History of Russian Philosophy: From the Tenth 
Through the Twentieth Centuries Vol.I-II (Buffalo, NY: Prometheus Books, 1994); Helmut Dahm & 
Assen Ignatow (Hrsg.) Geschichte der philosophischen Traditionen Osteuropas (Darmstadt: Wiss. 
Buchges., 1996), James Edie, James Scanlan, and Mary-Barbara Zeldin (eds.) Russian Philosophy 
(Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1965), Vasilij Zenk’ovskij, Istoriia russkoj filosofii T.I-II (Parizh: 
YMCA Press, 1948/ reprint Leningrad: EGO, 1991)), Paul Valliere Modern Russian Theology- 
Bukharev, Soloviev, Bulgakov: Orthodox Theology in a New Key (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2000), 
George Florovsky Collected Works: Ways of Russian Theology Vol. 6 (Belmont, MA: Norldand 
Pub.Co, 1972-). A notable exception is: Nikolaj Lossky History of Russian Philosophy (London: 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd, 1952). 
6
 Evgenij Trubetskoj was the first to divide Solov’ëv’s life into three phases: a preparatory period 
(1873-1882), a utopian period (1882-1894) and a positive period (1894-1900). Mirosozertsanie Vl.S. 
Solov’ëva (Moskva, 1913) T.1 p.87. This tripartite periodization was roughly taken over by Konstantin 
Mochul’skii and Dmitrij Strémooukhoff – according to the latter these periods corresponded to 
Solov’ëv’s interest in the fields of theosophy, theocracy and theurgy – as well as Georgij Florovskij, 
and Nikolaj Zernov. See, respectively, Vladimir Solov’ev: zhizn’ i uchenie (Parizh: YMCA Press, 
(1936)1951); Vladimir Soloviev et son oeuvre messianique (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1935); Puti 
russkogo bogosloviia, 2 vols. (Paris: YMCA Press, 1937); Three Prophets: Khomiakov, Dostoevsky, 
Soloviev (London: SCM Press, 1944).  
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Gleixner and Gregory Gaut have shown, it forms one of the key concepts throughout 
Solov’ëv’s life and underlies all of his publicistic writing.7  
 The main purpose of this chapter is to show how realistic Solov’ëv’s idea of 
Christian politics actually was, understood both in terms of its groundedness in reality 
and applicability or practicality. In spite of Solov’ëv’s clear remark8 on this point, 
most authors – both then and now – have argued that Christian politics is utopian. 
Three important objections can be raised against this alleged utopianism. First of all, 
Christian politics does not promise happiness for all, nor does it give any guarantee to 
that extent. It sustains a belief that things can and ought to be changed; it supports a 
belief in progress, in the possibility of personal change, and in the regeneration and 
transformation of the existing social order, though not in the definitive elimination of 
evil (at least not in this world). Secondly, Christian politics does not depict the 
kingdom of God as something that can be realized by man alone, but rather, as 
something that will be attained only in cooperation with God. According to 
Solov’ëv’s idea of ‘Godmanhood’ [bogochelovechestvo], God has empowered 
humanity in Christ and has thus obliged man to grow and to develop the divine 
features of this humanity, while, at the same time, not denying that in the end 
everything depends upon God’s will.9 A third objection against the accusation of 
utopianism consists in the fact that the realization of the kingdom of God does not 
take place in a vacuum, nor does it presuppose a radical break with the past (as is 
professed by many social utopias). On the contrary, Christian politics proceeds from 
                                                 
7
 Hans Gleixner and Gregory Gaut were the first to have acknowledged the significance of the concept 
of Christian politics in Solov’ëv’s thinking. As opposed to the authors mentioned in note 6, Gleixner 
attempts to avoid a too rigid periodization of Solov’ëv’s life and work, preferring to speak instead of a 
‘Wellenbewegung, die unterfangen ist vom Grundstrom einer großen Kontinuität.’ (p.17) In the 
development of Christian politics he distinguishes three main stages: a theocratic, a liberal, and an 
eschatological stage which cover Solov’ëv’s entire life starting from the 1880s. Gleixner, H. Vladimir 
Solov’evs Konzeption vom Verhältnis zwischen Politik und Sittlichkeit: System einer sozialen und 
politischen Ethik Regensburger Studien zur Theologie Bd.11 (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1978) 
pp’s 34-53. In his dissertation and later articles on Solov’ëv, Gaut stresses the importance of Christian 
politics as ‘the unifying and motivating idea’ behind all of Solov’ëv's journalism from 1881 until his 
death in 1900. Gaut, G. ‘A Christian Westernizer: Vladimir Solovyov and Russian Conservative 
Nationalism’ [unpublished dissertation] (University of Minnesota, July 1992) p.49, 114 and ‘Christian 
Politics: Vladimir Solovyov’s Social Gospel Theology’ http://www.valley.net/~transnat/gautfp.html 
[Febr. 12 1999] p.10. 
8
 In ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: I.Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj vopros’ [The Great 
Controversy and Christian Politics: Introduction: Poland and the Eastern Question] (Rus’, 1883), 
Solov’ëv remarks: ‘Such politics are not utopian in the derogatory sense of that term, i.e. blind to the 
bad reality and building up its ideals in the void; on the contrary, Christian politics are primarily 
concerned with facts, and first and foremost are intended as a remedy against actual evil.’ SS IV p.4. 
Translation according to Frank p.191. 
9
 It should be clear from this explanation that ‘Godmanhood’ implies both men and women. 
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reality in the sense that it takes as its starting point the existing socio-political order 
and an acknowledgment of secular entities such as law, nation and state. To this end, 
the kingdom of God is pictured, as a process that ‘moves’ and ‘approaches’, and is not 
be conceived of as a sudden Deus ex machina.10 
 This sense of reality is also reflected in Solov’ëv’s contribution to the question 
of the East-West about church union. He attempted to make Russian Orthodox 
believers realize that evil lurked not only in others (read: Catholics), but also in 
themselves. The strong emphasis that he placed on the history of the dogmatic 
development of the Church in the debate about the question of church union was to 
make Russian Orthodox believers – and in particular the clergy – aware of the fact 
that they, too, through their church fathers, had shared in this development and, in this 
sense, were not free from blame regarding the split condition of the visible Church. 
Solov’ëv wanted them to critically examine, in order to repentantly acknowledge and 
accept, their own particular dogmatic life histories, instead of pointing their finger at 
the sinful past of the Catholics.11 Here Solov’ëv differed from another well-known 
Russian thinker, Pëtr Chaadaev, with whom he has often been compared. Solov’ëv 
confronted Russia with its past whereas Chaadaev conceived of Russia as a tabula 
rasa. I believe that Solov’ëv was so eager to show Russia its past was prompted both 
by his positive conception of man and his understanding of Christianity as an active 
religion [deiatel’naia religiia]. Unlike other Russian nineteenth-century thinkers 
Solov’ëv did not merely study the past in order to understand the present and predict 
the future, he wanted to know the past, because he believed that man was capable of 
transcending it. Through careful examination, he endeavored to reveal the relative 
value of the past and come to terms with it in order to move on with the future. His 
faith in God allowed him to have great faith in the future and hold high expectations. 
 Solov’ëv distinguished three main tasks of Christian politics which will all be 
discussed in the course of the chapter: the establishment of a church union, the 
creation of a well-structured Christian society composed of the people, the urban class 
and the nobility, and the realization of a proper balance in the relationship between 
                                                 
10
 ‘O poddelkakh’ (VFP, 1891) SS VI p.331-4. 
11
 Compare Martien Brinkman, who explains the sense of realism maintained by Christians by pointing 
out the humanizing effect of the doctrine of sin, that which keeps overconfidence, as well as despair, at 
bay. The Tragedy of Human Freedom: The Failure and Promise of the Christian Concept of Freedom 
in Western Culture (Amsterdam/New York, NY: Rodopi, 2003) p.77-79. [Originally in Dutch as: Het 
drama van de menselijke vrijheid. De ambivalente rol van het christelijke vrijheidsbegrip in de 
westerse cultuur (Zoetermeer: Meinema, 2000)] 
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church, state, and society.12 In second section I shall explore the concept of the 
Christian State by drawing a line from Dukhovnye osnovy zhizni [The Spiritual 
Foundations of Life] (1884) to Opravdanie dobra  [The Justification of the Good] 
(1894-1897). In so doing, I shall show that Solov’ëv remained faithful to the 
Trinitarian model of the Christian State throughout his life. Further, I shall show that 
it is the religious ‘basic attitude’ of the people that accounts for the proper balance of 
the Christian State. In the third section, I shall address manner in which Christian 
politics was operative in Solov’ëv’s publitsistika will be addressed. I shall pursue 
Solov’ëv’s qualification of the ‘principle of obligation’ upon which Christian politics 
is based as the sole ‘clear’, ‘realistic’ and ‘complete’ principle of politics. Drawing on 
Solov’ëv’s writings on the national question in the early 1890s and the question of 
church union in the early 1880s I shall show what exactly his call for Christian 
politics implied. Finally, in the concluding part of this chapter I shall return to my 
preliminary definition of Christian politics – as a ‘basic attitude’ – and, hopefully, 
come within reach of a more accurate assessment of one of the core ideas of 
Solov’ëv’s thinking. 
 
 
The Trinitarian Model of Solov’ëv’s Political Thought: the Christian State  
While the final goal of Christian politics, the realization of the kingdom of God, is not 
of this world, the preparation for it, that is, the realization of a ‘Christian State’ 
[khristianskoe gosudarstvo] or ‘free theocracy’ [svobodnaia teokratiia] in which the 
organs of church, state and society are freely united, most certainly is. In this context, 
the problem of the realization of Christian politics is closely linked with the 
institutional question regarding relationships between the political domain of the state, 
the religious domain of the church, and the socio-economic domain of society; it is 
the task of Christian politics to place them in proper balance and position with respect 
to one another. 
In articles on the development of a Christian State Solov’ëv often employs the 
term ‘Christian’ in a contrastive relationship to ‘pagan’. Although the state was a 
pagan invention that existed long before the rise of Christianity, Christian religion did 
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 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ [On the Christian State and Society] (PO, 1884) SS III 
p.413. 
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not relate negatively to it, nor ‘abolish’ it, but ‘rose above’ the state by ‘giving it sense 
and meaning.’13 In Dukhovnye osnovy zhizni we read: 
The difference between a Christian and a pagan State consists in the latter 
thinking it had a purpose in itself, and it therefore turned out to be aimless and 
meaningless. A Christian state acknowledges over itself a higher goal, which 
is given by religion and is represented by the Church, and a Christian State 
finds its higher meaning and purpose in voluntary service to this goal, that is 
to say, the kingdom of God.14  
 
Solov’ëv considered the Christian State to be ‘an objective force in the world’ 
conditional on the development of Christian society.15 With the coming of Jesus-
Christ and by his Grace, man was internally liberated; herewith, the creation of a 
Christian, that is, a true human society, became possible16 – a society made up of free 
individuals ‘in which every member was the goal of everything and never a mere 
means or instrument serving the common goal.’17 In the ancient, that is, pagan, world 
there had never been a real society because man was not free. Solov’ëv writes: ‘While 
the state was everything, society was nothing. But as soon as the purpose of life was 
placed above the state, the living forces of society were liberated and ceased being 
slaves of the State.’ In elevating religion above the state and creating the church, 
Christianity liberated society from absolute state power and thereby created “the 
people” in the narrow sense of this term, that is, the lowest and most basic social 
class, while also creating the higher social class of free citizens. Thus, society in the 
ancient world obtained its freedom and mobility from Christianity.18 
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 Op.cit. pp.406, 411; ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ [The Moral 
Organisation of Humanity as a Whole] (VFP, 1896) which was later published as part of Opravdanie 
dobra SS VIII p.486. 
14
 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III p.406. Translation after Wozniuk 
pp.23-24.  Solov’ëv expresses a similar thought in ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë 
tselom’ (VFP, 1896) SS VIII p.497. 
15
 La Russie et l’Église universelle SS XI p.148. 
16
 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III pp.411-412.  
17
 ‘Iz filosofii istorii’ [From the Philosophy of History] (VFP, 1891) SS VI p.344. A similar thought 
about man as an end in himself and not merely as a means in favor of the common good was expressed 
earlier by Solov’ëv in ‘Kritika otvlechënnykh nachal: Gl. XXIII. Znachenie istinnogo religioznogo 
nachala v normal’nom obshchestve’ [Critique of Abstract Principles: Ch.XXIII. The Significance of 
the True, Religious Principle in Normal Society] (RV, 1879) SS II p.168 and later repeated in 
‘Nravstvennyie osnovy obshchestva’ [The Moral Foundations of Society] (VE, 1894) SS VIII pp.296-
300. 
18
 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III p.411.  
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Although the pagan state certainly did not lack a moral foundation, in the eyes 
of Solov’ëv, it failed to make any real progress as it hardly, if at all, prepared 
humanity for the kingdom of God. In contrast to the Christian state, its main focus 
was the conservative task of ‘preserving the foundations of social life apart from 
which humanity could not exist’, rather than the progressive task ‘of improving the 
conditions of its existence by furthering the free development of all human powers 
which are to be an instrument of the future perfection, and apart from which the 
kingdom of God could not be realized in humanity.’19 The Christian state could and 
should ‘adjust its institutions to the highest moral standards,’ ‘raise the general moral 
level’ and ‘educate the masses.’20 In this function of the state Solov’ëv ascribed an 
important task to the law, which he came to define as ‘the conditional realization of 
moral principle in a given social sphere.’21 In accordance with this definition and 
previous statements regarding the relationship between law and morality, Solov’ëv 
came to define the state as ‘collectively organized pity.’22 
Although some authors23 have observed a shift in Solov’ëv’s thinking, as 
moving away from the church to emphasis on the state, and have stressed the liberal 
side of Solov’ëv’s conception of the latter, the role of the state should not be 
overemphasized: Solov’ëv considered the impact of the state on society to be limited 
and not always positive. He acknowledged the strong correlation between state and 
society which, on the one hand, prompted him to further the role model of the 
‘autocrat of conscience’ of which he believed Tsar Alexander II to be the perfect 
embodiment, while, on the other hand, it made him strongly condemn “bad politics”  
as an impediment to the moral perfection of man. This is well illustrated by his 
critique of ‘politics of cannibalism’, that is, of the inhuman character of (inter)national 
politics.24 Solov’ëv did not believe that the state could reform society for two reasons. 
                                                 
19
 ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.496, 500. 
20
 ‘Iz filosofii istorii’ (VFP, 1891) SS VI p.349. 
21
 ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ [The Significance of the State] (VE, 1895) SS XII p.330. 
22
 ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.488. 
23
 Gregory Gaut states that Solov’ëv abandoned theocracy and herewith shifted his emphasis from 
church to state. ‘A Christian Westernizer’ p.129. Also according to Gaut, Solov’ëv, in Opravdanie 
dobra, turned away from the idea of the ‘Christianization of politics’, focusing instead on the strong 
state as the “realizer” of the kingdom of God. ‘Christian Politics’ p.8. Ross Chambers highlights the 
liberal aspects of Solov’ëv’s theory of the state and detects a greater emphasis on the role of the state 
(law) and society.  ‘Vladimir Solovyov and The State’ Austrialian Slavonic and East European Studies 
1992 Vol. 6, No.1 p.60-69. Andrzej Walicki argues that the theocratic government was replaced by an 
impersonal system of legal rules. Legal Philosophies of Russian Liberalism p.31. 
24
 On cannibalism, see: ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaja politika: I.Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj 
vopros’ (Rus’, 1883) SS IV p.10 as well as ‘Iz filosofii istorii’ (VFP, 1891) SS VI pp.345-6. 
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Firstly, he wrote, ‘all authorities are first and foremost conservative and do not 
undertake of their own initiative any radical changes.’ Secondly, ‘a government is the 
progeny of society’ and ‘if society is predominantly pagan in character the state has 
no incentive to trouble about ordering public life in a Christian spirit.’25 
When dealing with Solov’ëv’s theory of state, one should always bear in mind 
that it is part of a larger whole, the primacy of which lies with the church.26 The main 
difference between the pagan State and the Christian State lies exactly in the proper 
place of the state and its internal relations.27 In the Christian State, ‘normal’ relations 
between the organs of church, state, and society, are Trinitarian in the sense that they 
are based on the triple merit [dostojnstvo] of Jesus Christ. In the preface to Dukhovnye 
osnovy zhizni, Solov’ëv wrote: 
‘(...) this union of natures accomplished in the “spiritual man” Jesus Christ as 
an individual personality ought equally to be represented collectively in the 
mankind whom he has spiritualised: the state, the purely human element in 
social life, and the individual people, the natural element in that life, ought to 
be in close union and harmony with the divine element, that is with the 
Church.’28 
 
Along the same line of thought, we read in ‘Iz filosofii istorii’ (1891): 
‘(…) corresponding to Christ’s three forms of service [sluzhenie] and of 
power, the Christian world (or the universal Church in the broad sense of the 
term) develops as a threefold divinely human union. There is the sacred union 
in which the divine element predominates in a traditional, unchangeable form, 
constituting the church in the narrow sense (…). There is the royal union in 
which the human element (relatively) predominates, forming the Christian 
state (…). Finally, there is the prophetic union, not attained as yet, in which 
the divine and the human elements must fully interpenetrate each other, 
forming in their free and mutual combination the perfect human society (…)’29 
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 ‘Ob upadke srednevekovogo mirosozertsaniia’ [On the Collapse of the Medieval Worldview], lecture 
held on October 19, 1891 at the Moscow Psychological Society SS VI p.390. 
26
 ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.496. 
27
 On the proper place of the state, see: ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ (VE, 1895) SS XII p.326. 
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 Dukhovnye osnovy zhizni (1884) SS III p.303. Translation after Attwater p.xv. 
29
 ‘Iz filosofii istorii’ (VFP, 1891) SS VI pp.357-8. Translation after Frank p.188. Almost identical in 
La Russie et L’Église Universelle (Paris, 1889). See also ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v 
eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.498. 
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Solov’ëv argued that ‘As long as God does not become all in all, as long as not every 
human being has become a “vessel” of Divinity, the divine rule of humanity needs 
specific organs and transmitter [provodniki] to affect mankind’. Therefore, the 
religious sphere must be headed up by a priest who directs [napravliaet], the political 
sphere by a tsar who governs [upravliaet] and the social sphere [sotsial’naia zhizn’ 
naroda] by a prophet who corrects [ispravliaet].30 The individual representatives of 
the Christian State can fulfill their tasks properly because they are the highest 
expressions of piety, mercy and truth, and shame and conscience respectively.31 
As stated earlier, Solov’ëv felt that one of the main tasks of Christian politics 
was to place church, state, and society in their proper relationships with one another. 
Whereas ‘confusion’ [smeshenie] and ‘separation’ [razobshchenie/ razluchenie] in 
and among these domains should be avoided, ‘distinction’ [razlichenie], 
‘combination’ [sochetanie] and ‘unity’ [edinstvo] should be promoted.32 In the eyes of 
Solov’ëv, the raskol perfectly illustrated the consequences of the separation and 
alienation of the institutional church from state and society.33 However, he also 
warned against church interference in worldly affairs and vice versa.34 In 
‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eia tselom’ [The Moral Organisation of 
Humanity as a Whole] (VE, 1894) for example, he stated that ‘the Church must have 
no coercive power, and the coercive power exercised by the state must have nothing 
to do with the domain of religion.’35 This prompts the question as to how these 
spheres can exist as functionally differentiated, autonomous and free, while at the 
same time they should be combined and united. In other words, how are they related 
to each other? What is it that puts them into balance? 
First of all, they all share the same higher goal, the preparation for the coming 
of the kingdom of God, and in their commitment and service to this goal, a sense of 
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 ‘Evrejstvo i khristianskij vopros’ [The Jewry and the Christian Question] (PO, 1884) SS VI p.161. In 
‘Slavianskij vopros’ [The Slavic Question], Solov’ëv provides a similar justification for the trinitarian 
model of the Christian State. (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS IV p.63. 
31
 ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.509. 
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 La Russie et l’Eglise universelle (Paris, 1889) SS XI p.169; ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia 
chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.498, 501. 
33
 ‘O dukhovnoj vlasti’ (Rus’, 1881) SS III p.228-233. On the consequences of the separation of church 
and state, see: ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.498-499. 
34
 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III p.407. See also ‘Nravstvennaia 
organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.498-500. 
35
 Op.cit. SS VIII p.499. 
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solidarity develops among them.36 Closely related with this particular orientation, 
their freedom is neither to be understood as negative freedom (freedom from), nor in 
the libertarian sense of ‘freedom to’, but in the Christian sense of ‘freedom for’, 
which is a qualified freedom in terms of its content.37 The more durable the 
commitment (love) proves to be, the more intensely this freedom is experienced and 
the more open and receptive mutual relations will be. Hence, Solov’ëv writes that ‘the 
church would be embodied in the state only insofar as the state itself were inspired by 
Christian principles; the church would descend to worldly reality according to the 
degree to which the state ascended the church ideal.’38 The freely chosen commitment 
to God’s cause on earth finds its expression in an open, respectful and just attitude, 
which the representatives of the Christian State, the King, the Priest and the Prophet 
assume with respect to each other. In the following section, we explore more deeply 
the features of this attitude.  
 
 
The Operationalization of Christian Politics: the Call for a Religious ‘Basic 
Attitude’ 
Thus far, we have discussed Christian politics from an external point of view 
regarding the institutional level of church, state and society. In the next part we will 
demonstrate how Christian politics were operative in Solov’ëv’s publicist writings by 
briefly delving into examples that deal with the national question and the matter of 
church union. Most authors have ascribed Solov’ëv’s ecumenical activism to the pro-
Catholic attitude he held at that time, his penchant for the authority of the papacy and 
his emphasis on an ‘acting church’, i.e. one that does not remain aloof, but is engaged 
with society and politics. To whatever extent this is true, I still maintain that 
Solov’ëv’s concerns for the visible Church, on the one hand, and for Russia’s 
universal mission, on the other appear, in the broader light of his social activism, as 
                                                 
36
 ‘The true moral order or the kingdom of God is both perfectly universal and perfectly individual. 
Each wants it for himself and for every one, and is only able to attain it together with every one.’ 
‘Lichnost’ i obshchestvo’ [The Individual and Society] (KN, 1896) SS VIII p.227. [Italics according to 
the Brussels edition.] Translation after Attwater p.199. Therefore, Solov’ëv argues, there can be no 
essential opposition between personal, national and universal interests. 
37
 This is Brinkman’s definition of the Christian conception of freedom as developed in his book The 
Tragedy of Human Freedom. 
38
 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III p.408. 
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operationalizations and positive statements of Christian politics that first of all ‘result 
from’ and are ‘guided by religious-moral incentives.’39  
In a letter to Ivan Aksakov, editor of the Slavophile journal Rus’, Solov’ëv 
explained his commitment to the question of church union and solidarity with the 
Catholics as follows: 
‘When you are struck by a nasty odor coming from forest insects of from 
carrion, you screw up your nose and walk on by. But when the nasty odor 
comes from festering wounds on the body of your brother, of course you 
overcome your disgust, do not distance yourself from the illness, and attempt 
to help the ailing. It is not in my power to heal the divided church, but it is in 
my power and is my duty not to irritate their wounds with polemics, but to 
alleviate them with words of justice and reconciliation.’40 
 
The operative word here is ‘duty’ [obiazannost’]. The obligatory spirit of Christian 
politics finds its expression in Solov’ëv’s call for Christian politics as a moral attitude. 
For example, in the debate about the question of church union between Moscow and 
Rome, he wanted to change the attitude held by orthodox believers towards the 
Roman Catholic Church and, in particular, towards the papacy by making them 
critically aware of their own role in contributing to the problems of dogma and 
authority in the visible Church. 
If I am asked what in the first place must we do for the union of the churches, 
I will say that we must first of all reconsider once more all the main points of 
dispute between them, not for the sake of polemics or denunciation as hitherto, 
but with the sincere desire fully to understand the opposite side, to do it full 
justice and, in so far as we ought, to agree with it.41 
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 According to Solov’ëv, the first task of Christian politics is the reunion of the churches. ‘Velikij spor 
i khristianskaia politika: VII.Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia tserkvej’ [The Great Controversy 
and Christian Politics: VII. The General Foundation for the Union of the Churches] (Rus’, 1883) SS IV 
p.103. 
40
 [Kogda Vas porazhaet durnoj zapakh, proiskhodiashchij ot lesnykh klopov ili ot padali, to Vy 
zazhimaete nos i prokhodite mimo. No kogda durnoj zapakh proiskhodit ot gnoinykh ran na tele 
Vashego brata, to Vy, konechno, preodoleete svoë otvrashchenie, ne stanete rasprostraniat’sia o 
bolezni, a postaraetes’ pomoch’ bol’nomy. Ne v moei vlasti istselit’ razdelënnye tserkvi, no v moei 
vlasti i obiazannosti ne rastravliat’ ikh ran polemikoj, a smiagchat’ ikh slovom spravedlivosti i 
primireniia.] Pis’ma IV pp.20-21. [Italics according to the original] 
41
 [Esli zhe ot menia potrebuiut prakticheskogo ukazaniia, chto, po moemu ubezhdeniiu, dolzhno nam 
prezhde vsego sdelat’ dlia soedineniia tservej, to ia skazhu, chto nam prezhde vsego dolzhno vnov’ 
peresmotret’ vse glavnye spornye voprosy mezhdu dvumia tserkvami ne s polemicheskimi i 
oblichitel’nymi tseliami, kak eto delalos’ dosele, a s iskrennim zhelaniem vpolne poniat’ protivnuiu 
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According to Solov’ëv, the principle of ‘Christian ecumenical politics’ lies in 
changing one’s particular truth into ecumenical truth and, in this way, resolving all 
supposedly existing dichotomies. 
‘By entirely maintaining the truth of one’s church, but at the same time 
acknowledging the truth of a foreign principle, we set our truth free from any 
mixture of even the most specious self-importance and egoism. Only in this 
way will we arrive at the religious-moral attitude, without which a true union 
of the churches is impossible’.42 
 
In order to attain reconciliation, Solov’ëv preached an act of self-renunciation 
[samootrechenie] that referred to the Gospel of Luke 9; 23-25, wherein Jesus calls for 
people to renounce themselves and follow him. According to Solov’ëv ‘no individual 
person and no people could reveal great powers or accomplish great deeds, if they do 
not forget about themselves or sacrifice themselves.’43 As we saw at the beginning of 
this chapter, this type of discourse confused Ivan Aksakov who accused Solov’ëv of 
lack of love for his country. For Solov’ëv, however, self-renunciation logically 
followed from the Christian concept of love, which, in his eyes, signified setting 
oneself free from limited attachment to the direct object of love (family, fatherland). 
He insisted that one should not value the nation in itself, but only in connection with 
the higher universal idea of Christianity, thereby creating the opportunity to take on 
an open attitude towards other nations and acknowledge their rights as equal members 
of humankind.44 This universal love did not replace or cancel love of neighbor or love 
of one’s own country, but absorbed them and made subordinate them to it. Solov’ëv 
described this process as the ‘spiritualization’ or ‘moralization’ of natural love or 
solidarity as a result of which an individual person or nation ‘freely’, ‘consciously’ 
                                                                                                                                            
storonu, okazat’ ej vsiu spravedlivost’ i, v chëm dolzhno, soglasit’sia s neiu. Eto zhelanie, eto mirnoe 
nastroenie, opiat’ povtoriu, est’ edinoe na potrebu, a prochaia vsia prilozhatsia.] ‘Velikij spor i 
khristianskaia politika: VII.Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia tserkvej’ (Rus’, 1883) SS IV p.111-
112. [Italics according to the Brussels edition.] Translation after Frank pp.100-101. 
42
 [Sokhraniaia vpolne svoiu tserkovnuiu pravdu, no vmeste s tem priznavaia pravdu chuzhogo 
printsipa, my tem osvobozhdaem svoiu pravdu ot vsiakoi primesi dazhe samogo blagovidnogo 
samomneniia i egoizma. Chrez eto tol’ko my prikhodim v to religiozno-nravstvennoe nastroenie, bez 
kotorogo nevozmozhno istinnoe soedinenie tserkvej] Op.cit. SS VI p.111. 
43
 ‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ (ISPbSbO, 1884)’ SS V p.29. 
44
 ‘Pervyj samyj vazhnyi i trudnyj shag sostoial v peremene otnosheniia k drugim narodam, v priznanii 
ikh ravnopravnymi chlenami chelovechestva i pri tom operedivshimi nas v prosveshchenii.’ Quoted 
from: ‘Neskol’ko slov v zashchitu Petra Velikogo’ (VE, 1889) which was later published in 
Natsional’nyj Vopros v Rossii SS V p.179. On the Polish question, see: Velikij spor i khristianskaia 
politika: I.Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj vopros’ (Rus’, 1883) SS IV p.14-15. 
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and ‘voluntarily’ accepts the common cause [obshchee delo] as its own cause and 
national and universal interests are no longer perceived as incompatible. 
According to Solov’ëv, the Christian principle of obligation, or moral service, 
is the only ‘consistent’ [sostoiatel’nyj], the only ‘certain’ [opredelënnyj’] and the only 
‘complete’ [polnyj] or ‘perfect’ [sovershennyj] principle of political activity.’ It is 
consistent in the sense that it precludes any form of exclusiveness, whether individual 
or national, political or religious, and always calls for self-renunciation. Put 
differently, it spurs us to take on a basically open attitude to our fellow men, to God 
and to nature. Secondly, the principle of obligation is the only certain principle, as it 
always serves to point out to us how to act in any given case and thereby only 
demands from us that of which we are capable. Thirdly, this principle is the most 
complete as it comprises all the other founding principles of politics, such as self-
interest and missionism (missionizm – the idea that every nation-state has a mission to 
fulfil) though in sublimated form.45 In a similar way to that in which he pagan state 
receives its proper place in subordination to the church, Solov’ëv argues, these 
motives – once subordinated to the higher principle of moral obligation – receive their 
proper proportions. In the next paragraph, I shall inquire more deeply into the second 
qualification of the Christian principle of obligation, namely that of its certainty – and 
examine its impact on Christian politics as a religious moral attitude. 
In the conclusion of Dukhovnye osnovy zhizni (1884) Solov’ëv states: 
Before resolving on any deed that has significance for personal or public life, 
one has only to call forth in one’s soul the moral image of Christ, to focus on 
him and to ask oneself: could He commit this act, or in other words – will He 
approve of it or not, bless me or not in its accomplishment?46 
 
Solov’ëv strongly recommended this ‘test of conscience’ as a ‘reliable method’, one 
which is ‘always close at hand’ and works even in the most ‘questionable cases’ and, 
so Solov’ëv guarantees, ‘will not deceive you’.47 However, in Opravdanie dobra 
(1894-1897), Solov’ëv seems to take the opposite view. There we read that, contrary 
to law, moral demands are ‘unlimited’ [neogranichennoe], and the way in which they 
should be fulfilled is not ‘definitely prescribed’ [obuslovlivaetsia nepremenno]. As a 
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 Op.cit. SS IV p.10-11. 
46
 ‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III p.416. Translation after Wozniuk 
p.31. 
47
 Op.cit. p.416. Wozniuk p.31. 
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result, it remains unclear what exactly one should do, i.e. which actions to perform 
and from which to abstain.48 Does this mean that Solov’ëv, ten years later, no longer 
believed in the test of conscience, which he had so zealously, recommended earlier 
and that law, which was, after all, more ‘concrete’ and ‘realistically applicable’, had 
replaced this? Judging from his statements in the article ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ [The 
Significance of the State] (1895), this is most certainly not the case. According to 
Solov’ëv conscience is the ‘new thing that is contributed by Christianity to the 
political sphere.’ He reaffirms the clarity that personal conscience provides to 
Christians for dealing with complicated issues: ‘The question of what corresponds to 
the spirit of Christ, what should be done in His interest in given conditions and 
circumstances, is with sufficient definition resolved for the Christian by his 
conscience’.49 True, conscience will never match the concreteness of law, which is 
achieved by the sheer application and practice of rules; but, however, it determines 
something much more fundamental, that is, a moral attitude. 
 Solov’ëv called on the members of society [obshchestvo] to consult their 
conscience, but also to think for themselves critically. Together, personal conscience 
and critical thinking were thought to function as an internal ‘check’ against all kinds 
of subjective desires, material interests and false motivations as well as an external 
‘check’ against condescension by church and state authorities.50 He praised an attitude 
towards life that ensured a commitment on the part of people to serve a higher cause, 
but the faith from which this commitment and service was to evolve had to transcend 
the direct object of this faith. So, for example, in ‘O narodnosti i nardnonykh delakh 
Rossii’ Solov’ëv insisted that one should not value [tsenit’] nationality in itself, as 
such [samu po sebe], but only in connection with the higher universal idea of 
Christianity.51 More than once, Solov’ëv referred to the organs of state and church as 
means leading to a higher goal, rather than as ends in themselves.52 This critical 
attitude of Solov’ëv has led to a great deal of confusion and misunderstanding among 
contemporaries. It evoked a particularly strong reaction from the clergy and the Holy 
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 ‘Nravstvennost’ i pravo’ [Morality and Legal Justice] (VE, 1895) SS VIII pp.407-409 and 
‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII 489. 
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 ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ (VE, 1895) SS XII p.330. 
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 Brinkman on human autonomy. The Tragedy of Human Freedom p.13-14. 
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 ‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS V p.27. 
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 Church and state are mediators [posredniki] of relative value, which do not suffice to realize the 
absolute goal; and once this is attained, they are no longer necessary. See: ‘O poddelkakh’ (VFP, 1891) 
SS VI p.329 and ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v eë tselom’ (VE, 1894) SS VIII p.489. 
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Synod because they believed Solov’ëv was undermining the authority of the Church.53 
On the other hand, if we accept Solov’ëv’s Christian worldview, the idea of personal 
conscience and critical thinking as a check against other than ‘religious-moral 
incentives’ once again serves to illustrate his sense of realism. It demonstrates just 
how much he was aware of the dangers and difficulties any earthly mediator 
[posrednik] of God – which all peoples potentially are – is exposed to. This explains 
his understanding of the ideal tsar as the ‘autocrat of conscience’, his trust in 
Alexander II was based on the latter’s achieving this status. 
 According to Solov’ëv, every person (or nation) has a conscience and herewith 
has the right and duty to act in conscience. He conceives of man as a ‘moral autocrat’ 
who shares the same moral principles with his fellow men, but has the potential to 
apply them differently.54 Solov’ëv makes a qualitative distinction between ‘morally 
passive’ and ‘morally active’ people, a distinction which he believes underlies the 
political division of people into classes, both with and without power, into ‘the 
governors’ and ‘the governed’.55 To the class of morally active people belong 
members of the nobility and obshchestvo in the narrow sense, great historical figures 
such as Peter and Alexander the Great, as well as the King, the Priest and the Prophet, 
the representatives of the Trinitarian model which I discussed earlier. Their role is to 
guide the people, to take initiative and to reform the social order in order to raise 
society to a higher level. According to Solov’ëv, ‘(...) personal moral 
consciousness...is necessarily expressed in social activism, in an attempt to bring the 
utmost benefit to one’s close relations through the reform of humanistically or 
morally lacking social institutions and orders.’56 
 The above statement brings to the fore two significant and correlated aspects 
of Solov’ëv’s social-political thought. First, it makes clear that the separation between 
private and public spheres is apparent rather than real. According to Solov’ëv’s 
concept of man, man is a ‘logical being’ and therefore cannot ‘bear a massive split 
between those rules that determine personal conduct and those that influence political 
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 See Lev Tikhomirov’s article ‘Dukhovenstvo i obshchestvo v sovremennom religioznom dvizhenii’ 
[L.Tikhomirov, The Clergy and the Society in the Present Religious Movement] (RO, 1892) and 
especially Solov’ëv’s reaction thereto in ‘Vopros o “samochinnom umstvovanii”’ [The Problem of 
Unauthorized Thinking] (VE, 1892) SS V p.476-482. 
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 ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ (VE, 1895) SS XII p.330. 
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 ‘Iz filosofii istorii’ (VFP, 1891) SS VI p.346. 
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 [...lichnoe nravstvennoe soznanie...neobkhodimo vyrazitsia...v deiatel’nosti obshchestvennoj, v 
staraniiakh prinesti naibol’shuiu pol’zu svoim blizhnim chrez preobrazovanie bezchelovechnykh i 
beznravstvennykh sotsial’nykh uchrezhdenij i poriadkov.] Op.cit. SS VI p.346. 
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action,’ as this contravenes his (sense of) personal dignity and moral disposition.57 
The second aspect concerns the strong correlation between society and the individual. 
Solov’ëv believes that personal improvement necessarily results in a better 
environment, or in social progress.58 Besides being a logical being, ‘man is a social 
being’, for whom ‘the higher cause of his life, the final goal of his efforts does not lay 
in his personal destiny, but in the social fate of all mankind as a whole.’59 Definitions, 
which Solov’ëv employs in Opravdanie dobra, of society as a ‘completed or enlarged 
person’ and of the person as a ‘restricted or concentrated society’, bring this intrinsic 
bond to expression. Thus ideally, personal and societal interests are never opposed to 
each other, but are always complementary. 
 
Now that we have discussed the clarity conveyed by Christian politics, in the sense 
that, according to Solov’ëv, by consulting our conscience we know what to do both 
privately and publicly, let us move on to the second aspect of Christian politics. 
Solov’ëv contended that the principle of obligation provided Christian politics with a 
realistic character in the sense that we are only demanded to do things of which we 
are capable. Diametrically opposed to this principle of obligation are the concepts of 
‘interest’ and ‘conceit’: ‘imaginary motives’ that are ‘limitless’ and ‘insatiable’.60 
Still, the question about man’s capabilities is a perplexing one upon which many 
theologians have long deliberated – and continue to do so. The central issues within 
these discussions concern the ability of fallen man to do good, as well as the origin of 
human activity. According to Augustine, for example, we can only do that right which 
God gives us the power to do. For Augustine, the origin of human activity resides in 
God.61 In contrast, and in accordance with the tradition of Orthodox theology, which 
is characterized by a strong emphasis on active human cooperation with God,62 
Solov’ëv provides a different answer to this question. According to Solov’ëv’s idea of 
Godmanhood, God has empowered man in Christ and, by making proper use of this 
empowerment, he is able to move closer to God and ‘become his son’. The emphasis 
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is on ‘becoming’ through acting rather than on ‘being’. Hence, we read in La Russie 
et l’Église universelle that ‘because [man] is only by right [po pravu], and not 
immediately in fact [v dejstvitel’nosti], the son of God, he has also the privilege of 
making himself in reality what ideally he is already and of realizing the principle of 
his being by his own act.’63 Solov’ëv believes that man experiences the presence of 
God not only externally, but also internally, and that this fact allows individual 
believers to interact closely with God. 
Solov’ëv called on society to assume an open attitude and, in this way, to 
practice a form of active receptivity. Only by ‘imagining’ Christ, ‘turning’ to Him and 
‘leaning’ upon Him can we refrain from evil and ‘become (...) transmitters 
[provodniki] of His unquestionable Truth.’64 Man’s potential to freely develop himself 
and, in this way, “become himself” is perceived by Solov’ëv of as a gift that supports 
man in his future actions. Nevertheless he warns that this gift of self-development 
should not lead to arrogance and self-conceit, but that it should be regarded as a task; 
it obliges people to actively participate as well as to develop their individual talents 
for their own perfection and for the benefit of society. Solov’ëv’s critique of church 
and state must be understood from this perspective: he did not abandon them, but 
fulfilled his own (personal) task by pointing out their flaws, thereby helping them to 
perfect themselves. The fact that man is created in the image and likeness of God is 
believed to guard him against overconfidence [samodovol’stvo/ samoobozhanie], on 
the one hand, and indifference or fatalism, on the other (the latter resulting from a 
feeling of despair and powerlessness).65 With his focus on human activity and his 
critique of conceit, Solov’ëv warns us against both. According to Solov’ëv it is only 
through meekness that we can achieve the proper attitude by which to establish the 
kingdom of God in ourselves and in society. 
This emphasis on the active receptivity of our religious attitude raises the 
question of human responsibility and participation. Although the notions of 
responsibility and accountability rarely emerge in Solov’ëv’s writings, the idea is by 
no means absent. In fact, Solov’ëv indicated more than once that man has the freedom 
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to choose whether or not to do evil; social and political life is man’s own proper 
sphere and field of action.66 The fact that the content of this freedom is already 
qualified as the freedom to prepare for the coming of God’s kingdom on earth in no 
way changes this. Solov’ëv himself took on this responsibility, in the sense that he 
was always open to discussion and consistently responded to other’s reactions to his 
public statements. And so, by practicing himself the attitude he was emphatically 
calling for, he provided an unprecedented example of Christian politics. This accounts 
for the strong emphasis Solov’ëv placed on calling on society to assume the proper 
religious fundamental attitude: this attitude alone would make the operationalization 
of Christian politics realistic. 
 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have employed a preliminary definition of Christian politics as a 
religious ‘basic attitude’. This definition has allowed us to account for the various 
ways in which the concept of Christian politics is deployed in Solov’ëv’s publitsistika 
as well as the divergent interpretations of the notion of Christian politics in the 
secondary literature on Solov’ëv. It also helps us to sort out the misunderstandings 
and confusion that surrounded Solov’ëv’s call for Christian politics among his 
contemporaries. 
 I have shown that Christian politics has different meanings. It implies many 
values, among which are: critical thinking, solidarity, justice, personal commitment, 
public service, moral consciousness, freedom, autonomy, responsibility, love, 
openness and receptivity. In his writings, Solov’ëv alternately calls on the members of 
Russian society to show respect and understanding to each other and to the West, 
warns them not to be blinded by idols (such as the people, the church) and spurs 
everybody, though the ‘best men’ in particular, to take responsibility and to do 
something.  In my view, Solov’ëv is constantly urging action, and presuppose a 
certain attitude which is based on love, guided by conscience and rational thinking, 
characterized by openness and solidarity to one’s fellow men and is expressed in free, 
conscious, autonomous commitment to social-political problems and service to the 
higher goal of the kingdom of God. According to Solov’ëv, every man is able and 
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moreover obliged to adopt this religious ‘basic attitude, and this belief bears 
testimony to Solov’ëv’s unwavering belief in the God-given potential of man. 
Christian politics has so far been interpreted from various perspectives and 
different aspects have been highlighted. Contemporaries of Solov’ëv have (in my 
view, too narrowly) conceived of it as love, charity, humanism [gumannost’] or 
ecumenism.67 Well-known Russian Solov’ëv specialists (Evgenij Trubetskoj, 
Konstantin Mochul’skij, Dmitrij Strémooukhoff, Georges Florovsky and Nikolas 
Zernov) have all discussed Christian politics as part of Solov’ëv’s so-called 
‘theocratic’ period of the 1880s and have hence stressed the utopian rather than the 
realistic character of Christian politics. More recently, Hans Gleixner and Gregory 
Gaut have paid special attention to the notion of Christian politics. Gleixner detects a 
theocratic, a liberal and an eschatological development within Christian politics. Like 
Gleixner, Gaut also focuses on the liberal period, thereby drawing a comparison 
between Solov’ëv’s conception of Christian politics and the Protestant social gospel 
movement.68 Although all the aforementioned interpretations bring to the fore 
interesting aspects of Christian politics, I believe they do not do full justice to the 
width and depth of the idea of Christian politics. By defining Christian politics as an 
attitude, I believe I have been able to reach a deeper, more comprehensive 
understanding, one which includes the above-mentioned interpretations (for they are 
not wrong), but which, at the same time, points out something far more fundamental, 
continuous and structural.  
As I pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, Aksakov saw Solov’ëv’s 
critique of the nationalist movement in Russia (about which Aksakov wondered who 
the representatives of this movement were) as simply another way for him to make his 
continued plea for the reunion between the Eastern and Western Churches, the main 
critics of this anticipated reunification being the Slavophiles, among others.69 
Aksakov added that Solov’ëv’s critical engagement with nationalism would bring him 
closer to the liberals – Solov’ëv’s ‘coincidental coworkers’– as another Slavophile, 
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General Aleksandr Kireev, called them.70 Aksakov was right about Solov’ëv’s 
increasing proximity to the liberals. Many of his later articles on nationalism that were 
collected in the second edition of Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii first appeared in the 
liberal journal Vestnik Evropy. However, with regard to Solov’ëv’s alleged intentions 
for embarking on the question of nationalism, that is, merely as a means to convey his 
ecumenical message, Aksakov was only partially correct: Solov’ëv’s commitment to 
combating Russian nationalism as a form of exclusivism was sincere. Seen against the 
background of the ultimate goal of Christian politics – the establishment of God’s 
kingdom on earth – Solov’ëv’s sharp criticism of Russian nationalism and the Russian 
Orthodox Church, as well as his call for a church union in which Russia plays a 
special role, are all perfectly reasonable and correlated to each other. They can be 
justifiably explained as indications of the free and conscious religious orientation, 
which was required in order to achieve these ends. 
The misunderstanding between Aksakov and Solov’ëv is not the only such 
example: other contemporaries were confused as well. My definition of Christian 
politics as a religious ‘basic attitude’, to which all of Solov’ëv’s statements regarding 
Christian politics can be traced back, has enabled me to untangle some of these 
allegedly contradictory aspects. By so doing, I hope that I have provided the reader 
with a tentative definition of one of the key concepts of Solov’ëv’s social and political 
thought.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Resolution of the ‘Great Controversy’: the Debate between Vladimir 
Solov’ëv and Aleksandr Kireev on the Question of Church (Re)Union (1883-
1897) 
 
 
Introduction 
In the history of Russian thought, the question of the reunion of the Eastern and 
Western Christian Churches is strongly interwoven with the more general question of 
the relationship between Russia and the West. The schism of 1054 alienated the 
Eastern and Western Churches from each other and led them to separate and distinct 
developments; the Western Church as an integral part of the Latin world and the 
Eastern Church as engrained in Byzantine culture. According to the Russian religious 
philosopher and social critic Vladimir Solov’ëv (1853-1900), the ‘great controversy’ 
[velikij spor] between East and West permeated the history of mankind and had only 
undergone a temporary stoppage during the Christian era.1 Solov’ëv argued that only 
‘true Christian politics’ could bring East and West back together.2 The first task of 
‘Christian politics’, he asserted, was to reunite the Eastern and Western Churches into 
a single visible Universal Church, so that mankind could become collectively 
prepared for the coming of the kingdom of God (itself the ultimate goal of Christian 
politics). 
When studying Solov’ëv’s writings on the question of Church (re)union, we 
should bear in mind that his call for a (re)union is to be understood as an attempt to 
resolve the ‘great controversy’ between East and West, and at the same time, within 
the Russian cultural-historical context, between the Slavophiles and the Westernizers. 
Solov’ëv addressed both the East-West and the Slavophile controversies as Church 
questions from a religious point of view, and not, as had been done thus far, from 
political, national or academic perspectives.3 In spite of all the disagreements between 
                                                 
This chapter was first published in The Journal of Eastern Christian Studies 1-2 (2005), 57, pp.67-90. 
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 ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: I.Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj vopros’ [The Great 
Controversy and Christian Politics: Introduction: Poland and the Eastern Question] (Rus, 1883) SS  
IVp.3. 
3
 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ [Letter to the editor office] (ISPbSbO,1884) SS V p.149. 
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the Catholic and Orthodox Church communities, he recognized both Western and 
Eastern Christians as members of the one Universal Church [vselenskaia tserkov’] and 
in that sense he was not troubled by the union of the Universal Church, which already 
existed in reality, but by the spiritual reunion of these two Church communities.4 This 
study intends to show how this new approach to an age-old problem was met with 
incomprehension and indignation by members of the Russian Orthodox community. 
In his article ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie Tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o 
soedinenii tserkvej’ [The Dogmatic Development of the Church with Regard to the 
Question of Church Union], Solov’ëv presented a rather polemical evaluation of the 
debate on the question of Church union – a debate that had been sustained for three 
years prior by Solov’ëv and his main opponents N. Danilevskij, I. Aksakov, K. 
Istomin, and A. Kireev.5 From this vast debate, I single out the polemic with General 
Aleksandr Kireev (1833-1910) for several reasons. First of all, the debate between 
Solov’ëv and Kireev spanned nearly 15 years (with intervals), whereas debates with 
both Danilevskij and Aksakov were cut short due to their respective deaths in 1885 
and 1886. Secondly, Solov’ëv and Istomin (pseudonym T. Stoianov) extensively 
polemicized on the pages of Vera i Razum, the journal of the Kharkov Theological 
Seminary, but there is, unfortunately, no supporting correspondence available for 
analysis.6 Furthermore, Solov’ëv was encountering difficulties in publishing his ideas 
on religious matters by 1883 (the year in which Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika 
[The Great Controversy and Christian Politics] was published); this resulted in a 
serious deficit in available channels by which to exchange thoughts on the question of 
Church union. With Kireev, on the other hand, Solov’ëv extensively discussed the 
topic of Church union in private correspondence that spanned the period between 
1878 and 1887.7 Finally, the polemic between Solov’ëv and Kireev is worthy of 
detailed treatment as it marks Solov’ëv’s break with the Slavophiles and his 
rapprochement to the liberal camp. 
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Solov’ëv and Kireev engaged in their polemic with a sense of mutual 
willingness and openness to understanding each other’s point of view.8 Kireev 
befriended the young philosopher in 1877.9 Twenty years his elder, Kireev gave 
advice to Solov’ëv on various issues and, using his long-established network, in some 
ways acted as a type of manager.10 As laymen who were both critical of the clergy, 
they did not hesitate to voice their opinions on Church matters. They criticized the 
particularism and regionalism that dominated the Russian Orthodox Church and stood 
firm for religious reform.11 They were convinced of the need for free and open 
theological debate in Russia based on arguments, and pleaded for the free exchange of 
religious thought between East and West.12 Both Slavophiles, they criticized the 
separation of Church and state, strongly believing in the realization of God’s 
kingdom. However, the most important thing they shared was the conviction that 
Russia, as a land of Christian people, had a special task to fulfill in world history. 
Despite their similar stance, the debate between Kireev and Solov’ëv is 
characterized by misunderstanding, culminating in 1897 when, after 15 years of 
polemicizing, Kireev asked what Solov’ëv meant by ‘union’ [soedinenie], if not uniia. 
In this article, I will pursue in detail the precise features of this misunderstanding and 
the circumstances that explain how it arose and why. In so doing, I distinguish three 
different levels of misunderstanding: rhetorical misunderstandings, conceptual 
misunderstandings and misunderstandings that arose due to the Slavophile paradigm. 
According to Solov’ëv, the sheer fact that there had been a division of the visible 
Church signified, in and of itself, that neither the Catholic, nor the Orthodox Church 
could claim to be the “true” Church: there could be but one Universal Church. He 
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considered himself a member of the Universal Church and in order to realize this 
Church in history he pleaded for a ‘Christian politics’.13 
The chapter is subdivided into four sections, roughly following the historical 
sequence of the debate. After a brief introduction of the relatively unknown Aleksandr 
Kireev, I will first render Solov’ëv’s paradoxical approach to the question of Church 
union and explore how, by embarking on the question of religious authority, he turned 
the ecumenical question of Church reunification into a national issue. Hereafter, 
Solov’ëv’s idea of the abiding Church will be discussed, along with his deviating 
interpretation of Slavophilism, and his conception of Christian politics. In the second 
part, Kireev’s main objections to a Church reunion will be brought to the fore, 
focusing on his critique of the dogma of papal infallibility. The third section provides 
a preliminary evaluation of the debate. Two key moot points become strikingly 
evident: the development of dogma and the concept of Church. In the fourth part, I 
will pursue the course of the debate from 1883 as it leads up to a Babel-like confusion 
of tongues in 1897. In the conclusion, I will briefly summarize the main reasons for 
the structural misunderstanding that dominated the polemic between Kireev and 
Solov’ëv. 
 
Aleksandr Kireev 
In Russian history, the name of General Kireev is immediately associated with the 
Old-Catholic movement, just as Solov’ëv’s is linked with the cause of Church 
(re)union. Immediately following the Vatican Council in Rome (1869-70), a group of 
Catholics separated from the Roman-Catholic Church in reaction to the dogma of 
papal infallibility. Kireev saw in them the perfect opportunity for Russians to fulfill 
their messianic task, in the fields of both religion and politics: a Church reunion with 
the West on the one hand, and a powerful federation of all independent Slavic states 
(including Catholic ones such as Poland) on the other.14 In his opinion, the Old-
Catholics stood firm with every important tradition and dogma held in the Christian 
East and he therefore encouraged the maintenance of close relations between the 
Russian Orthodox Church and the so-called Old-Catholics.   
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Kireev considered himself ‘the last Mohican of Slavophilism’.15 As a General, 
his entire life was dedicated to military service and loyalty to the Tsar. In 1872 he was 
appointed Secretary of the St. Petersburg Department of the Moscow Society of 
Lovers of Spiritual Enlightenment [Moskovskoe obshchestvo liubitelej dukhovnogo 
prosveshcheniia], whose main task was ‘to support advocates of Orthodox truth 
abroad.’16 Kireev performed this function for almost 40 years and, throughout this 
period, continued to advocate the cause of the Old-Catholics in religious as well as in 
political matters. When Solov’ëv addressed the relationship between the Russian 
government and the Roman papacy, it was no surprise that Kireev reacted and focused 
attention on the Old-Catholics.17  
 
 
Solov’ëv’s New Approach to the Question of Church (Re)union 
The National Ecumenical Question 
In the debate on the question of Church (re)union, Solov’ëv often played the role of 
the devil’s advocate. Given the limited possibilities for open interreligious debate and 
the outspokenly hostile attitude exhibited towards Catholics in Russia, he decided to 
act as their spokesman.18 He provokingly called for the admission of Catholic 
propaganda into Russia so that their views on religious matters would also be heard.19 
Viewed against this backdrop, one might suppose that Solov’ëv would have voiced 
the Catholics’ opinion on the question of Church (re)union as well, but he did not do 
so: ‘What the Catholics should do for a union with us is their business.’20 Solov’ëv 
considered the ecumenical question of Church(re)union first and foremost to be a 
national problem of the Russian Orthodox Church, and, in fact, the Eastern Church in 
general, as it lacked a centralized head or magisterial body that could speak for all 
Orthodox Churches.  
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The Problem of Authority 
According to Solov’ëv, the Orthodox Church first had to solve the ‘glaring 
contradiction between our universal claims and the narrow particularism of our 
Church life.’21 The Orthodox Church had, for over a thousand years, not dealt with 
any subject of universal significance and had not been able to call for a universal 
council.22 Another contradiction consisted in the fact that the Russian Orthodox 
Church, on the one hand, acknowledged the ecumenical council as the only infallible 
and obligatory organ in dogmatic matters, whereas, at the same time, they attributed a 
whole series of dogmas to the Catholic Church, none of which had been confirmed by 
any ecumenical council. The Catholics, Solov’ëv argued, were free from such 
contradictions because, in addition to the ecumenical councils, they had granted the 
pope (when speaking ex cathedra) the authority to make decisions in matters of 
dogma. In the eyes of Solov’ëv, the Orthodox had two options: they could either 
search for another organ of all-churchness [vsetserkovnost’] or try to resolve their 
dogmatic problems at a new council.23 Above all, Solov’ëv sought to clarify that the 
Orthodox Church, with regard to the question of Church (re)union, faced different 
problems than did the Catholic Church.24 
 
The Universal Church 
By strongly emphasizing the lack of authority in the Russian and, in fact, the Eastern 
Church, Solov’ëv confronted Orthodox believers with actual flaws in their Church 
organization.25 He wanted to make them aware of the part they played in the historical 
development of the Universal Church and, in this way, inspire in them a close 
commitment to the cause of Church (re)union. According to Solov’ëv, the Universal 
Church existed in reality and its essential, fundamental unity was still intact despite 
the schism of 1054; however, the ‘visible manifestation’ of this unity on earth had 
been damaged and, as a result, the Church was divided into two separate Church 
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communities.26 These communities (Catholicism and Orthodoxy) were necessary and 
inalienable parts of the Universal Church and together with Protestantism they 
represented the principles of Christian life: Catholicism represented authority, 
Orthodoxy – tradition, and Protestantism – freedom.27 Both Orthodox and Catholics 
belonged to the Universal Church, insofar as they both acknowledged the fatherly 
authority of the apostolic hierarchy, confessed both the fullness of Christ’s humanity 
and the fullness of Christ’s divinity, and took part in the gracious gifts of the Holy 
Spirit.28 Solov’ëv concluded that ‘the one holy, catholic [sobornaia (kafolicheskaia)] 
and apostolic Church essentially abides both in the East and in the West, and shall 
abide forever, in spite of the temporal hostility and division between the two halves of 
the Christian world.’29 
 
Slavophile Paradigm 
In their correspondence of 1883-1884, Solov’ëv expressed doubt as to whether his 
ideas belonged to Slavophile thought. He stated that he subscribed to the brand of 
Slavophilism subscribed to by Kireev – whom he did not consider to be an ‘Old 
Believer’ of Slavophilism like, for example, Ivan Aksakov –, but called into doubt 
whether their ideas were shared by other Slavophiles, hereby pointing out 
contradictions and ambiguities in Slavophile teaching.30 Kireev, on the contrary, 
assured him that they were in accordance with mainstream Slavophile thought and 
stressed more than once the fact that he fundamentally agreed with Solov’ëv’s ideas.31 
Like the Slavophiles, Solov’ëv subscribed to the idea of Russia’s religious 
mission, though not understood as a privilege, but rather as a task or obligation which 
required self-renunciation and self-sacrifice on the road to its fulfillment. In the article 
‘Slavianskij vopros’ [The Slavic Question], he stated that he subscribed to the 
Slavophile principles of life (Orthodoxy, autocracy and nationality [narodnost’]), 
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 ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: VII. Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia tserkvej’ [The Great 
Controversy and Christian Politics: VII. The General Foundation for the Union of the Churches] (Rus’, 
1883) SS IV pp.103-114, 108-9. This text has been partly translated Frank pp.96-111.  
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 Op.cit. SS IV pp.112-3.  
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 Op.cit. SS IV pp.105-6.  
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 Op.cit.SS IV p.106. Translation after Frank p.98. 
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 ‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’ pp.198-200.  
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 ‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’ p.200, 202. Kireev ‘Zamechaniia na predydushchuiu stat’iu’ ISPbSbO 1884 
No.2 pp.16-17. A slightly different version of this article is published under the title ‘Narodnost’ i Rim’ 
Sochineniia pp.108-112. 
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which had recently been formulated by Kireev on behalf of the Slavic Society.32 
However, his statement was immediately followed by his own definitions of those life 
principles, which deviated from the norm. For example, under Orthodoxy he 
understood ‘pravoslavno-kafolichestvo’ as referring to the Universal Church, which 
includes the Greek-Russian Church, but at the same time transcends confessional 
boundaries.33 Under autocracy he did not understand the caesaro-papism of the East, 
nor the papo-caesarism of the West, but an ‘autocracy of conscience.’ In the eyes of 
Solov’ëv, a Christian monarch was a servant of God, who was subject only to moral 
limitations. He could do anything that accorded with conscience and nothing that 
opposed it.34 Finally, under nationality’ he understood a people that acknowledged, 
and was entirely dedicated to, the ‘common universal cause of God’.35 
 
Christian Politics: Mutual Justification instead of Mutual Condemnation 
‘The free union of mankind in the Church of Christ is the aim of Christian politics 
[khristianskaia politika]. That aim cannot be attained so long as the actual image of 
the universal unity on earth – the visible Church – remains in division. Therefore the 
first task of Christian politics is the re-establishment of Church unity.’36 Defining the 
Church as ‘the divinely-human bond of men with Christ’, Solov’ëv made a distinction 
between its divine and preeminently human aspects; between its foundation, which 
provided the divinely-human basis for salvation of individual men, and its practical 
activity, which offered the divinely-human structure for salvation in this world 
[domostroitel’stvo] and which was expressed in the brotherly union of human 
communities. The first was ‘given from above’ and did not directly depend upon man 
himself. It concerned the divinely-human bond of men with Christ through the 
succession of holy order, faith and sacraments. The second aspect, however, the 
Church’s embracement of Christendom in its actual historical life (including the 
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 Minister of Education Count Sergej Uvarov first formulated the triple slogan ‘Orthodoxy, autocracy, 
nationality’ as part of the official ideology of the reign of Tsar Nicholas I (1825-1855). 
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 ‘Slavianskij vopros’ ISPbSbO 1884 No.6 p.14. This part is omitted in the Brussels edition. On 
Solov’ëv’s confessional terminology, see: George Kline ‘Reuniting the Eastern and Western Churches: 
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 ‘Slavianskij vopros’ ISPbSbO 1884 No.6 p.15 and ‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ [The Significance of the 
State] (VE, 1895) SS XII p.329. 
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 ‘Slavianskij vopros’ ISPbSbO 1884 No.6 p.15. 
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 ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: VII. Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia tserkvej’ (Rus’, 
1883) SS IV p.103. Translation after Frank p.97, except for the second ‘Christian politics’ that Frank 
translated by ‘Christian policy.’ 
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divisions), was man’s own achievement and should find its expression in Christian 
politics. Solov’ëv argued that the grace and truth bestowed to man in Christ were not 
merely gifts, but also created an obligation to realize that same grace and truth in 
one’s own personal and historical life.37 In short, active participation, as opposed to 
fatalism and indifference, were required. Regarding the question of Church (re)union, 
Solov’ëv wrote: 
‘If I am asked what in the first place must we do for the union of the Churches, 
I will say that we must first of all reconsider once more all the main points of 
dispute between them, not for the sake of polemics or denunciation as hitherto, 
but with the sincere desire fully to understand the opposite side, to do it full 
justice and, in so far as we ought, to agree with it.’38 
 
Solov’ëv called on the Russian (anti-Catholic) Orthodox community to change its 
religious fundamental attitude to the Catholic community in the West. Instead of 
‘mutual condemnation,’ ‘mutual justification’ was needed, and this could only be 
achieved by self-renunciation and self-sacrifice.39 
 
 
Kireev’s Objections Against a Church Reunion 
Kireev raised several objections to Solov’ëv’s plan for a Church (re)union with the 
West, all of which centered around the dogma of papal infallibility.40 This should 
come as no surprise, for it was exactly the condemnation of this dogma that made him 
sympathize with the Old-Catholics in the first place.41 Kireev argued that ‘at this 
moment’ and ‘under these circumstances’, a reunion with the Catholic Church was 
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 Op.cit. SS IV p.107 and pp.98-99. 
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 [Esli zhe ot menia potrebuiut prakticheskogo ukazaniia, chto, po moemu ubezhhdeniiu, dolzhno nam 
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 His main critical articles directed against Solov’ëv are: (1) ‘Neskol’ko zamechanij na stat’iu V.S. 
Solov’ëva “Velikij spor”’ (Rus’, 1883) Sochineniia II pp.218-232; and (2) ‘Vossoedinenie tserkvej i 
Slavianstvo’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) Sochineniia II pp.193-204. 
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 A union with the Old-Catholics was not an option for Solov’ëv for several reasons. See: Solov’ëv, ‘O 
tserkovnom voprose po povodu starokatolikov’ [On the Church Question as Regards the Old Catholics] 
(NV, 1883) SS IV pp.123-132. In a letter to Kireev, he wrote that the question regarding the Old-
Catholics led to the more general question concerning the Vatican dogmas on which they 
fundamentally disagreed. ‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’ p.198. 
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neither possible, nor even desirable.42 Quoting Solov’ëv, he wrote that if Solov’ëv 
believed a reunion was possible without ‘radical, substantial changes’ to both 
Churches, he was being naïve, since ‘to forgive mutual insults and lend one another a 
helping hand’ would not make peace.43  
 
Slavophile Paradigm 
Kireev’s attitude towards contemporary Catholics was altogether different from 
Solov’ëv’s irenic attitude. He called Catholicism a ‘big sophism’ that raised 
objections to ‘new’ dogmas, such as that of the Immaculate Conception, filioque, and 
the dogma of papal infallibility.44 According to Kireev, Solov’ëv’s view of 
Catholicism was one-sided and distorted, picturing how it should be and once had 
been, but not how it actually was.45 Kireev situated the question of Church reunion 
against the background of a ‘European society that was being shaken to its very 
foundations, had given up believing, had rejected all previous ideals, and was vainly 
in search of new ones.’46 Herewith he gave the discussion on the question of Church 
reunion a biased and typically Slavophile touch, that Solov’ëv, intending to give a fair 
treatment to the (Catholic) West, tried to avoid. In a letter to Kireev, Solov’ëv wrote 
that Orthodox theologians, including the Slavophile Aleksej Khomiakov, had thus far 
done nothing but confuse the debate on the question of Church (re)union instead of 
doing something to clarify it.47 
 
Critique of the Papacy 
Solov’ëv attributed great significance to the seven ecumenical councils. Forming the 
common dogmatic basis of both the Orthodox and the Catholic Church, he saw them 
as the point of departure for a (re)union. Moreover, the councils were to collectively 
serve as the authoritative and legal organ of the Universal Church. Kireev, too, in his 
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 ‘Neskol’ko zamechanij na stat’iu V.S. Solov’ëva “Velikij spor”’ (Rus’, 1883) Sochineniia II pp.219, 
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 Op.cit. p.219. 
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 Op.cit. pp.222-225.  
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 ‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’ p.206. 
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attempt to advance the cause of the Old-Catholics, stressed the importance of the 
ecumenical councils for the same reason as Solov’ëv, namely that their existence was 
proof for both the Orthodox and Old-Catholics that they shared a common point of 
origin. However, after the Vatican council of 1870, Kireev called into question the 
representative status of the ecumenical councils, because the dogma of papal 
infallibility undermined the authority of the Church, i.e. the believers, by excluding its 
conciliary [sobornaia] principle. In his eyes, the existence of the Church was 
conditioned by the right of both clergymen and laymen to have a decisive say in the 
ecumenical councils.48 
Kireev was of the opinion that the authority that Rome once represented had 
gradually deteriorated into despotism. The principle of papal infallibility 
unconditionally excluded any freedom and, herewith, any form of critique. Believers 
were deprived of their moral freedom as the pope was now empowered to dictate 
‘infallible laws’ in matters of dogma and morality. The fact that the pope was only 
infallible if he spoke ‘ex cathedra’ and ‘non autem ex consensus ecclesiæ’ did not rule 
out the possibility of arbitrariness and despotism. Kireev pointed out that this dogma 
had a far-reaching effect, because it was retroactively applied to all papal bulls.49 
Thus, in the end, he concluded, everything came down to the benevolence of the pope.   
 
Caesaro-papism 
Like many other Orthodox believers, Kireev accused the West of caesaro-papism. 
Over time, the pope had turned into an ‘independent worldly autocrat’ whose primacy 
had changed to ‘command’, the human basis of which was replaced by a ‘non-existing 
divine power.’50 According to Kireev, the pope’s juridical and governmental power 
resulted from the fact that the role of the highest Roman priest was based on the 
political significance of Rome, and not on the words of Christ directed to Peter, more 
precisely, not on the faith as it was confessed by him.51 As a result of this despotism, 
the organic bond between Church and state had been destroyed and the two had even 
come to oppose one another. According to Kireev, a separation of Church and state 
similar to that in the West was unthinkable in an Orthodox country, for every 
Orthodox believer identified wholly with both Church and state. Hence, he came to 
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 ‘Vossoedinenie tserkvej i Slavianstvo’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) Sochineniia II pp.200, 203.  
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 ‘Neskol’ko zamechanij na stat’iu V.S. Solov’ëva “Velikij spor”’ (Rus’, 1883) Sochineniia II p.225. 
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 Op.cit. p.224. 
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the conclusion that a ‘peaceful union of Church and state was only possible for 
Orthodox Churches and states’ and thereby pointed to Russia as a role model for a 
Christian state.52 
In his articles on the question of Church reunion, Kireev often praised the 
Orthodox Eastern Church, proclaiming that it was in fact the Universal Church and 
that it was perfectly capable of judging dogmatic questions and formulating definite 
solutions that were appropriate for the Orthodox world. Kireev’s reading of Church 
history was clear enough: it was not the Orthodox Church, but the Catholic Church 
that needed to change as it represented the main stumbling block on the way to unity. 
The Orthodox could do nothing about this, for it was the Catholics who were to 
blame; they had alienated themselves from the undivided Church by creating new 
dogmas and, in this way, had fallen into heresy.53 
Following this interpretation, the ‘only just way’ to a reunion – though ‘long 
and hard’ – would have been to make the Catholics recognize their ‘dogmatic 
delusion’ and to convince the West of the dogmatic truth of the East.54 However, 
Solov’ëv strongly disapproved of conversion. He considered it an impossible attempt 
on false and purely human grounds that evolved from the mistaken conviction of one 
of the Churches, that it alone contained the fullness of the Universal Church and was 
thus the whole body of Christ. In the last article of Velikij spor on the common basis 
for a Church (re)union, which was written prior to Kireev’s response in Rus’, he very 
poignantly articulated this position.55  
 
 
Evaluation: Misunderstanding and Moot Points  
Solov’ëv stressed again and again that the Orthodox had no right to call the doctrine 
of papal infallibility a ‘heresy’ (as Kireev did), for this right belonged exclusively to 
the ecumenical councils, whose authoritative status they acknowledged. In this view, 
Solov’ëv wrote, he found support among some Russian Churchmen, including 
Metropolitan Platon of Kiev, Metropolitan Filaret of Moscow and Bishop Misail of 
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Mozhajsk (Moscow province).56 However, citing Orthodox Church authorities failed 
to convince Kireev, nor did it persuade any other of his opponents who were 
convinced of the heretic character of this particular dogma.57 Besides, Kireev argued, 
if the Orthodox should refrain from discussion and condemnation, then the Catholics, 
in their turn, should refrain from approval.58 Solov’ëv’s support of papal authority in 
general obscured his neutral stance regarding the rights and wrongs of papal 
infallibility. This in turn negatively affected his intentions concerning the Orthodox 
Church, which I believe were sincere.59 His opponents strongly criticized him for his 
one-sided critique of Orthodoxy, on the one hand, and his equally one-sided defense 
of Catholicism, on the other.60 Furthermore, had he made a clear distinction between 
the universal authority of the Pope as the successor of St. Peter, on the one hand, and 
his geographically-limited administrative power as patriarch of the West, on the other 
(which guaranteed the Eastern Church its autonomy), he would certainly have enjoyed 
increased credibility among his opponents.61 
 
Misunderstanding 
In spite of this critique, Solov’ëv paid scant attention to the dogma of papal 
infallibility in his polemic with Kireev. Although he was certainly well aware of how 
important the Roman papacy was for the Orthodox, he did not consider it a direct 
obstacle on the way to spiritual union. In his eyes, previous attempts had failed 
because they were based upon ‘rational considerations of self-interest’ and were 
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‘without any real feeling or moral will.’62 In the last article of Velikij spor on the 
common basis for a Church (re)union, Solov’ëv wrote that the spiritual reunion of 
Churches should not be subjected to world politics or used as a means to a higher 
goal. A Church (re)union should not and, as history has shown in the case of the 
Unions [uniia] of Lyon (1275) and Florence (1439), could not be motivated by 
external interests, formality or coercion. The goal of Church (re)union, he continued, 
should be ‘guided by religious-moral motives.’ It required a certain attitude by which 
one remained faithful to the truth of one’s Church and, at the same time, a willingness 
to acknowledge the truth in the other who may be foreign to oneself. Only in this way 
could one set one’s truth free from any ‘touch of comely self-conceit and egoism’ and 
assume the proper attitude.63 
Whereas Solov’ëv formulated the question of Church (re)union as a chto 
delat’-question to Russian Orthodox society, Kireev posed the question somewhat 
differently as a kto vinovat-question, pointing to the Catholic West, which he believed 
(particularly after the Church council of 1870) was the stumbling block on the way to 
unity. Unlike Kireev, Solov’ëv did not believe that the reconciliation between the 
Orthodox and the Catholics, between East and West, depended on as complex a 
theological question as papal infallibility, the clarification of which he hoped for. 
Instead of regarding the matter as a political fight for power – which Solov’ëv 
acknowledged it was in part –, he viewed it from a religious perspective as a Church 
question, and proposed a Christian-political solution. Approaching the division of the 
Churches from a religious perspective, Solov’ëv saw their spiritual reunion as a test of 
love, responsibility, righteousness, meekness and faith. Instead of pointing fingers at 
the Catholics, he wanted the Russian-Orthodox to first focus on their own life 
principles and improve these by way of selflessness [samootverzhenie] and self-
renunciation [samootrechenie]. Self-renunciation did not imply a denial of one’s 
principles, but entailed that they be reflected upon and their negative aspects revealed 
and acknowledged.64  
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Moot points 
In the polemic between Solov’ëv and Kireev, two capital moot points come to the fore 
that form the underlying basis of their disagreement. The first concerns the question 
of the development of dogma, the second involves the conception of Church. 
 Understanding Christianity to be a continuous interaction between God and 
man, Solov’ëv was of the opinion that man, in his striving towards Godmanhood, was 
in constant need of reinterpreting and reevaluating the existing dogmas.65 He 
conceived of dogma as something that could change and progress. In one of his 
Paschal letters (1897), Solov’ëv defined true dogma as ‘the word of the Church 
responding to the word of God when such a response is required by the course of 
history and the development of religious consciousness.’66 About 20 years earlier, in 
Chteniia o bogochelovechestve [Lectures on Godmanhood] (1877-1881), he wrote 
that ‘religious consciousness is not something finished, ready-made, but something 
emerging and in process, and thus the revelation of the divine principle in this 
consciousness is necessarily gradual.’67 This liberal approach to dogma, combined 
with the fact that none of the ecumenical councils rejected either filioque or papal 
infallibility, convinced Solov’ëv that there was nothing essentially different, new or 
heretical about Catholic dogma.68 
Kireev, in contrast, held a static conception of dogma as the revealed Truth – 
as a direct revelation of God in man – which therefore could not undergo change. This 
did not mean that he denied all forms of progress, but he only acknowledged 
quantitative progress, and not qualitative, that is, dogmatic progress. According to his 
understanding, a dogma could grow and spread like a river and, in this sense, 
approach a more complete state, but it could never fundamentally change.69 Kireev 
made a clear distinction between opinion [mnenie] and dogma, the difference being 
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that dogma is obligatory and cannot be questioned, while opinion is open to inquiry 
and examination.70 In the eyes of Kireev, with the Vatican Council I, papal 
infallibility had turned from opinion into dogma and had thereby obtained an absolute 
character.  
The second moot point between Solov’ëv and Kireev concerned their 
ecclesiology. Contrary to Kireev, who upheld a ‘democratic’ understanding of the 
Church, emphasizing its human element, Solov’ëv upheld a ‘theocratic’ 
understanding of the Church, according to which ‘the Church was not constructed 
from below, but from above.’71 This conceptual difference between Solov’ëv and 
Kireev clearly came to the fore in their discussion of the Catholic Church. According 
to Solov’ëv, Kireev did not understand Catholic ecclesiology properly. Although the 
conciliary [sobornaia] principle, according to which the Church was understood as a 
gathering of believers, was restricted in the Catholic Church, it nevertheless figured 
and was not excluded, as Kireev contended.72 However, according to Catholic 
teaching, the Church also included papal authority as one of the basic elements of its 
structure.73 Solov’ëv attributed other allegations raised by Kireev against the papacy 
to the ambiguity of the Russian word for infallibility [nepogreshimost’], which 
literally means sinlessness. But what seemed more important to Solov’ëv was that no 
Catholic would ever think of accusing the pope of usurpation, despotism or 
arbitrariness, for they knew that it was the pope’s ‘duty to formulate Church dogma,’ 
and that he ‘had no right whatsoever to invent his own.’74 ‘(…) it is perfectly obvious 
that the authority of the Vatican hermit rests on the love, faith and religious respect of 
Catholics for the Roman See, and it seems that there are no anti-Church sentiments in 
these feelings.’75  
Solov’ëv’s emotional and defensive reaction illustrates that Kireev had 
touched upon a weak spot in Solov’ëv’s political theology, for why did Solov’ëv not 
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 [Tserkov’ upravliaetsia ne snizu, a svyshe; obraz eë ustrojstva ne demokraticheskij, a 
teokraticheskij.] ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS V p.153. [Italics according to the Brussels 
edition.] 
72
 ‘Slavianskij vopros’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS V p.69 and ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS V 
p.151. 
73
 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (ISPbSbO, 1884) SS V p.151. 
74
 [Po katolicheskomu ucheniiu papa (ravno kak i vselenskij sobor) imeet obiazannost’ formulirovat’ 
tserkovnye dogmaty, no ne imeet nikakogo prava vydumyvat’ svoi sobstvennye.] Op.cit. p.151. [Italics 
according to the Brussels edition.] 
75
 [V osobennosti nastoiashchee polozhenie papstva delaet sovershenno ochevidnym tot fakt, chto 
avtoritet vatikanskogo zatvornika opiraetsia na liubov’, doverie i religioznoe uvazhenie katolikov k 
rimskomu prestolu, i kazhetsia, v etikh chuvstvakh net nichego protivotserkovnogo.] Ibid. p.152. 
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simply admit that God’s representatives on earth, such as the pope, were exposed to 
dangers and were therefore likely to make mistakes? Instead, he clung to the pope’s 
sincere intentions and benevolence, and, in addition stated that the pope ruled ‘per 
assistentiam divinam.’76 This was not simply a matter of rhetoric or his pro-Catholic 
stance, there was more to it. There is a tension between Solov’ëv’s unwavering belief 
in the pope on the one hand and his concurrent awareness of the pope’s potential 
weaknesses on the other. On the basis of theological arguments he proved critical of 
human representatives of divine power on earth, as in the case of Kireev’s 
‘democratic’ – that is, too human and less divine – understanding of Church, while at 
the same time he fully embraced them insofar as they defined the organs of Church, 
state and society as legitimate earthly manifestations of Christ’s triple quality as 
priest, king and prophet on earth.77 
 
 
The Course of the Debate 
As opposed to the first “round” of the polemic (1883-1884), which Solov’ëv and 
Kireev both agreed to bring to a conclusion on the pages of the Slavophile journal 
Izvestiia Sankt-Peterburgskogo Slavianskogo Blagotvoritel’nogo Obshchestva, the 
second round (1885-1887) was hidden from the public as it was conducted entirely 
through personal correspondence (with the exception of an anonymous reaction by 
Kireev). It was provoked by Solov’ëv’s polemical article ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie 
Tserkvi’ (1885) and, to a lesser extent, by the publication of his book Istoriia i 
budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and Future of Theocracy] (1887), which was 
partly based on this article.78 Solov’ëv persisted in his argument that the anti-Catholic 
Orthodox could not a priori denounce the Catholics as heretics. By systematically 
dealing with the seven ecumenical councils that were acknowledged by the Orthodox 
Church, he refuted his opponent’s allegations, pointing out that no ecumenical council 
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 Ibid. SS V pp.151-152.  
77
 Marin Terpstra explains Solov’ëv’s ambivalence to the fact that he did not clearly distinguish 
between a ‘theocratic political theology’ and a ‘representational political theology.’ M. Terpstra, 
‘God’s Case on Earth. Notes on theocracy and the political theology of Vladimir Solov’ëv’ in: W. van 
den Bercken, M. de Courten, E. van der Zweerde Vladimir Solov’ëv: Reconciler and Polemicist. 
Selected Papers of the International Solov’ëv Conference held in Nijmegen, September 1998 (LeuvenL 
Peeters, 2000) pp.428-429.  
78
 Istoriia budushchnost’ teokratii was published in Zagreb due to censorship. From the 
correspondence between Kireev and Solov’ëv it becomes clear that Kireev’s reaction was mainly based 
on ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie Tserkvi’. 
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had ever rejected either filioque or papal infallibility. He also called into doubt the 
extent to which filioque actually changed the meaning of the Orthodox faith and 
pointed to the fact that in order to qualify Catholic teaching as heresy ‘an indisputable 
and absolutely definite dogma concerning the nature and form of ecclesiastical 
administration and the organs of the ecumenical teaching ministry’ was required, but 
that such a dogma did not exist in Orthodoxy.79 Solov’ëv parried the argument of 
dogmatic development in the Catholic Church by pointing to the fact that the Eastern 
and Western Churches agreed upon the meaning of dogmatic truth, and that the 
commonly held belief that the West developed dogma, while the East preserved it, 
was not based on valid arguments.80 
Kireev was indignant of the fact that Solov’ëv, in ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie 
Tserkvi’, accused him of opposing Church (re)union. His reaction was more 
polemical and vehement than it had previously been.81 He sarcastically characterized 
Solov’ëv’s sympathy with the Orthodox in the following way: ‘What? No good! No, 
brother, swallow, I want to heal you, you are ill, here is your Roman remedy.’82 In his 
last letter to Solov’ëv, Kireev wrote that he (Solov’ëv) would never manage to turn 
the Orthodox into ‘uniates’ and that his ‘useless battle’ damaged the potential for 
Orthodox Church reform for he ‘deprived a just and useful cause of a prudent fighter 
and undermined his own authority.’ Although Kireev was of the opinion that his 
friend and opponent was ‘burying his talent for no good reason’ he also insinuated 
that if Solov’ëv would adjust his approach to polemicizing he would perhaps find him 
on his side.83 
Meanwhile, Solov’ëv considered Kireev’s reaction to ‘Dogmaticheskoe 
razvitie Tserkvi’ to have been ‘in vain’ and saw it as a ‘mistake, which he by all 
means needed to correct.’84 Using the words of Mikhail Katkov, he considered Kireev 
an ‘unconscious instrument of intrigue’. Why would the ‘last Mohican of the old, 
religious Slavophilism’ sympathize with the ‘police conservatives of Orthodoxy’ 
                                                 
79
 Dogmaticheskoe razvitie Tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvej SS XI p.10-18. 
80
 Op.cit. p.19, 50. Solov’ëv extensively dealt with Istomin’s arguments against dogmatic development. 
SS XI pp.18-64.  
81
 Kireev ‘Neskol’ko zamechanij na stat’iu V.S. Solov’ëva “Dogmaticheskoe razvitie Tserkvi, v sviazi 
s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvej”’Sochineniia II pp.233-239. 
82
 [Chto? Ne vkusno! net, brat, glotaj, ia tebia khochu lechit’, ty bolen, vot tebe rimskoe lekarstvo.] 
‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’ p.249. 
83
 [Podniatoj Vami bespoleznoj bor’boj ne pomozhete delu nashego probuzhdeniia, a polozhitel’no emu 
povredite, potomu chto lishaete pravoe i poleznoe delo umnogo bortsa, podryvaete svoj sobstvennyj 
avtoritet.] Op.cit. p.253. 
84
 Op.cit. pp.211-212. 
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meaning Konstantin Pobedonostsev cum suis? Solov’ëv wanted to know whether 
Kireev was, at that time, not at all bothered by the contradiction between the universal 
claims of the Orthodox Church and the narrow particularism of Church life, or 
between the Slavophile theory of Orthodoxy as the ‘highest synthesis of freedom and 
unity’ and the actual state of ecclesiastical power in the East.85 
We should take into account that Solov’ëv, by that time, was writing ‘out of 
anger’, as Kireev rightly observed.86 The publication of Istoriia i budushchnost’ 
teokratii was prohibited and, whereas he himself was not allowed to publish on 
religious matters, he was subject to slander in journals and newspapers on numerous 
occasions, which he of course found frustrating. However, in a subsequent letter to 
Kireev, he explained that his harsh words were not directed against Kireev personally, 
but to the ‘last Mohican of Slavophile pseudo-Orthodoxy.’ According to Solov’ëv, 
Kireev did not respond seriously to any of his questions or conclusions.87 
‘(...) I say: at least the Catholics are right from their own point of view, 
whereas we are not even right from our own point of view. And you answer: it 
is insufficient to be right from one’s own point of view. Good Lord! Who said 
sufficient? However, in any case it is better to be right at least from one’s own 
point of view, than to be (like you) wrong even according to our own 
principle.’88  
 
‘You write: holy Orthodoxy not only consists in what I have listed, but also in 
–and here I finally expected an interesting statement – in what, in what? – in 
that which prevents us from reuniting with the pope. Mother of God! Why not 
say immediately what it is that is preventing us? What kind of secret is that! It 
is both funny and sad! For if somebody asked me: in what lies the essence of 
A.A. Kireev, besides those good qualities, which I will not list here in order to 
spare your modesty, I would probably not answer: his essence lies in that 
which prevents him from properly answering my, Solov’ëv’s, questions. 
Rather, I would immediately mention that characteristic or circumstance, 
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 Op.cit. pp.219-222. 
86
 Op.cit. p.253. 
87
 Op.cit. p.223. 
88
 [Ili eshchë ia govoriu; katoliki pravy po krajnej mere so svoej tochki zreniia, togda kak my i s svoej 
ne pravy. A vy otvechaete: nedostatochno byt’ pravym s svoej tochki zreniia. Gospodi Bozhe moj! Da 
kto zhe govoril, chto dostatochno? No ved’ vo vsiakom sluchae luchshe byt’ pravym khot’ s svoej 
tochki zreniia, nezheli byt’ (kak vy) nepravym i pered sobstvennym svoim printsipom.] Op.cit. p.224. 
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which prevents him from doing so, e.g. negligence, apathy, insufficient 
interest in the cause and so on.’89 
 
Ten years later, in 1897, Solov’ëv and Kireev addressed the subject of Church 
(re)union for the last time. The direct reason for this was a letter by Solov’ëv to the 
editorial board of Novoe Vremia, which had published a report of a speech given by 
Kireev at a meeting of the Slavic Benevolent Committee. Solov’ëv considered it 
necessary to reiterate some of the things he had been saying repeatedly since 1883 
because of an ‘essential inaccuracy’ in the speech of the ‘honorable general A.A. 
Kireev.’ Most importantly, Solov’ëv stressed that he had never proposed ‘any external 
official uniia with Rome in the meaning of A.A. Kireev.’90 Kireev replied that he was 
‘pleasantly surprised,’ but also wanted to know what kind of uniia Solov’ëv then 
wanted, and what kind of relationship to the pope he recommended for the Russian 
Orthodox Church.91 What is more, in a very polemical article in which he drew a 
parallel between Solov’ëv and his arch-enemy Pobedonostsev, Kireev rhetorically 
demonstrated that Solov’ëv falsely and naively presented the Roman papacy as the 
‘panacea’ for Russian Orthodox misery.92 However, Solov’ëv clearly did not want to 
go over it again. In his distanced and restrained reaction, he first pointed out some 
instances where Kireev had incorrectly quoted him and noted further that although 
Kireev was obviously demanding some new explanations regarding the question of 
Church (re)union, he was unable to provide them, but that they would still be able to 
come to an agreement if only Kireev would come up with some ‘authentic and exact 
quotations’ in which Solov’ëv advocated a uniia in the general sense of the word.93 
Kireev replied that although Solov’ëv did not actually use the term uniia, its meaning 
was clearly implied.94 However, what confused Kireev most was that Solov’ëv would 
                                                 
89
 [Vy pishete: sviatoe pravoslavie sostoit ne tol’ko v perechislennom mnoiu, no eshchë i v tom – tut ia 
ozhidal, nakonets, interesnogo soobshcheniia – v chëm zhe, v chëm zhe? – v tom, chto prepiatstvuet 
nam soedinit’sia s papstvom. Mater’ Bozhiia! Da otchego zhe ne skazat’ priamo, chto eto takoe, chto 
prepiatstvuet? Nu chto za sekret takoj, ej Bogu! I smeshno i grustno! Ved’ esli by menia kto-nibud’ 
sprosil: v chem sut’ A.A. Kireeva, krome tekh khoroshikh kachestv, kotorye ia, shadia Vashu 
skromnost’, ne perechisliaiu, navernoe ia ne otvechal by: v tom, chto prepiatstvuet emu otvechat’, kak 
sleduet, na moi, Solov’eva, voprosy, a nazval by priamo to svojstvo ili obstoiatel’stvo, kotoroe 
prepiatstvuet, naprimer, nebrezhnost’, apatiia, nedostatochnyj interes k delu i t.p.] Op.cit. p.224. 
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 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (NV,1897) SS XI p.422. 
91
 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (NV, 1897) S II p.239. 
92
 ‘Kriticheskie zametki’ (RO,1897) S II pp.263-268. 
93
 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ RO 1897 No.7 p.474. 
94
 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (RO 1897) S II p.243.  
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only explain his idea of Church (re)union if his foreign publications – the ones Kireev 
heavily drew on were L’Idée russe [The Russian Idea] and La Russie et l’Église 
Universelle – could appear in Russia. Kireev did not see the link. If Solov’ëv had 
already published some books abroad, why did he not also publish his program about 
a reunion there?  His ‘honorable opponent was mixing the possibility to acquaint us 
[PS: the Orthodox] with his views on uniia with the right of propaganda of those 
views. And these were very different things!’95 
 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we can say that the misunderstanding between Kireev and Solov’ëv 
was three-sided: they held different interpretations of what caused the schism, they 
differed on the concept of the Universal Church, and, as a result, they came up with 
different solutions. Contrary to Kireev, for whom the schism was caused because the 
Catholic Church had dogmatically separated itself from the Universal, that is, 
Orthodox, Church, Solov’ëv held that the schism was merely the product of a 
‘temporary negative situation’ which merely involved the historical manifestations of 
the Church and not its true religious essence.96 For Solov’ëv, the unity of the abiding 
Church was a fact: in as far as the Church was the true Church, it was one. Hence the 
solution to the schism implied changing people’s attitudes by setting up a free and 
open dialogue with the West. Solov’ëv tried to overcome existing prejudices against 
the Catholic Church, and held the Orthodox Church accountable for a Church 
(re)union. In doing so, he was not blaming them for the schism,97rather he sought to 
make them aware of the lack of authority in their Church and the ‘inner contradiction’ 
that accompanied it. 
 Kireev and Solov’ëv never actually discussed Solov’ëv’s solution to the 
problem of Church (re)union. Not being receptive to Solov’ëv’s idea of Christian 
politics, Kireev failed to understand Solov’ëv’s radical call to Russian Orthodox 
society to change their attitude towards the Catholic West as a test of solidarity, 
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 ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (RS 1897) S II p.249. I have not been able to find this article in Russkoe Slovo, 
so I am not sure whether it was actually published or not. 
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 Solov’ëv ‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: VII. Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia tserkvej’ 
(Rus’, 1883) SS IV p.106. 
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 Kline writes that Solov’ëv, like Pëtr Chaadaev, lay the blame for the split between Rome and 
Constantinople in the eleventh century on the Eastern Church. ‘Reuniting the Eastern and Western 
Churches’ p.215. 
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responsibility, righteousness, meekness and faith. He wrongly assumed Solov’ëv’s 
approach to be in accordance with Slavophile teaching. Secondly, Kireev did not 
subscribe to Solov’ëv’s understanding of the condition of the Universal Church as 
externally or visibly damaged, but internally or eternally intact and one. He did not 
prove susceptive to Solov’ëv’s Trinitarian political theology and considered the 
difference between the Catholic and Orthodox visions on the visible organization of 
the Church too big. Finally, Kireev could only understand the question of Church 
reunion politically, in terms of a ‘fight’ with the ‘Roman state’, whereas for Solov’ëv 
it was only and exactly at the level of religion that the reunion of the two spiritual 
communities could be realized.98Altogether the polemic between Solov’ëv and Kireev 
reveals the fundamental differences that in their religious outlook.  
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 Kireev ‘Zamechaniia na predydushchuiu stat’iu’ ISPbSbO No.2 1884 p.19. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Vladimir S. Solov’ëv: Critic or Heir of Slavophilism? 
 
 
Introduction 
In a letter of 25 December 1888, Vladimir Solov’ëv told Mikhail Stasiulevich, editor 
of the journal Vestnik Evropy, of his plans to write an article on the disintegration of 
Slavophilism. In this letter Solov’ëv wrote: ‘In my opinion, the old Slavophilism was 
a combination of several heterogeneous elements, and primarily three: Byzantinism, 
liberalism and abdominal patriotism.’ In what Solov’ëv termed the ‘quasi-Slavophile’ 
movement of his time, he saw each of these elements developing separately, but 
abdominal patriotism was clearly most widespread.1 Solov’ëv worked out this idea in 
the article ‘Ocherki iz istorii russkoj soznaniia’ [Sketches on the History of Russian 
consciousness], which was first published in Vestnik Evropy in 1889 and later 
appeared as the first two chapters of Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii Vypusk II [The 
National Question in Russia Part Two] under the title: ‘Neskol’ko slov v zashchitu 
Petra Velikogo’ [A Few Words in Defence of Peter the Great] and ‘Slavjanofil’stvo i 
ego vyrozhdenie’ [Slavophilism and its Degeneration].2  
 As the title of the article indicates, Solov’ëv undertook a retrospective analysis 
of the development of Russian self-consciousness by using passages from Russian 
history. In this analysis, he vehemently criticized the early Slavophiles for having 
generated a kind of nationalism at the cost of true patriotism. And this was bound to 
happen, he argued, because of the contradictory motivations that lay at the bottom of 
Slavophilism and made it an ‘artificial movement’.3 Solov’ëv considered the 
nationalistic aspirations of the Slavophiles at best reflected in their idealized 
interpretation of Russian history. In the ‘Sketches’ he refuted Slavophile 
historiography and replaced it with his own. The effect of this tactical manoeuvre, 
which Solov’ëv pursued with characteristic verve, was devastating and it appeared the 
                                                 
This chapter is a revised and enlarged version of the article published in: Wil van den Bercken, Manon 
de Courten and Evert van der Zweerde (eds.) Vladimir Solovëv: Reconciler and Polemicist (Leuven: 
Peeters, 2000) pp.13-27. 
1
 [Na moj vzgliad staroe slavianofil’stvo bylo smesheniem neskol’kikh raznorodnykh elementov i 
glavnym obrazom trekh: vizantizma, liberalizma i briushnogo patriotizma. V nyneshnem quasi- 
slavianofil’stve kazhdyj iz etikh elementov vydelsia i guliaet sam po sebe kak nos majora Kobaleva.] 
Pis’ma IV p.40. 
2 SS V pp.161-180 and pp.181-252. 
3
 ‘Ocherki iz istorii russkogo soznaniia’ SS V p.181. [Hereafter cited as ‘Ocherki’] 
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Slavophiles had been banished completely from the polemical battlefield.4 A closer 
reading of the text, however, suggests that it is precisely Solov’ëv’s interpretation of 
Russian history, as exposed in the ‘Sketches’, that weakened his position as a critic 
and, to a certain extent, even undermined his opposition to Slavophilism. I shall take 
three steps in order to support this hypothesis: first, an elucidation of Solov’ëv’s 
terminology; second, a comparison of Slavophile and Solov’ëvian historiography; and 
third, a concise recapitulation of the development of Slavophilism as pictured by 
Solov’ëv.  
 
 
Terminology 
Before embarking on the ‘Sketches’, I will clarify the concepts of patriotism, 
nationalism and Slavophilism as used by Solov’ëv. 
 Solov’ëv defined his own position in the debate on the question of true 
patriotism as one that had reverted to the idea of ecumenical Christianity [vselenskoe 
khristianstvo], an idea whose significance exceeded that of any local opposition, 
despite the fact that it originated in the East and not in the West. In reaction to Pëtr 
Astaf’ev’s article ‘Natsional’noe samosoznanie i obshchechelovecheskie zadachi’ 
[National Self-Consciousness and Universal Tasks] (RO, 1890) he wrote: 
‘…to be able to serve people in its entirety, that entirety must have emerged 
somehow in actuality, that is, the people have to have had a definite national 
form and organization in order for its entirety to be realised in familiar 
institutions common to all people and which act according to commonly-
accepted laws. It is clear that patriotism obliges us to seek to improve these 
institutions, as well as the laws that embody the national unit in its entirety and 
through which it acts. And since patriotism itself is nothing other than one of 
the means of social love, it is clear that attention to the best arrangement of 
public forms demonstrates, above all an active love for people and is 
absolutely not necessarily connected to some kind of empty formalism, as 
Astaf’ev mistakenly asserts.’5 
                                                 
4 The polemics between Solov’ëv and the Slavophiles had been going on for several years. 
5
 [dlia togo, chtoby mozhno bylo sluzhit’ narodu kak tselomu, nuzhno, chtoby eta tselost’ proiavlialas’ 
kak-nibud’ real’no, to est’ chtoby narod imel opredelennuiu natsional’nuiu formu i organizatsiiu, 
chtoby ego tselost’ voploshchalas’ v izvestnykh obshchikh vsemu narodu uchrezhdeniiakh, 
dejstvuiushchikh po obshchepriznannym zakonam. Ochevidno, patriotizm obiazyvaet nas starat’sia o 
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The idea behind objective, social love was that the duties one owed to one’s fellow 
nationals did not necessarily differ from, and were more extensive than, the duties one 
owed to human beings as such. By serving the interests of social groups whose 
members were in solidarity with one other, such as in a family, tribe or among an 
entire people, one could love numerous people without necessarily having to 
physically meet them or know them personally. In this way, Solov’ëv argued, one 
could love all human beings as one’s fellow citizens and neighbors. 
 In his article on patriotism (1897) in the Brokgauz-Efron Encyclopedia (which 
he worked on from 1891 until his death in 1900), Solov’ëv defined true patriotism as: 
‘on the strength of natural love and moral obligations, putting the interest and virtue 
of the fatherland to the highest possible good, which does not separate people and 
nations, but unites them.’6 Patriotism – love of the fatherland – , is above all a 
Christian principle. It consists of natural ‘feelings of social solidarity’ underpinned by 
a religious-moral meaning. The love of one’s own people ought not to be ‘against 
others, but together with all others’. Therefore, national patriotism was only 
sanctified insofar as it contributed to the resurrection of the ‘all-embracing Kingdom 
of God’.7 
 Solov’ëv opposed this true patriotism to what he regarded as a false and 
narrow-minded nationalism. In ‘Narodnost’ s nravstvennoj tochki zreniia’ 
[Nationality from the Moral Point of View] (VE, 1895), he formulated the credo of the 
nationalists as follows: ‘we should love our nation and serve its well-being by all 
possible means, but we have the right to be indifferent to other nations; in the event 
that their national interests clash with ours, we are obliged to treat these foreign 
                                                                                                                                            
tom, chtoby eti uchrezhdeniia i zakony, v kotorykh voploshchaetsia i chrez kotorye dejstvuet 
natsional’noe edinstvo i tselost’, byli kak mozhno luchshe; a tak kak sam patriotizm est’ ne chto inoe 
kak odin iz vidov sotsial’noj liubvi, to iasno, chto zaboty o nailuchshem ustroenii obshchestvennykh 
form dokazyvaiut prezhde vsego deiatel’nuiu liubov’ k liudiam i vovse ne sviazany nepremenno s 
kakim-to pustym formalizmom, kak oshibochno utverzhdaet g. Astaf’ev.] ‘Samosoznanie ili 
samodovol’stvo?’ [Self-Consciousness or Self-Satisfaction] (RO, 1890) SS V p.359-360. [Italics 
according to the Brussels edition] 
6 [v silu estestvennoj liubvi i nravstvennykh obiazannostej k svoemu otechestvu polagat’ ego interes i 
dostoinstvo glavnym obrazom v tekh vysshikh blagakh, kotorye ne razdeliaiut, a soediniaiut liudej i 
narody. ‘Patriotizm’ in: K. Arsen’ev (red.) Entsiklopedicheskij slovar’ (SPb, 1897) T.XXIII p.37-38, 
SS X p.253-254. 
7
 Op.cit. p.36-37, SS X pp.252-253. [Italics according to the original] 
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nations with hostility.’8 Two years later, in 1897, Solov’ëv wrote the entry on 
nationalism in the Brokgauz-Efron Encyclopedia, which echoed the same sentiments, 
though presented more academically: ‘Nationalism is the transformation of a living 
national self-consciousness into an abstract [PS: dead] principle which places “the 
national” in absolute opposition to “the universal” and “the native” in absolute 
opposition to “the foreign”.9 To put it differently: nationalism is absolute patriotism, 
which is no longer conditioned by universalism. 
 Although the articles on patriotism and nationalism were written for the 
Encyclopedia, one can reasonably accept that these definitions are Solov’ëv’s own, 
given the striking similarities with the ideas voiced in his publitsistika.  
 Solov’ëv relied on history to illustrate his definition of nationalism. 
Significant historical events always have a threefold character, he argued: personal, 
national and universal, depending on personal skills, the national environment and 
results of universal significance, respectively. When the national character is stressed 
exclusively at the expense of other aspects, history becomes ahistorical. In addition, 
moral values such as solidarity and altruism are renounced. In general, the mistake of 
theorists of nationalism such as Nikolaj Danilevskij, he contended, was that they 
separated ‘that which was, in reality, indissolubly connected’: individuals, nations and 
humankind.10 Furthermore, instead of maintaining some kind of separation between 
cultural-historical types [smena], to which Danilevskij subscribed, Solov’ëv 
advocated the drawing together and unification [sobiranie/ ob”edinenie] of cultural-
historical types under one universal culture, the most significant example of which 
was the Roman empire.11 
 According to Solov’ëv, the history of those nations12 that have played a role in 
the history of mankind demonstrates a significance that does not lie in the national, 
but in the supranational, i.e. in the universal. He concluded that a nation does not live 
                                                 
8
 [My dolzhny liubit’ svoj narod i sluzhit’ ego blagu vsemi sredstvami, a k prochim narodam imet’ 
pravo byt’ ravnodushnymi; v sluchae zhe stolknoveniia ikh nationsl’nykh interesov s nashimi my 
obiazany otnosit’sia k etim chuzhim narodam vrazhdebno.] SS VIII p.309. 
9 [prevrashchenie zhivogo narodnogo samosoznaniia v otvlechennyj printsip, utverzhdaiushchij 
“natsional’noe” – kak bezuslovnuiu protivopolozhnost’ “universal’nogo” i “svoe rodnoe” – kak 
bezuslovnuiu protivopolozhnost’ “chuzhezemnogo”. ‘Natsionalizm’ in: K. Arsen’ev (red.) 
Entsiklopedicheskij slovar’ (SPb, 1897) T.XXa p.710, SS XII p.607. 
10 Ibid. p.710 resp. p.607. 
11 
‘Rossiia i Evropa’ [Russia and Europe] (VE, 1888) SS V pp.85, 105-106. 
12 Solov’ëv alternated between the words ‘narod’ and ‘natsiia’ without making any clear distinction. 
Whereas ‘natsiia’ can only be read as ‘nation’ (though whether politically, geographically or 
ethnographically determined, remains unambiguous), ‘narod’ was used by Solov'ëv in many different 
ways: as a people (nation), as the common people (prostoj narod), as ‘narodnost’’ (national identity).  
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in its own name, but in the name of an idea, whose importance exceeds all else –
something essential by which it can serve the entire world. To illustrate this, he 
pointed to Spain as an example, in its struggle against Islam and its dissemination of 
Christian belief in Latin America, to Italy for its civilizing influence [kul’turnaia 
vliianie] through literature and philosophy, to Germany as the intellectual and artistic 
successor of Italy, to France for defending Enlightenment ideals during the French 
Revolution, and to Russia for the contributions of Tsar Peter the Great and Aleksandr 
Pushkin. All these nations directly affirmed themselves in what Solov’ëv regarded as 
the good, the true and the beautiful. Their works were of universal interest and 
benefit, and thus good for all, not just for Spaniards, French, Germans etc.13 
 To be capable of great deeds and contribute thereby to the development of 
mankind, a nation had to first acquire a sense of self-awareness. Consciousness, 
Solov’ëv argued, was linked linguistically to conscience and implied having a 
negative relation (in a sense critical and condemning) to oneself.14 On the occasion of 
the last Greek-Turkish War in 1897, Solov’ëv wrote: ‘From nations and kingdoms, 
just as from separate individuals, the Christian spirit demands, most of all, a 
dissatisfaction with oneself and an aspiration for perfection. Life can neither be truly 
maintained, nor improved, without this.’15 
 Now, only the concept of Slavophilism remains to be elucidated. 
Unfortunately, Solov’ëv did not manage to write an article on Slavophilism in the 
Brokgauz-Efron Encyclopedia, so here we have to rely solely on the ‘Ocherki’. 
 To Solov’ëv, Slavophilism was the process by which the Russian nation 
became self-aware. He distinguished three phases of development. Originally, the 
movement focused on specifically Russian traditions, customs and forms of life. The 
Slavophiles responded to the government measures regarding a European dress code 
that prohibited men from wearing beards or Asian caftans, and promoted European 
garments instead. In fact, the Slavophiles turned away from all forms of Westernism 
in Russia in order to preserve Russian identity [samobytnost’]. A new phase started in 
1853 and was characterized by the fight against Western thought and religion. In his 
                                                 
13 
‘Narodnost’ s nravstvennoj tochki zreniia’ [Nationality from the Moral Point of View] (VE, 1895) SS 
VIII pp.319-327. 
14 
‘Samosoznanie ili samodovol’stvo’ (RO, 1890) SS V p.353. 
15 [Ot narodov i tsarstv, kak i ot otdel’nykh lits, khristianskij dukh prezhde vsego trebuet nedovol’stva 
soboiu i stremleniia k sovershenstvu. Bez etogo nevozmozhno ni dejstvitel’noe sokhranenie, ni 
uluchshenie zhizni.] ‘Vostochnyj vopros’ [The Eastern Question] (Rus,’ 1897) SS X p.43. [Italics 
according to the Brussels edition]. 
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spiritual battle [dukhovnaia bor’ba], Khomiakov specifically turned against 
Protestantism, Catholicism and Rationalism. Catholicism had realized church unity at 
the cost of individual freedom, whereas Protestantism had sacrificed it in its drive for 
individual freedom and sovereignty. The Christian East, in contrast, had managed to 
forge a synthesis of unity and freedom in love.16 
 According to Solov’ëv, Khomiakov confused what was an abstract ideal for 
the church with the actual situation faced by the Orthodox church in Russia, which 
was in fact subordinate to the state. Instead of urging the Orthodox community in 
Russia to support the idea and fight for the establishment of a state-independent 
church, Khomiakov chose to promote this ideal to the Western world, setting Russia 
as an example. In the eyes of Solov’ëv, he thereby denied the practical task and the 
moral obligation of Christianity. Solov’ëv found this so-called ‘Byzantine’ element to 
be prevalent in the Slavophilism of the time: the misconception that religion afforded 
a passive sense of superiority and exclusivenes, rather than embodying a pro-active 
attitude which demanded concrete acts from society in its struggle towards social 
justice.17 
 A third phase of social and political engagement began in the development of 
Slavophilism with the memorandum ‘O vnutrennem sostoianii Rossii’ [On the 
Internal State of Russia], which Konstantin Aksakov submitted to Tsar Alexander II 
on his accession to the throne in 1855.18 The Slavophiles directed a devastating 
critique at Russia’s social and political condition that identified the deficits of Russian 
life and demanded improvement hereby. In so doing, they sided with what Solov’ëv 
thought was the best of liberalism and proved themselves to be righteous patriots.19 
Unfortunately, this liberalism of the Slavophiles (exemplified, for instance, by Ivan 
Aksakov, Iurij Samarin and Aleksandr Koshelev) was only shortlived. Whereas the 
Byzantine element that characterized Slavophilism from the beginning suppressed a 
true, universal and pro-active understanding of Christianity, the liberal aspect and its 
                                                 
16 
‘Ocherki’ SS V pp.183-185 and pp.188-189.  
17 Op.cit. pp.189 and pp.164-165. Solov’ëv was convinced that Russia would overcome its Byzantinism 
and bring about Christian unity. See, for example, ‘Vizantizm i Rossii’ [Byzantinism and Russia] (VE, 
1896). 
18 The memorandum, including its accompanying letter to the Tsar, was first published in Rus’ in 1881. 
For a translation, see Marc Raeff’s Russian Intellectual History pp.230-251. 
19 
‘Ocherki’ SS V pp.212-215. 
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claim for universal human rights gradually faded into the background and were 
overshadowed by successive movements.20  
 Though Slavophilism dissolved as a mode of thought, it left traces of 
nationalism which maintained a strong presence in Russian politics and religion. Its 
dissolution was due to the inner contradiction on which Slavophile doctrine was 
based: a contradiction between aspirations to improve Russia’s political, social and 
religious situation, on the one hand, and claims that the Russians were the only truly 
Christian people and that Christianity had already been fully realized in Russia, on the 
other. According to Solov’ëv, this was an inner contradiction between true patriotism, 
which was compatible with universalism, and the exclusive nationalism, or 
particularism,21 that characterized the Slavophile doctrine. It was his goal to prove 
that nationalism, being the true core of this doctrine, triumphed over patriotism in the 
end. Solov’ëv levelled sharp criticism at the Slavophiles. He even went as far as 
saying that: ‘(...) in the system of Slavophile views, there is no legitimate [zakonnyj] 
place for religion as such (...)’; and: ‘For the Slavophiles, Orthodoxy is nothing but an 
attribute of Russian nationality [narodnost’]; only for this reason was it the true 
religion in the end, because the Russian people so professed it.’ [italics after the 
Brussels edition].22 Ivan Kireevskij’s so-called “conversion” to Orthodoxy served to 
underpin this allegation.23 
 This brings us to another important point. Despite the fact that Solov’ëv 
divided the Slavophile movement into three groups, as we will see later on, he made 
no distinctions between any of its members. So when Kireevskij’s Orthodox 
conviction was motivated by his adoration of the Russian people, Solov’ëv concluded 
                                                 
20 [Veroiatno za etu zaslugu im dano bylo ne dozhit’ do togo vremeni, kogda stalo iasno, chto plevely, 
poseiannye imi zhe vmeste s dobrym zernom, gorazdo sil’nee etogo poslednego na russkoj pochve i 
groziat sovsem zapolonit’ vse pole nashego obshchestvennogo soznaniia i zhizni.] ‘Ocherki’ SS V 
pp.215-216. [V slavianofil’stve zakliuchalsia zarodysh istinnogo, universal’nogo ponimaniia 
khristianstva. Etot zarodysh (…) u starykh slavianofilov byl zakryt, a u ikh preemnikov “pravoj 
fraktsii” sovershenno zaglushen i podavlen chuzhdymi i priamo vrazhdebnymi elementami.] 
‘Zamechaniia na lektsiiu P.N. Miliukova’ [Remarks on the Lecture of P.N. Miliukov] (VFP, 1893) SS 
VI p.427.  
21 In this article, Solov’ëv did not use the word particularism, he only described it: ‘iskliuchitel’noe 
utverzhdenie’, ‘obosoblenie kazhdogo naroda v smysle otritsatel’nom’, ’iskliuchitel’nye natsional’nye 
interesy’. He did use the term, however, in ‘Vizantizm i Rossia’ (1896, VE). SS VII p.319. 
22 
‘Ocherki’ SS V p.185. 
23
 ‘Ocherki’ SS V pp.185-186; ‘Novaia zashchita starogo slavianofil’stva (Otvet D.F. Samarinu)’ [A 
New Defense of Old Slavophilism (A Response to D.F. Samarin] (NV, 1890) SS V p.255. Following 
Aleksandr Herzen (though without referring to him) Solov’ëv recalled that the ‘former rationalist’ 
Kireevskij had converted to Orthodoxy upon having witnessed the childlike faith of the Russian people 
praying to the icon of the Mother of God, by virtue of which, he believed, the icon became holy and 
capable of performing miracles. 
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that love for the Russian people formed the basis of belief for all the Slavophiles. 
When Konstantin Aksakov fought for social justice and freedom of speech, this 
automatically became part of Slavophile doctrine. Similarly, Khomiakov’s definition 
of church immediately became the Slavophiles’ conception of church. Solov’ëv did 
not consider it necessary to differentiate between the members of a group. Obviously, 
he considered the early Slavophiles to be a homogeneous group, unlike present-day 
scholars who are careful to emphasize substantial differences between individual 
Slavophile thinkers. I am thinking in particular of Peter Christoff, who wrote: ‘there is 
no Slavophilism at all, but only a number of individual Slavophiles’.24  Likewise 
Wilhelm Goerdt, who, in his companion Russische Philosophie, devoted a special 
chapter to the fluctuation of the definitions of Slavophilism and Westernism.25 
 
Now that we are familiar with Solov’ëv’s terminology and the perception of 
Christianity behind it, let us move on to the comparison between Slavophile 
historiography and Solov’ëvian historiography. 
 
 
Slavophile historiography26 according to Solov’ëv 
I am purposely using the term ‘historiography’ in its broadest sense,27 and not 
‘philosophy of history’ because the ‘Sketches’ (and particularly the first part, later 
known as ‘A Few Words in Defence of Peter the Great’), do not provide a systematic 
account of the course of history in general, such as, for example, that set forth by 
Georg Hegel in his Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Geschichte [Lectures on the 
Philosophy of History] (1832-1845). Solov’ëv did not attack the Slavophiles for 
systematic reasons concerning the workings of history, but with respect to methods 
and content: the historical discourse and the way it was established. It should be noted 
                                                 
24 Christoff wrote four different volumes on Samarin, Aksakov, Kireevskij and Chomiakov. Christoff 
An Introduction to Nineteenth Century Russian Slavophilism. A Study in Ideas Vol.I-IV (‘s-
Gravenhage: Mouton), 1961-c1991) Vol.I p.8.  
25 Goerdt Russische Philosophie [Sonderausgabe] (Freiburg/München: Verlag Karl Alber, 1995) 
pp.262-272. 
26 In fact, there was no “official” Slavophile historiography, directly anchored in a recognized study on 
the history of Russia. 
27 See: Volker Reinhardt (Hg.) Hauptwerke der Geschichtsschreibung : ‘(...) vorausgesetzt, sie 
bedienen sich des historischen Diskurses, der Vergangenheit als Argument zur Rechtfertigung bzw. 
Einforderung von Strukturen in der Gegenwart. Denn darin besteht ja ganz überwiegend die raison 
d’être der Historiographie von der Antike zumindest bis an die Schwelle des Historismus, 
uneingestanden und entsprechend verschämt, weil dem neuen Methodenpostulat widersprechend, aber 
auch danach.’ (Stuttgart: Alfred Kröner Verlag, 1997) p.xi. 
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that one of the few sources to which Solov’ëv referred was Konstantin Aksakov’s 
aforementioned ‘Memorandum on the internal situation in Russia’. 
 According to Solov’ëv, there was a contradiction in the historiography of the 
early Slavophiles who claimed that Russia’s problems originated with Peter the Great 
when he imported European principles to Russia. They idealized Russian history 
before Peter the Great – particularly Muscovite Russia – which they regarded as being 
characterized by a harmony between the church, the state and the people.In pre-
Petrine times, true Christian principles were being preserved and were not yet affected 
by European rationalism. These principles were retained by the Russian people and 
offered the solution to Russia’s problems. 
 Solov’ëv reproached the Slavophiles for confusing their ideals with historical 
facts.28 He pointed out that slavery had existed long before Peter the Great and that 
the schism between old and new believers corresponded just as little to the Slavophile 
ideal of harmony and unity as the state’s prosecution of the raskolniki, or Old 
Believers, who had rejected Patriarch Nikon’s reforms in the seventeenth century. 
 Solov’ëv conveyed the content of Slavophile historiography in a minimal way, 
which is highly questionable. Nonetheless, he readily identified its weak spot and 
instead of dealing with this only all-too flagrant contradiction, he endeavoured to 
replace his opponent’s discourse on history with his own interpretation of Russian 
history.  
 
 
Solov’ëvs historiography of Russia 
Kievan Russia-Peter the Great 
In the first part of the ‘Sketches’, Solov’ëv presented his historiography, which he 
believed was in full opposition to that of the Slavophiles. According to Solov’ëv, 
Russia’s troubles had started with Muscovite Russia; it was Peter the Great who had 
‘alleviated Russia’s indigenous plagues’ by introducing European elements and had 
introduced Russia to true universal Christianity (in the full spirit of Kievan Russia).29 
                                                 
28 
‘Ocherki’ SS V pp.188, 209. 
29
 Interestingly, Solov’ëv’s representation of Tsar Peter the Great in the ‘Sketches’ almost literally 
coincides with the foreword to Istoriia i budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and Future of Theocracy] 
(Zagreb, 1887), which was twice barred from publication in Russia. Cf. SS V pp.169-175 to SS IV 
pp.224-249. Solov’ëv first defended Peter the Great in an unpublished article ‘Kogda byl ostavlen 
russkij put’ i kak na nego vernut’sia (Po povodu ‘Zametki o vnutrennem sostoianii Rossii)’ [When the 
Russian Path was Abandoned and How to Return to It] in: Pasin, V. Vladimir Solov’ëv v krasnom roge. 
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 He saw the rule Peter the Great as the continuation of Kievan Russia: first, 
because cultural life flourished; second, because Russia once again took part in world 
history, and third, because Peter the Great, being a true Christian patriot, put 
Christianity into practice by ‘exchanging Russia’s national idolatry for a belief that 
contained mankind as a whole’.30 
 The abolishment of the patriarchate and the founding of the Holy Synod 
testified to Peter’s ‘providential wisdom’. After the schism in the Russian church, the 
position of the patriarchate had weakened considerably and had to be replaced. Peter 
the Great ignored both extreme movements, supported on opposite and respective 
poles by old believers and new, and installed the Holy Synod. Solov’ëv had this to 
say: ‘Good and courageous officers, to whom the administration of church affairs had 
been trusted, allowed the new Russia to quietly undergo the process of European 
education.31 In the context of Solov’ëv’s difficult relationship with Konstantin 
Pobedonostsev, chief procurator of the Holy Synod at the time, this statement was, of 
course, highly provocative and the meaning of such an ode to Peter the Great, must no 
doubt be put into a rhetorical and polemical perspective.32  
 
Byzantine-Muscovite Russia 
The next matter in which Solov’ëv differed totally from the Slavophiles was 
Muscovite Russia. Solov’ëv regarded Muscovite Russia as having inflicted the 
‘inevitable, but tedious and heavy growing pains’ [bolezn’ rosta] in Russian history. It 
had a national-political task to fulfil, namely to build a strong state. This mission 
[missiia] was accomplished by the Russian Church, which, besides advocating the 
idea of the Grand Prince as the God-appointed ruler and judge of the people subjected 
to him also introduced the autocratic model of Byzantium into Russia.33 
                                                                                                                                            
Literaturno-kraevedcheskij ocherk (Briansk: Grani, 1994) pp.34-43. According to Sergej Solov’ëv, the 
ideas contained in this article were reproduced in the article ‘O dukhovnoj vlasti v Rossii’ [On Clerical 
Power in Russia] (Rus’, 1881), but this is only partly true, for Solov’ëv only mentions Peter the Great 
once. 
30 
‘Ocherki’ SS V p.161. 
31 Op.cit. p.174. 
32 That Solov’ëv touched upon a tricky point becomes all the more clear when we read Nicholas V. 
Riasanovsky’s statement: ‘The Slavophile denunciation of Peter the Great came to be regarded, on the 
whole correctly, as the hallmark of the movement, as its particularly characteristic trait, and as its main 
contrast with the Westernizers.’ The Image of Peter the Great in Russian History and Thought (New 
York, NJ etc.: Oxford University Press, 1985) p.146. 
33
 ‘Ocherki’ SS V p.165-168. Ivan IV, the Terrible, was the first Muscovite ruler to be crowned Tsar 
with the approval of the Eastern patriarchs. Calling himself an ‘autocrat’, he emphasized the fact that 
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 According to Solov’ëv, the Russian Church had united Russia into one 
common land by assembling the holdings of individual princes after the collapse of 
the Kievan State. The Church had unified the Russian people, had taught the people to 
read and write, had generated national awareness, and so on. In this context, Solov’ëv 
referred to the historical account Tserkov’ i gosudarstvo. Protiv grafa L. Tolstogo 
[State and Church. Against Count L. Tolstoj] written by Archbishop Nikanor. 
Solov’ëv praised him for the ‘clarity, eloquence and historical reliability’ with which 
he touched upon the foundations of church-state relations in Russia. It is in fact the 
only explicitly mentioned source on which Solov’ëv based his historiography.34 
 The Russian Church’s political mission of building a strong state prevailed 
over its religious task. Besides, as a result of certain historical conditions, such as 
Russia’s isolation from Europe during the Mongolian Yoke, the non-civilized 
influence of Mongolia, and the one-sided, continuous influence of Byzantium, 
Russian society became estranged from Christian universalism and developed Russian 
Orthodox nationalism instead. The myth of the Third Rome and the end of Mongolian 
domination further stimulated Russia’s sense of self-esteem. In addition to its 
autocratic paradigm, Muscovite Russia also took up the Byzantine ‘formal 
religiousness’, that is, an ‘exclusive orthodoxy’ and ‘ritual piety’, without stressing, 
however, the moral duties of the people and without putting Christian doctrine into 
practice.35 Any notion of Christian politics (as preached by Solov’ëv) was therefore 
lacking. The result was, according to Solov’ëv, a very passive religion which carried 
no urge to fight for social justice. Political affairs were totally separated from social, 
moral and religious affairs. Moreover, because autocracy had been copied from 
Byzantium, the Russian Church, paradoxically, had become totally subjected to the 
state, an institution which, in Solov’ëv’s eyes, had come into being thanks to the 
Church itself. Solov’ëv emphasized this paradox, stating that this ‘fundamental fact’ 
of Russian history was anchored in the council of Moscow of 1667.36  Again, it was 
Peter the Great, who, in an act of self-condemnation, brought an end to this situation 
and picked up where Kievan Russia had left off. 
                                                                                                                                            
he held complete power and that he was a sovereign. Riasanovsky A History of Russia (New 
York/Oxford: Oxford University Press, (1963) 2005) p.131. 
34
 ‘Ocherki’ SS V pp.166-167. Tserkov’ i gosudarstvo. Protiv grafa L.Tolstogo (Odessa: Tip-khromo-
litografiia E.I. Fesenko, 1890). 
35 Op.cit. p.164. 
36
 Ibid. pp.168-9. 
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 Solov’ëv’s unorthodox swipe at Byzantium highlighted the differences 
between his conception of Christian learning and Slavophile orthodox doctrine. A 
clash between the two Christian worldviews was inevitable. 
 
To expose the contradiction that dominated the Slavophile interpretation of Russian 
history, Solov’ëv pointed to their untenable position regarding Peter the Great.37 
Employing what I call the ‘naoborot [inversion]-argument’, Solov’ëv did not merely 
refute Slavophile historiography, but strived to prove the opposite. And so, Peter the 
Great was transformed into a ‘true Christian patriot’, and pious Moscovite Russia 
converted to paganism. Solov’ëv applied the ‘naoborot-argument’ to other favorite 
Slavophile topics after which Russian ‘pravoslavie’ became  ‘pravoslavnichanie’38 
and ‘love of the people’ became idolatry [idolopoklonstvo] deriving from egocentric 
feelings. 
 The first impression of Solov’ëv’s critique of Slavophilism is strong and 
devastating. His polemical skills are beyond reproach. The ‘naoborot-argument’ is 
particularly persuasive in convincing readers that the Slavophiles had it all wrong and 
especially successful in widening the gap between the Slavophiles and Solov’ëv. 
Seemingly diametrically opposed, the reader is convinced that they had absolutely 
nothing in common. This, however, is only partially true, as striking similarities are 
indeed present. 
 Both the Slavophiles and Solov’ëv (mis)used Russian history to justify their 
own perceptions, meanwhile attempting to seek the “true” meaning of these historical 
events and to raise awareness among the people.39 They were both certain that Russia 
was a Christian nation and that its ‘delo’ [cause] was of universal-Christian 
importance.40 Also (perhaps superfluously, seeing as they were all Christians), they 
                                                 
37 
 Riasanovsky brought the historical views of Sergej Solov’ëv  and Vladimir Solov’ëv on Tsar Peter 
the Great together in the aforementioned study The Image of Peter the Great in Russian History and 
Thought. However, no cross-reference is made, though similarities between the quoted passages are 
striking. Cf: pp.154-164 with pp.226-229. 
38
 Neologism of Solov’ëv which means as much as ‘loose talk about Orthodoxy’. 
39
 In the first paragraph of his defense of Tsar Peter the Great,  Solov’ëv declared to ‘stand for the 
meaning of Russian history, for the true significnace of the Russian state.’ SS VI p.161. This paragraph 
differs from the original. 
40
 Vladimir Malachov calls this ‘nationaler Entwurf’, i.e. ‘die Tendenz zu einer Selbstdeutung, die die 
nationale Spezifik als exklusives Phänomen mit universalem Anspruch interpretiert’, ‘Nationale 
Imagination und nationale Philosophie’ in: Hohenheimer Protokolle: Russische religiöse Philosophie. 
Das wiedergewonne Erbe Aneignung und Distanz (Stuttgart: Akademie der Diözese Rottenburg-
Stuttgart, 1992) p.121. 
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believed in a ‘Heilsgeschichte’, in which the working of God was central. Finally, 
their historiographies contain four similar elements: 
 The first is an organic conception of history, one typical of nineteenth-century 
historical thought. Every historical process was divided into a period of growth, 
flourish, and fruit-bearing. This stressed the natural continuation of history, which had 
been, in the opinion of the Slavophiles, disturbed by Peter the Great. All phenomena, 
no matter of what kind, whether social, political, or economic, were subject to the 
laws of history and could therefore be explained by means of history.41 This applied 
not only to the present, but also to the past and future. Retrospectively, history helped 
to understand the past; projectively it served to foresee the future. 
Secondly, both sides clearly lacked the desire to use written sources to 
underpin their discourses, and neither was overly concerned with formulating 
concrete, historical arguments based on fact. The omission of relevant facts and the 
idealization of historical periods and historic figures instead became a hallmark of 
their work.42 
Thirdly, both rely on a moralization of history resulting from their normative 
judgements of people and events in history. Solov’ëv levied his understanding of 
Christian universalism as his main criterion. He interpreted the reforms of Peter the 
Great as ‘religious-moral acts of self-condemnation’ and made Ivan the Terrible the 
new scapegoat. The Slavophiles equated Russian nationality [narodnost’] with ‘pure’ 
Christianity and, consequently, anything Western was labelled ‘pagan’. 
Lastly, as follows from the examples mentioned above, moralization often 
involved dichotomization. This result was an extreme black and white account of 
history that involved extensive and often unqualified labelling. For example, Solov’ëv 
categorically marked all phenomena and persons as either Christian, patriotic, social, 
and good, or particularistic, nationalist, egoistic, and bad.  
 
By virtue of these four arguments, one is bound to admit that although Solov’ëv 
discarded the content of Slavophile historiography, he stuck to its method in several 
respects. In particular, by striving to prove the opposite (the ‘naoborot-argument), 
Solov’ëv undermined his own status as a shrewd critic of Slavophilism. Further 
                                                 
41
 For example, the Slavophiles claimed history had proven that brotherly love, rather than juridical 
rights and duties, was the principle of Russian social life. 
42 On Solov’ëv’s understanding of history and the method of speculative reason, see: M. de Courten 
History, Sophia and the Russian Nation pp.135-137 and 148-151. 
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investigation will show whether Solov’ëv proceeded with this problematic method for 
polemical and rhetorical reasons or was he just a “bad” historian in the sense that he 
placed little weight on providing a factual account of history?43 Though his credibility 
as a critic was damaged, his critique of the contradiction in Slavophile historiography 
stood up.44 Whether (and how) his damaged credibility may have affected his main 
critique, that Slavophilism was, in fact, based on nationalism, still remains to be seen. 
 
 
The historical development of Slavophilism: from national self-consciousness to 
extreme nationalism 
Solov’ëv divided the Slavophiles into three groups, each of which I will discuss in 
turn. The first group consists of the ‘old Slavophiles’ also called ‘dreamers’ or 
‘phantasizers’, to which Solov’ëv counted: Sergej Aksakov (1791-1859), the brothers 
Konstantin and Ivan Aksakov (1817-1860) (1823-1886), Ivan Kireevskij (1806-1856), 
Aleksandr Khomiakov (1804-1860), Iurij Samarin (1819-1876) and Aleksandr 
Koshelev (1806-1883). Solov’ëv considered them to be the founders of Russian 
nationalism. The second group consisted of ‘realists with phantasy, but without 
ideals’. Solov’ëv regarded Mikhail Katkov (1818-1887) as their main representative, 
and also considered Nikolaj Liubimov (1830-1897), Aleksandr Georgievskij (1830-
1911) and Aleksandr Nikitenko (1804-1877), who are less known in Russian 
intellectual history, to form part of the ensemble.45  According to Solov’ëv, they had 
brought Slavophile ideas into practice, forming a constitutive link between the early 
Slavophiles and the extreme nationalists. 
 The third group consisted of ‘extreme nationalists’, also called ‘pseudo-
patriots’ and ‘obscurantists’: realists without imagination, with neither ideals nor 
ideas. Because they had no feelings of shame and therefore no moral conscience, 
Solov’ëv ranked them lower than animals. The main representative was Kiprian 
                                                 
43
 In the debate on the question of Church union, Solov’ëv’s opponents advanced historical refutations 
in order to balance his one-sided historical account of the development of the Catholic and Orthodox 
Churches. See Chapter IV; Kline pp.214-215; De Courten p.479.  
44
 It should be noted that Aleksandr Pypin had already pointed out that Slavophile historiography 
lacked factual proof and was based on idealistic strivings. ‘Slavianofil’stvo: Istoricheskie 
obshchestvennye idealy slavianofil’stva’ in: Istoricheskie ocherki: kharakteristiki literaturnykh mnenij 
ot dvadtsatykh do piatidesiatykh godov (St. Peterburg: Tipografiia M. Stasiulevich, 1890) [izd. 2-oe] 
pp.292-348. 
45
 Liubimov (1830-1897) was a physicist and publicist, affiliated with Russkij Vestnik. He wrote a book 
M.N. Katkov i ego istoricheskaia zasluga [M.N. Katkov and his historical merit] which was sharply 
criticized by Solov’ëv. 
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Iarosh (1854-?) who published an article entitled ‘Inostrannye i russkie kritiki Rossii’ 
[Foreign and Russian Critics of Russia] (RV, 1891) in which he opposed Solov’ëv’s 
critical attitude towards nationalism or national egoism.  
I will now provide a concise recapitulation of the three periods of 
Slavophilism as discussed by Solov’ëv.  
 
The Early Slavophiles46 
The aspect of early Slavophilism that Solov’ëv focused on primarily was the criticism 
of society and government by the Aksakov brothers, Samarin, Koshelev and the 
young Katkov. Despite his faith in Russia as ‘the only truly Christian people’, 
Konstantin Aksakov had the courage to denounce the demoralization of the society 
and the corruption of the regime. As mentioned above, Solov’ëv frequently referred to 
Aksakov’s Memorandum of 1855. According to Aksakov, the Russian people were a-
political: they had ceded the right to rule and legislate to the government, while 
maintaining their right to opinion [pravo mneniia] and to freedom of speech [pravo 
slova]. Aksakov placed freedom of speech, a right belonging the people, in total 
opposition to the right to act [pravo dejstviia], which only belonged to the 
government. Thus, Aksakov wanted to achieve a situation in which the state had 
absolute power, whereas full freedom was guaranteed to the people. Solov’ëv made 
two objections. First, Solov’ëv certainly considered public opinion [publichnoe slovo] 
to be an act, and therefore disagreed with Aksakov on this count (not regarding 
freedom of speech as an act). Second, he pointed out that freedom of speech and 
public opinion automatically implied a reduction of the power of the state.47 
 Having identified this weakness in Aksakov’s reasoning regarding freedom of 
speech, Solov’ëv proceeded to say that Aksakov’s Memorandum marked the dawning 
of a new period of Slavophilism. Namely, its theoretical ideas were now being put 
into practice and the nationalistic core of Slavophilism had now been revealed. 
                                                 
46
 Solov’ëv stated that his view on early Slavophilism was largely foudned on Pypin’s critique of 
Slavophilism as expounded in Istoricheskie ocherki: kharakteristiki literaturnykh mnenij ot dvadtsatykh 
do piatidesiatykh godov. SS V p.193, note 92. However, Pypin’s treatment of Slavophilism only 
considered the period between 1820 and 1850, thus excluding Konstantin Aksakov’s Memorandum of 
1855, which was so important in  Solov’ëv’s assessment. Also Pypin was milder in his tone than 
Solov’ëv, focusing on their line of thought rather than on their achievement in politics and social 
affairs. 
47
 SS V pp.200, 204-207. In an earlier critique of the Memorandum, Solov’ëv merely opposed the 
Slavophile thesis that Russia had abandoned its way under Tsar Peter the Great. ‘Kogda byl ostavlen 
ruskkij put’ i kak na nego vernut’sia (Po povdou ‘Zametki o vnutrennem sostoianii Rossii)’ in: Pasin, 
V. Vladimir Solov’ëv krasnom roge. Literaturno-istoricheskij ocherk (Brians: Grani, 1994) pp.34-43. 
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The Idea Men 
For Solov’ëv, Mikhail Katkov was the main representative of the second period of 
Slavophilism. Katkov carried on the cult of the people, not in the name of their 
Christian vices as the early Slavophiles had done, but because of their ‘national force’ 
[narodnaia sila]. Katkov was uncertain as to what kind of force this was exactly, but 
he was convinced that it rose up like a storm, unexpectedly and irresistibly, in 
millions of people. To Katkov, the state was the absolute embodiment of this national 
force.48 
 Solov’ëv’s main critique of Katkov concerned his worship of the Russian 
people as an absolute force and his attendant denial of the impact of universal ideas on 
reality. In his opinion, it was impossible to discern universal truth, but not ascribe to it 
the highest importance. A choice between national preferences and universal 
principles had to be made. To Solov’ëv, this was only a transition period in the 
development of Russian social consciousness.49 
 
The Obscurantists 
In the end, society made this choice: 
‘The principal rejection of truth as such in favor of national preferences, the 
rejection of justice as such in the name of national self-interest – this 
denunciation of the true God, of reason and of human conscience has today 
become the ruling dogma of our public opinion.’50  
 
Obscurantism was marked by a total absence of Christian universal values such as 
social justice and solidarity. ‘The national,’ as opposed to ‘the foreign,’ became the 
obscurantists’ absolute criterion; thus, determining ‘the national’ [svoe narodnoe] was 
of utmost importance.51 Solov’ëv demonstrated the groundlessness and absurdity of 
this position, underscoring the fact that Slavophile doctrine itself (especially that 
propounded by Ivan Aksakov and Mikhail Katkov) drew heavily on foreign sources, 
                                                 
48
 SS V p.217-218. 
49
 SS V p.220. 
50
 [Printsipial’noe otverzhenie istiny tak takovoj vo imia natsional’nykh vkusov, otverzhenie 
spravedlivosti tak takovoj vo imia natsional’nogo svoekorystiia – eto otrechenie ot istinnogo Boga, ot 
razuma i ot sovesti chelovechskoj sdelalos’ teper’ gospodstvuiushchim dogmatom nashego 
obshchestvennogo mneniia.] SS V p.220. 
51SS V p.230. 
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in particular, the French reactionary Joseph de Maistre (1753-1821).52 Earlier in the 
text, Solov’ëv had already identified a connection between Schelling’s positive 
philosophy and Katkov’s adoration of the people as an elementary strength.53 
 
And, according to Solov’ëv, this is how Slavophilism as a process of national 
consciousness, ended: it had undermined itself. Because of a steadily growing inner 
contradiction, it finally destroyed itself. It had undergone three phases: there had first 
been a theoretical idea, followed by the realization of this idea in society and, finally, 
the radicalization of the idea had created to an untenable, absurd contradiction. It was 
Solov’ëv’s goal to prove that early Slavophilism already contained a germ of 
nationalism that would have inevitably revealed itself in due time. He attempted to 
exemplify this using his conception of history: ‘(...) the history of consciousness has 
its laws, on the strength of which every idea, true or untrue, is squeezed until the end 
and finds in its last outcomes its triumph or its decomposition.’54 The worship of the 
Russian people initiated by the early Slavophiles had been taken to its extreme end in 
Katkov’s fanaticism with the force of the people. And Katkov’s disregard of universal 
values was radicalized in the conviction that ‘the national’ was the absolute criterion. 
 A comparison of Solov’ëv’s interpretation of Russian history with his analysis 
of Slavophilism reveals certain similarities: 
Firstly, the laws of the history of consciousness account for the eschatological 
and teleological development of Slavophilism. To Solov’ëv, Slavophilism had gone 
through its organic life cycle: it had grown, blossomed and borne fruit. No 
contingency or personal deficits of any of the Slavophiles could have led to its 
degeneration.55 
Secondly, Solov’ëv passed a moral judgement on the Slavophiles, which 
depended on his definition of Christian value. Because of their Christian solidarity 
and dedication to social justice and freedom of speech, he called the early Slavophiles 
‘patriots’ (i.e. Peter the Great was ‘a true patriot’) and the obscurantists ‘pseudo-
patriots’, or ‘nationalists’. 
                                                 
52
 Solov’ëv quoted from the article ‘Zhozef de Mestra i ego politicheskaia doktrina’ (Joseph de Maistre 
and his political doctrine) by a certain Mr. M-ev, who published in the journal Russkij Vestnik in 1889. 
According to Solov’ëv, he was the first to connect the political ideas of Russian conservatives and 
nationalists with the work of Joseph de Maistre. 
53
 ‘Ocherki’ SS V pp.219, 232-233 note 127. 
54 Op.cit. p.219. 
55
 Op.cit. p.180. 
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Thirdly, these hardly specified harsh moral judgements inevitably led to 
dichotomization. Everybody was pigeonholed and no room was left to make the 
necessary differentiations. 
Fourthly, Solov’ëv’s image of Slavophilism was very twisted and one-sided 
and not at all based on concrete, historical facts. He replaced the doctrine’s negative 
aspects with even more negative, and unfounded, facts. His account of the 
crystallization of nationalism in the last two groups was selective and completely 
biased. Furthermore, his discussion of both ‘groups’ was limited to an individual 
spokesperson (Katkov and Iarosh, respectively), whereas that of the early Slavophiles 
dealt with the usual representatives.56 
 
 
Assessment of the ‘Sketches’  
Solov’ëv’s distinctive approach of Slavophilism alludes to his role as both 
metaphysician and that of publicist.57 As a metaphysician, he believed that human 
society uncovered its specificity [opredelënnost’] and fulfilment [zakonchennost’] in 
its ideas of the future58 and he was therefore interested in ‘the intellectual link 
between ideas’. More specifically, in the case of Slavophilism, he was interested in 
‘the dialectical thread that leads from the ideals of old Slavophilism to the ventriloquy 
of the latest “patriots”.’ As a publitsist, his main concern was the practical result of 
Slavophilism, i.e. the support that its abstract virtues gave to other currents in society. 
Still, in addition to these two functions, there are two other elements that account for 
Solov’ëv’s treatment of Slavophilism: censorship and anger. In a letter to Strakhov 
from November 1887, Solov’ëv explained why he chose for Slavophilism as the main 
object of his critique as follows:  
                                                 
56
 Cf. Mochul’skij, who writes that for Solov’ëv, in the end all the Slavophiles flowed together into a 
single mass, into a single enemy that needed to be crushed. Vladimir Solov’ëv: zhizn’ i uchenie (Parizh: 
YMCA Press, (1936)1951) p.144. 
57
 [...mne, kak “metafiziku”, bolee vnimatel’nomu k umozritel’noj sviazi idej, nezheli k fakticheskoj 
posledovatel’nosti iavlenij, bylo ves’ma svojstvenno vydvinut’ na pervyj plan dialekticheskuiu nit’, 
kotoraia vedët ot idealov starogo slavianofil’stva k chrevoveshchaniiam novejshchikh “patriotov”; s 
drugoj storony, mne zhe, kak publitsistu, dlia kotorogo vazhno ne to, iz chego slagaiutsia i kak 
proiskhodiat izvestnye iavleniia, a to k chemu oni vedut (cui bono?),- neobkhodimo bylo podcherknut’ 
tot prakticheskij rezul’tat, chto slavianofil’stvo, pri vsekh svoikh otvlechënnykh dostoinstvakh, na dele 
obratilos’ teper’ lish v oporu i ukrashenie takikh tendentsij, kotorye ia schitaiu ne tol’ko lozhnymi, no i 
pagubnymi dlia Rossii.] ‘Zamechaniia na lektsiiu P.N. Miliukova’ (VFP, 1893) SS VI p.425. 
58
 ‘Glava XII. Otvlechënnyia poniatiia o chelovecheskom obshchestve voobshche’ in: ‘Kritika 
Ootvlechënnykh nachal: G. XII-XV (RV, 1878) SS II pp.118-119. 
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‘The spiritual journals are finally totally closed to me. All the positive 
development in my thinking has come through the preaching of the 
Ecumenical Church and my reconciliation with the papacy, which not one 
secular journal, whether preventively or posthumously-censured, can tolerate, 
not to even mention censorship. It therefore remains to state the negative, or 
critical, side of one’s thoughts. However, besides the restricted spiritual 
sphere, what can I even take as an object of criticism? …, besides 
Slavophilism in general and Danilevskij in particular, no fodder for my 
criticism can be found. (…) Nevertheless, I would never write separate articles 
if I could write or publish something else. There you have my explanation on 
this subject.’59  
 
The ‘Sketches’ are part of a series of writings that began with a review of 
Danilevskij’s book Rossiia i Evropa [Russia and Europe] (1888) and continued with 
‘O grekhakh i bolezniakh’ [About Sins and Diseases] (VE, 1889),  ‘Novaia zashchita 
starogo slavianofil’stva’ (Otvet D.F. Samarinu) [A New Defense of Old Slavophilism 
(A Response to D.F. Samarin] (1890, NV), ‘G. Jarosh i istina’ [G. Iarosh and the 
Truth] (1890, RO),  ‘Samosoznanie ili samodovol’stvo?’ [Self-Consciousness of Self-
Satisfaction?] (RO, 1890), ‘Mnimaia bor’ba c Zapadom’ [A False Struggle with the 
West] (RM, 1890) ‘Shchastlivye mysli Strakhova’ [The Happy Thoughts of Mr. 
Strakhov] (VE, 1890), and ‘Nemetskij poddlinnik i russkij spisok’ [The German 
Original and the Russian Copy] (VE, 1890), ‘Idoly i idealy’ [Idols and Ideals] (1891, 
VE), and ‘Zapozdalaia vylazka iz odnogo literaturnago lageria’ [A Belated Attack 
from a Literary Camp] (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu) 1891 VE. (See appendix F, these writings 
account for the high number of publitsistika in 1890 and 1891.) The articles were 
written in a period when Solov’ëv had been singled out and, as a result, was deprived, 
in various ways, of the opportunity to publicly discuss the topics he considered 
                                                 
59
 [Dukhovnye zhurnaly dlia menia zakryty okonchatel’no i bezuslovno. Vsiakoe polozhitel’noe 
razvitie moikh myslej svoditsia na propoved’ Vselenskoj Tserkvi i primereniia s papstvom, chego ni 
odin svetskij zhurnal, ni nazadniacheskij ni napredniacheskij, dopustit’ ne mozhet, ne govoria uzhe o 
tsenzure. Ostaëtsia, sledovatel’no, izlagat’ otritsatel’nuiu ili kriticheskuiu storonu svoikh myslej. No, 
pomimo zapretnoj dukhovnoj sfery, chto zhe mogu ia vziat’ ob”ektom svoej kritiki? ..., krome 
slavianofil’stva voobshche i Danilevskogo v chastnosti, nikakoj pishchi dlia moej kritiki ne najdëtsia. 
(...) Tem ne menee, ia ne stal by pisat’ otdel’noj stat’i, esli by mog pisat’ ili izdavat’ chto nibud’ 
drugoe. Vot Vam moë ob”iasnenie po semu predmetu.] Pis’ma I p.42. 
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important.60 However, it might be considered safe to review a book in which you 
merely refuted your opponent’s arguments. When Solov’ëv first wrote to Stasiulevich 
about his intention to publish an article on the collapse of Slavophilism in Vestnik 
Evropy, he assured him it was ‘fully decent’ [v polne tsenzurnaia]. However, he 
would only submit it for publication if he, ‘under cover of Strakhov’s polemic’, 
‘proved to be printable’. [esli by ia okazalsia druckfähig].61 
The other element that might explain Solov’ëv’s treatment of Slavophilism is 
anger and frustration. In his foreword to Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii Vypusk II, 
Solov’ëv wrote that nearly all of the articles had been written for polemical reasons 
and that he had softened his tone in three of them.62 According to Kireev, Solov’ëv 
wrote out of anger [ab irato], because he was frustrated about the publication ban, had 
been deprived of authority and was losing himself.63 Subjected to slander and 
censorship for many years, Solov’ëv was most certainly frustrated and was ready to 
get back at his opponents.64 However, he was more sincerely concerned with the 
development of a current of thought – one whose initial representatives he was akin to 
in terms of ideals,65 but whose descendants he feared and felt he had to combat.66 As 
he tried to stem the tide of exclusive nationalism and make people aware of its 
consequences, he seemed to grow more critical and mistrustful of the public and 
public opinion. Instead of a strong exhortatory and urgent character, his articles 
became more alarmist, pointing out the dangers that society was facing. In his article 
‘Rossiia cherez chto let’ [Russia over a hundred years] he wrote: 
                                                 
60 In October 1886, Solov’ëv described his literary position as distressful and set high hopes on a new 
journal founded by Nikolaj Grot. Pis’ma I p.170. He published only a handful of articles abroad, on the 
question of Church union, and just one in Russia in response to Antonij’s public lectures (TsV, 1890). 
This is usually interpreted as proof that Solov’ëv had abandoned his ideal regarding a Church union in 
this period. However, he retained his critique of the (Russian) Orthodox Church regarding the 
development of dogma, his belief in Russia’s obligation as a Christian nation, his conception of love, 
and his belief in the unity of the Universal Church, as becomes clear form the publitsistika he wrote 
between 1896 and 1898. 
61
 Pis’ma IV p.40. 
62
 Natsional’nyj Vopros v Rossii Vypusk II (S.Peterburg: izd. 3e, 1891) S  II p.411, 413. 
63 [On pishet ab irato, zlitsia na vozmozhnost’ zapreshcheniia ego knigi. S. teriaetsia, on lishilsia 
svoego avtoriteta, propoveduia uniiu, ibo nichego drugogo ego predlozhenie ne zakliuchaet.] ‘Pis’ma 
A.A. Kireevu’ p.253. 
64
 In a letter to Canon [kanonik] Rachki in 1888, he wrote that the article ‘Rossiia i Evropa’ (VE, 1888) 
had been written partly out of anger [ab irato], but that he considered this anger useful, meaning he had 
not been scolded for nothing. SS XI p.378. 
65
 ‘Dogmaticheskoe razvite Tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvej’ (PO, 1885) SS XI p.4.  
66
 Thereore, I do not agree with Mochul’skij’s concluding statement that Solov’ëv did not acknowledge 
the Slavophiles’ enormous significance in the history of Russian consciousness; on the contrary, it was 
precisely this awareness that made them the object of his withering criticism. Vladimir Solov’ëv: zhizn’ 
i uchenie p.145. 
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‘“The public” does not think for itself, (…) it lives on everything already 
prepared, and its pre-prepared thoughts only further its feeling of contentment, 
precisely because they do not bring up the two troubling questions: Is it really 
so? and What next?’.67 
 
 
Conclusion 
The ‘Sketches’ are usually said to mark Solov’ëv’s definite break with the Slavophiles 
and signal his alliance with the liberals of Vestnik Evropy, in which most of his 
articles on Slavophilism were published. Also, it is primary in connection with his 
work in the ‘Sketches’ that Solov’ëv is credited with unmasking the epigones of 
Slavophilism and revealing its contradiction in replacing universal ideals by 
nationalistic ambitions.68 In this chapter I have tried to shed a somewhat different 
light on the ‘Sketches’ by casting some doubt on Solov’ëv’s position as a critic of 
Slavophilism I have examined Solov’ëv’s analysis of the development of Russian 
self-consciousness with regard to terminology, method and (con)text. 
 Regarding the emergence of the ‘Sketches’, we have seen that they form part 
of a series of articles written in a period when Solov’ëv was, for several different 
reasons, singled out, the result being that he was neither allowed, nor able, to publicly 
discuss the topics that mattered to him. The articles of this period convey a negative 
criticism of nationalism, emphasizing idolatry, xenophobia, particularism, pseudo-
Christianity, and lack a positive advocacy for Christian politics. Solov’ëv’s later 
publitsistika shows that he had not changed his core ideas, and still concentrated on 
Russia’s mission, the reconciliation of East and West, solidarity with all mankind, and 
the need for critical awareness and a pro-active attitude to change society. 
Furthermore, his conception of nationalism as a vice, for not being conditioned by 
universalism, and patriotism as a virtue had not changed. 
 Solov’ëv perceived Slavophilism as both a thought process that had come to 
an end by the 1880s and as the historical development of national consciousness into 
nationalism that had started with the early Slavophiles and ended with the current 
obscurantists. He placed a special emphasis on Slavophile historiography, which he 
                                                 
67
 [“Publika” sama ne myslit, (…) ona zhivët na vsem gotovom, i eë gotovye mysli tol’ko 
sposobstvuiut eë chuvstvu dovol’stva, imenno potomu, chto oni ne vozbuzhdaiut v nej dvukh 
bezpokojnykh voprosov: “da tak li eto?” i “chto zhe dal’she?”.] (Rus’, 1898) SS X p.72. 
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opposed to his own historiography of Russia. The clash was obvious and total: 
whether it concerned Tsar Peter the Great, Muscovite Russia or Byzantium, 
Solov’ëv’s assessment of Russian history stood diametrically opposed to that of the 
Slavophiles. A comparative analysis of both historiographies demonstrates that they 
had a great deal in common methodologically: they both employed an organic 
conception of history, made arbitrary and insufficient use of historical arguments, and 
applied a normative approach to history that resulted in dichotomization. 
 Solov’ëv’s analysis of the Slavophiles’ historical development from national 
consciousness into nationalism showed similar results. Solov’ëv took a normative 
approach to the Slavophiles using Christian values as criteria. He did not differentiate 
between the members of the three groups he had distinguished, as a result of which 
they were not given ‘fair’ treatment. Following certain laws of history, Solov’ëv 
depicted Slavophilism as a movement that was bound to collapse. Finally, he drew a 
very schematic, black and white picture of Slavophilism that portrayed it as a 
straightforward development from patriotism into nationalism. 
 Taken together, Solov’ëv’s method and his “second choice” of Slavophilism 
as a topic to write about seriously cast some doubt on his acquired status as a shrewd 
and convincing critic and opponent of Slavophilism. What is more, his criticism bears 
testimony to his affinity with Slavophile thought since he was equally, though 
differently, committed to the Christian cause in Russia. Pavel Miliukov, who also 
made an assessment of Slavophilism in his public lecture ‘Razlozhenie 
slavianofil’stva’ [The Decomposition of Slavophilism’ (1893), considered Solov’ëv a 
contributor to the development of Slavophile thought, as a representative of the 
universal element of Slavophile doctrine. He remarked that Solov’ëv did not ‘combat 
old Slavophilism, but, on the contrary, revived it’; and ‘by developing its human 
elements he was more faithful to the true spirit of Slavophilism than the official 
defenders of Slavophilism belonging to the camp of nationalists’.69 In this way 
Solov’ëv accomplished what seemed an incompatible unity: to be both critic and heir 
of Slavophilism.
                                                 
69
 P.N. Miliukov ‘Razlozhenie slavianofil’stva’ (1893, VFP) quoted from: ‘La décomposition du 
Slavophilisme’ in: Le mouvement intellectuel russe (Paris: Bossard, 1918) pp.429-430. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the present study, I have been concerned with the publitsistika written by Vladimir 
Solov’ëv and his conception of Christian politics. The central question addressed by 
this study is: how does Solov’ëv’s idea of Christian politics explain his critique of 
society and his participation in publitsistika, and what does this tell us about the 
nature and development of a public sphere in Russia in the second half of the 
nineteenth century. I have posed twelve research questions (a to l, see p.20) that I 
shall now deal with on the basis of the findings in chapters I to V and appendices A 
to F. 
 
 
I. Solov’ëv’s Publitsistika is a Multiform Statement of Christian Politics  
Quintessence 
In the third chapter, Christian politics was defined as a religious ‘basic attitude’ 
[Grundhaltung] based on love, which is characterized by openness and solidarity, and 
expressed in free, conscious and autonomous commitment and service. The goal of 
Christian politics is to prepare society for the kingdom of God, to prepare for the 
transition from this life to the hereafter. In this way Christian politics is the source of 
Solov’ëv’s contribution to publitsistika, as it leads directly to his engagement with 
society and the public cause. At the same time, it constitutes a fundamental part of his 
critique of society. This critique, in a nutshell, consists in the discrepancy between, on 
the one hand, universal claims, pretensions, ambitions and ideals, and, on the other 
hand, all sorts of exclusion (particularism, nationalism, chauvinism, obscurantism). 
Solov’ëv saw this discrepancy lurking everywhere: in religious life, it marked the 
position held by the Russian Orthodox community with respect to the Catholic 
community; in international politics, it came to the fore in Russia’s foreign relations 
with other countries; in the domain of culture and civilization, it came to expression in 
a sense of superiority with regard to other peoples; in Russian society, it characterized 
the attitude of the socially higher classes vis-à-vis the common folk and was also 
reflected in the attitude of the rich to the poor. (answer to question c) 
 
Coherence 
The critique of the discrepancy between universalistic pretentions and particularistic 
practices is the Leitmotiv of Solov’ëv’s social critique. It connects his earlier 
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publitsistika with his later publitsistika in a coherent way. Solov’ëv’s ideas about 
Christianity as an active religion that consists in deeds, his arguments around moral 
obligations, his model of a Christian State, which recognizes the importance of 
independent scientific research, of public debate, and of freedom of speech, together 
account for the consistency and continuity of his writing. In his polemic with 
Aleksandr Kireev, he for fifteen years repeatedly pointed at the development of 
dogma, the need for a Church council, the shortcomings of a formal union on political 
grounds [uniia] and the one-sided formalism of Byzantium. Furthermore, many of the 
author’s beliefs and convictions regarding the national question in Russia remained 
constant, reappearing with great regularity. Many such beliefs and positions were 
elaborated in the fifth chapter of this study, including his aversion to the worship of 
the common folk and preaching on behalf of the simple life of the peasants, his 
interpretation of patriotism as a general form of social love directed towards one’s 
fellow human beings (whether or not they are fellow patriots), his belief in Russia’s 
mission, not as a privileged, chosen people, but as a nation charged with realizing its 
divine idea in history for the benefit of mankind, his emphasis on critical self-
awareness, and on critique as such, as being conditional to perfection and progress, 
and his plea for self-renunciation. This is not to say that his ideas were static and did 
not change over time. But the terminology, the normative discourse and the line of 
argument employed in his publitsistika largely remained the same. (answer to 
question b) 
 
Scope 
The scope of Solov’ëv’s message consisted in the idea that members of one state, 
society, religion, culture, nation or civilization could, by force of love, gain insight 
into the ideals, values and forms of life of another state, society, religion, etc., and 
understand and acknowledge each other in a dignified, respectful manner. (answer to 
question a) Both in the debate on the question of Church union (chapter IV), and in 
his criticism on nationalism (chapter V), Solov’ëv advocated a moral change in 
people’s basic attitude in their relations with each other: Orthodox vis-à-vis Catholics, 
Russians vis-à-vis Europeans and other Slavs, Orthodox believers vis-à-vis heterodox 
believers, believers vis-à-vis atheists, and so on. The conditions under which this 
moral change could be brought about lay in freedom and solidarity, values that 
Solov’ëv considered absolutely necessary for the construction of a good and decent 
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society. In 1898, in the article ‘Probuzhdenie sovesti’ [An Awakening of Conscience] 
(Rus’), Solov’ëv concluded that Russian society had achieved some moral progress in 
its relation to other nationalities and faiths within the Russian empire. 
 Taking questions a, b, and c together, we arrive at the conclusion that once 
read as a multiform statement of Christian Politics Solov’ëv’s publitsistika shows 
much more unity and continuity than is usually assumed on the basis of the division 
of his life and work into three separate periods as explained in the introduction (see 
p.8).  
 
 
II. Christian Politics Defines Solov’ëv’s Strategy as Publitsist: An Active 
Participation in the Public Debate and an Open Relationship with the Organs of 
the Press 
 
In answer to the question as to which social group Solov’ëv belonged to on the basis 
of his social critique and the solution he offered, we have to distinguish between the 
groups and movements that his ideas were compatible with, on the one hand, and the 
journals and newspapers he actually published in (question e), on the other. As stated 
in the introduction, Solov’ëv published approximately 300 articles (not including 
poetry) in some 30 journals and newspapers, all of which strongly differed from one 
another in worldview and social critique. (appendix C) 
 
Journals & Newspapers 
Appendix C lists the journals and newspapers in which Solov’ëv published most. VE 
tops the list with 67 articles, followed by PO with 39, VFP with 29, Rus’ (ii), edited 
by Gajdeburov with 23, Rus’ (i), edited by Aksakov with 22, RO with 19, NV with 17, 
and finally RV with 11. Appendix B provides an overview of where Solov’ëv 
published, when and for how long. We see that his publication run was longest in NV, 
though with interruptions, followed by PO, also with an interruption. In VE, he 
published uninterruptedly for 13 years. The same is true for VFP, where he published 
uninterruptedly for 11 years. 
 The reason why the number of articles published in VE is exceptionally high 
(see appendix C) is partly because Solov’ëv conducted his long-lasting polemic with 
the Slavophiles, to a large part, on the pages of VE. About half of Solov’ëv’s 
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publications in VE consisted of literary critiques and obituaries, and about a quarter 
can be considered publitsistika. In addition, 6 articles were published in VE that 
would later reappear as chapters of Opravdanie dobra [The Justification of the Good]. 
Another considerable part of Opravdanie dobra was published in VFP, which first 
published several other of his philosophical works as separate articles. The same 
applies to PO: Solov’ëv’s Master’s thesis Krizis zapadnoj filosofii [The Crisis of 
Western Philosophy], Chteniia o bogochelovechestve [Lectures on Godmanhood], 
Religioznye osnovy zhizni [The Religious Foundations of Life] and many other 
religious-academic articles first appeared in PO before being published separately. In 
contrast, the majority of the articles published in Rus’ belong to publitsistika. (see 
appendix E) The ones in Rus’ (i) deal with the question of Church union and related 
topics, while those in Rus’ (ii) constitute the so-called Sunday Letters [Voskresnye 
pis’ma] and Paschal Letters [Paskhal’nye pis’ma], which, to a large extent, relate to 
the national question and Christian politics. 
 According to Solov’ëv, ‘the nationalistic newspaper Novoe Vremia was the 
most popular and wide spread organ of the contemporary Russian press’1, as well as 
‘a sensible organ of public opinion.’2 It was there that he published, at the beginning 
of the 1880s, his lectures on Dostoevskij, as well as his critical views regarding the 
relations between the Russian state and the Holy See. From 1886 on, however, NV 
only printed Solov’ëv’s ‘letters to the editor’, in which he reacted to articles printed in 
NV and elsewhere, wherever his ideas had been misrepresented or were in need of 
correction for other reasons. NV seemed the most suitable place to do this: its high 
circulation greatly exceeded that of other newspapers and journals. In RO Solov’ëv 
published 15 (out of a total of 18) articles in a single year (1890). He abandoned the 
journal suddenly upon the resignation of his close personal friend, and then editor of 
RO, Dmitrij Tsertelev; he also no longer agreed on the direction of the journal.3 The 
bulk of Solov’ëv’s publications in RO consisted of the various chapters of his 
                                                 
1
 [natsionalisticheskaia gazeta Novoe Vremia, samyj populiarnyj i rasprostranennyj organ sovremennoj 
russkoj pechati] ‘Mnimaia bor’ba s Zapadom’ [A False Struggle with the West] (RM, 1890) SS V 
p.307. 
2
 [takim chuvstvitel’nym organom obshchestvennykh nastroenij, kak Novoe Vremia] ‘Probuzhdenie 
sovesti’ [An Awakening of Conscience] (Rus’, 1898) SS X p.7. 
3
 ‘Nikakogo uchastiia v novom zhurnale ia prinimat’ ne mogu kak po lichnoj druzhbe k Tsertelevu, tak 
i po publichnoj nesolidarnosti s napravleniem Leont’eva. Undated letter to L.Ia. Gurevich Pis’ma III 
p.129. 
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Doctoral thesis Kritika otvlechënnych nachal [Critique of Abstract Principles]. 
(answer to question e) 
 
Solov’ëv’s Connection with the Slavophiles 
In chapter IV we saw that although Solov’ëv subscribed to the three Slavophile 
principles of life (Orthodoxy, autocracy and nationality), which were, incidentally, 
also proclaimed by the state, he also called these principles into doubt and adjusted 
them. He extended orthodoxy [pravoslavie] to ‘pravoslavno-kafolichestvo’, aiming at 
the Universal Church, which he felt included orthodox, as well as catholic, religious 
communities. With respect to nationality [narodnost’], he did not interpret it 
exclusively, but rather inclusively, as a people dedicated to the ‘common universal 
cause of God’ and true to its theocratic calling. And finally, he understood autocracy 
[samoderzhavie] to represent a Christian monarch, who, as a servant of God, was 
subject only to moral limitations and was therefore obliged to govern according to his 
conscience and in accordance with divine moral law.   
In my analysis of the debate with Kireev on the question of Church union, it 
has been demonstrated that no agreement could be reached, despite their shared 
conviction concerning both this issue’s importance and the need for reform in the 
Orthodox Church. The reason for this can be found in Solov’ëv’s vision of society 
and his radical approach. Because of his open and sincere attitude regarding Christian 
politics (“we pray everyday in the name of God’s kingdom, but what do we actually 
do about it”) he never hesitated to criticize the Russian Orthodox Church and to hold 
the clergy accountable for the moral decline of the people. The Slavophiles, who 
considered the question of Church union to be their exclusive province, were not 
spared from criticism, either. Solov’ëv attacked their denunciation of Peter the Great 
(generally regarded as the hallmark of the movement), arguing that it was not Peter 
the Great, but Patriarch Nikon who was accountable for the schism within the Russian 
Church (1666), and that the former had handled the problem correctly, thereby 
succeeding in getting Russia back on the right track. This fundamental difference of 
opinion between Solov’ëv and the Slavophiles with respect to the role of Peter the 
Great in Russian history first became explicit in 1881, when Solov’ëv was publishing 
abundantly in Rus’ (i). 
Along with the early Slavophiles, Solov’ëv called for freedom of conscience 
and the accompanying free and public debate. As in his critique of the church and the 
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clergy, however, Solov’ëv went much further in his plea than the Slavophiles did. For 
example, in the discussion on the question of Church union, Solov’ëv decided to 
defend the Catholic point of view in order to bring about a truly inter-religious debate. 
However, his opponents regarded this as Catholic propaganda. Additionally, they held 
that the dogma regarding the Pope’s infallibility rendered impossible from the very 
beginning any form of freedom and any form of critique, for in the end everything 
depended on the benevolentia of the Pope. In striving to find solutions to the problems 
Russia was struggling with, like for instance the question of Church union, Solov’ëv 
was inclined to hold God’s representatives on earth, i.e. the infallible Pope, the 
autocrat of conscience and the prophetic society, as the only norm, in this way making 
all three of them (including himself) untouchable. This did not so much result from 
his love for Catholicism, as is usually maintained, but was inherent to the Trinitarian 
model of the Christian State (in contrast to the pagan state). This model was based on 
the conviction that church, state and society were merely means to a higher goal. In 
the application of this, however, individual representatives sometimes coincided with 
concrete historical figures, such as Pope Leo XIII and Tsar Alexander III. As a result, 
the discrepancy and ongoing tension between the divine element and the human 
element became gradually diminished. (chapter III) The Slavophiles never developed 
a similar political philosophy – or political theology, to be more exact. And due to 
many misunderstandings of a rhetorical, ideological and conceptual nature, they never 
entered into a discussion with Solov’ëv on the content of the concept of the Christian 
State. 
The analysis of Solov’ëv’s critique of the Slavophiles in chapter V has 
demonstrated a striking resemblance between the Slavophiles’ historiographical 
approach and both Solov’ëv’s historiography and his interpretation of the historical 
development of Russian national consciousness into nationalism. We have also seen 
that Solov’ëv’s choice in establishing a polemic with the Slavophiles was a negative 
one; circumstances did not allow him to express his ideas and views in a positive way. 
These two observations, together with Solov’ëv’s own interpretation of Slavophile 
teaching (as mentioned above), the radical character of Christian politics and his 
political-theological conception of the Christian State, throw a new and very different 
light on Solov’ëv’s rapprochement to the VE-liberals, who, both then and now have 
been presented as new allies substituting for his former Slavophile friends. This 
picture needs to be modified. 
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First, it suggests a smooth transition and a warm welcome from the side of the 
liberals, which is not entirely correct. In 1886, Solov’ëv’s article on the Talmud was 
rejected for publication in VE. The first of Solov’ëv’s publications in VE were poems, 
and it took two years before any of his publicist articles appeared in VE. Second, the 
commonly held conception that Solov’ëv was at odds with the Slavophiles after the 
publication of ‘Velikij spor’ and therefore no longer published in Rus’ or any other 
Slavophile organ, is also incorrect: in 1884 and 1885, he published some 10 articles in 
Rus’ and ISPbSbO, one of which, ‘Gosudarstvennaia filosofiia v programme 
Ministerstva Narodnogo Prosveshcheniia’ [The Philosophy of the State in the 
Program of the Ministery of Public Enlightenment] (1885, Rus’) was held by no one 
less than Nikolaj Strakhov to represent common Slavophile thought.4 Furthermore, 
Solov’ëv’s polemic with Kireev dates from after ‘Velikij spor’. From the very 
beginning, Solov’ëv differed in opinion with the Slavophiles, and even during his 
“Slavophile or Rus’-period” he continued to publish in other journals and newspapers, 
with or without religious orientation. The same applies to his alleged “Vestnik 
Evropy-period”, which closely coincides with his publication run in VFP, alongside 
which he published in several other press organs. (see appendix B) However, the 
most important question remains: which of Solov’ëv’s ideas were warmly embraced 
by the liberals? Religion as a public cause? The Trinitarian model of the Christian 
State? Conscience as the guideline in the construction of a good society? 
 
In fact, when it comes to determining to which group Solov’ëv belonged, the question 
should be qualified by adding ‘according to whom?’. The liberals recognized certain 
aspects of Solov’ëv’s thought (freedom, rational thinking, progress, law) as specific 
traits that distinguished themselves from others. They therefore “claimed” him, 
although they, like all others, did not share his worldview entirely, a worldview which 
was grounded in the idea of a social religion, a socially engaged Christianity based on 
an ongoing interaction between God and man, combined with liberal values of 
freedom and progress anchored in law. (answer to question h) Solov’ëv was aware 
of this: he saw himself in opposition to or in merely partial agreement with others, and 
likewise perceived himself as being entirely separate from society. This is reflected in 
his strategy as a publitsist; in his choice of specific journals or newspapers, but also in 
                                                 
4
 S II p.632. 
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his constant shifting from one press organ to another. He was looking for interaction 
with everybody and nobody at the same time. As we have seen in chapter II, 
Solov’ëv participated actively in society by giving lectures, by teaching and by 
bringing forward critique, but he simultaneously presented himself as standing apart 
from society, aloof, in the name of his calling as “heliotrope”. By not committing 
himself personally to any movement or journal in particular, and by continuing to 
maintain contact with everybody, including his most hostile opponents, he managed 
to retain access to different groups and journals. It is very likely that the end of his 
collaboration with Rus’ (which Solov’ëv regarded as ‘the purest journal in Russia’5), 
despite his differences of opinion with its editors, whom he highly respected, had 
made him even more aware of the importance of open and free collaboration and even 
more pragmatic in his choice of particular journals and newspapers. (answer to 
question f) 
 In answer to questions e, h, and f we arrive at the conclusion that it was 
Solov’ëv’s strategy as publitsist to be fully engaged in society and participate in 
national public debate without committing himself to any specific group or 
movement, thereby maintaining his intellectual originality and independence. It was 
in the interest of Christian politics that Solov’ëv did not belong to one journal or 
newspaper in particular, but was able to join several, so that the idea of Christian 
politics would be distributed as widely as possible. Because it was a basic attitude 
(Grundhaltung), and not a form of government (although Solov’ëv favored 
monarchy), Christian politics was not tied to any social group or movement 
exclusively, but relevant to all, as it was believed to be of everybody’s concern, 
whether Christian or not. Solov’ëv practiced this basic attitude in his heliotropism, 
never telling people to turn to the past or to the future, to turn East or West, left or 
right, but always making them aware of the crossroad they were standing at and 
guiding them to take the right turn. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5
 Pis’ma IV p.23. 
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III. Confronting Authorities and Creating Moral Awareness: Solov’ëv Stretched 
the Boundaries of Public Opinion 
The Reception and Effect of Solov’ëv’s Social Critique 
Solov’ëv’s contemporaries met his vnepartijnost’ with resistance and little 
understanding. He was committed and engaged, but was, at the same time, aloof, 
standing ‘apart from’, and ‘outside of all parties’. Maintaining a self-image of 
heliotrope, Solov’ëv saw himself before the masses as some kind of signpost, but, as 
it became clear from his participation in the 1891 debate on the famine, his earlier 
comments had remained unnoticed and, moreover, did not seem to have been 
appreciated. In the debate on the question of Church union, Solov’ëv was 
unsuccessful in conveying his view that nothing was wrong with Catholicism as such, 
but only with its application. His refusal to reduce the schism to the three (in the eyes 
of the Orthodox) cardinal fallacies (papal infallibility, Immaculate Conception, 
filioque) and his plea instead for a loving rapprochement to the West, not only for 
ideal reasons, but on pragmatic grounds as well (the eternal battle had done neither 
the East nor the West any good), implied a change in the attitude of the Russian-
Orthodox community towards the Catholic community that proved too large to 
overcome. (chapter IV) Furthermore, Solov’ëv’s call for self-renunciation was 
regarded as unpatriotic and appeared to his contemporaries to contradict and to be 
irreconcilable with his proclamation of Russia’s mission. (answer to question d) 
Nevertheless, Solov’ëv continued to insist that due to the lack of authority in 
the Russian Church, the problem with the Old Believers lingered on, and it was this 
that prevented Russia from realizing its task in history. Without a central organ, he 
argued, the real, vital, practical meaning of Orthodoxy remained unclear. 
Consequently, Orthodox belief could not be properly absorbed in the moral 
consciousness of the people and could not bring about the practical deeds that 
normally ensued from religion, practical deeds that Russia was in desperate need of.  
Despite all misunderstandings, misconceptions and resistance, Solov’ëv’s 
publitsistika brought about some sort of moral receptivity concerning questions that 
no longer belonged exclusively to religious authorities or the Tsar, but were also 
important to society. His understanding of the word as an act reinforced his 
participation in publitsistika; the right to act no longer rested exclusively with the 
state, but (entirely in accordance with Solov’ëv’s understanding of active religion), 
was also ascribed to society and the church. In this way, he fostered the emancipation 
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of society and stimulated a sense of national consciousness that existed apart from the 
organs of state and church. Typically, he did not tell people to claim their rights in a 
direct confrontation with the state and the church, he rather made people aware of 
their duty to form an independent opinion and think for themselves, instead of blindly 
following the authorities, accepting existing prejudices and taking over generally held 
beliefs. For true patriots, he argued, were thoughtful and anxious, always asking: “Is it 
really so?” and “What next?”. It was this that made him appear subversive in the eyes 
of the authorities; he pushed the limits of public opinion, politicizing and 
emancipating it from other societal domains. He introduced a moral voice in the 
public discourse, which in combination with his erudition and professional skills 
could not be ignored. He alarmed and warned society as a whole. Especially the 
church he held responsible for society’s moral decline. He employed publitsistika as 
an instrument of self-reflection and a mouthpiece for new ideas on social and political 
matters from an ethical perspective. Thus, his participation in publitsistika infused 
public debate with a social-ethical and political-ethical charge, a charge that was 
intended to contribute to the emancipation of society. This charge was, however, by 
no means intended to bring about a separation from, or incite a revolt against the state 
or the church, though this was certainly how it was perceived by the authorities. 
(answer to question g) 
 
 
IV. Late Imperial Russian Society: Combination of a Stratified Society and a 
Functionally Differentiated Society 
The Emancipation of the Subsystem Religion 
The debate on the question of Church union that Solov’ëv conducted over the years 
with believers, clergymen, and laymen, shows that, in Russia by the end of the 
nineteenth century, it was possible to pursue a lively exchange of thought on the 
conception of the church, its task in society, its relation to the state and to society, and 
that this exchange actually took place, contrary to what is usually believed. This 
corrects the tiresome oversimplification made by Soviet historians who conceive of 
pre-revolutionary Russian thought as an easy conflict between atheists and believers. 
It also complicates the received view of Russian cultural history as an ongoing 
controversy between Slavophiles and Westernizers. It is now apparent that those 
thinkers who take religion as their point of departure and who were (and are) called 
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Slavophiles, in fact differ dramatically in opinion and do not form a homogeneous 
group. But this debate shows something else too. Apart from protesting against the 
clergy and against chiefprocurator Pobedonostsev c.s., believers reflected on the 
specific and primary function of religion and the task of the church here on earth and 
in this thought process they take different standpoints in relation to each other, 
thereby bearing testimony to the development of, in Luhmannian terms, a self-
referential subsystem of society. The subsystem ‘religion’ communicates along the 
lines of immanence/transcendence and is no longer disturbed from outside by the 
Synod which, as an extension of state power, communicates along the lines of 
power/opposition. The sheer fact that Kireev and Solov’ëv deliberated publicly about 
the possibility of introducing a church council as an instrument of the church by 
which to discuss important issues in the field of dogma indicates the emancipation of 
the religious domain in Russia by the end of the nineteenth century. (answer to 
question l) 
 
The Democratization of Public Opinion 
The development of religion as an independent, self-referential, though not entirely 
closed, subsystem presupposes a new religious awareness, or ‘spiritualization,’ as 
Gregory Freeze calls it, which, in its turn, presupposes a space for reflection and 
critique. Had a (religious) public sphere come into existence in Russia by the end of 
the nineteenth century? Was one free to express one’s opinion and participate in 
public debate on questions of a social and political nature? According to Habermas’ 
theory of the public sphere set out in the first chapter, a political public sphere is 
preceded by a literary public sphere. The entry on ‘publitsistika’ in the Brokgauz-
Efron Encyclopedia seems to confirm this for the Russian situation.6 In the entry, the 
popularity of literary critique is accounted for by the dedication to publitsistika 
conceived as social critique. In Solov’ëv’s writings, a clear distinction can be 
perceived between his publitsistika and his literary critique. This may point to the fact 
that it was no longer necessary to mask social critique as literary critique and that 
social critique had found a valuable and independent outlet in publitsistika. 
Additionally, the fact that Solov’ëv “räsonniert” removes one of the objections 
                                                 
6
 Tim Blanning considers this aspect of Habermas’ thesis outdated as far as old Europe is concerned. 
The Culture of Power and the Power of Culture, Old Regime Europe 1660-1789 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002) pp.13-14. 
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against the thesis of the existence of a public sphere, as set out in chapter I. Despite 
this emancipation of publitsistika, a structural and direct critique of the state, brought 
about for example by calling into doubt the legitimacy of the power of the Tsar or by 
founding a political party, remained absolutely forbidden and was not without 
consequences. (answer to question k) The fact that public opinion was only partly 
democratized, in combination with the emancipation of religion as a self-referential 
subsystem, affirms my thesis regarding the development of Russian society from a 
traditional, stratified society into a modern, functionally differentiated society, as set 
out in chapter I. (answer to question j) 
 
The Paradox of Solov’ëv: the ‘Polycontextural’ Worldview of the Professional vs. the 
All-Embracing Meta-Vision of the ‘Intelligent’ 
What does this development of functional differentiation, on the one hand, and 
stratification, on the other, tell us about the position Solov’ëv occupied in society? It 
is obvious that Solov’ëv, as heliotrope, observed society from the first order 
perspective, to use Luhmann’s terminology, which is characteristic for a traditionally 
stratified society. His vision comprised society as a whole on the basis of such binary 
codes as normal/abnormal, truth/falsehood, good/bad. Also, his striving towards a 
philosophy of all-unity that brought philosophy, science and religion together, though 
they remained distinguished from each other, clearly conflicts with Luhmann’s theory 
of functional differentiation. On the other hand, one can also argue that Solov’ëv, as a 
university trained philosopher and professional academic, contributed to the 
emancipation process of science and academia in Russia at the end of the nineteenth 
century. He taught special women’s courses at the University of St. Petersburg, he 
was co-founder of the academic journal Voprosy Filosofii i Psikhologii, he was co-
editor of the first Russian encyclopedia, responsible for the sections on theology and 
philosophy, and was generally known as a proponent of free and independent 
scientific research and public scientific debate without censorship restrictions. In this 
way, he contributed to the professionalization and institutionalization of philosophy as 
an academic discipline and provided an impulse to rationalize theological debate, as a 
result of which his contemporaries dubbed him a ‘Western theologian’. His ambition 
to write a moral philosophy as an autonomous science also bears testimony to this 
contribution, as it reflects the differentiation of religion and morality. 
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 These two dimensions of Solov’ëv’s position in Russian society, heliotrope on 
the one hand, and professional intellectual on the other, or, in Luhmannian terms, an 
observer of the first order on the one hand, and of the second order on the other, make 
up for the specificity of his position. (answer to question i) 
 
 
V. A New Assessment 
The preceding four conclusions allow me to make the following assessment. A focus 
on Solov’ëv’s publitsistika yields a revised picture of Solov’ëv as a realistic thinker 
who developed his social critique of society in reaction to current events and in 
interaction with his contemporaries, rather than an enigmatic figure who, isolated 
from society, proclaims a philosophy of all-unity. This is the way his first students 
pictured him, a picture that, I argue, was uncritically accepted for too long. To talk 
about Solov’ëv and try to determine his position in terms of ‘Slavophile or 
Westernizer’ was part of that picture. The problem with these categories is that they 
reflect two opposed worldviews, the religious orientation of the first and the liberal 
(emancipatory, juridical) element of the second Solov’ëv was trying to bring together.  
Apart from their inadequacy if applied to Solov’ëv, another problem of these 
categories is that they are intrinsically tied to the question “What is Russia?” This 
identity question has traditionally been answered with two rather schematic and 
normatively charged positions, based on a comparison between the development of 
Russian and Western society.7 The first position takes the West as its norm and 
describes Russian society in negative terms, emphasizing what Russia is lacking. The 
second position, which was historically evoked by the first, describes Russia in terms 
of an imperial, Slavic, Orthodox or Eurasian essence. According to this position, 
Russia is not the exception to the rule, but presents a whole new entity on its own 
different from anything in East or West. 
 The analysis proposed in this study, based on both Habermas’ theory of a 
public sphere and Luhmann’s theory of functional differentiation, has yielded a much 
more balanced view of late imperial Russian society and is likely to yield equally 
interesting results in other research areas. For example, it could offer insight into the 
rise of a philosophical culture in Russia. Around which binary code did philosophy 
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 See my article, ‘Axiologie en zelfdiagnostiek in Rusland’ [in Dutch] Wijsgerig Perspectief 40 
(1999/2000) 4 pp.104-109. 
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take shape in Russia, and how and where did the exchange of philosophical ideas take 
place? The reason why I argue in favor of a combined approach of these two, 
sometimes conflicting, theories is the following. The category ‘public sphere’ is 
important for analyzing the relationship between state and society at a specific 
moment in social development, hereby focusing on the active role of people in social 
change. It provides an illuminating perspective from which to view the politicization 
and democratization of society. Luhmann shifts the focus from subject to 
communication. His conception of social processes and practices as communications 
(rather than person or organizations) demonstrates how sectors of society begin to 
describe themselves as independent function systems of society on the basis of a 
binary code. Unlike Habermas, who prescribes the critical and polemical invocation 
of reason as an essential aspect of the development of a ‘bourgeois’ public sphere, 
Luhmann describes the use of a binary code as indicative for the emancipation of a 
specific social domain. This not only allows for a much more neutral and objective 
analysis of a specific period, but also for a more refined and subtle understanding of 
social developments from a historical perspective. 
 In the case of Solov’ëv, this combined analysis has enabled us to make explicit 
the complexity of his position. We have seen that there is a tension between Solov’ëv 
as heliotrope, on the on hand, and as professional academic, on the other. He 
developed a total, comprehensive vision on society and in his selfless service to the 
public cause he claimed the public moral. In contrast, he also developed an 
autonomous moral philosophy independent of religion, he made a distinction between 
the Christian state and the rule of law, and he supported an independent development 
of science without interference from the state or the church. This last aspect of his 
position is characteristic of a more complex, polycentric society in which different 
understandings of morality, politics, society etc. exist together, while the first reflects 
the mono-centric worldview of a traditional society. The complexity of Solov’ëv’s 
position consists in this tension seen against the background of a society that was 
transforming from a stratified society into a functionally differentiated society. This is 
the reason why it is so hard to place him and why it is almost impossible to 
pigeonhole him.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL LIST OF ARTICLES BELONGING TO 
PUBLITSISTIKA BY VLADIMIR SOLOV’ËV1 
 
1881 
‘O dukhovnoj vlasti v Rossii’ (Po povodu poslednego pastyrskogo vozvaniia Sv. Sinoda) 
1881 Rus’ No. 56 (dek.) s.10-14. SS III pp.227-242; S I pp.43-58. 
 
1882 
‘O tserkvi i raskole’ 1882 Rus’ No.38 (sent.) s.9-14; Rus’ No.39 (sent.) s.10-14; Rus’ 
No.40 (okt.) s.10-15. 
 
1883 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: I. Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj vopros’ 1883 
Rus’ No.1 (ianv.) s.20-30. SS IV pp.3-19; S I pp.59-75. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: II. Vostok i zapad v drevnem mire - Istoricheskoe 
mesto khristianstva’ 1883 Rus’ (ianv.) No.2 s.17-23. SS IV pp.20-30; S I pp.75-85. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: III. Khristianstvo i reaktsiia vostochnogo nachala v 
eresiakh. - Smysl’ musul’manstva’ 1883 Rus’ No.3 (fevr.) s.17-29. SS IV pp.30-48; S 
I pp.85-103. 
‘Ob istinnom dele (v pamiat’ Dostoevskogo) 1883 Rus’ No.6 (mart) s.22-31. SS III 
pp.186-218; Soch.2 pp.307-318. 
‘Neskol’ko slov o nashikh svetskikh eresiakh i o sushchnosti tserkvi’ 1883 Rus’ No.7 
(apr.) s.13-19. 
‘Primechanie k stat’e A.N. Aksakova’ 1883 Rus’ No.9 (maj) g.III s.37-39. SS III pp.428-
430. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: IV. Razdelenie tserkvej’ 1883 Rus’ No.14 (iiul’) 
s.27-37 SS IV pp.48-63; S I pp.103-117. 
                                                 
1
 This work has yielded valubable additions to the current bibliography of Solov’ëv’s works, which is 
compiled by Kirsti Groberg: ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ev: A Bibliography’ Modern Greek Studies 
Yearbook 14-15 (2000) pp.325-429. I hope that my contribution will find its way in a joint publication 
that students of Solov’ëv can consult until the seventeen remaining volumes of the Polnoe sobranie 
sochinenij i pisem v dvadtsati tomakh [Complete Works and Letters in Twenty Volumes] of Solov’ëv 
will be completed. Evidently, the work of the editorial council in the Russian libraries and archives will 
result in a new revised and improved bibliography of Solov’ëv. 
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‘Soglashenie s Rimom i moskovskie gazety’ 1883 NV No.2639 (5 iiul’). SS IV pp.117-
122; S I pp.174-179. 
‘O tserkovnom voprose po povodu starokatolikov’ 1883 NV No.2689 (avg.). SS IV 
pp.123-132. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: V. Vizantizm i russkoe staroverie - narodnost’ v 
tserkvi’ 1883 Rus’ No.15 (avg.) s.14-23 SS IV pp.63-76; S I pp.117-130. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: VI. Papstvo i papizm. Smysl’ protestanstva’ 1883 
Rus’ No.18 (sent.) s.11-28 SS IV pp.76-103; S I pp.130-156. 
‘Neskol’ko ob’iasnitel’nykh slov po povodu Velikogo spora, v otvet na primechaniia o. 
prot. A.M. Ivantsova-Platonova’ 1883 Rus’ No.19 (okt.) s.38-42. S I pp.168-173. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: VII. Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia Tserkvej’ 
1883 Rus' No.23 (dek.) s.25-32. SS IV pp.103-114; S I pp.156-167. 
 
1884 
‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ 1884 ISPbSbO No.2 (fevr.) s.8-16. SS V pp.24-
38; S I pp.279-292. 
‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ 1884 Novosti No.44 (13 fevr.); Novosti No.45 
(14 fevr.). SS V pp.24-38; S I pp.279-292. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1884 PO No.3 (mart) s. 622-624. S I pp.404-405. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1884 ISPbSbO No.3 (mart) s.25-26. SS V pp.148-150; S I pp.401-
403. 
‘Liubov’ k narodu i russkij narodnyj ideal’ (Otkrytoe pis’mo k I.S. Aksakavu) 1884 PO 
No.4 (apr.) s.792-812. SS V pp.39-57; S I pp.293-311. 
‘O raskole v russkom narode i obshchestve’ PO 1884 No.5 (maj); PO No.8. SS III pp.245-
280. 
‘Slavianskij vopros’ 1884 ISPbSbO No.6 (iiun’) s.5-15. SS V pp.58-74; S I pp.311-327. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1884 ISPbSbO No.7 (iiul’) s.15-17. SS V pp.150-153; S I pp.405-
408. 
‘Vzgliad pervogo slavjanofila na tserkovny razdor’ 1884 ISPbSbO No.7 (iiul’). SS IV 
pp.189-192. 
‘Evrejstvo i khristianskij vopros’ 1884 PO No.8 (avg.) s.755-772; PO No.9 (sent.) s.76-
114. SS IV pp.135-185; S I pp.206-256. 
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1885 
‘Otvet N.Ia. Danilevskomu’ 1885 ISPbSbO No.3 (mart). SS IV pp.193-202. 
‘Zamechaniia g. Solov’ëva’ 1885 VR No.9 (maj) s.588-591. 
‘Zametka na otvet g. Stoianov’ 1885 VR avg., g.IV, s.166-170. 
‘Gosudarstvennaia filosofiia v programme Ministerstva Narodnago Prosveshcheniia’ Rus’ 
No.11 (sent.) s.5-8. SS V pp.405-415; S II pp.175-184. 
‘Kak probudit’ nashi tserkovnye sily?’ (Otkrytoe pis’mo v S.A. Rachinskomu) 1885 Rus’ 
No. 16 (okt.) s.5-6. SS IV pp.203-206; S II pp.185-188. 
‘Novozavetnyj Izrail’ 1885 Rus’ No.24 (14 dek.) s.7-9; Rus’ No. 25 (21 dek.) s.6-7. SS IV 
pp.207-221; S II pp.189-202. 
‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvej’ 1885 PO 
(dek.) s.727-798. SS XI pp.3-67. 
 
1886 
‘Otvet anonimnomu kritiku po voprosu o dogmaticheskom razvitii v tserkvi’ 1886 PO 
No.5-6 (maj-iiun’) s.354-366. SS IV pp.643-654.   
‘Talmud i novejshaia polemicheskaia literatura o nem v Avstrii i Germanii’ 1886 RM No.8 
(avg.) s.126. SS VI pp.3-32. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1886 NV No.3864 (30 noiab. (12-go dek.) s.2. Pis’ma III pp.172-
173; S II pp.203-4. 
‘V raz’iasnenie nedorazumeniia (pis’mo v Tserkovnyj Vestnik)’ 1886 TsV No.49 (6 dek.) 
s.797-798. SS XI pp.391-2; S II pp.205-6. 
 
1887 
- 
 
1888  
‘Rossiia i Evropa’ 1888 VE No.2 (fevr.) s.742-761; VE No.4 (apr.) s.725-767. SS V pp.82-
147; S I pp.333-396. 
 
1889 
‘O grekhakh i bolezniakh’ 1889 VE No.1 (ianv.) s.356-375. SS V pp.267-286; S I pp.513-
531. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1889 VE No.3 (mart) s.431-432. S I pp.638-639. 
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‘Ocherki istorii russkago soznaniia’ 1889 VE No.5 (maj) s.290-303; VE No.6 (iiun’) s.734-
745; VE No.11 (noiab.) s.363-388; VE No.12 (dek.) s.771-795. SS V pp.161-252; S I 
pp.414-500. 
 
1890 
‘Kitaj i Evropa’ 1890 RO No.2 (fevr.) s.673-696; RO No.3 (mart) s.187-206; RO No.4 
(aprel’) s.761-776. SS VI pp.93-150. 
‘Novaia zashchita starogo slavianofil’stva’ (Otvet D.F. Samarinu) 1890 NV No.5049 
(mart) s.2-3. SS V pp.253-266; S I pp.501-512. 
‘G. Jarosh i istina’ 1890 RO No.4 (apr.). SS VI pp.308-310. 
‘Samosoznanie ili samodovol’stvo?’ 1890 RO No.6 (iiun’) s.671-684. SS V pp.352-365; S 
I pp.592-604. 
‘Otvet na publichnye chteniia o. ieromonakha Antoniia’ 1890 TsV No.19 (10 maj) s.320-
322. S II pp.274-280. 
‘Iaponiia. (Istoricheskaia kharakteristika)’ 1890 RO No.7 (iiul’). SS VI pp.153-173. 
‘Mnimaia bor’ba s Zapadom’ 1890 RM No.8 (avg.) s.1-20. SS V pp. 287-311; S I pp.531-
554. 
‘Shchastlivyia mysli N.N. Strakhova’ (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu) 1890 VE No.11 (noiab.) s.448-
454. SS V pp.312-319; S I pp.554-561. 
‘Nemetskij podlinnik i russkij spisok’ 1890 VE No.12 (dek.) s.707-736. SS V pp.320-351; 
S I pp.561-591. 
 
1891 
‘Russkij natsional’nyj ideal’ (Po povodu stat’ia N.Ja. Grota v Voprosy Filosofii i 
Psikhologii) 1891 Novosti No.23 (ianv.); Novosti No.26 (ianv.). SS V pp.416-425; S II 
pp.286-295. 
‘Idoly i idealy’ 1891 VE No.3 (mart) s.357-376; VE No.6 (iiun’) s.807-820. SS V pp.336-
401; S I pp.604-637. 
‘O poddelkakh’ 1891 VFP Kn.4 (maj) s.149-163. SS VI pp.327-339; S II s.149-163. 
‘Zapozdalaia vylazka iz odnogo literaturnago lageria’ (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu) 1891 VE No.7 
(iiul’) s.416-420. SS VI pp.321-326; S II pp.317-322. 
‘Narodnaia beda i obshchestvennaia pomoshch’’ 1891 VE No.10 (okt.) s.780-793. SS V 
pp.426-439; S II pp.370-383. 
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‘Nash grekh i nasha obiazannost’’ 1891 SV No.10 (okt.) s.164-166. SS V pp.443-446; S II 
pp.384-386. 
‘Nash grekh i nasha obiazannost’’ 1891 Novosti No.272 (okt.). SS V pp.443-446; S II 
pp.384-386. 
‘Pis’mo v redakstiiu’ 1891 MVed. No.296 (26 okt.) s.?. 197-199. SS XI pp.406-408; S II 
pp.363-365. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1891 MVed. No.300 (30 okt.) s.?200-203. SS XI pp.408-411; S II 
pp.366-369. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1891 MVed. No.304 (2/3/4 noiab.) s.204-208. SS XI pp.411-415; S 
II pp.387-391. 
‘Tiazhkoe delo i lëgkie slova’ 1891 MVed. No.320 (20 noiab.). S II p.392-397. 
‘Reshënnyj vopros’ 1891 RVed. No.331 (1 dek.). S II pp.409-413. 
 
1892 
‘Otvet A.S. Pavlovu’ 1892 RVed. No.4 (5 ianv.). S II pp.414-418. 
‘Kto prozrel? (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu zhurnala Russkaia Mysl’)’ 1892 RM No.6 (iiun’) s.209-
212. SS V pp.447-451; S II pp.428-431. 
‘Vrag s Vostoka’ 1892 SV No.7 (iiul’) s.253-264. SS V pp.452-465; Soch. 2 pp.480-492; S 
II pp.432-444. 
‘Mnimyia i dejstvitel’nyia mery k pod’emu narodnago blagosostoianiia’ (Ocherk) 1892 
VE No.11 (noiab.) s.353-361. SS V pp.466-475; S II pp.450-458. 
‘Vopros o “samochinnom umstvovanii” (L. Tikhomirov, Dukhovenstvo i obshchestvo v 
sovremennom religioznom dvizhenii  M.1892)’ 1892 VE No.12 (dek.) s.863-868. SS V 
pp.476-482; S II pp.466-472. 
 
1893 
‘Iz voprosov kul’tury: I. Iu T. Samarin v pis’me k baronesse E.T. Raden’ 1893 VE No.5 
(maj) s.363-371. SS VI pp.401-410; S II pp.473-480. 
‘Iz voprosov kul’tury: II. Istoricheskij sfinks’ 1893 VE No.6 (iiun’) s.780-789. SS VI 
pp.411-420; S II pp.481-491. 
‘Zamechaniia na lektsiiu P.N. Miliukova’ 1893 VFP No.3 (maj) s.149-154. SS VI pp.423-
428; S II pp.492-496. 
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1894 
‘Porfirij Golovlev o svobode i vere’ 1894 VE No.2 (fevr.) s.906-916. SS VI pp.429-441; S 
II pp.497-508. 
‘Spor o spravedlivosti’ 1894 VE No.4 (aprel’) 785-797. SS VI pp.442-455; S II pp.509-
521. 
‘Konets spora’ 1894 VE No.7 (iiun’) s.286-312. SS VI pp.456-484; S II pp.522-548. 
 
1895 
- 
 
1896 
‘Vizantizm i Rossiia’ 1896 VE No.1 (ianv.) s.342-359; VE No.4 (apr.) s.787-808. SS VII 
pp.285-325; Soch.II pp.562-601. 
 
1897 
‘Sem’ia narodov’ 1897 Rus’ 19 ianv. SS X pp.3-6. 
‘Probuzhdenie sovesti’ 1897 Rus’ 26 ianv. SS X pp.6-9. 
‘O russkom iazyke’ 1897 Rus’ 16 fevr. SS X pp.9-11. 
‘Chto takoe Rossiia’ 1897 Rus’ No.37 (23 fevr.). SS X pp.12-14. 
‘O tak nazyvaemykh problemakh’ 1897 Rus’ 2 mart. SS X pp.14-18. 
‘O soblaznakh’ 1897 Rus’ 9 mart. SS X pp.18-21. 
‘Zabytye uroki’ 1897 Rus’ 16 mart. SS X pp.21-25. 
‘Vtoroj kongress religij’ 1897 Rus’ 23 mart. SS X pp.25-28. 
‘Slovesnost’ ili istina?’ 1897 Rus’ 30 mart. SS X pp.28-32. 
‘Nebo ili zemlia?’ 1897 Rus’ 6 apr. SS X pp.32-33. 
‘Zhenskij vopros’ 1897 Rus’ 27 apr. SS X pp.40-42. 
‘O dobrosovestnom neverii’ 1897 Rus’ 20 apr. SS X pp.37-40. 
‘Vostochnyj vopros’ 1897 Rus’ 4 maj. SS X pp.43-45. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1897 NV No.7618 (14 maj (26 maj)) s.4. Soch.II p.622; SS XI p.422. 
‘Slepota i osleplenie’ 1897 Rus’ 18 maj. SS X pp.51-53. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ 1897 RO No.7 (iiul’) s.472-474. 
‘Iz Moskovskoj gubernii’ (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu) 1897 VE No.8 (avg.) s. 850-852. S II. 
pp.623-625; SS pp.385-387. 
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1898 
‘Nemezida’ (Po povodu Ispano-Amerikanskoj vojny) 1898 Rus’ 5 iiul’ (19 iiul’). SS X 
pp.57-71.  
‘Rossiia cherez sto let’ 1898 Rus’ 26 iiul’. SS X pp.71-75. 
‘Dukhovnoe sostoianie russkogo naroda’ 1898 Rus’. SS X pp.75-80. 
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XII [abbreviated SS] 
Gal’tseva, R. i Rodnianskaia, I. (sost.), Nosov, A. (komm.) V.S. Solov’ëv: Filosofiia 
iskusstva i literaturnaia kritika (Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1991)  
 
In translation: 
Attwater, D. God, Man, and the Church: Spiritual Foundations of Life (Milwaukee: 
Bruce, ca. 1940 (1937)). [abbreviated Attwater] 
Frank, S. (ed.) A Solovyov Anthology (London: The Saint Austin Press, 2001 (1950). 
[abbreviated Frank]  
Jakim, B (ed.), Duddington, N. (transl.) The Justification of the Good: An Essay on 
Moral Philosophy  (Grand Rapids, Michigan/ Cambridge, U.K. :Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co.,  (1918) 2005). Abbreviated as Duddington. 
                                                 
?1 The best bibliography so far, though not complete, is compiled by Kirsti Groberg, ‘Vladimir 
Sergeevich Solov’ev: A Bibliography’ Modern Greek Studies Yearbook 14-15 (2000) pp.325-429. 
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Jakim, B. (ed.) Lectures on Divine Humanity (Hudson, New York, Lindisfarne Press, 
1995). 
Rees, H. (transl.) Russia and the Universal Church (London: The Centenary Press/ 
The University Press Glasgow, 1947). 
Szylkarski, W., Lettenbauer, W. und Müller, L. (Hrsg.) Deutsche Gesamtausgabe der 
Werke von Wladimir Solowjew  Bd. I-VIII (München/Freiburg i.B.: Erich 
Wewel Verlag, 1978-1980). [abbreviated DG] 
Wozniuk, V. (ed. and transl.) Politics, Law, and Morality: Essays by V.S. Soloviev 
(New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 2000). [abbreviated Wozniuk] 
 
 
2. Publications in Journals and Newspapers 
‘Chtenie o bogochelovechestve: chtenie pervoe’ [Lectures on Godmanhood] 1878 PO 
No.3 (mart) s. 472-478. SS III pp.3-14; S II pp.5-15.  
‘Chtenie o bogochelovechestve: chtenie odinnadtsatoe i dvenadtsatoe’ [Lectures on 
Godmanhood] 1881 PO No.9 (sent.) s.12-32. SS III pp.163-181; S II pp.152-
170. 
‘Chto takoe Rossiia’ [What is Russia?] 1897 Rus’ No.37 (23 fevr.). SS X pp.12-14. 
‘Dogmaticheskoe razvitie tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvej’ [The 
Dogmatic Development of the Church with Regard to the Question of Church 
Union] 1885 PO (dek.) s.727-798. SS XI pp.3-67. The article was later 
published as a separate brochure (Moscow, 1886), and reappeared as part of 
Istoriia i budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and Future of Theocracy, 1885-
1887]. 
‘Evrejstvo i khristianskij vopros’ [The Jewry and the Christian Question] 1884 PO 
No.8 (avg.) s.755-772; PO No.9 (sent.) s.76-114 SS IV pp.135-185; S I 
pp.206-256. 
‘G. Jarosh i istina’ [G. Iarosh and the Truth] 1890 RO No.4 (aprel’) s.856-7. SS VI 
pp.308-310. 
‘Gosudarstvennaia filosofiia v programme Ministerstva Narodnogo Prosveshcheniia’ 
[The Philosophy of the State in the Program of the Ministery of Public 
Enlightenment] 1885 Rus’ No.11 (sent.) s.5-8. SS V pp.405-415; S II pp.175-
184. 
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‘Idoly i idealy’ [Idols and Ideals] 1891 VE No.3 (mart) s.357-376; VE No.6 (iiun’) 
s.807-820. SS V pp.336-401; S I pp.604-637. 
‘Iz filosofii istorii’ [From the Philosophy of History] 1891 VFP No.5 (sent) s.133-
157. SS VI pp.340-362; S II pp.323-343. 
‘Iz voprosov kul’tury: I. Iu T. Samarin v pis’me ko baronesse E.T. Raden’ [Questions 
of Culture: Iu. T. Samarin in his letter to baroness E.T. Raden] 1893 VE No.5 
(maj) s.363-371. SS VI pp.401-410; S II pp.473-480. 
‘Kritika otvlechënnych nachal’ [Critique of Abstract Principles] 1878 RV No.10 
(Gl.XII-XV) s.800-821. SS II pp.116-136; PSS III. 
‘Kritika otvlechënnych nachal’ [Critique of Abstract Principles] 1879 RV No.6 
(Gl.XXIII-XXVI) s.530-557. SS II pp.166-188; PSS 3. 
‘Lettre au redacteur du journal Przeglad Polski’ [Letter to the Editor of the Journal 
Przeglad Polski] Przeglad Polski 1889 T.92 s.179-187. S II 267-272. 
‘Lichnost’ i obshshestvo’ [The Individual and Society] 1896 KN No.5 Gl.I-VIII s.5-
28; No.8 Gl.IX-XVI s.5-38. Later published as chapter X of Opravdanie 
dobra. SS VIII pp.227-248; Soch. I pp.281-300. 
‘Mnimaia bor’ba s Zapadom’ [A False Struggle with the West] 1890 RM No.8 (avg.) 
s.1-20. SS V pp. 287-311; S I pp.531-554. 
‘Narodnost’ s nravstvennoj tochki zreniia’ [Nationality from the Moral Point of View] 
1895 VE No.1 (ianv.) s.337-355. A slightly longer version of this article (by 
one page more) appeared in Opravdanie dobra as chapter XIV under the title 
‘Natsional’nyj vopros s nravstvennoj tochki zreniia’ [The National Question 
from the Moral Point of View] SS VIII pp.308-331; Soch.I pp.357-379. 
‘Nemetskij podlinnik i russkij spisok’ [The German Original and the Russian Copy] 
1890 VE No.12 (dek.) s.707-736. SS V pp.320-351; S I pp.561-591. 
‘Neskol’ko slov o nashikh svetskikh eresiakh i o sushchnosti tserkvi’ [A Few Words 
about Our Wordly Heresies and about the Essence of the Church] 1883 Rus’ 
No.7 (aprel’) s.13-19. A part of it (pp.13-16) later appeared as part of ‘O 
raskole v russkom narode i obshchestve’ (PO, 1884) SS III pp.276-280. 
‘Novaia zashchita starogo slavianofil’stva’ (Otvet D.F. Samarinu) [A New Defense of 
Old Slavophilism (A Response to D.F. Samarin] 1890 NV No.5049 (mart) s.2-
3. SS V pp.253-266; S I pp.501-512. 
‘Nravstvennaia filosofiia kak samostoiatel’naia nauka’ [Moral Philosophy as an 
Independent Science] 1894 VE No.11 (noiabr’) s.345-365. This article was 
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later published as introduction to Opravdanie dobra entitled ‘Nravstvennaia 
filosofiia kak nauka’ SS VIII pp.24-47; Soch.I pp.98-119. 
‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva v ego tselom” [The Moral Organisation 
of Humanity as a Whole] 1896 VFP No.34 (4) (sent.-okt.) s.579-608. 
Subchapters I-VIII were later published as part of chapter XIX of Opravdanie 
dobra under the title ‘Nravstvennaia organizatsiia chelovechestva’. SS VIII 
pp.447-474; Soch. I pp.484-543. 
‘Nravstvennost’ i pravo’ [Morality and Legal Justice] 1895 VE No.11 (noiab.) s.323-
336. Later published as chapter XVII of Opravdanie dobra. SS VIII pp.399-
422; Soch. I pp.441-462. 
‘Nravstvennye osnovy obshchestva’ [The Moral Foundations of Society] 1894 VE 
No.12 (dek.) s.802-817. Later published as Chapter XIII of Opravdanie dobra 
under the title ‘Nravstvenaia norma obshchestvennosti [The Moral Norm of 
Social Life] SS VIII 292-307; Soch. I pp.341-357. 
 ‘O dukhovnoj vlasti v Rossii’ (Po povodu poslednego pastyrskogo vozvaniia Sv. 
Sinoda) [On clerical power in Russia] 1881 Rus’ No. 56 (dek.) pp.10-14. SS 
III pp.227-242; S I pp.43-58.  
‘O grekhakh i bolezniakh’ [About Sins and Diseases] 1889 VE No.1 (ianv.) s.356-
375. SS V pp.267-286; S I pp.513-531. 
‘O khristianskom gosudarstve i obshchestve’ [On the Christian State and Society] 
1884 PO No.4 (aprel’) s.750-762. Later published as chapter three of 
Religioznye osnovy zhizni (M. 1884). SS III pp.403-414. 
‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ [On Nationality and National Affairs of 
Russia] 1884 ISPbSbO No.2 (fevr.) s.8-16. SS V pp.24-38; S I pp.279-292. 
‘O narodnosti i narodnykh delakh Rossii’ [On Nationality and National Affairs of 
Russia] 1884 Novosti No.44 (13 fevr.); Novosti No.45 (14 fevr.). SS V pp.24-
38; S I pp.279-292. 
‘O poddelkakh’ [On Counterfeits] 1891 VFP No.4 (maj) s.149-163. SS VI pp.327-
339; S II pp.305-316. 
‘O raskole v russkom narode i obshchestve’ [About the Schism in the Russian Nation 
and Society] PO 1884 No.5 (maj); PO No.8. SS III pp.245-280. 
‘O russkom iazyke’ [On the Russian Language] 1897 Rus’ (16 fevr.). SS X pp.9-11. 
‘O tserkovnom voprose po povodu starokatolikov 1883 [About the Church Question 
with Regard to the Old Catholics] NV No.2689 (avg.). SS IV pp.123-132. 
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‘Ocherki istorii russkogo soznaniia’ [Sketches on the History of Russian 
consciousness] 1889 VE No.5 (maj) s.290-303; VE No.6 (iiun’) s.734-745; VE 
No.11 (noiabr’) s.363-388; VE No.12 (dek.) s.771-795. SS V pp.161-244; S.I 
pp.414-500. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ [Letter to the editor] 1884 ISPbSbO No.3 (mart) s.25-26. SS V 
pp.148-150; S I pp.401-403. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ [Letter to the Editorial Board] 1884 ISPbSbO No.7 (iiul’) s.15-
17. SS V pp.150-153; S I pp.405-408. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ [Letter to the editorial board] 1897 NV No.7618  (14 maj) s.4.; 
SS XI p.422; S II p.622; Pis’ma III p.183-184. 
‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ [Letter to the editorial board] 1897 RO No.7 (iiul’) s.472-474. 
‘Probuzhdenie sovesti’ [An Awakening of Conscience] 1898 Rus’ (26 ianv.). SS X 
pp.6-9. 
‘Rossiia i Evropa’ [Russia and Europe] 1888 VE No.2 (fevr.) s.742-761; VE No.4 
(apr.) s.725-767. SS V pp.82-147; S I pp.333-396. 
‘Rossiia cherez sto let’ [Russia in a Hundred Years] 1898 Rus’ (26 iiulia). SS X 
pp.71-75. 
‘Samosoznanie ili samodovol’stvo?’ [Self-Consciousness of Self-Satisfaction?] 1890 
RO No.6 (iiun’) s.671-684. SS V pp.352-365; S I pp.592-604. 
‘Sem’ia narodov’ [A Family of Nations] 1897 Rus’ (19 ianv.). SS X pp.3-6. 
‘Shchastlivye mysli N.N. Strakhova’ (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu) [The Happy Thoughts of 
Mr. Strakhov] 1890 VE No.11 (noiabr’) s.448-454. SS V pp.312-319; S 
I.pp.554-561. 
‘Slavianskij vopros’ [The Slavic Question] 1884 ISPbSbO No.6 (iiun’) s.5-15. SS V 
pp.58-74; S I pp.311-327. 
‘Soglashenie s Rimom i moskovskie gazety’ [The Agreement with Rome and the 
Moscow Newspapers] 1883 NV No.2639 (5 iiul’). SS IV pp.117-122; S I 
pp.174-179. 
‘Spor o spravedlivosti’ [Controversy about Justice] 1894 VE No.4 (aprel’) 785-797. 
SS VI pp.442-455; S II 509-521. 
‘Tri sily: Publichnoe chtenie Vladimira Solov’ëva’ [Three Forces] 1877 PO No.1 
(ianv.) s.53-68. SS I pp.227-239; S I pp.19-31; PSS III. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: I. Vstuplenie - Pol’sha i vostochnyj vopros’ 
[The Great Controversy and Christian Politics: Introduction: Poland and the 
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Eastern Question] 1883 Rus’ No.1 (ianv.) pp.20-30. The article was later – 
slightly changed – published under the title ‘Nravstvennost’ i politika; 
istoricheskie obiazannosti  Rossii’ [Morality and Politics: Russia’s Historical 
Obligations] as the first chapter of Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National 
Question in Russia] Vyp.I. SS V pp.7-23; S I pp.59-75. 
‘Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika: VII. Obshchee osnovanie dlia soedineniia 
Tserkvej’ [The Great Controversy and Christian Politics: The General 
Foundation for the Union of the Churches] 1883 Rus' No.23 (dek.) s.25-32. SS 
IV pp.103-114; S I pp.156-187. 
‘Vizantizm i Rossiia’ [Byzantinism and Russia] 1896 VE No.1 (ianv.) s.342-359; VE 
No.4 (apr.) s.787-808. SS VII pp.285-325; S II pp.562-601. 
‘Vopros o “samochinnom umstvovanii” (L. Tikhomirov, Dukhovenstvo i obshchestvo 
v sovremennom religioznom dvizhenii  M.1892) [The Problem of 
Unauthorized Thinking (L.Tikhomirov, The Clergy and the Society in the 
Present Religious Movement] 1892 VE No.12 (dek.) s.863-868. SS V pp.476-
482; S II pp.466-472. 
‘Vostochnyj vopros’ [The Eastern Question] 1897 Rus’ (4 maj). SS X pp.43-45. 
‘Zamechaniia na lektsiiu P.N. Miliukova’ [Remarks on the Lecture of P.N. Miliukov] 
1893 VFP No.3 (maj) s.149-154. SS VI pp.423-428; S II pp.492-496. 
‘Zapozdalaia vylazka iz odnogo literaturnogo lageria’ (Pis’mo v redaktsiiu) [A 
Belated Attack from a Literary Camp] 1891 VE No.7 (iiul’) s.416-420. SS VI 
pp.321-326; S II pp.317-322. 
‘Zhiznennaia drama Platona’ [Plato’s Life Drama] 1898 VE No.3 (mart) s.334-356; 
VE No.4 (aprel’) s.769-782. SS IX pp.194-244; Soch. II pp.582-625.  
‘Znachenie dogmata’ [The Significance of Dogma] 1897 Rus’ (25 maj). SS X pp.53-
57. 
‘Znachenie gosudarstva’ [The Significance of the State] 1895 VE No.12 (dek.) s.803-
14. SS XII pp.321-331; S II pp.549-561. 
 
3. Books and Brochures 
Chteniia o Bogochelovechestve [Lectures on Godmanhood] (Moskva.: Universit.tip. 
M.Katkov, 1881) 227 pp. SS III 3-181; S II pp.3-172. 
Evrejstvo i khristianskij vopros [The Jewry and the Christian Question] (M., 1884) 65 
pp. SS IV pp.135-185; S I pp.206-256. 
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Dogmaticheskoe razvitie tserkvi v sviazi s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvi [The 
Dogmatic Development of the Church with Regard to the Question of Church 
Union] (Moskva: universitetskaia tipografiia (M. Katkov), 1886). It later 
appeared as part of Istoriia i budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and Future of 
Theocracy, 1885-1887]. SS XI pp.3-67. 
Istoriia i budushchnost’ teokratii [The History and Future of Theocracy] Tom I 
(Zagreb, 1887).  SS pp.241-633. Only this one volume published of a proposed 
three-volume work. 
Kritika otvlechënnykh nachal [A Critique of Abstract Principles] (Moskva: V 
universitetskoj tipografii ( M.Katkov), 1880). SS I pp.1-397; Soch. II pp.139-288. 
Krizis zapadnoj filosofii (protiv pozitivistov) [The Crisis of Western Philosophy: 
Against the Positivists] (Moskva, 1874) SS I 27-170; Soch. II pp.3-138. 
La Russie et l'Église Universelle [Russia and the Universal Church] (Paris: Librairie 
nouvelle parisienne, 1889) 50 pp. SS pp.139-348. 
L'Idée Russe [The Russian Idea] (Paris: Librairie Académique Didier-Perrin et Cie, 
1888) 46 pp. SS XI pp.89-118; S II pp.219-246. 
Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National Question in Russia] Vyp. I (Moskva: 
Universitetskaia tip. (M.N. Katkov), 1884) 107 pp. SS V pp.3-74; S I pp.264-327.  
Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National Question in Russia] Vyp. I (SPb: Tip. 
M.M. Stasiulevicha, 1888) [2-e izd., dop.] 209 pp. SS V pp.3-147; S I pp.260-
396. 
Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National Question in Russia] Vyp. I (SPb: Tip. 
M.M. Stasiulevicha, 1891) [3-e izd.] 206 pp. SS V pp.3-147; S I pp.259-396. 
Natsional’nyj vopros v Rossii [The National Question in Russia] Vyp. II (SPb: Tip. 
M.M. Stasiulevicha, 1888) 343 pp. SS V pp.155-401; S I pp.411-637. 
Opravdanie dobra [The Justification of the Good] (1897, 2-e pererab. i dopoln. izd. 
1899) Soch. II pp.47-580. 
Osnovy teoreticheskoj filosofii [Foundations of Theoretical Philosophy]. 
Religioznye osnovy zhizni [The Religious Foundations of Life] (Moskva, 1884). The 
2nd (1885) and 3rd (1897) edition are renamed into: Dukhovnye osnovy zhizni [The 
Spiritual Foundations of Life] SS pp.299-421. 
Smysl liubvi [The Meaning of Love] (1894) Soch. I pp.493-547. 
Smysl sovremennykh sobytij: Soderzhanie rechi, proiznesennoj na Vysshikh zhenskikh 
kursakh professorom V.S. Solov’evym 13-ogo marta 1881 goda [The Meaning of 
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Current Events], (SPb: Lit.Pazovskogo, 1881) 8 pp. SS III pp.417-421; S pp.34-
38. 
Tri rechi v pamiat’ Dostoevskogo [Three Addresses in Memory of Dostoevskij] 
(1881-1883) (Moskva, 1884). SS III pp.185-226; Soch. II pp.183-323. 
Tri sily: Publichnoe chtenie Vladimira Solov’ëva [Three Forces] (Moskva: V 
universitetskoj tipografii (M.Katkov, 1877) 17pp. SS I pp.227-239; S I pp.19-31; 
PSS 1. 
Velikij spor i khristianskaia politika [The Great Controversy and Christian Politics]  
(Moskva, Tip. M.N. Lavrova i K, 1883) 260 pp. SS IV pp.1-114; S I pp.59-167. 
 
4. Lectures published posthumously 
‘Kogda byl ostavlen russkij put’ i kak na nego vernut’sia (Po povodu ‘Zametki o 
vnutrennem sostoianii Rossii’ K.S. Aksakova)’ [When the Russian Path was 
Abandoned and How to Return to It (In Reaction to K.S. Aksakov’s Remarks On the 
Internal State of Russia] in: Pasin, V. Vladimir Solov’ev v krasnom roge. Literaturno-
kraevedcheskii ocherk (Briansk: Grani, 1994) pp.34-43.  
 
‘Kritika sovremennogo prosveshcheniia i krizis mirovogo protsessa’ [Criticism of 
Contemporary Enlightenment and the Crisis of the World Process], Pis’ma IV 
pp.243-246. Also published in S I pp.39-42 as: ‘Dve publichnye lektsii o khode 
russkogo prosveshcheniia v nastoiashchem stoletii na 26 i 28 marta 1881’ 
(Publichnnye lektsii, chitannyie professorom Solov’ëvym v kreditnom obshchestve)’.  
 
‘Ob upadke srednevekovogo mirosozertsaniia’ [On the Collapse of the Medieval 
Worldview] (Presented at the meeting of the Moscow Psychological Society on Oct. 
19th 1891) VFP 1901 No.1 (ianv.-fevr.) pp.138-152. SS VI pp.381-393; S II pp.344-
355. 
 
5. Correspondence 
V.S. Solov’ëv, ‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’, ed. A. Nosov, Simvol, 27 (1992), pp.191-254. 
[abbreviated ‘Pis’ma A.A. Kireevu’] 
Solov’ëv, S. i Radlov, E. (red.) Sobranie sochinenij V.S. Solov’ëva: Pis’ma i 
prilozhenie Tom I-IV (Bruxelles: Zhizn’ s Bogom, 1970 (Sankt-Peterburg, 1908-
1923). [abbreviated Pis’ma] 
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B. SOURCE MATERIALS BY CONTEMPORARIES OF SOLOV’ËV 
1. Collections 
Averin, B. i Bazanova, D. (sost.) Kniga o Vladimire Solov’ëve (Moskva: Sovetskij 
Pisatel’, 1991). 
Bojkov, V i Bulychev, Iu. (sostaviteli) Vl. Solov’ëv: Pro et Contra Tom I -II [seriia: 
«Russkij Put’»] (Sankt-Peterburg: Russkij Khristianskij gumanitarnyj institut, 
2000). 
D. Iakshich (red.) A.A. Kireev: Sochinenii Tom I-II (Sankt-Peterburg: Izd. Suvorin, 
1912). [abbreviated : Sochinenii] 
 
2. Publications 
[no author] ‘Bibliograficheskij otdel: periodicheskie izdaniia’ RM No. 5 1892 pp.236-
243. 
[no author] ‘Obshchestva’ in: Arsen’ev, K. (red.), Entsiklopedicheskij slovar’ T. XXIa 
(1897, SPb), pp. 607-628. 
[no author] ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ in: K. Arsen’ev (red.) Entsiklopedicheksij 
slovar’ Tom LIX (SPb, 1900) pp.1-2. 
[no author] ‘Vladimir Sergeevich Solov’ëv’ 1900 VE No. 9 p.401. 
Av [A. Kireev] ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ NV 1883 No.2666. 
Aksakov, I. [editorial] Rus’ 1881 No.56 p.1. 
Aksakov, I. [editorial] Rus’ 1884 No.6 p.4. 
Aksakov, I. [editorial] Rus' 1884 No. 6 (15-go marta) pp.2-14, No.7 (1-go aprelia) 
pp.2-16. 
Aksakov, K. ‘O vnutrennem sostoianii Rossii’ Rus’ 1881 No.26; pp.11-15; No.27 
pp.17-20; No.28; pp12-14. 
Ar. G. ‘Publitsistika’ in: Arsen’ev, K. (red.), Entsiklopedicheskij slovar’ T. XXVa 
(SPb, 1898) pp. 746-747. 
Grot, N. ‘Eshchë o zadachakh zhurnala’ VFP 1891 2 Kn.VI pp.i-vi. 
Ivantsov-Platonov, A. ‘Primechaniia k VI stat’e V.S. Solov’ëva’ Rus’ 1883 No.18 
pp.29-34. 
Ivantsov-Platonov, A. ‘Otvet na “Neskol’ko ob”iasnitel’nykh slov” V.S. Solov’ëva’ 
Rus’ 1883 No.19 pp. 42-45. 
Kireev, A. ‘Zamechaniia na predydushchuiu stat’iu’ ISPbSlbO 1884 No.2 pp. 16-20.  
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Kireev, A. ‘Neskol’ko zamechanij na stat’iu V.S. Solov’ëva “Velikij spor”’ Rus’ 1883 
No.21 (1 noiab.) pp.26-38. 
Kireev, A. ‘Vossoedinenie tserkvej i Slavianstvo’ (ISPbSlbO, 1884) in: D. Iakshich 
(red.) A.A. Kireev: Sochinenii II pp. 193-204. 
Kireev, A. ‘Neskol’ko zamechanij na stat’iu V.S. Solov’ëva “Dogmaticheskoe 
razvitie Tserkvi, v sviazi s voprosom o soedinenii tserkvej”’ in: D. Iakshich (red.) 
A.A. Kireev: Sochinenii II pp.233-239.  
Kireev, A. ‘Pis’mo k redaktoru po povodu statej V.S. Solov’ëva’ Rus’ 1883 No.23 
pp.32-33. 
Kireev, A. ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (NV, 1897) in: D. Iakshich (red.) A.A. Kireev: 
Sochinenii II pp.239-40. 
Kireev, A. ‘Kriticheskie zametki’ (RO, 1897) in: D. Iakshich (red.) A.A. Kireev: 
Sochinenii II pp.254-268. 
Kireev, A. ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (RO, 1897) in: D. Iakshich (red.) A.A. Kireev: 
Sochinenii II pp.240-248. 
Kireev, A. ‘Pis’mo v redaktsiiu’ (RS, 1897) in: D. Iakshich (red.) A.A. Kireev: 
Sochinenii II pp.248-249. 
Kireev, A. ‘Slavianofil’stvo i natsionalizm. Otvet V.S. Solov’ëvu (Petrograd: Izd. 
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SAMENVATTING 
 
Deze interdisciplinaire studie belicht de maatschappijkritiek van de Russische filosoof 
Vladimir Sergejevitsj Solovjov (1853-1900). De auteur werpt een nieuw licht op de 
filosoof en op een tot nog toe onderbelicht deel van zijn werk, de poeblitsistika. 
Tussen 1881 en 1898 publiceerde Solovjov ongeveer 100 artikelen over tal van 
actuele zaken. De auteur interpreteert deze maatschappijkritische teksten als een 
uitwerking van Solovjov’s concept van Christelijke politiek en toont daarmee de 
eenheid en de continuïteit van zijn sociaal-politieke denken aan. 
 Solovjov riep zijn lezers op de Christelijke beginselen van liefde en 
zelfverloochening te praktiseren. Hij hoopte daarmee een structurele verandering in 
de samenleving teweeg te brengen. Zijn provocerende teksten gaven vaak aanleiding 
tot debat met de kerkelijke en de wereldlijke autoriteiten als ook met individuele 
tijdgenoten. Uit de poeblitsistika komt ook een minder utopische en meer realistische 
Solovjov naar voren. Het stereotype, enigmatische beeld van de filosoof zoals dat in 
de wetenschappelijke en populaire literatuur jarenlang heeft bestaan (zie afbeelding 
op p.188) wordt op verfrissende wijze herzien. 
Deze studie benadert Solovjov’s discours over Christelijke politiek als een 
oproep tot het aannemen van een religieuze grondhouding. Die grondhouding is 
gebaseerd op liefde, wordt gekenmerkt door openheid en solidariteit en komt tot 
uitdrukking in vrije, bewuste en autonome betrokkenheid bij de publieke zaak en 
dienstbaarheid aan de samenleving. Het door Solovjov aangevoerde debat over een 
mogelijke (her)eniging van de Universele Kerk sinds haar splitsing in 1054 en ook 
zijn publieke optreden tegen het in zijn tijd overheersende nationalisme bevestigen 
dit: zij vormen twee uitgesproken en belangrijke voorbeelden van zijn poeblitsistika 
waarin hij de idee van ‘Christelijke politiek’ toepast op actuele problemen van zijn 
tijd. Deze case-studies vormen een sterk argument tegen de indeling van de carrière 
van de filosoof in verschillende perioden, zoals in de secundaire literatuur over 
Solovjov gebruikelijk is. Zijn consistente geluid en voortdurende inmenging in het 
maatschappelijke debat gaan zowel inhoudelijk als in tijd verder dan de optimistische 
utopisch-theocratische periode (1882-1894)waar zij normaliter aan worden 
toegeschreven. 
Uit het langdurige debat met generaal Aleksandr Kirejev (1833-1910) over de 
hereniging van de Katholieke en Orthodoxe kerken blijkt het grote verschil in denken 
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tussen beide mannen. Terwijl Kirejev vasthoudt aan het statische concept van dogma 
als geopenbaarde waarheid, leert de lezer dat voor Solovjov begrippen als ‘Kerk’ of 
‘geloof’ niet simpelweg zo zijn en ook nooit af zijn, maar dat zij ontstaan en zich 
ontwikkelen als een proces. Dat het daarbij gaat om een spirituele en morele 
bewustwording, niet gehinderd door gevoelens van nationalisme, xenofobie of 
volgzaamheid, bewijst de auteur op zorgvuldig gedocumenteerde wijze. Tegen alle 
misverstanden in pleitte Solovjov in dit debat niet voor een externe unie enkel en 
alleen op institutioneel niveau, maar vooral voor een spirituele unie tussen de 
Katholieke en Orthodoxe geloofsgemeenschappen. Hij wilde dat de Russisch-
orthodoxe gelovigen zich eerst bewust zouden worden van hun eigen leefprincipes en 
deze zouden overdenken in plaats van met de vinger op de Katholieken te wijzen en 
hen te beschuldigen van ketterij. Als Orthodoxen (en Katholieken op hun manier, 
maar daar laat Solovjov zich niet over uit) zich ten volle zouden realiseren dat ze eerst 
en vooral Christenen waren en daar ook naar handelden (vergevingsgezind, bereid tot 
zelfopoffering, altruïstisch), dan zou spirituele hereniging daar logisch op volgen en 
zou de institutionele hereniging daar niet meer dan de uitwendige bezegeling van zijn. 
Solovjov sprak zijn zorgen uit over de morele toestand van het Russische volk en het 
gebrek aan spirituele leiding van de kerk en oefende daarbij open en directe kritiek uit 
op de Orthodoxe geestelijkheid, zoals nooit eerder in Rusland was gedaan. Hij riep 
alle gelovigen, zowel leken als geestelijken, op om af te zien van de claim van de 
Russisch-orthodoxe kerk de enige rechtgelovige [pravoslavnyj] kerk op aarde te zijn. 
Hij wees daarbij op het hogere doel van de Universele Kerk ter voorbereiding op de 
komst van het Koninkrijk Gods op aarde. Met deze oproep markeerde hij het begin 
van de oecumenische beweging in Rusland. 
Solovjov hield zich echter niet alleen bezig met geloofszaken, maar ook met 
onderwerpen van brede maatschappelijke aard. Een analyse van Solovjov’s 
drievoudige functie als wetenschapper, docent/gastspreker en poeblitsist toont aan hoe 
zeer hij deel uit maakte van de Russische intellectuele samenleving en een rol speelde 
in het maatschappelijke debat. Dit staat opnieuw in scherp contrast met het bestaande 
beeld van Solovjov als een figuur die, in hogere sferen verkerend, geïsoleerd en 
vervreemd van de samenleving af stond. (afbeelding p.188) De auteur laat vervolgens 
ook zien dat Solovjov’s professionalisme en profetisme (in deze studie ook wel 
aangeduid met ‘heliotropisme’), tegenstrijdige en soms zelfs inconsistente 
verwachtingen opriepen bij mensen en groeperingen die dichtbij hem stonden en die 
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hem beschouwden als een van hen. Maar de filosoof hoedde zich ervoor zich bij een 
partij of redactionele groep in het bijzonder aan te sluiten, aangezien het lidmaatschap 
van één groep de toegang tot andere groepen zou uitsluiten of bemoeilijken. 
Bovendien mòest hij zich wel boven de partijen stellen, aangezien volgens Solovjov 
de Waarheid niet eenzijdig was en dus alle posities wel iets van waarheid bevatten. 
Vanuit dit perspectief probeerde hij verschillende ideeën en wereldbeelden met elkaar 
te verenigen in één standpunt, dat van de al-eenheid [vseedinstvo], dat hij, paradoxaal 
genoeg, verder met niemand deelde. 
In tegenstelling tot bestaande interpretaties, volgens welke Solovjov als 
Slavofiel begon en zich langzamerhand ontpopte tot een liberaal, benadrukt de auteur 
de consistentie van zijn sociaal-politieke ideeën waar vanaf het begin vernieuwing en 
vooruitgang in doorklonken, en niet alleen pas in de latere, liberale periode, zoals 
enkele auteurs beweren. De combinatie van sociaal-liberalisme met een christelijke 
geloofsovertuing was hoogst ongebruikelijk in Rusland en paste niet in de sociaal-
politieke categorieën van zijn tijd. Dat weerspiegelt zich ook in het feit dat de kranten 
en tijdschriften waarin hij publiceerde sterk van elkaar verschilden in hun sociale en 
politieke opvattingen. De auteur plaatst Solovjov’s artikelen altijd in hun sociaal-
historische context en weigert daarmee zijn maatschappijkritiek los te zien van het 
publieke debat waarin zij ontstaan is. Dit levert de lezer interessante bronverwijzingen 
en uitgebreide informatie op over Solovjov als publieke intellectueel evenals over de 
Russische geschiedenis en samenleving onder de drie laatste tsaren. 
Gezien tegen de achtergrond van het moderniseringsproces waar Rusland in de 
tweede helft van de negentiende eeuw doorheenging, komt Solovjov naar voren als 
een ‘professionele intellectueel’ [intelligent] die met het ene been in de moderne tijd 
en met het andere been in de traditionele samenleving staat. Zijn meervoudige 
maatschappelijke functies en zijn ongebruikelijke sociaal Christelijke en politiek 
conservatieve wereldbeeld getuigen van de opkomst van een publieke sfeer, zoals 
Jürgen Habermas beschreven heeft in zijn Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit (1962). 
De auteur koppelt het ontstaan van een publieke sfeer aan het proces van functionele 
differentiatie dat met de hervormingen van tsaar Alexander II in de jaren ‘60 in gang 
werd gezet, maar zich uiterst moeizaam voltrok. Volgens de Duitse socioloog Niklas 
Luhmann ontstaat bij gevolg van functionele differentiatie een moderne, complexe, 
polycentrische samenleving. Anders dan in een traditionele samenleving, waar een 
monocentrisch wereldbeeld overheerst dat wordt uitgedragen door de staat of de kerk, 
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of, in het geval van Solovjov, de profeet, wordt een polycentrische samenleving 
gekenmerkt door een veelheid van zienswijzen op de samenleving. Aan de hand van 
bovengenoemde auteurs wordt de spanning tussen Solovjov’s professionalisme 
enerzijds en zijn profetisme anderzijds geduid vanuit de veranderende politieke en 
sociale omstandigheden. De auteur geeft daarmee een aanzet tot een nieuwe, 
genuanceerde benadering van de Russische samenleving die recht doet aan de 
complexiteit van de maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen eind negentiende, begin 
twintigste eeuw. 
 
In feite worden in deze studie twee “onaantastbare” grootheden besproken. Rusland 
waarover vaak gezegd wordt dat het met het verstand niet te begrijpen is (Tjutsjev) en 
Solovjov, die ook wel het geweten van Rusland wordt genoemd.1 De auteur laat zien 
dat het probleem van de onbegrijpelijkheid of ondoorgrondelijkheid van beide 
entiteiten met name ligt in de categorieën die gebruikt worden. Evenmin als Rusland 
zich laat definiëren als hetzij Slavisch hetzij Westers, laat Solovjov zich indelen bij 
hetzij de Slavofielen, hetzij de Westerlingen. De bestaande categorieën, zo is 
gebleken, zijn hardnekkig en worden vanuit een geborneerd verstand gecontinueerd. 
Met haar hybride benadering biedt de auteur mogelijkheid om aan de oeverloze 
discussies over Rusland te ontkomen en tot gefundeerde uitspraken te komen. 
 
 
                                                 
1
 Jean Gauvain (red.) Vladimir Soloviev: Conscience de la Russie (DESCLÉE DE BROUWER, 1950). 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
  
Diese interdisziplinäre Studie beschäftigt sich mit der Gesellschaftskritik des 
russischen Philosophen Wladimir Sergejevitsj Solowjew (1853-1900). Die Autorin 
wirft ein neues Licht auf den Philosophen und einen bis dato kaum beachteten Teil 
seines Werkes, die publitsistika. Zwischen 1881 und 1898 publizierte Solowjew 
ungefähr 100 Artikel über eine Reihe aktueller Themen. Die Autorin interpretiert 
diese gesellschaftskritischen Texte als Äusserung von Solowjews Konzept einer 
christlichen Politik und verdeutlicht damit die Einheit und Kontinuität seines sozial-
politischen Denkens. 
Solowjew rief seine Leser dazu auf, die christlichen Grundwerte der Liebe und 
Selbstaufopferung zu praktizieren. Er hoffte, auf diese Weise eine strukturelle 
Veränderung der Gesellschaft zu erreichen. Seine provozierenden Texte führten 
häufig zu Diskussionen, sowohl  mit den kirchlichen und weltlichen Autoritäten als 
auch mit individuellen Zeitgenossen. In der publitsistika scheint auch ein weniger 
utopischer und eher realistisch eingestellter Solowjew auf. Das stereotype, 
enigmatische Bild des Philosophen, so wie es in der wissenschaftlichen und populären 
Literatur jahrelang gezeichnet wurde (siehe Abbildung auf Seite 188) wird auf 
erfrischende Weise verändert. 
Diese Studie betrachtet Solowjews Diskurs über christliche Politik als einen 
Aufruf zum Annehmen einer religiösen Grundhaltung. Diese Grundhaltung basiert auf 
Liebe, zeichnet sich durch Offenheit und Solidarität aus, und drückt sich in einer 
freien, autonomen und bewussten Teilhabe an der Öffentlichkeit und dem Dienst an 
der Gesellschaft aus. Die durch Solowjew angeregte Debatte über eine mögliche 
(Wieder-) Vereinigung der universellen Kirche nach ihrer Trennung im Jahre 1054 
und auch sein öffentliches Auftreten gegen den in seiner Zeit vorherrschenden 
Nationalismus bestätigen diese Ansichten; sie formen zwei wichtige Beispiele seiner 
publitsistika, in denen er die Idee der ‘christlichen Politik’ auf zwei aktuelle Probleme 
seiner Zeit anwendet. Diese case-studies formen ein starkes Argument gegen die 
Einteilung von Solowjews Leben in verschiedene Perioden, wie sie in der 
Sekundärliteratur über den Philosophen gebräuchlich ist. Seine fortwährende 
Einmischung in gesellschaftliche Debatten reicht sowohl inhaltlich als auch zeitlich 
über die optimistische utopisch-theokratische Periode (1882-1894) hinaus, der sie 
normalerweise zugeschrieben wird.  
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Die langandauernde Diskussion mit General Aleksandr Kirejev (1833-1910) 
über die Wiedervereinigung der katholischen und der orthodoxen Kirchen zeigt den 
grossen Unterschied im Denken der beiden Männer. Während Kirejev am statischen 
Konzept des Dogma als offenbarter Wahrheit festhält, zeigt die Autorin, dass Begriffe 
wie ‘Kirche’ und ‘Glaube’ für Solowjew nicht einfach sind, was sie sind und auch 
niemals‚ fertig’ sind, sondern dass sie prozessartig entstehen und sich entwickeln. Die 
Autorin weist gut dokumentiert nach, dass es bei der Entwicklung dieser Begriffe um 
eine spirituelle und moralisch Bewusstwerdung ging, die nicht durch Nationalismus, 
Xenophobie oder Folgsamkeit behindert wurde. Entgegen der Meinung der 
Zeitgenossen, trat Solowjew in dieser Debatte nicht für eine externe Vereinigung auf 
nur institutionellem Niveau ein, sondern vor allen für eine spirituelle Vereinigung 
zwischen den katholischen und orthodoxen Glaubensgemeinschaften. Er wollte, dass 
sich die russisch-orthodoxen Gläubigen ihrer eigenen Prinzipien bewusst werden und 
diese überdenken, anstatt mit dem Finger auf die Katholiken zu zeigen und sie der 
Ketzerei zu beschuldigen. Wenn sich die Orthodoxen (und die Katholiken auf ihre 
Weise, aber darüber spricht Solowjew nicht) in ganzem Masse darüber klar würden, 
dass sie vor allen Dingen Christen sind und auch danach handelten (vergebend, 
selbstaufopfernd, altruistisch), dann wäre die spirituelle Wiedervereinigung die 
logische Folge und die institutionelle Wiedervereinigung wäre nur die äusserliche 
Bestätigung dessen. Solowjew sprach seine Sorgen über den moralischen Zustand des 
russischen Volkes und des Mangels an spiritueller Führung durch die Kirche aus und 
übte damit eine bis dato nie gekannte offene und direkte Kritik an der orthodoxen 
Geistlichkeit aus. Er rief alle Gläubigen, sowohl Laien wie Geistliche, dazu auf, den 
Anspruch der russisch-orthodoxen Kirche, die einzig rechtgläubige [pravoslavnyj] 
Kirche der Welt zu sein, zurückzuweisen. Er wies dabei auf das höhere Ziel der 
universellen Kirche hin; die Vorbereitung des Königreichs Gottes auf Erden. Dieser 
Aufruf war der Beginn der ökumenischen Bewegung in Russland. 
Solowjew beschäftigte sich aber nicht allein mit Glaubensfragen, sondern auch 
mit Fragen von grosser gesellschaftlicher Tragweite. Eine Analyse von Solowjews 
dreifacher Funktion als Wissenschaftler, Dozent/Redner und Publitsist [Publizist] 
zeigt seine wichtige Rolle in russischen Intellektuellenkreisen und in der 
gesellschaftlichen Debatte. Auch dies steht in scharfem Kontrast zum bestehenden 
Bild von Solowjew als einem isolierten und der Gesellschaft entfremdeten Menschen, 
der nur in höheren Sphären verkehrt (Abbildung S. 188). Die Autorin zeigt ebenfalls, 
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dass Solowjews Professionalität und Prophetie (in dieser Studie ‘heliotropismus’ 
genannt) widersprüchliche Erwartungen weckte, bei den Menschen und Gruppen, die 
ihm nahe standen und die ihn als einen der Ihren sahen. Aber der Philosoph hütete 
sich davor, sich bei einer Partei oder Gruppe anzuschliessen, da die Mitgliedschaft bei 
einer Gruppe den Zugang zu den anderen Gruppen mühsam - wenn nicht gar 
unmöglich - machen würde. Zudem musste er sich auch über die Parteien stellen, da 
die Wahrheit nach Solowjew nicht einseitig war und daher alle Positionen einen Teil 
der Wahrheit besassen. Aus dieser Perspektive versuchte er, verschiedene Ideen und 
Weltbilder miteinander in einem Standpunkt zu vereinen, dem der All-Einheit 
[vseedinstvo], den er paradoxerweise mit niemand teilte.  
Im Gegensatz zu bestehenden Interpretationen, nach denen Solowjew als 
Slavophil begann und sich langsam zu einem Liberalen entwickelte, betont die 
Autorin die Beständigkeit seiner sozial-politischen Ideen, in denen von Anfang an 
Erneuerung und Fortschritt durchschienen und nicht erst in der späteren liberalen 
Periode, wie einige Autoren behaupten. Solowjews Kombination von 
Sozialliberalismus und christlicher Glaubensüberzeugung war in Russland überaus 
ungewöhnlich und passte nicht in die sozialpolitischen Kategorien seiner Zeit. Das 
zeigt sich auch in der Tatsache, dass sich die Zeitungen und Zeitschriften in denen er 
publizierte in ihren sozialen und politischen Auffassungen stark von einander 
unterschieden. Die Autorin beschreibt die Artikel von Solowjew stets in ihrem 
sozialhistorischen Kontext und weigert sich, seine Gesellschaftskritik von der 
öffentlichen Debatte, in der sie entstanden ist, zu trennen. Dabei werden dem Leser 
interessante Quellen eröffnet und ein umfassender Überblick über Solowjew als 
öffentlichem Intellektuellen und über die russische Geschichte und Gesellschaft unter 
den letzten drei Zaren gegeben. 
Auf dem Hintergrund des Modernisierungsprozesses von Russland in der 
zweiten Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts sticht Solowjew als ‘professioneller 
Intellektueller’ [intelligent] hervor, der mit dem einen Bein in der modernen Zeit und 
mit dem anderen in der traditionellen Gesellschaft steht. Seine vielfältigen 
gesellschaftlichen Funktionen und sein ungewöhnliches christlich-soziales und 
politisch konservatives Weltbild zeugen von dem Aufkommen einer Öffentlichkeit, 
wie sie von Jürgen Habermas in Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit (1962) beschrieben 
wird. Die Autorin verbindet die Entstehung dieser Öffentlichkeit mit dem Prozess der 
funktionellen Differenzierung, der mit den Reformen Zar Alexander II in den 60ziger 
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Jahren des 19. Jahrhunderts begann, sich aber nur mühsam durchsetzte. Nach Ansicht 
des deutschen Soziologen Niklas Luhmann entsteht als Folge einer funktionellen 
Differenzierung eine moderne, komplexe, polyzentrische Gesellschaft. Im Gegensatz 
zur traditionellen Gesellschaft, in der ein monozentrisches Weltbild herrscht, welches 
durch den Staat oder die Kirche - oder im Falle von Solowjew, durch den Propheten – 
verbreitet wird, zeichnet sich eine polyzentrische Gesellschaft durch viele 
verschiedene Sichtweisen auf die Gesellschaft aus. Mit Hilfe der genannten Autoren 
wird die Spannung zwischen Solowjews Professionalität einerseits und seinem 
Prophetismus andererseits aus den veränderten politischen und sozialen Umständen 
gedeutet. Die Autorin bietet somit einen Ansatz für eine neue, nuanciertere 
Betrachtung der russischen Gesellschaft, die die Komplexität der gesellschaftlichen 
Entwicklungen am Ende des 19. und dem Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts berücksichtigt. 
 
In dieser Studie werden zwei “unfassbare” Grössen besprochen: Russland, über das 
häufig gesagt wird dass es mit dem Verstand nicht zu begreifen sei (Tjutsjev) und 
Solowjew, der auch das Gewissen von Russland genannt wird.1 Die Autorin zeigt, 
dass das Problem der Unbegreiflichkeit und Unergründbarkeit beider Einheiten 
hauptsächlich in den zur Definition verwendeten Kategorien liegt. So wenig sich 
Russland als entweder slawisch oder westlich definieren lässt, so lässt sich auch 
Solowjew nicht bei den Slavophilen oder den Westler einteilen. Es hat sich gezeigt, 
dass die bestehenden Kategorien sich hartnäckig halten und tradiert werden. Der 
hybride Ansatz der Autorin bietet nun die Möglichkeit, die uferlosen Diskussionen 
über Russland zu beenden und zu fundierten Aussagen zu kommen. 
 
                                                 
1
 Jean Gauvain (red.) Vladimir Soloviev: Conscience de la Russie (DESCLÉE DE BROUWER, 1950). 
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THANK YOU!!! 
 
Rather than taking the interstate highway – the one heading straight for my defense – 
in embarking on my research, I chose, instead, to explore the scenic route allowing 
myself to fully enjoy the freedoms of academic life. My journey brought me into 
contact with many interesting people whose comments and ideas have helped me 
become the scholar and person I am today. I would like to thank several of them. 
 My research could not have proceeded without the regular exchange of ideas 
with my fellow participants in the research program ‘Civil Society and National 
Religion: Problems of State, Church and Society in the Philosophy of Vladimir 
Solov’ëv (1853-1900)’, financed by the Dutch Organization of Scientific Research 
(NWO). It is hard to overstate the contribution this group made to both my work and 
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